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1. Introduction

The management of international logistics networks poses major challenges for com-
panies. Even though international logistics is often seen as the backbone and engine of the
global economy, it is regularly put to the test. In a few words, management of international
logistics networks describes the planning and design of global value creation systems
to fulfill customer orders by efficiently linking goods, information, and financial flows
from the procurement of raw materials to delivery to the end customer with the goal
of increasing customer satisfaction. Increasing risks and volatility in logistics networks
constantly present logistics managers with the challenge of developing innovative solutions
for ever-new problems. The importance of logistics has made it one of the most important
industries and employers in many regions and countries. To deal with challenges, logistics
regularly adapts new technologies and combines them into innovative solutions to better
meet customer requirements. Especially in international logistics, the industry often acts
as an early adopter of technologies such as machine learning, blockchain, digital supply
chain twins, and others. However, the truth is also that logistics, especially international
transport, is also one of the major emitters of greenhouse gases, and the industry needs to
find answers in the short and medium term on how to reduce the global carbon footprint.
In the interplay with the aforementioned technological innovation power of logistics, a
huge potential is seen here that has not yet been exhausted. In addition, international
logistics can make a decisive contribution to the growth and prosperity of economic regions.
Especially in low- and mid-income countries, logistics is an important enabler for economic
growth and the integration of those countries into global value creation systems. Support-
ing these countries, e.g., countries in sub-Saharan Africa, is one of the major challenges of
our generation, with it facing society as a whole, and logistics can make a contribution to
improving living conditions.

This special issue aims to make a contribution from research to continue the discussion
on current trends in international logistics and to make a contribution with solutions that
are of great use in industrial practice. To this end, the main trends in international logistics
are examined and important sub-topics are analyzed in this context. The following is an
introduction to the main trends in international logistics, which form the basis for the
articles included in this Special Issue. We will then briefly summarize the articles included
in this Special Issue.

2. Main Trends Impacting Future Logistics Networks

Over the past few decades, numerous studies have delved into the question of which
economic and social trends influence logistics networks. The landscape of trends that could
potentially shape logistics planning and design is extensive, and the specific product and
customer base addressed play pivotal roles in determining their relevance. However, in the
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realm of international logistics, four predominant trends have steadily gained significance
over time. While not entirely novel, these trends hold paramount importance in shaping
the future design of international logistics networks.

The first of these trends is digitalization, which has been on the rise for the past decade
and is set to usher in significant changes in the planning and management of international
logistics networks. Rapid technological advances are poised to bring substantial transfor-
mations within the current decade. Furthermore, the global trend towards sustainability
has emerged as a key driver for future developments in logistics networks. Sustainability
has ascended to a prominent position in the global public consciousness, and regulatory
interventions in this domain are anticipated. Consequently, logistics networks must adapt
and systematically incorporate sustainability considerations into their strategic projects
over the next decade. Digitalization and sustainability, two paramount trends, are posing a
growing challenge to current approaches in the design of international logistics networks.
These trends also interplay with the enduring mega-trend of globalization, which has shaped
the landscape of value networks worldwide. While globalization has been a central driver
of increased complexity in logistics networks, the current decade raises questions about the
role of globalization in international logistics networks, particularly in light of the trends
of digitalization and sustainability. To further complicate this intricate web of trends, the
world of logistics networks has been characterized by the persisting trend of increasing risks
and dynamics. These factors render the study and development of international logistics
networks all the more complex. Several research studies have highlighted the growing
turbulence in international logistics networks [1,2], a phenomenon that gained even greater
prominence with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic [3,4].

Figure 1 offers an overview of the main trends in international logistics networks,
along with their associated sub-trends that exert significant influence on the future design
of such networks. The subsequent sections will elaborate on the developments within the
main trends of digitalization, sustainability, and globalization, and their implications for the
design of future logistics networks.
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Figure 1. Main trends impacting the design of future international logistics networks.

2.1. Digitalization in International Logistics Networks

In recent years, the digitalization of logistics networks has increased significantly,
leading to profound consequences for the future planning and management of logistics
systems. Under the broad umbrella of digitalization, a myriad of sub-streams, technologies,
knowledge areas, and business functions have converged, closely aligned with the burgeon-
ing technologization of logistics networks. Fundamentally, this movement revolves around
the strategic question of how to effectively harness the expanding potential made available
through advancing computerization and technologization, along with the corresponding
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acquisition of data, to positively shape the parameters of logistics goals. A key tenet of this
approach is to utilize the vast and ever-growing volume of data generated daily and to
deploy emerging technologies mindfully, rather than embracing a technology-driven push,
thus playing a pivotal role in this landscape.

The potentials of digitalization are diverse, reflecting the multifaceted motives un-
derpinning its promotion in the field of logistics. One of the initial sub-trends is the
establishment of connectivity within logistics networks, enabled by the novel possibilities
stemming from digitalization. This endeavor seeks to interconnect the various actors in the
network, fostering smoother and timelier information exchange. This heightened connec-
tivity lays the foundation for the next sub-trend in the digitalization journey—transparency.
Given the increasing complexity of global value creation structures, transparency is an
absolute imperative across multiple stages on both the supplier and customer sides of
the logistics process. It is essential for the purpose of proactive planning and responsive
actions. Creating transparency is, and always has been, a core responsibility of logistics
managers. However, the new possibilities facilitated by technologies such as digital supply
chain twins [5] and blockchain [6] are anticipated to offer fresh avenues for achieving
transparency in a simpler, more comprehensible, near-real-time, and secure manner.

Once connectivity and transparency are firmly established, a wealth of data is at hand,
facilitating the pursuit of the third sub-trend of digitalization over the long
term—enhancing the predictability of logistics systems. The need for increased predictabil-
ity is particularly pronounced in the context of international logistics networks. Timely
identification of risks within globally distributed value streams is imperative, enabling
early or even preemptive countermeasures. This is critical in international logistics, where
forecasting arrival times for extensive, intermodal transport chains remains a challenge, of-
ten relying solely on historical data. Encouragingly, the remarkable advances in the realms
of artificial intelligence and machine learning underscore the potential of digitalization in
delivering marked efficiency gains in terms of prediction accuracy within complex logistics
networks [7]. Nonetheless, the industry-wide adoption of artificial intelligence algorithms
for early risk detection is still lagging behind expectations, highlighting the need for a
collective effort to bridge this gap [8].

As a certain level of connectivity and transparency begins to take shape within inter-
national logistics networks, the automation of processes within these networks becomes
increasingly attainable. Moreover, should a certain level of predictability be established, the
prospect of logistics systems operating autonomously in the long term, within the context
of digitalized logistics networks, becomes conceivable. The automation of logistics pro-
cesses stands as one of the most vital trends in the ongoing digitalization of logistics [9–11].
The allure of increased efficiency, flexibility, resilience, and reduced dependence on the
expertise and decisions of individual logistics decision-makers makes this trend partic-
ularly compelling. Automation spans both physical processes, which are already more
advanced in certain industries, and informational processes, especially pertinent in the
realm of international logistics networks. With the growing degree of automation in these
informational processes, accompanied by increasingly intelligent systems, it is conceivable
that a significant proportion of these processes may operate autonomously in the evolution
of logistics systems. This autonomous operation could include automatic and, at best, intel-
ligent decision-making, e.g., facilitated through intelligent multi-agent systems [12]. Recent
studies even propose that the majority of informational processes involved in managing
logistics networks may be running autonomously by the end of this decade [13].

It is essential to recognize that while the sub-trends of connectivity, transparency,
predictability, and automation and autonomy were presented successively, they need not
be pursued sequentially. Instead, these sub-trends offer a directional roadmap for the
potential evolution of logistics systems. Projects and developments can run in parallel,
with connectivity and transparency often being the initial steps in the development process.
They set the foundation for more intricate stages, such as predictability or autonomy, to be
addressed subsequently. In this way, the digital transformation of logistics networks can
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take multiple paths, with the ultimate aim of achieving greater efficiency, resilience, and
adaptability in the dynamic landscape of international logistics.

2.2. Sustainability in International Logistics Networks

The significance of the global megatrend of sustainability has grown in recent years.
Concerning the ecological dimension of sustainability, the scientific community highlighted
several decades ago that the escalating emission of greenhouse gases leads to global warm-
ing, with dire consequences for the planet’s ecosystems. In logistics research, ecological
sustainability became a topic of intensive discussion as early as the first decade of the
21st century, even though the urgency of these concerns in logistics practice emerged later.
While the ecological perspective on sustainability is undeniably crucial, it is important to
recognize that the sustainability concept is much broader, adhering to the more widespread
“triple bottom line” approach [14]. This approach incorporates not only the ecological
dimension but also economic and social dimensions. The economic facet of sustainability is
dedicated to fostering economic activities geared toward long-term sustainability rather
than prioritizing short-term profits at the expense of future generations. In a societal con-
text, the economic dimension of sustainability encompasses a society striving for long-term
economic stability and prosperity while considering the well-being of future generations.
The social dimension of sustainability emphasizes the importance of a socially harmonious,
ideally conflict-free society that places a strong emphasis on individuals and their living
conditions, both at points of consumption and along value chains.

In the realm of social sustainability, a vital sub-trend within international logistics
networks centers on social responsibility and the role of humans. In recent years, social sus-
tainability, especially within logistics networks, has been somewhat overshadowed by its
ecological counterpart but has grown in prominence. A significant driver for this shift is
the evolving societal awareness among end customers who want transparency regarding
the production and processing conditions of products, as well as assurances that no indi-
viduals, especially children, have been harmed in the process. From a logistics perspective,
this presents various challenges in supplier selection and monitoring, particularly in the
context of international logistics networks. The role of humans is also gaining increasing
importance for another reason. Due to the technological advancements associated with
the digitalization trend, processes within international logistics networks are becoming
progressively automated and potentially autonomous. This implies that individuals cur-
rently engaged in manual logistics processes will need to assume different roles in the
near future. This shift is likely to demand new competence profiles and organizational
structures in logistics, necessitating corresponding training and education. However, the
impact of rationalization and the potential loss of social value associated with tasks should
not be underestimated, as this dynamic has the potential to give rise to conflicts.

From the economic sustainability perspective, international logistics networks should
facilitate sustainable economic development, especially for emerging and developing countries. Inter-
national logistics plays a pivotal role in this regard since logistics challenges are consistently
identified as significant trade barriers that hinder the sustainable growth of developing
nations. The African continent, in particular, stands out as a region with considerable
potential, characterized by relatively low economic power yet rapid population growth. It
is regarded as one of the most crucial future markets for numerous industries. Nevertheless,
sustainable economic growth and prosperity are not guaranteed in these countries alone,
given the presence of various trade barriers, especially logistics-related challenges tied to
inefficient transportation systems. Companies continue to express reservations, especially
concerning sub-Saharan Africa [15].

Finally, the establishment of eco-friendly logistics networks stands as a crucial sub-
trend in the domain of ecological sustainability within international logistics networks.
Given that most industries feature globally dispersed value creation structures, logistics
bears a substantial share of greenhouse gas emissions. Depending on the study and the
methodology employed, transportation alone is responsible for roughly 24% of global CO2
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emissions [16]. Furthermore, transportation represents only part of logistics functions,
indicating that the actual contribution of logistics to global greenhouse gas emissions is
likely even higher. This constitutes a pressing issue which will inevitably prompt greater
regulatory intervention in the short and medium term. Consequently, logistics must
adapt and explore methods for implementing eco-friendly logistics networks. The coming
years will serve as a barometer for the extent to which such changes can be implemented.
Potential avenues include the redesign of logistics networks, improved planning algorithms,
the utilization of new technologies and transport modes, or, at the very least, enhanced
integration of existing transport modes into intermodal transport systems.

2.3. Globalization in International Logistics Networks

Globalization has been a driving force behind international logistics networks for
decades, playing a pivotal role in fostering economic growth through the increased global
division of labor facilitated by highly interconnected logistics systems. This global trend
of globalization within international logistics networks comprises three prominent sub-
trends. Firstly, network complexity has been steadily rising due to globalization, marked by
the expansion of potential suppliers and customer regions. This expansion significantly
increases the intricacy of logistics networks that managers need to oversee. This trend aligns
closely with another sub-trend: the decentralization of decision-making in international
logistics networks and the physical decentralization of production and logistics activities.
Decisions are being made in more distributed locations, and the physical structure of
production and logistics activities, such as warehouses, are becoming more decentralized.
Moreover, the third sub-trend in this globalization paradigm is the integration of low- and
mid-income countries into international logistics networks. This is driven by the need for
the sustainable development of these developing countries. Integration often begins on
the supplier side, gradually expanding to the customer side, with labor cost advantages
serving as a primary motivator for manufacturers to incorporate these countries into their
logistics networks.

The globalization of the international economy, which has been a dominant trend
in recent decades, has yielded various advantages and challenges. However, with the
rise of the megatrends of digitalization and sustainability, there is a question of how
globalization may evolve. One possible scenario is a reduction in the degree of globalization,
motivated by the pursuit of ecological sustainability. International transport is a significant
contributor to global greenhouse gas emissions, and localizing logistics networks may
help mitigate these emissions. Conversely, the integration and sustainable economic
development of developing countries, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, may drive an
increase in globalization. Since more and more potential customers will be located in these
regions in the long term, this can also lead to an increase in the decentralization of logistics
structures through the addition of further warehouse locations, for example.

The interplay between globalization and sustainability is further complicated by the
advent of digitalization. Digitalization, coupled with the technologization of logistics
networks, can theoretically lead to highly automated production facilities that can au-
tonomously produce customized products on a large scale with minimal human labor.
This could diminish the significance of labor cost advantages in developing countries,
potentially prompting a shift of manufacturing back to industrialized nations. Conversely,
technology such as digital supply chain twins and blockchain, in conjunction with artificial
intelligence, can offer real-time transparency regarding global value chains and predict fu-
ture states of international logistics networks with intelligent precision. This may facilitate
smoother integration of additional suppliers, including those from developing countries,
into increasingly complex international logistics networks, ultimately promoting further
globalization. These examples underscore the intricate interplay between digitalization,
globalization, and sustainability, emphasizing the need to thoroughly assess the potential
changes that these focus trends may induce in international logistics networks, both at
various levels and in multiple directions.
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The interplay of the three trends described above in the context of increasing risks
and dynamics makes the discussion about future developments in international logistics
both exciting and challenging. Even though industrial practice must find solutions to deal
with the challenges described, science can contribute to the solution. This is also the aim
of the articles included in this Special Issue, which are located within the interplay of the
trends described above and make a contribution to the further development of research in
their subfield.

3. Summary of Articles Included in This Special Issue
3.1. The Influence of Technologies in Increasing Transparency in Textile Supply Chains

The international textile industry is a vibrant industry whose logistics networks are
constantly reinventing themselves in search of new alternative sources of supply. This
reorganization of logistics networks is characterized by two opposing trends. On the one
hand, there is the desire for ever more cost-effective production alternatives in developing
countries to meet the needs of the fast fashion industry, and on the other hand, there is
the customer demand for ever more sustainable logistics networks for textile products, as
the industry is considered one of the least sustainable. One of the most important initial
levers in the creation of sustainability is the creation of transparency in textile logistics
networks. Therefore, the article examines how digital technologies can have an impact on
creating more transparency in textile logistics networks and how this can contribute to
more sustainability at the same time. A broad range of different technologies is examined
on the basis of expert interviews in order to develop a framework that attempts to explain
the use of the technologies in the textile industry and their corresponding effect. The article
is thus located directly at the interface between digitalization and sustainability of the trend
framework in Figure 1 and makes an important contribution to the discussion of future
logistics networks.

3.2. Utilization of Free Trade Agreements to Minimize Costs and Carbon Emissions in the Global
Supply Chain for Sustainable Logistics

As already mentioned, the pressure on the logistics industry to reduce greenhouse
gases is increasing enormously and more and more regulatory interventions will be im-
posed on the industry to reduce greenhouse gases, for example through carbon tax prices,
even if these differ greatly in the regions of the world. This may also lead to companies
relocating to take advantage of more favorable carbon taxes. Despite this pressure to re-
duce, international trade continues to expand and various free trade agreements are being
concluded, which, at the very least, risk further increasing greenhouse gas emissions. This
article proposes a mathematical model that helps companies set up a cost-optimal logistics
network, incorporating carbon taxes and free trade agreements based on suppliers and
production locations, quantities of parts and other factors. The resulting logistics networks
are also examined and compared with and without the presence of free trade agreements.
It is found that free trade agreements do not have a negative impact on greenhouse gas
emissions. The article, thus, makes an exciting contribution at the intersection of the trends
of globalization and sustainability, especially the creation of eco-friendly logistics networks
of the trend framework of Figure 1.

3.3. A Sustainable Two-Echelon Logistics Model with Shipment Consolidation

Even though alternative technologies also play an important role in the context of
creating climate-friendly logistics networks, studies repeatedly find that increasing effi-
ciency in logistics in particular can have an enormous impact on reducing greenhouse gases.
Logistics networks evolve not always with a view to a cost-optimal and at the same time
eco-friendly overall solution, but more as a fast reaction to a volatile market environment.
An important lever for increasing efficiency in logistics networks is increasing capacity
utilization through shipment consolidation. What sounds logical is often associated with
challenges in practice. The article develops a mathematical model that determines an
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optimal shipment consolidation strategy while reducing costs and emissions. The model is
examined and validated on the basis of a case study in the Egyptian dairy industry and it
is shown what effects shipment consolidation can achieve. In the example described, costs
are reduced by 40% and emissions are significantly reduced due to the significantly lower
fuel consumption. the article therefore makes an important contribution in the context of
the discussion on eco-friendly in international logistics networks.

3.4. The Impact of Digital Technologies and Sustainable Practices on Circular Supply
Chain Management

In the broad and complex field of sustainable logistics, circularity received compara-
tively little attention in the past. However, the topic of circular supply chains has become
increasingly important in recent years, not only in science but also in practice, as it is
increasingly realized that limited resources can only be used in the long term if circularity
is being created. However, it is also becoming clear that the logistics requirements for
such reorganized logistics networks are enormous. This article therefore examines the
benefits that companies can derive from the use of digital technologies in the operation of
circular supply chains and the extent to which this also has an impact on the sustainability
of the logistics network. The study uses a structural equation model based on a survey
of 157 companies. The study is located directly at the interface between digitalization
and sustainability shown in the trend framework of Figure 1 and makes a significant
contribution to research on circular supply chains. Among other things, it can be shown
that technologies can make a contribution in the context of circular supply chains, e.g.,
in identifying the origin of raw materials, in managing complex transport flows within
circular supply chains and much more.

3.5. Blockchain Technology and Sustainability in Supply Chains and a Closer Look at Different
Industries: A Mixed Method Approach

The discussion about the potential of blockchain technology in the context of interna-
tional logistics has gained momentum in recent years, and the use of blockchain technology
in international logistics networks has become an important field of research, especially
in the scientific community. The technology is seen as having particularly high potential
for achieving sustainability goals at various levels. This article conducts a content analysis
of 185 articles that examine the use of blockchain technology to achieve sustainability
goals. The content analysis provides a comprehensive insight into application fields and
penetration levels of the technology in diverse industries. Not only is the state of the art in
science presented in detail, but above all the industry perspective is highlighted and the
advantages and challenges in the use of the technology in industrial practice are explained.
The article thus makes an important contribution to the interface between digitalization,
sustainability, and globalization.

3.6. Current Trend of Industry 4.0 in Logistics and the Transformation of Logistics Processes Using
Digital Technologies: An Empirical Study in the Slovak Republic

When examining the digital transformation of companies and their logistics processes,
the concept of Industry 4.0 represents a core element not only in science but above all
in industrial practice. Industry 4.0 focuses primarily on the production environment
of manufacturing companies, but also goes beyond this with the associated logistics
and distribution processes. The article aims on the one hand to classify the concept of
Industry 4.0 in the context of logistics, and on the other hand to analyze the extent to which
Industry 4.0 technologies have already penetrated Slovakian companies in order to draw
conclusions about how to implement digital transformation. The study is based on a survey
of 144 Slovakian small-, medium- and large-sized companies. The study of the penetration
of Industry 4.0 technologies into production and distribution is informative and makes an
important contribution to the field of research on digital transformation in logistics.
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3.7. Selecting Partners in Strategic Alliances: An Application of the SBM DEA Model in the
Vietnamese Logistics Industry

Managing increasingly complex logistics networks requires strategic alliances between
partners to ensure resilience, especially in the context of ever-increasing cost pressures.
However, the level of inter-firm relationships in the logistics industry is not strong in
all regions of the world, and a high level of competition complicates the situation. The
authors of this article argue that while it is highly important to find long-term strategic
partners in a logistics network, the level of inter-firm partnerships in Vietnam, among other
countries, is comparatively low. In order to contribute to this, the authors develop a model
that analyzes logistics service providers in the Vietnamese logistics market and proposes
strategic partnerships. The article makes a valuable contribution and proposes a model
that helps industrial practice and can certainly be applied beyond Vietnam.

3.8. Analysis of the Activities That Make up the Reverse Logistics Processes and Their Importance
for the Future of Logistics Networks: An Exploratory Study Using the TOPSIS Technique

Due to the increasing use of finite raw materials, the topic of reverse logistics or
closed-loop supply chains is becoming more and more important in the public perception.
Without sensible concepts that organize the return of materials, a sustainable future is
hardly conceivable, and logistics has a key role to play here. Using the example of a
study of industrial practice in Brazil, this article investigates which processes belong to
the subarea of reverse logistics and what their implementation status is in the industry.
The article makes an important contribution to the creation of a common understanding of
concepts and process responsibilities in the field of reverse logistics, a field of research that
will become increasingly important in the future.

3.9. Analyzing the Implementation of Digital Twins in the Agri-Food Supply Chain

Digital supply chain twins are one of the most promising technology concepts for
the future management of complex international logistics networks. For this reason, the
topic has not only been more thoroughly explored scientifically in recent years but has also
been accompanied by industrial practice with prototypes. Many potentials are attributed
to digital supply chain twins, especially in creating transparency about possible risks
and bottlenecks, increasing efficiency in network management, reducing costs and much
more. Especially in agri-food supply chains, the topic of digital twins is strongly accom-
panied by research and various studies exist. Based on a systematic literature analysis of
50 peer-reviewed articles with a focus on digital supply chain twins in the agri-food indus-
try, the article aims to analyze the status quo of the implementation of digital supply chain
twins in the agri-food industry in more detail and to derive its implications. While noting
that implementation in practice is still in its infancy, clear research directions are given to
overcome current implementation hurdles.

3.10. Warehouse Management Systems for Social and Environmental Sustainability: A Systematic
Literature Review and Bibliometric Analysis

Although it has already been explained that international transport accounts for a
significant share of global greenhouse gas emissions, it should not go unmentioned that
various other logistics-related functions also make a significant contribution, including
warehousing in international logistics networks. However, in warehouse management,
it is not only the ecological footprint that plays a role, but also social aspects as well.
Based on a systematic literature review, the article examines the current state of warehouse
management systems in practice and their contribution to achieving environmental and
social sustainability goals. Although logistics sites such as warehouses account for a
not-so insignificant share of the logistics industry’s total greenhouse gas emissions, the
authors note that little research has been performed on how warehouse management
systems can contribute to environmental and social sustainability. Based on this, clear
recommendations are made as to how warehouse operations can make a more decisive
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contribution to achieving the goals in the future and what can be carried out on the research
side to support this.
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Abstract: Background: In the current political discourse, supply chain transparency is seen as a key
to improving the working and environmental conditions within textile supply chains. Addition-
ally, the use of technology is increasingly being regarded as a means of reducing complexity and
increasing transparency within these supply chains. While much research has been conducted to
understand the impact of the textile industry on sustainability and the impact of technology on the
overall performance of the textile supply chains, little attention has been placed on the following
question: How do technologies affect transparency within the textile supply chains? Methods: We
conducted seven interviews with actors from the textile industry. Based on these collected data, the
relevance of selected technologies for improving transparency is established and the challenges of
their implementation and impact on the industry are assessed. Results: Digital technologies, such as
blockchain, the Internet of Things and dialog platforms, are promising instruments for transparency,
even though their current implementation is not ideal. Furthermore, great skepticism on platforms
for reporting (audits and complaint systems) is still prevalent. Conclusions: Since the influence of
transparency on sustainability is conditioned by the goal orientation with which the technologies are
implemented and used, we propose a framework for the implementation of the selected technologies
that account for the interaction between said technologies in the textile supply chains.

Keywords: logistics; supply chain management; textile industry; digital technologies; digitalization;
transparency

1. Introduction

Today, with 78 million workers along the supply chains, the textile industry is the
second largest consumer goods industry in the world after the food industry [1,2]. Over
the past decades, production in this industry has been outsourced to South-East Asian
and Sub-Sahara African countries in an effort to remain profitable as fast fashion strategies
reduce order volumes and product life cycles [3]. In response to this aggressive business
model, globally fragmented and complex textile supply chains have developed [4]. As a
result of these complex supply chains, the challenge for companies to track and trace their
activities and generate transparency has increased [2].

At the same time, diverse stakeholders have been placing more pressure on companies
in the textile industry to improve their sustainability, especially concerning human rights
violations [5]. Nevertheless, “without better knowledge about the size of the industry and
the scope of the problem [. . .], approaches designed to address these issues will not be
able to solve the problem comprehensively” [6] (p. 45). Additionally, Straube et al. [7]
cements the importance of transparency as the basis for supply chain sustainability when
integrated into the corporate strategy. Therefore, technologies are being increasingly used
by companies to facilitate data collection in textile supply chains, with which retailers hope
to improve efficiency, product quality, sustainability, customer satisfaction and regulatory
compliance [8]. From a business perspective, technologies are considered essential for
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achieving greater visibility to identify and address challenges in complex supply chains,
such as increasing data volume [9,10].

Technologies seem to be seen as a panacea for transparency and, at the same time,
transparency as a panacea for sustainability. However, so far, it has not yet been studied, in
a practical and industry-specific way, to what extent technologies have a positive influence
on transparency in order to improve the sustainability of the textile industry.

Past research has been conducted on supply chain sustainability and its connection to
transparency [2,11–13], on transparency and sustainability in the textile industry [1,5,14–18]
or on the influence of technologies on transparency [9,10,19–23], partly connected to the tex-
tile industry [8,24–26]. Partly, technology use is associated with the sustainability of the tex-
tile industry, but often economic sustainability is the focus. Additionally, McGrath et al. [9]
have investigated the roles of different types of technology on transparency.

In order to enrich previous knowledge, this research aims to investigate the impact of
selected technologies on transparency for the purpose of improving social sustainability
within the textile industry.

Therefore, the following research questions were formulated for this research:

• Which technologies are being used in the textile industry to increase transparency
along supply chains?

• To which extent does the use of the respective technologies influence the increase in
transparency along the supply chains of the textile industry?

2. Materials and Methods

The basis for the selection of technologies for this paper is found in the work of
McGrath et al. [9], who examined across industries which technologies are being used in
practice to increase sustainability visibility. They distinguish the effect of technologies on
transparency according to collecting, processing and disseminating information. Since
the focus of this paper is on the generation of information, or internal transparency, only
technologies that collect information are included in the research scope, an overview of
which technologies are analyzed in this paper.

This paper is based on qualitative research. In order to collect the necessary data to
answer the research questions, we conducted semi-structured interviews following the
criteria of Lamnek and Krell [27]. Since there may be differences of interest, especially
between companies and NGOs, the two perspectives were the focus of the selection.

1. Textile and apparel companies that see themselves as sustainable and are responsible
for the production itself and the possible implementation of technologies;

2. NGOs working for occupational safety and environmental protection in the textile
industry. NGOs were chosen that advocate for workers and environmental conditions
in the industry by publishing reports or campaigning, among other things. The
advocacy group’s point of view is particularly interesting, as they have direct channels
to the workers, the companies as well as the government;

3. Service companies that help trading companies trace their supply chains;
4. Textile factories, as actors at the beginning of the supply chain, can assess the impact

of technologies.

This work is limited to German-speaking contacts to avoid language barriers and the
resulting scope for interpretation. Following this criteria, seven interviews were performed,
as shown in Table 1. While the sample size is rather small considering the size of the textile
industry worldwide, the insights obtained are still representative of the overall situation of
technology implementation in the textile industry in Germany. The targeted interviewees
were selected for their efforts in improving sustainability and transparency within the
textile supply chains so that their expertise could be leveraged for the advancement of the
textile industry in general.
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Table 1. Composition of the sample; interviewees.

Person ID Role within the Institution Actor in the Supply Chain Institution ID

P1 CEO/Founder

Blockchain as a service (BaaS)
and sustainability platform

provider for textile
companies

NP1

P2 Consultant for sustainable
supply chains and clothing NGO NGO2

P3 CSR Manager Textile company TBU3

P4 Auditor Certification company ZU4

P5
Sustainability Advocate &
Consultant; former CSR

Manager

Freelance; former textile
company TBU5

P6 Founder of the German
NGO6; reg. coordinator NGO NGO6

P7 Technical coordinator NGO NGO6

The interview guideline consisted of the following three main blocks:

(i) General questions about the organization’s activities in the textile industry and espe-
cially in sustainability and transparency;

(ii) Transparency in the supply chain, where the interviewees were asked about their
understanding of transparency as well as the main challenges in the textile industry
concerning transparency and its importance;

(iii) Technologies for transparency, where the interviewees were asked about the relevance
of the technologies for the industry, their role in generating transparency and the risks
and challenges in their implementation.

Furthermore, the data collected in the interviews were evaluated with the help of
qualitative content analysis, a widely used method designed by Mayring [28]. Firstly, the
technologies mentioned by the interviewees were identified—during this step, a new tech-
nology category was created, namely, “Others”. Within this category, we then proceeded to
classify all technologies named by the interviewees that did not correspond to the initial set
(i.e., the technologies shown in Figure 1). In the second step, the corresponding information
provided by the interviewees was classified into a category (in this case: each technology
mentioned). Subsequently, the indications concerning the impact of each technology were
summarized and visualized in an impact matrix with the following dimensions: “trans-
parency” and “information on sustainability”. This allows for a clearer picture of the overall
potential impact of the selected technologies.
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3. Results

A detailed description of the information obtained within this research for each
technology is given in this section. Table 2 shows the incidence of the technologies in
the interviews.

Table 2. Breakdown of interviewees’ statements on the technologies.

Person. IoT BC Audits Complaint
Systems

Dialog
Platforms Others

P1 x x x
Sustainability
Management

Platform

P2 x x

P3 x x x x

P4 x x

P5 x x x x

P6 x x x x Unions

P7 x x x x x DNA-Analysis.
Fine dust analysis

3.1. Automated Data Processing
3.1.1. Internet of Things (IoT)

According to P7, the use of the IoT is significantly limited by the fact that the sensors
and RFID tags cannot be installed at each stage of production but only after the manufac-
turing process of the fabric has been completed. Currently, according to P7, IoT for product
tracking is only applied at the container level, i.e., during transportation. However, P7
sees great potential in the use of the IoT in earlier stages of the supply chain, especially
in environmental monitoring. As an example, P7 cites the use of the IoT for monitoring
air quality by measuring levels of toxins or temperature in factories. Currently, tempera-
tures are measured annually via audits, but the IoT could collect data 24/7. For P7, the
implementation is possible because it is not expensive, and the sensor can be set “so that
it is not tampered with by the factory owner by hanging a cold rag over it”, to lower the
temperature.
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3.1.2. Blockchain (BC)

Different assessments of the influence of BC emerge from the interviews. P1, P5 and
P7 have dealt with the technology in more detail; P2, P3 and P6 have expressed their basic
assessment of the technology.

In the interviews, BC was positively evaluated in that data can be collected, passed on
securely and stored in a decentralized manner. BC creates trust, as the registered data can
be assigned to the respective suppliers. In addition to information related to traceability,
information on sustainability conditions can also be collected and evaluated. P3 and P5,
who both work or have worked in textile companies, see great benefits in using BC. The
data entered in the BC are based on the certificates previously issued by auditors. The use
of the BC, in this case, is mainly for data preparation and disclosure of information via QR
codes attached to the final products.

In contrast, P7 is critical, seeing no advantage in BC over a “quite banal database”.
However, the following example from TBU5 illustrates the advantage of using BC over
simple databases, such as Excel lists: the supply chain of TBU5’s products was nominated
completely, from fiber origin to finished product (Nomination means that when a retail
company awards a contract, it determines which suppliers its direct suppliers should pur-
chase from), so it was assumed that the supply chain, including sustainability information,
was fully known. After BC implementation, testing worked for 98 percent, but 2 percent
had unknown fibers in the product. According to P5, they would not have found the error
through their existing certification systems. However, P5 also mentions that BC cannot
offer a 100% guarantee due to the dependence of the data quality and veracity on people.
Nonetheless, both the system of Excel lists or on-site visits by the companies themselves and
the cooperation with a certification system are prone to errors because the control instances
behind them are not sufficient. Therefore, according to P5, BC’s solution approaches are
promising.

Several interviewees emphasize that BC technology as a whole is portrayed “in glow-
ing descriptions” as being better than it actually is. It is seen as a “panacea” or “solver
of everything”. P7 is also “not convinced it’s the best way to go, but it’s just hip and
makes money. [. . .] Some people are so enthusiastic about blockchain that they think it
means information is always accurate.” This interviewee remarks the positive attention BC
receives and the trust it brings to the data as negative impacts of BC and is concerned with
the energy consumption that the implementation of this technology requires. However,
if BC is not public and does not go through the proof-of-work consensus mechanism, but
only a few parties are allowed to write on BC, the energy problem would be solved and BC
can be useful. According to P5, a verified life cycle assessment on BCs would be necessary
to evaluate the energy consumption issue. Though, P5 questions whether a little more
energy consumption, which may not be much when broken down to a garment, should
take precedence over human rights security along supply chains. The interviewee criticizes
that there is a lot of discussion around BC’s CO2 emissions rather than bringing change to
the industry. Also, according to P1, the energy consumption of BC is only criticized because
there is ignorance about how it works, which has neither a scaling nor an energy problem
when applied to supply chains. P7, P6 and P3 express concern about tamper-proofness and
trust and that immutability can lead to problems once the information entered is incorrect.
False information can be entered consciously or unconsciously. According to P5, BC is more
secure than the manual systems regarding deliberate misrepresentation. P1 explains a case
that is an exception for tamper-proof storage of data as follows: In NP1, company IDs are
entered into the system rather than the specific names of the suppliers. This aspect allows
companies to exit the blockchain by registering another company for the respective ID. This
mainly serves the privacy of the companies, as they must have the option under German or
European law not to share their data. In addition, this circumvents the problem of incorrect
data since the data can be changed via this detour. Nevertheless, P1 also believes that it is
not through BC that the correctness of the entered data can be ensured, but through the
logic of NP1’s platform.
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3.2. Platforms for Reporting
3.2.1. Audits

As a criterion for transparency, the interviews asked about the assessment of the
coverage of subcontractors through audits. P4 and P5 both explained that the ingredients
(Ingredients are the individual components of the end products, some of which are bought
in from subcontractors) of the products are nominated and can be traced well by means
of the product catalogs. Products and all ingredients are certified in terms of traceability,
mainly through transaction certificates, which can and should be verified. According to P4,
when a product certificate is created, each actor in the supply chain must be checked for it.
According to P5, this is a lot of work, which, nevertheless, “has to be done by everyone,
because otherwise we can’t sit down here and say: everything is fair and sustainable”. Most
of the time, certificates are not awarded after the first inspection but only after corrective
actions have been taken. According to P4, when checking ingredients against the product
catalog, there is little chance of not telling the auditors the truth. This is contrasted with
P5’s statement, as this actor has seen “more fake certificates than not fake”. Depending on
the standard the audit is guided by, audits differ in whether ingredient verification and
subcontracts are covered. Since the standards leave room for interpretation, the claims and
implementation of audits differ greatly between audit companies and between auditors.
Audits are, according to P4, also situation- and operation-dependent. However, if audits
are carried out conscientiously, they are a good system in their estimation. In the audit
team of ZU4, so-called witness audits are carried out annually, in which a team-internal
person accompanies the audit and checks whether the auditor is proceeding correctly.

P3 describes that supply chains can be fully traced due to the certifications given after
verification through audits. Therefore, according to P3, audits are generally effective and
furthermore a neutral procedure. When asked about the criticism that is raised against
audits, P3 gives an example of discrepancies that have become known only after further
examinations. P6 describes a similar situation but also points out that audits can have
the following negative effects: worker interviews in a factory revealed that catastrophic
conditions prevailed while the company’s audits assessed the situation as being fine. “That
makes it more difficult and structurally can’t lead to truthful information”.

Interviews with employees are an important part of the audits in order to obtain
information about sustainability conditions that is as close to reality as possible. However,
according to the interviewees, the implementation has shortcomings in several aspects.
One criticism is that no offsite interviews are conducted, although they would be more
likely to lead to truthful information. Workers in the factory would not disclose anything if
there were possibly factory managers in the immediate vicinity who, for example, might
threaten to fire the workers. Furthermore, the gender-parity composition of the audit team
is relevant. P7 states that in a patriarchal environment, female workers would not respond
to questions about gender-based violence. P2 mentions the check criterion on sexual assault
from the PSCI reports as an example. An indication of one hundred percent compliance in
the report means no sexual assault at all: “This is the indicator par excellence that no trust at
all could be built to talk about such issues. It’s not an indicator that the factories are so great,
but rather that the factories are so bad.” P4 doubts the statements of the workers, especially
when the audit is announced. P7 implies that this is a main problem of a truthful audit. P4
disputes the criticism that only announced audits take place, stating that they conduct a
certain percentage of unannounced audits per year. The coronavirus has exacerbated the
problem of inspections in general and, specifically, the possibility of anonymous interviews.

Furthermore, the following structural weaknesses of the audit system were mentioned
during the interviews: The long checklists are worked through under time pressure, which
leads to gaps or errors. A two-day audit costs EUR 150: “That’s spectacularly cheap. You
can’t do a real audit for that”. The time required and the simultaneous pressure of time
mean that neither more controls can be carried out nor can there be closer cooperation
between the actors. According to P5, double-entry bookkeeping takes place in most
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countries, e.g., working hours are documented and presented to auditors in a way that is
different from the truth.

P2 mentions several requirements that need to change, as audits do not accurately
reflect the situation at the audited sites. These include “cooperation with local actors”,
where certain standards have to be met, and contractual and financial independence
between the auditor and the audited site. Moreover, it is important to look more closely at
how the on-site inspections were carried out, and the results of each audit should “inform
the reformulation or redesign of audits”. According to P4, in order to fill information gaps
and to have the opportunity as an auditor to take more effective action, a very different
system rather than audits is needed. P7 says the following: “The best auditors would be
[. . .] the workers. If they could mark the grievances without threat of consequences and
also get time and opportunity to do so and the guarantee that it doesn’t mean they will be
dismissed, then those are the best auditors you could wish for”.

When asked about possible solutions to certificate counterfeiting, P5 suggests the
implementation of technologies. As concrete examples, though not yet scalable, she men-
tions BC, DNA analysis of fibers and materials or chip inlays. However, “Audits are still
necessary to establish a status quo. [. . .] An audit is basically a status survey of a system.
That means BC technologies also need to be regularly revised and audited by external
entities, i.e., the system behind it”.

3.2.2. Complaint Systems

According to P5, hotlines are “very important for the survey of social working con-
ditions”. P2 and P3 are also positive about hotlines, including as a useful complement
to audits, as long as certain conditions are met. These include the local integration of the
mechanism, especially considering language barriers and illiteracy, the level of knowledge
on the topic on the part of the contact person, and that women are also included in the
hotlines. P6 and P4 specify that the contact persons should not be auditors, but locally
based NGOs, the ILO or trade unions. Anyway, it must be independent of the company so
that workers have confidence. Even more effective would be “an anonymous complaint
system within the company.” In addition, there must be a protection for the reporters that
guarantees the secrecy of their identity; otherwise, they could be exposed to repression.
P7 describes the current situation of hotlines as follows: “Until now, there are almost only
hotlines that are either made directly by factories, where it is unclear what happens with
it, or it is said that it goes to the factory management. Of course, no one will call there”.
Another core factor for the current non-use is the workers’ mistrust in the follow-up effect of
the mechanisms. Interviews with workers by NGO6 concluded that the “biggest frustration
was that it was completely unclear to them what would happen next”.

FWF has a good process after P6 and P7. Nevertheless, according to P6, the entire
system “must be structured differently. This is [. . .] not a question of technology”, i.e.,
whether it is a hotline or something else. Central to this is the presence of trusted people
on-site. Overall, it is a “complex thing that actually has to be set up in a social work way.”

P6 presents the following scenario as effective: “Ideally, there would be a local office.
In the production countries, partner networks would have to be established for NGOs or
trade unions, which could then be the point of contact for complaints. [. . .] For example,
Tierra eine Welt e.V. would be a local partner that would have competence and where
workers would also go”. Also, according to P4, an anonymous complaints office on-site is
the best solution, just especially not the management of the company. A certain level of
transparency is necessary in advance in order to find out at which company a complaint
mechanism can be effective.

3.3. Dialog Platforms

Functioning as a learning space is crucial for MSIs to have a positive impact on
transparency. According to P6, the fashion company Armed Angels, for example, is more
knowledgeable about its own supply chain since becoming a member of FWF. However,
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the effectiveness of an MSI as a learning space is highly dependent on which corporate
strategy the member companies pursue.

NGO6 nevertheless withdraws from MSI because membership costs a lot of work but
does not achieve much, even after years. The meeting of trading companies and trade
unions takes place only very rarely and rather as a result of urgent actions. P7 criticizes
that in many MSIs, contrary to the definition, only industries or brands are members, but
not unions or the population. The only exception with real worker representation is FWF.

The main problems are the voluntary nature of MSI membership and the lack of
sanctions for violating the codes of conduct. With a view to improving transparency and
production conditions, there is no reason why firms should join MSI. It is more important
to introduce effective laws and regulate labor inspections by the state. “All the bells
and whistles with MSIs and audits is really just a stuffing box because this government
institution doesn’t exist [in producing countries]. Ideally, there should be one and minimum
conditions should be laid down in law”. Until now, there has been a lack of effective state
institutions in production countries because the countries are unstable and, in some cases,
very corrupt, lack the necessary financial resources and have to compete against each other
on the world market. As an effective law, P7 cites the Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention
Act in the U.S., which states that companies must prove that their goods imported from
China were not produced with forced labor. P7 assumes that the EU will follow suit and
that sustainability claims can no longer be made by companies if they cannot be proven.

The aspect of collaboration itself was discussed several times in the interviews, in-
cluding MSI as a horizontal form. From the company’s perspective, it is necessary to
work closely with suppliers and establish a basis of trust in order to obtain the necessary
information about the supply chain. Communication at eye level is seen by P1, P3 and
P5 as the basis. With good cooperation, “you will also convince the supplier to work
more transparently”, as understanding and intrinsic motivation build up on the part of the
suppliers. Moreover, it is important to be aware of possible language barriers and to make
it as easy as possible for the suppliers.

According to P3, technologies that promote dialog are very important overall. A
central aspect is also the exchange with network partners or other stakeholders about
sustainability and the joint discussion of problems and search for solutions. However,
communication costs time and money. Finding the right contacts also requires financial
investment and is partly dependent on luck. Furthermore, according to P3, it is important
to have been on-site in production locations as an entrepreneur to gain awareness about
production conditions. P6 emphasizes that collaboration must not only take place between
brand and factory management, but brands must also be in contact with workers.

3.4. Other Technologies
3.4.1. DNA and Fine Dust Analysis

DNA or fine dust analysis of fibers or materials can be used to determine their origin
quite accurately, according to P7. For DNA analysis, actors in the supply chain cooperate by
marking materials, such as organic cotton, with artificial DNA at the origin. The technology
is cheap and ready for the market. If the actors in the supply chain do not cooperate, the fine
dust analysis is a good alternative. Here, no artificial DNA marking has to be applied. By
analyzing the dust, it is possible to say very precisely where materials come from. Even if
the supply chain includes several countries, the origin and all the places where the material
has been can be located with a 10 km radio accuracy.

3.4.2. Sustainability Management Platform

From P1’s perspective, it is not BC but the logic of the sustainability management platform
that is the technology that leads to transparency. Through the platform, suppliers enter
their production and delivery data, risks are managed and actors along the supply chain
can communicate through the platform. P1 compares the system to social networks such as
Instagram, as the participating actors each have a profile that can be linked to the other
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profiles. A network effect is created because the upload of a document is not only sent
to one partner but can be seen by all actors linked to the profile. According to P1, the
platform works as follows: data are collected from three dimensions. From the enterprise
dimension, information about factories is obtained through audits and certificates, among
others. The verification mechanism of audits uploaded to the platform is limited to checking
the authenticity of documents. On the product dimension, documents about products
and materials are collected. The supply chain dimension refers to the transparency of the
chain: from a company perspective, information is generated about which suppliers are
in the network. By creating an order in the platform, a brand can ask its known suppliers:
“nominate through the system the suppliers, your suppliers, which you needed to fulfill
this order”. Through a step-by-step process, the supply chain can thus be better tracked
and information on sustainability conditions can be requested. It is important that the
platform considers possible language barriers and is intuitively designed so that suppliers
are motivated to enter information. Mandatory training during supplier onboarding is
crucial to ensure that suppliers share their information truthfully. In this context, it is also
crucial to convey a sense of community to the suppliers so that, for example, information
gaps are worked out jointly.

3.5. Transparency as Means to an End

According to P6, one problem is that companies often see transparency as the ultimate
goal. “Transparency [however] is not an end in itself, but a means to an end”. P5 describes
it as follows: “Transparency and traceability is the basis for sustainability; the key to
sustainability is which data and information is collected and, how they are evaluated.” Also,
according to P1, transparency is “the basis for efficient sustainability management”. Data on
production locations, as well as certificates through audits, are the basis for prioritization in
sustainability management. Furthermore, several interviewees emphasized the importance
of carrying out risk management after collecting information.

In addition, external transparency is stated as being indispensable. According to P7,
internal transparency is useless without disclosure due to a lack of control. In contrast to
common approaches that information is mainly disclosed to end consumers and stakehold-
ers, according to P7, it should happen in a systemic way “so that workers, unions, scientists
also have access to the data.” P7 reasons, “One of the bigger problems is: when there are
grievances, often it’s unclear to workers what brand they actually worked for. Many can’t
read Western characters and simply don’t know who they produced for and, therefore,
where to go for compensation or some form of justice”.

The interviewees point to further advantages but also to risks of more transparency, as
follows: data protection must be considered when, for example, the addresses of farmers
or home workers are published. They also include the safeguarding of interests by trade
unions, whereupon disclosure can be viewed critically from a company perspective for
reasons of competition. According to P3, the competitive risk arises from the fact that a
trading company can be deprived of its suppliers by its competitors. Regarding the LkSG,
companies like TBU3 have a competitive advantage if they can show several certificates
about the supply chain. According to P5, “the competitive argument when it comes to
transparency and traceability is [. . .] not valid.” P5 justifies the statement by saying that
the “taking away” of suppliers, which P3 mentions as a competitive risk, is not a realistic
problem since it is time-consuming until a brand has established a production process.

“Anyone who, when it comes to traceability, transparency and sustainability, comes
around the corner with the idea of competition, I don’t think they should be producing
products”. According to P5, the problem with the textile industry is rather that many
trading companies do not have in-depth knowledge of the industry itself.

3.6. The Schallmauer Effect

P6 explains a principle called the Schallmauer (sound barrier) effect. There is a sound
barrier between trading companies and the upstream supply chain, which means that, for
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example, solutions resulting from MSI conferences do not reach the actors along the supply
chain and the effectiveness of trade unions and NGOs is severely limited. This aspect is
often not considered in academic research “because most academic research deals with
local stakeholders from a local perspective-and does not break through this “sound barrier”
itself. It’s also simply difficult and impossible to do without good networks in the countries
where production takes place”. P6, thus, highlights that the appropriate management
system is the basis for companies to pursue subcontracting along the supply chain and
penetrate the sound barrier. In addition, there is a disparity of power and influence from
the trading companies with the highest influence on the home-based workers with the
lowest. “Conversations about technology systems and management systems happen at the
executive or middle management level”. The narrative of retail companies, according to
P5, is that they create jobs in the Global South and are therefore valued as good. However,
according to P5, suppliers have a better insight into the complexity of networks, local
structures and are better organized. Suppliers are also more open to technical innovations.
In addition, with production planning on an equal footing, the competitive idea of external
transparency would not be necessary. In addition, the workers have no influence or
decision-making power. NGO6 “strongly plead[s] for workers and unions to be seen as full
partners and not as disturbers of the peace”.

Several interviewees mentioned that the information collected and passed on via the
technologies always depends on the people who collect the information in the first place.
Therefore, a certain degree of trust in the accuracy of the information is necessary. Core to
trust, according to P3, is a long-standing working relationship with suppliers. With own
visits on-site and a direct connection, trust can be built and transparency can be ensured.
According to P1, intrinsic motivation must be created among suppliers, e.g., through an
accurate onboarding of suppliers, to provide correct and detailed information.

4. Discussion

A key result of the interviews is the evaluation of the quality of information in the
supply chain processes. Accordingly, it is not only important to examine which technologies
are suitable for generating information, but also which technologies generate the right
information. Figure 2 shows which technology can capture which information. The dark-
colored technologies are those that were selected during the literature review for this
work. The light coloring indicates the technologies that were presented initiatively in the
interviews and for which no results from the literature were included. The results from the
interviews confirm that traceability is the first step needed to collect further information
about sustainability conditions along the supply chain and that both together create internal
supply chain transparency.

4.1. Impact of Technologies on Traceability

As shown in Figure 2, digital technologies, i.e., IoT and BC, as well as DNA and fine
dust analysis, are the focus of creating traceability. From the interviews, it has emerged that
the IoT has a high potential to track the supply chain of the textile industry. Furthermore,
DNA and fine dust analysis seem to be promising for tracing as a technique for checking
audit certificates. A key difference is that DNA analysis requires supplier participation, so
it could be subject to a similar limitation as RFID tags. With both methods, it is important
to respect the privacy of the workers.

Different results are available on the assessment of BC. From the interviews, two
narratives from practice stand out as significant. On the one hand, there is the example of
TBU5, which received an error message for two percent of the fibers due to the implemen-
tation of BC, which would not have been detected via other systems. On the other hand,
P1 highlights that BC only creates confidence in the data, while a sustainability platform
is a technology that creates traceability in a practical context. When using BC, it seems
crucial that it is connected to other systems. Essentially, there is agreement among the
interviewees that BC leads to secure information through improved documentation and
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automation. Regarding the aspect of traceability, the potential is thus seen in BC through
tracking and tracing.
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Both complaint systems and audits are primarily conducted at locations that are
already known, with the aim of recording conditions on-site. Therefore, they are not
directly associated with their contribution to traceability. One aspect that was highlighted
during the interviews is the possibility to check where the ingredients, i.e., inputs, come
from using the product catalogs and transaction certificates during audits. It is clear from
the interview with P2 that many subcontractors are not recorded, and the certificates are
criticized for not being sufficient [26]. Thus, it is questionable to what extent only the direct
suppliers are included in a product certificate and not the subcontractors. Additionally,
audits, in the same way as RFID tags, could cause a break in the flow of information.

The complexity of the supply chain is largely caused by the involvement of interme-
diaries and subcontractors, which is particularly common in the textile industry [2,6,29].
Reducing these instances is one way to improve traceability. In interviews, product nom-
ination was presented as a way to bypass them. If the corporate strategy is focused on
sustainability, e.g., explicitly through the integration of a sustainable supply chain manage-
ment, it is assumed that the extra effort to nominate products is a realistic step to establish
traceability.

4.2. Influence of Technologies on the Information on Sustainability

It was possible within this research to identify a trend in which technologies can
capture information on sustainability and whether differences exist between capturing
environmental and social conditions. The challenges to capture have been found to be the
conscientiousness of people and the organizational structures of the textile industry.

According to P5, the information on sustainability can be easily entered into the BC.
The fact that the data are entered directly by the suppliers can be seen as an opportunity but
also as a challenge. On the one hand, this indirectly creates an exchange along the supply
chain, and the suppliers can act self-determined. On the other hand, the information must
either be trusted, or audits are still necessary to control the situation on-site.
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Since the scope of audits depends on the standard according to which audits are
carried out, the influence of audits on increasing transparency depends on the standard. It
can be evaluated positively that the audits monitor the situation on-site as comprehensively
as possible using the checklists. However, the way it is carried out leads to information
gaps, mainly in the following three areas: Firstly, not all information is shared with trading
companies as reports are aggregated [30]. Secondly, the information about social conditions
is sometimes not entrusted to the auditors by the workers. And, if information is given, it
cannot be included in the audit report without verification through documents. Thirdly,
certain aspects of the checklist, such as the inspection of buildings, cannot be properly
performed by auditors. Because audits can therefore have large information gaps, but
certificates are nevertheless issued, which companies refer to, e.g., when accidents occur in
factories [31], the influence of audits on information on sustainability is sometimes even
classified as negative.

In the interviews, it emerged that the complaint systems tend not to be affiliated with
the companies themselves, but they were increasingly addressed as part of the audits or
as an affiliation with an MSI (Defined by the OECD as a “multi-stakeholder grievance
mechanism”). Overall, they are found to be very relevant for capturing information on
sustainability at the social dimension. Like complaint systems, unions could also tend to
represent workers’ voices. Specifics of unionization were not explored further within this
research.

4.3. Authenticity of Information for Transparency

Within this research, it was found that the authenticity of the data is a major challenge
in the generation of information and has an impact on the effectiveness of transparency.
This gives importance to looking at which technology can best generate the right data.

In this work, authenticity is attributed primarily to the dependence on the people who
capture and transmit the information. It is reasonable to assume that technologies that
function independently of humans capture more truthful information. Figure 3 depicts a
scale on which the assessment of each technology is plotted. On the right-hand side, the
technologies to which the highest information authenticity is assigned are shown.
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IoT technologies or especially fine dust analysis, are credited with being able to collect
data independently of suppliers [9]. In connection with BC, the concept of trust in the
information is at the top of the list. However, RFID tags can be easily falsified [32], and the
information that is entered into a BC is at the discretion of the network participants and is
based, among other things, on the audit results. Deliberate misstatements are nevertheless
more likely to occur with manual systems than with the use of BCs. The overall tendency
is that digital technologies are attributed more authenticity than audits, complaint systems
and MSIs.

The authenticity of the information provided during audits is, to some extent, strongly
criticized. Neither is the information provided by the auditors trusted, nor do the auditors
trust all the data they receive from the factories about the conditions on-site. The fact that
audits are relatively heavily criticized may also be due to the fact that they have been used
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for longer and are more deeply integrated into the processes of the textile industry than the
newer technologies such as IoT and BC.

Complaint systems are considered to have a high potential, as the information comes
directly from the workers and is therefore not distorted via intermediate stages. It is crucial
that neither auditors nor factory managers are the contact persons, but independent, locally
based entities such as trade unions or NGOs so that the workers can build trust and provide
real information. As there are currently few grievance systems in place that workers trust,
they are ranked rather than left on the scale, with the comment that there is much potential
for improvement.

4.4. Implementation of Technologies in the Textile Industry

Table 3 shows how the technologies described affect the two aspects of transparency,
traceability (here T) and information on sustainability (here IoS), from the point of view
of the interviewees. It thus provides an overview of which technologies are classified as
implementable or worthy of implementation.

Table 3. Overview of the interviewees’ assessment of the technologies.

IoT BC Audits Complaint System MSI

T IoS T IoS T IoS T IoS T IoS

P1
Reference to
sustainability

platform
Cooperation

P2

P3 Cooperation

P4

P5 Cooperation

P6 MSI

P7 MSI

Legend: Dark green—positive effect. Magenta—no or negative effect. Blue positive and negative aspects
mentioned or undecided. Light green—currently no effect with growth potential. Empty—No comment.

Since IoT for traceability in the textile industry is seen to have high development
potential and economic benefits for companies, it can be assumed that the technology will
continue to develop and find increased applications. The use of the technology appears to
make sense for real-time detection, primarily from the fabric manufacturing stage onwards.

Opinions about BC vary widely. On the one hand, it is seen as a forward-looking and
overall suitable technology; on the other hand, its use is seen as redundant and the focus on
technology as negative because the risks of the textile industry should be solved differently.
In addition, it is doubted whether some companies implement BC primarily because they
are aligned with the competition, although it is not aligned with their business risks [33].
The interviewees who work in NGOs, i.e., P2, P6 and P7, are rather negative towards BC
and do not see it as purposeful (Table 3), whereas it is seen as having great potential in the
current scientific discourse.

However, the use of audits is the most widespread technology in the textile industry
and their effectiveness is much debated, with opinions differing between actors [9,18]. The
current audit systems’ effectiveness is fundamentally questioned by several interviewees.
It is assumed that, in the future, there will be an increased focus on the use of dialog-
promoting technologies instead of controls through audits.

No potential is seen in complaint systems for traceability, but all the greater for
information on sustainability. All interviewees see great potential in the technology for
the textile industry as long as certain requirements are given. In addition to the necessary
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confidentiality of the systems, educating workers on how to manage the complaint system
is fundamental to its use. Without these aspects, workers would not use a complaint system,
and implementation would be redundant.

MSIs are already represented in the industry with different orientations. Since several
NGOs and interviewees highlighted the FWF as a positive example [34,35], the recommen-
dation is to align complaint systems and the structure of MSIs with the FWF’s mode of
operation. In addition, MSIs should be legally binding.

The Schallmauer effect is particularly interesting because it fundamentally questions
both the system of how transparency is created and the individual technologies that are
either already widely used for this purpose (especially audits) or are now increasingly
being used (IoT and BC). In order to create comprehensive transparency that incorporates
the perspective of workers and, based on this, identifies proposed solutions for the risks of
the textile industry, the inclusion of the Schallmauer effect is essential.

5. Conclusions

Regarding the extent to which the use of a respective technology influences trans-
parency, it was found that several technologies can capture partial aspects of traceability
or information on sustainability. Nevertheless, the interaction between technologies is
necessary to create overall transparency along the textile supply chains.

The way the technologies work differs fundamentally. While MSIs and sustainabil-
ity management platforms, for example, tend to indirectly lead to companies collecting
data, DNA and fine dust analyses are more meaningful for traceability, IoT for ecological
conditions or complaint systems for social conditions. It, therefore, seems of little use to
evaluate the technologies alone. Here, we present a proposal for the textile industry that
builds on the strengths of the technologies addressed in this paper and considers the risks
of the textile industry.

First, DNA and fine dust analyses should be used to determine the origin of the prod-
ucts. Especially with these two technologies, it is important to treat the data confidentially
and not to create any disadvantages for workers, e.g., by making home workplaces known.
In cooperation with suppliers, RFID tags can be used as a technology of the IoT, as they are
seen as having the potential to record the flow of goods in real-time. In this way, trading
companies can identify possible production difficulties or routes via intermediaries. In
addition, IoT techniques can measure conditions at production sites, such as temperature.
If possible, risks are identified, real-time monitoring could be used to contact suppliers
directly when the problem arises and to enter into a dialog.

Combining a sustainability management platform with the use of BC seems promising
to ensure secure documentation of data along the supply chain and, at the same time, to
promote exchange between actors. By using BC, for example, companies can more easily
find errors in data along supply chains, which are complex, especially in the textile industry.

One approach to improving the impact of audits would be for the auditors to work
in teams that include people with different expertise, for example, to check the building
statics and to be able to hold sensitive discussions with the workers. There should be
enough time for the auditors and the possibility to build up a relationship of trust with the
workers. However, in the case of financing by the textile companies, conflicts of interest still
cannot be ruled out. It would also be conceivable for auditors to collect information along
the entire supply chain based on the information in the transaction certificates. However,
from the information obtained directly from auditors for this paper, it can be concluded
that this is not currently performed. Audits at least lead to the fact that companies create
documentation and thus remain aware of the tasks.

More promising are complaint systems, which should be implemented by each pro-
duction site to provide a space for workers to share information directly.

Dialog-enabling technologies are the foundation on which all technologies can build.
Recognition of suppliers and workers as the ones who make the supply chain work is
important for effective dialog. Mutual trust is important to ensure that the information
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passed along supply chains is accurate and not distorted. MSIs are particularly useful
when different actors come together and use the exchange as a learning space and can
thus exchange ideas at eye level. The “Schallmauer effect” could be overcome through the
membership of trade unions in MSIs. However, MSIs should also establish binding force.

5.1. Limitations

The limitations to which this research is subject result from the sample selection and
the openness of the questionnaire. On the one hand, this had the advantage that aspects
were included in the results that were new and had not been constructed on the basis
of the theoretical foundations. On the other hand, the openness has a limiting effect on
the generalizability of the results. In addition, qualitative research is associated with the
possible influence of subjectivity.

5.2. Outlook

This work has shown that it could be worthwhile not only to look at the individual
transparency technologies in more detail, but also to consider the interaction of the tech-
nologies in particular. It also seems useful to conduct further interviews with different
actors in order to consolidate the results of the respective perspectives. In doing so, it
would be especially important to set a new focus on actors who can accurately reflect the
perspective of production sites.

In this regard, it is considered particularly relevant to include the Schallmauer effect
in future scientific research on textile industry supply chains, as this is not yet considered
in research despite its system-wide relevance. To this end, networks within the textile
industry and eye-to-eye dialog need to be strengthened. Also, the research question could
be investigated not from the perspective of a trading company, but from the perspective
of the workers. This assumes that workers can more easily file complaints or demand
compensation if they have information about the supply chain.
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Abstract: Background: Since global warming is a crucial worldwide issue, carbon tax has been
introduced in the global supply chain as an environmental regulation for the reduction of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions. Costs, GHG emissions, and carbon tax prices differ in each country due
to economic conditions, energy mixes, and government policies. Additionally, multiple countries
have signed a Free Trade Agreement (FTA). While FTAs result in their economic benefit, they also
increase the risk of carbon leakage, which increases GHG emissions in the global supply chain due
to relocation production sites from a country with stricter emission constraints to others with laxer
ones. Method: This study proposes a mathematical model for decision support to minimize total costs
involving carbon taxes with FTAs. Results: Our model determines suppliers, factory locations, and
the number of transported parts and products with costs, FTAs, carbon taxes, and material-based
GHG emissions estimated using the Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) database. The FTA utilization on
the global low-carbon supply chain is examined by comparing the constructed supply chains with
and without FTAs, and by conducting sensitivity analysis of carbon tax prices. Conclusions: We
found that FTAs would not cause carbon leakage directly and would be effective for reducing GHG
emissions economically.

Keywords: low carbon emission; global supply chain; custom duty; Asian life cycle inventory (LCI)
database; mathematical modeling

1. Introduction

A global supply chain consists of a series of supply, production, storage, transportation,
and sales connections crossing international borders [1]. In the 21st century, supply chains
also need to address sustainability. Sustainable supply chains are broadly defined in litera-
tures as various interactions among stakeholders of three pillars (economic, environmental,
and social aspects) [2]. One of the vital and emergent challenges for sustainable supply
chains is to seek an economical way to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to overcome
global warming [3]. Carbon taxes have been introduced in a lot of countries and regions
for the reduction of GHG emissions in supply chains [4]. Waltho, Elhedhli, and Gzara [4]
reviewed over 100 papers published between January 2010 and July 2017, and found that
the application of carbon taxes in supply chain network design has been successful in
achieving large-scale emission reductions, with only a small increase in total costs. This can
be achieved by switching suppliers to ones with lower GHG emissions [5]. As examples
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of real carbon tax prices, Sweden’s carbon tax price is set at 130 [USD/t-CO2eq], while
other countries, such as Malaysia and Indonesia, have not instituted carbon taxes at all [6].
Different carbon taxes should be levied based on where the parts are manufactured since
the carbon tax price is set by each government, even if they are of the same quality. Different
carbon taxes pose the risk of carbon leakage [4,7]. This occurs when different carbon tax
prices are introduced in different countries and companies relocate to geographical regions
that are less restrictive [4,6,7]. As a result, there are risks of an increase in the amount of
GHG emissions in the global supply chain.

One of the challenges in constructing a global supply chain with carbon taxes is the
different GHG emissions and costs. This is because the energy mix of fossil fuels, nuclear,
and renewable energies [3] and the economic situations differ in each country. Generally,
developed countries have lower GHG emissions and higher procurement costs for manufac-
turing materials [3]. Meanwhile, emerging countries have higher GHG emissions and lower
procurement costs [3]. Life cycle assessment (LCA) is often used as an estimation method of
GHG emissions. LCA refers a measuring method of environmental loads in entire product
life cycle or certain stages from mining of natural resources, through material production,
production, use, recycling, to disposal [2]. However, it is difficult to estimate GHG emis-
sions in each country for constructing a global low-carbon supply chain, since collecting
data requires much cost, time, and lots of information. The multi-region input–output
(MRIO) database is helpful for estimating GHG emissions in multiple countries [8].

On the other hand, to construct a global supply chain economically, manufacturers
have to take into account different tariffs. There are also free trade agreements (FTAs)
within specific areas to reduce or abolish tariffs [9]. One example is the Trans Pacific Part-
nership (TPP), a multinational pact involving Japan, Singapore, Brunei, Chile, and New
Zealand, among other countries [10]. Since FTAs can enhance international transportation
by eliminating tariffs, carbon leakage could be promoted by the switch to countries with
lower carbon tax prices. Tian et al. [11] surveyed CO2 emissions effects of Regional Com-
prehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) tariff reductions, and found that CO2 emissions
in RCEP countries would increase significantly due to increment in international trade
between them.

To capture actual GHG emissions in supply chains correctly and to monitor carbon
leakage, it is ideal to collect real-time GHG emissions in all phases such as material produc-
tion, transportation, and assembly in global supply chains automatically using databases
such as the MRIO database. Nitsche [12] stated the automation in supply chains has the
potential of automated collection and exchange of data within the supply chain for im-
provement of its management. While the digitalization of supply chains will improve in the
future, it will be more difficult to construct global supply chains with lower GHG emissions
economically. This is because the candidate international suppliers or factories will increase
developing logistic networks such as the Belt and Road Initiative [13], and The World Bank
pointed out the needs of increment in the carbon price in a lot of countries and regions [6].

The configuring of the global low-carbon supply chain should simultaneously consider
factors such as carbon taxes, tariffs, and FTAs. Carbon taxes are based on each country’s
GHG emissions and tariffs are with and without FTA. To reduce GHG emissions econom-
ically using advantages of FTAs, it requires a decision support model for constructing
a global low-carbon supply chain with tariffs and carbon taxes. Moreover, FTA utiliza-
tion should be examined whether they bring positive effects such as cost reduction by
eliminating tariffs, or negative effects such as carbon leakage by enhancing international
transportation. Here, we evaluated the following two research questions (RQs):

(1) (RQ1) Do FTAs have a positive or negative effect on the economical construction of a
global low-carbon supply chain?

(2) (RQ2) How should manufacturers take advantages of FTAs for the construction of
supply chain to reduce costs and GHG emissions simultaneously?

This study proposes a mathematical model of a global low-carbon supply chain
network taking into account the FTA’s role in minimizing total costs including the levy of
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carbon taxes in order to support decision makers to construct global low-carbon supply
chain economically. The objectives of this study are to provide a decision support model for
a global low-carbon supply chain with costs, tariffs, FTAs, carbon tax, and GHG emissions,
and to examine FTAs utilization whether they bring positive or negative effects. The
contribution of this paper is to consider tariffs, FTAs, and carbon tax simultaneously,
and to examine if FTAs would reduce GHG emissions economically, rather than cause
carbon leakage.

The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews previous studies about global
supply chains and low-carbon supply chains. Section 3 models and formulates a global low-
carbon supply chain network considering tariffs, FTAs, carbon taxes, and GHG emissions.
Section 4 explains assumptions of the numerical example, and estimation methods of
GHG emissions and costs. Section 5 illustrates the design examples of a supply chains,
and conducts a sensitivity analysis by changing carbon tax prices. Section 6 discusses the
answers of RQs and the effects of carbon tax prices on future logistics. Section 7 concludes
this paper and suggests how further studies can be performed.

2. Literature Review

Table 1 shows a literature review of global supply chains and low-carbon supply
chains. In the literature on the global supply chain, Cohen, Fisher, and Jaikumar [14]
developed a basic supply chain network model to decide the supplier and the amount
of manufacturing products at each factory, including the custom duty and exchange rate.
Vidal and Goetschalckx [15] invented a global supply chain model for an international
corporation with explicit transfer prices and custom duty. The model could simultaneously
select the transportation mode and cost allocation to maximize the profit of the international
company [15]. Tsiakis and Papageorgiou [16] presented a global supply chain model
with custom duty by taking into account operational constraints such as the balance of
utilization days among production plants and the maintenance days at each plant. Amin
and Baki [17] proposed a global closed-loop supply chain model including the custom
duty and uncertainty of demand so as to maximize the on-time delivery rate from the
supplier as well as the profit. These studies addressed global supply chains; however,
they did not consider FTAs. Nakamura et al. [18] and Nakamura, Yamada, and Tan [19]
modeled a global supply chain network with FTAs to consider each part’s different values
and custom duty.

Regarding low-carbon supply chains, Kuo and Lee [20] investigated a Pareto-Optimal
supplier selection method to minimize environmental impacts and costs. Their model
addressed different environmental impacts of material production and the transportation
mode at each supplier [20]. This previous study considered GHG emissions in supply
chains, while it did not take into account the carbon polices.

The carbon policies can be divided into four types, namely, Carbon cap policy, Carbon
tax, Carbon cap-and-trade, and Carbon offset. The carbon cap policy is that the maximum
amount of allowed GHG emissions is decided in advance, and that excess of the allowed
volumes is prohibited [21]. The carbon tax is levied considering the amount of GHG
emissions [5]. The carbon cap-and-trade refers to trading system of selling and buying
rights of GHG emissions. In the carbon cap policy, the quota is decided in advance at each
firm. If the actual GHG emissions are less than the quota, the firm can profit by selling
unused quota, while the firm has to buy the excess quota if actual GHG emissions are
higher than the quota [22]. The carbon offset is comparable to the carbon cap-and-trade
system, while it cannot sell unused quota [21].
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Shen et al. [23] studied a low-carbon e-commerce supply chain that consisted of a
manufacturer, an e-commerce platform, and customers to examine the influence of the
commission rate and carbon cap-and-trade. Liu et al. [22] proposed a simulation model
considering carbon cap-and-trade to analyze the effects of carbon reduction cost sharing
between a manufacturer and a retailer, consumer’s preferences of low-carbon products,
and the rate of a product’s CO2 emission reduction on the supply chain profit. Fahimnia
et al. [24] presented a bi-objective tactical supply chain model for costs and air emissions
such as GHG emissions with carbon taxes. Their model treated air emissions regarding
product production and transportations depending on the manufacturing technology and
transportation mode, respectively [24]. Zakeri et al. [25] investigated a model of a supply
chain with two types of carbon policies, namely, carbon tax and carbon cap-and-trade.
They analyzed desirable carbon prices in the carbon cap-and-trade scenario to achieve
each reduction target of GHG emissions in the supply chain [25]. Abdallah et al. [26]
developed a carbon sensitive supply chain design method with carbon cap-and-trade.
They compared and analyzed CO2 emissions using SimaPro in different supply chain
configurations obtained from three scenarios: No carbon cost, $100 carbon cost, and
Minimum carbon emissions [26]. The SimaPro is one of the most famous software used in
the world to calculate environmental impacts such as GHG emissions [30].

Sherafati et al. [27] developed a sustainable supply chain model to address not only
GHG emissions and but also the development levels of regions. Their model could con-
sider and switch from one of four carbon policies listed in Table 1 [27]. Moreover, their
model could balance the differences in the developed levels, between developed and de-
veloping regions by assuming the development levels increasing based on the volumes
of manufacturing products [27]. Alkhayyal and Gupta [28] illustrated a reverse supply
chain that consisted of collection centers, remanufacturing facilities, and reselling facilities
with GHG emissions through the remanufacturing process and transportations for air
conditioners. They compared the profit margins obtained from selling remanufactured
products in different carbon policies, namely, carbon cap policy, carbon tax, and carbon cap-
and-trade [28]. Aldoukhi and Gupta [21] presented a closed-loop supply chain model with
carbon emissions of product production, transportation, and EOL product disposal so as to
be switched for taking account of one of four carbon policies listed on Table 1. Their model
also addressed uncertainties of product demands and the number of returned products [21].
Urata et al. [29] modeled a global low-carbon supply chain network by developing models
found in Yoshizaki et al. [31] to determine suppliers and factory locations based on costs
and CO2 emissions calculated using the Asian international I/O table. They conducted
sensitivity analysis of carbon prices based on carbon offset [29]. Kondo, Kinoshita, and
Yamada presented a supplier selection method with different carbon tax prices in multiple
countries, and analyzed the effects of carbon tax prices on GHG emissions and total costs
in supply chains. They also discussed the situation where carbon leakages happened [5].

Previous studies about low-carbon supply chains addressed and modeled one or
multiple carbon policies as shown in Table 1. Most of those studies considered GHG
emissions at product production or transportation, and did not focus on those at material
production. According to a case of Ricoh Company Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), which is one of
the Japanese largest manufacturers, the volume of GHG emissions at material production
occupied over 50% in the forward supply chain from material production to distribution to
users [32]. Moreover, the volume of GHG emissions at transportation is much less than one
during material production in the forward supply [32].

As shown in Table 1, the previous studies about low-carbon supply chains did not
take into account the tariffs and FTAs in spite of the important considerable matters for
global supply chains. To cover these research gaps, this study addresses and proposes a
mathematical model for a global low-carbon supply chain with tariffs, FTAs, and carbon
taxes. The proposed model treats GHG emissions at material production since it occupies
largely in the forward supply chain [32]. Furthermore, this study uses MRIO database to
estimate GHG emissions at each country with the same manner.
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3. Modeling of a Global Low-Carbon Supply Chain Network with Carbon Taxes
and FTAs

This section models and formulates a global supply chain with FTAs under different
carbon taxes and tariffs in multiple countries. The overview of the proposed model con-
sisting of suppliers, factories, and markets in multiple countries is described in Section 3.1.
Then, Section 3.2 lists the notations used in the mathematical model and formulations using
integer programming.

3.1. Overview of Global Supply Chain with FTAs under Different Carbon Taxes and Tariffs in
Multiple Countries

The proposed supply chain network consists of suppliers, factories, and markets in
multiple countries as shown in Figure 1, which shows a global supply chain network
incorporating carbon taxes and FTAs. A market in this study is defined as a city where
a certain volume of demand for an assembly product is expected. Figure 1 illustrates an
overview of the proposed mathematical model to determine suppliers, factories, and the
number of transporting parts and products so as to meet all demands in markets. The
black arrows among suppliers, factories and markets indicate the transportations of parts
or products between them. These arrows are determined by using the mathematical model.
In the model, markets are predetermined, while suppliers and factories are determined
from candidates set in advance using the mathematical model.
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Figure 1. Global supply chain network incorporating carbon taxes and FTAs.

As shown in Figure 1, parts are procured and delivered from suppliers and assembled
at factories. The assembled products are transported to each market. The suppliers and
factories are selected to minimize the total cost, including procurement costs, transportation
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costs, manufacturing costs, fixed opening factory costs, fixed opening route between a
factory and market costs, and carbon taxes and tariffs. Fixed costs for opening a route
means constant indirect costs. These are for opening offices and for expatriate labor costs
needed for transportation and trading of products from factories to markets.

Each country sets different carbon tax prices and tariffs. Moreover, FTAs are considered
in the proposed model. In Figure 1, FTAs exist between countries A and B. Tariffs are
then imposed for the international transportation of parts and products between countries
without the FTA. For example, the international transportation of parts and products
between countries B and C cause tariffs, as shown in Figure 1.

With respect to carbon taxes, only countries B and C introduced different carbon
tax prices, as shown in Figure 1. The proposed model only considers GHG emissions
for material production at the suppliers. Hence, the carbon taxes are imposed based on
the amount of GHG emissions for material production and carbon tax prices of supplier
countries. The GHG emissions in this study include not only CO2 but also CH4, N2O,
HFCs, PFC, and SF6. A unit of g-CO2eq denotes an amount of GHG that is equivalent to
1 g of CO2 [3].

3.2. Formulation

Notations used in the mathematical model for the global supply chain network with
FTAs under different carbon taxes and tariffs are listed as follows:

I. Sets
T : Set of tariff partnerships, t ∈ T
N : Set of countries, m,n ∈ N
Nt : Set of countries agreed to tariff partnership t, Nt ⊆ N
J : Set of parts, j ∈ J
O : Set of suppliers, o ∈ O
P : Set of factories, p ∈ P
Q : Set of markets, q ∈ Q

II. Decision variables
loj : Quantity of part j produced at supplier o [units]
kp : Quantity of the product manufactured at factory p [units]
vopj : Number of units of part j transported from supplier o to factory p [units]
vpq : Number of units of product transported from factory p to market q [units]

zpq :
1, when route from factory p to market q is open
0, otherwise

up :
1, when factory p is open
0, otherwise

III. Parameters
TCPART

op : Transportation cost per unit of part from supplier o to factory p [USD]
TCPROD

pq : Transportation cost per unit of product from factory p to market q [USD]
PCoj : Procurement cost per unit of part j from supplier o [USD]
MCp : Manufacturing cost per unit of product at factory p [USD]
ORCpq : Fixed cost of opening a route between factory p and market q [USD]
OFCp : Fixed cost of opening factory p
NPj : Number of part j composing product [units]

Soj :
1, when supplier o can supply part j
0, otherwise

CAPPROD
p : Production capacity of products at factory p [units]

Dq : Number of product units demanded in market q [units]
δ(h) : Country of facility h, h ∈ O ∪ P ∪Q
CDPART

opj : Custom duty on the importation of a part j from supplier o to factory p [USD/unit]
CDPROD

pq : Custom duty on the importation of a product from factory p to market q [USD/unit]
αmnj : Custom duty rate on the importation a part j between countries m and n [%]
βmn : Custom duty rate on the importation a product between countries m and n [%]
CToj : Carbon tax of a part j procured from supplier o [USD/unit]
γn : Carbon tax price in countries n [USD/t-CO2eq]

Eoj :
Material-based greenhouse gas emissions produced by the manufacturing of part j at
supplier o [g-CO2eq]

M : An extremely large number (big M)
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This study formulates the global low-carbon supply chain network considering carbon
tax and FTAs via integer programming [33]. The objective function of this study is to
minimize total costs, including procurement costs, manufacturing costs, transportation
costs, fixed costs of opening factory and routes, tariffs, carbon taxes. Component 1 in
Equation (1) is procurement costs, transporting costs, and custom duties between suppliers
and factories. Component 2 is manufacturing costs, transporting costs, and custom duties
between factories and markets. Components 3 and 4 are fixed costs of opening routes
between factories and markets, and opening factories. Component 5 is carbon taxes levying
material-based GHG emissions.

∑o∈O ∑p∈P ∑j∈J(PCoj + TCPART
op + CDPART

opj )vopj+

∑p∈P ∑q∈Q

(
MCp + TCPROD

pq + CDPRDC
pq

)
vpq+

∑p∈P ∑q∈Q ORCpqzpq + ∑p∈P OFCpup + ∑o∈O ∑
j∈J

CTojloj → min
(1)

Constraints:
Equations (2)–(5) are constraints that all the needed parts are supplied to factories

for assembly, and then, demands of all markets are satisfied without inventories of the
parts and products. Equation (2) represents all the parts procured from each supplier that
must be transported to factories. Equation (3) expresses a constraint that the suppliers can
provide only certain parts based on their production ability and that the number of required
parts at each factory is met by selected suppliers. Equation (4) presumes all manufactured
parts at each factory are sent to markets. All the demand in each market must be satisfied
as shown in Equation (5).

∑p∈P vopj = loj ∀o ∈ O, ∀j ∈ J (2)

∑o∈O Sojvopj = NPjkp ∀p ∈ P , ∀j ∈ J (3)

∑q∈Q vpq = kp ∀p ∈ P (4)

∑p∈P vpq = Dq ∀q ∈ Q (5)

Equation (6) ensures that products are transported via opened routes only. The
manufactured number of products at each factory must be equal to or under its production
capacity, as shown in Equation (7).

vpq ≤ Mzpq ∀p ∈ P, ∀q ∈ Q (6)

kp ≤ CAPPROD
p up ∀p ∈ P (7)

Equations (8)–(11) are constraints about the custom duties with FTAs. Equation (8)
defines the custom duty for each part between suppliers and factories with FTA (CDPART

opj ).
The custom duty for each part is calculated based on the procurement cost (PCoj) and
the custom duty rate on the importation a part j between countries m and n (αmnj), as
shown in Equation (8). The δ(o) and δ(p) represent each country of a supplier and a factory,
respectively. For example, in a case of a supplier in Boston and a factory in Tokyo, δ(Boston)
and δ(Tokyo) represent the U.S. and Japan, respectively. Then, αδ(Boston)δ(Tokyo)j means the
custom duty rate of part j between the U.S. and Japan.
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In addition to the custom duty of parts, the custom duty of products between a factory
and a market is based on the manufacturing costs (MCp) and the custom duty rate (βmn),
as shown in Equation (9).

CDPART
opj = PCojαδ(o)δ(p)j ∀o ∈ O, ∀p ∈ P, ∀j ∈ J (8)

CDPROD
pq = MCpβδ(p)δ(q) ∀p ∈ P, ∀q ∈ Q (9)

The custom duty rate for each part (αmnj) is set as 0 if there is any FTAs agreed between
the countries m(supplier) and country n(factory) regarding a part j. Otherwise, a proper
value should be set as custom duty of part j to import country m(supplier) to country
n(factory). Note the custom duty of part j should be set as 0 if a supplier and a factory are
in the same country. Nt in Equation (10) represents a subset of countries agreed FTA t.

Along with the custom duty rate for each part (αmnj), the custom duty rate for each
product (βmn) is set as shown in Equation (11).

αmnj =

{
0 i f ∃t ∈ T s.t. m, n ∈ Nt
any given value otherwise

∀m, n ∈ N, ∀j ∈ J (10)

βmn =

{
0 i f ∃t ∈ T s.t. m, n ∈ Nt
any given value otherwise

∀m, n ∈ N (11)

Equation (12) expresses the carbon tax calculated based on material-based GHG
emissions (Eoj) and carbon tax price (γm). The carbon tax price (γm) differs in each country
in suppliers. As well as custom duty rates, the δ(o) means the county of a supplier o.

CToj = Eojγδ(o) ∀o ∈ O, ∀j ∈ J (12)

Equation (13) enforces that the transported number of parts and products are not
negative.

vopj, vpq ≥ 0 ∀o ∈ O, ∀p ∈ P,
∀j ∈ J, ∀q ∈ Q

(13)

4. Numerical Example

To illustrate a design example of carbon taxes and tariffs with FTAs in supply chain, a
vacuum cleaner composed of 23 parts is used as an example product as well as Nakamura,
Yamada, and Tan [19]. Example problems and parameters are set and detailed below.

4.1. Assumptions

• China, Malaysia, the U.S., and Japan are used to illustrate a design example. China
and Japan have already introduced carbon tax. The carbon tax prices of China and
Japan are 9.00 [USD/t-CO2eq] and 2.00 [USD/t-CO2eq], respectively [6]. Regarding
FTA, the TPP Agreement is considered. Then, the tariff between Malaysia and Japan is
set as 0.00 [USD];

• Each country has 13 suppliers. Four cities are chosen as factory candidates: Shanghai,
Kuala Lumpur, Seattle, and Tokyo. Tokyo is selected as the market; the numbers
of products demanded are set at 6000. The production capacity of products at each
factory is set at 3000;

• The quality of parts and assembly products is the same even though the supplier
or factory is different. In other words, only costs and GHG emissions at material
production depend on the country located in suppliers and factories;

• Nakamura, Yamada, and Tan [19] indicated that part #19, the motor, accounted for
over half of supply costs, so part #19 was excluded from numerical experiments.
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4.2. Estimation Method and Assumptions Regarding Costs and GHG Emissions

The procurement costs and GHG emissions of each part are calculated by using the
same method proposed in Yoshizaki et al. [31]. First, a material type and weight of each part
are obtained from the 3D-CAD model. Next, the unit material price [USD/g] is estimated
based on the census of manufactures [34] by assuming the exchange rate between yen
and USD as 100 [yen] = 1 [USD]. Then, the procurement cost in each country is calculated
using the “Residential Devices, Equipment, and Maintenance” comparison of price levels
in various countries [35], as shown in Table A1 in Appendix A as follows:

Procurement cost [USD] = weight [g] ×material unit price [USD/g] × price level.

GHG emissions of each part in each country are estimated based on the LCI database
with the Asian international I/O table listing the GHG emission intensity of Asian countries
and the U.S. [36]. By inputting the calculated procurement cost of each part in each county
to the LCI database, the material-based GHG emissions can be calculated. Table 2 shows
GHG emissions and procurement cost of parts in each country.

Table 2. GHG emissions and procurement cost of parts in each country.

No. Part Name Required Number
for a Product

Procurement Cost [USD] GHG Emissions [g-CO2eq]
China Malaysia The U.S. Japan China Malaysia The U.S. Japan

1 Wheel of nozzle 2 0.0056 0.0051 0.0062 0.0098 39.82 17.16 7.48 7.51

2 Wheel stopper 2 0.0014 0.0012 0.0015 0.0024 9.63 4.15 1.81 1.82

3 Upper nozzle 1 0.0401 0.0365 0.0444 0.0698 283.59 122.20 53.25 53.51

4 Lower nozzle 1 0.0328 0.0299 0.0364 0.0572 232.33 100.11 43.62 43.84

5 Nozzle 1 0.0275 0.0250 0.0305 0.0478 194.31 83.73 36.49 36.67

6 Right handle 1 0.0390 0.0355 0.0432 0.0678 275.59 118.75 51.75 52.00

7 Switch 1 0.0033 0.0030 0.0037 0.0058 23.65 10.19 4.44 4.46

8 Left handle 1 0.0412 0.0375 0.0456 0.0716 291.19 125.47 54.67 54.95

9 Left body 1 0.1491 0.1359 0.1653 0.2595 1054.76 454.50 198.05 199.02

10 Right body 1 0.1432 0.1305 0.1588 0.2493 1013.13 436.56 190.23 191.17

11 Dust case cover 1 0.0554 0.0505 0.0614 0.0964 391.89 168.87 73.58 73.95

12 Mesh filter 1 0.3441 0.3136 0.3816 0.5990 2967.54 1211.26 557.95 438.22

13 Connection pipe 1 0.0581 0.0530 0.0644 0.1012 409.95 72.76 63.58 47.03

14 Dust case 1 0.2661 0.2425 0.2951 0.4632 1882.72 811.27 353.51 355.25

15 Exhaust tube 1 0.0230 0.0210 0.0255 0.0401 162.99 70.23 30.60 30.76

16 Upper filter 1 0.3309 0.3015 0.3669 0.5759 2853.34 1164.65 536.47 421.36

17 Lower filter 1 0.0234 0.0213 0.0259 0.0406 165.19 71.18 31.02 31.17

18 Protection cap 1 0.0251 0.0229 0.0278 0.0437 177.60 76.53 33.35 33.51

20 Rubber of outer
flame of fan 1 0.0319 0.0291 0.0354 0.0556 332.83 125.15 65.88 55.96

21 Outer flame of fan 1 0.0679 0.0619 0.0753 0.1182 478.96 85.01 74.29 54.94

22 Lower fan 1 0.0120 0.0109 0.0133 0.0209 84.93 36.60 15.95 16.03

23 Fan 1 0.0765 0.0697 0.0848 0.1332 539.71 95.79 83.71 61.91

Our model assumes two different types of costs. One type of costs depends on the
types of part and procured country, namely, procurement costs, listed in Table 2. The other
depends on facilities such as the transportation costs, fixed costs of opening a factory, and
fixed cost of an opening route between a factory and a market, as shown in Table 3. In
numerical experiments in the paper, only Tokyo is set as a market. Then, transportation
costs and fixed costs of opening routes between factories and markets can be determined
by only locations of factories, as well as manufacturing costs, production capacity, and
fixed costs of opening a factory. The detailed assumptions and calculated methods costs
are shown in Table 3 as follows:
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• Vacuum cleaner production costs use vacuum cleaner production costs in Japan found
in Urata et al. [37]. The production cost is estimated using the Assembly Reliability
Estimation Method, which is a method and software developed by Hitachi Ltd. [38,39].
The production cost in other countries is taken from the same documentation used for
part supply costs, which is used to give a ratio for the gross domestic product for each
country (Table A1) [35];

• The opening factory and opening route costs in each country are determined based on
the gross domestic product [35] as well as the production cost;

• Transportation cost is estimated based on the direct distances between cities.

Table 3. Costs and production capacities at each factory.

Factory Manufacturing
Cost [USD]

Opening Factory
Cost [USD]

Production
Capacity [unit]

Transportation
Cost [USD]
(to Tokyo)

Opening Route
Cost [USD]
(to Tokyo)

Shanghai 2.54 726 3000 0.1760 1566
Kuala Lumpur 2.23 638 3000 0.5328 1532

Seattle 4.67 1338 3000 0.7700 1800
Tokyo 6.29 1800 3000 0.0001 600

All numerical experiments are conducted based on the data described in Tables 2 and 3
and Table A2 in Appendix A. The optimization software Nuorium Optimizer [40] is used
on an Intel®Core™i5-9400 CPU @ 2.90 GHz PC with Windows 10 Pro installed.

5. Results and Discussion

FTAs can absorb additional procurement costs owing to introducing carbon taxes by
exempting customs duty. Hence, FTAs can bring a positive effect in terms of cost reduction
in constructing global supply chain with carbon tax. FTAs may, however, cause a switch to
a supplier with a lower carbon tax price. This economical advantage of no tariff by FTAs
would provoke this phenomenon, known as carbon leakage. It occurs when the different
carbon tax prices are introduced in countries and indicates increased amounts of GHG
emissions in the global supply chain. Therefore, FTAs can also bring this negative effect of
carbon leakage.

Manufacturers have been required to reduce GHG emissions in current supply chains.
Efforts to avoid carbon leakage and reduce GHG emissions globally might unintended
setbacks due to situations and conditions of FTAs and should be examined by answering
RQ1. Manufactures would then need practical implications to answer RQ2, to examine cost
reduction and carbon leakage by FTAs in the global low-carbon supply chain thorough
numerical experiments. Section 5.1 compares the total costs and GHG emissions in the
global low-carbon supply chain with and without TPP. Sensitivity analysis of carbon tax
prices to identify trends or conditions for the construction of global low-carbon supply
chain economically is discussed in Section 5.2, and Section 5.3 observes cost breakdowns
and networks of constructed supply chain with different total costs and GHG emissions.

5.1. With vs. without FTAs for Economic Benefit and Carbon Leakage in Supply Chain

As described in Section 4, China, Malaysia, the U.S., and Japan are used as suppliers,
factories, and markets. Only TPP is considered as the FTA, and then, tariff exemption is
adopted for the transportation of parts and products between Malaysia and Japan. Carbon
tax is introduced in China and Japan as 9 [USD/t-CO2eq] and 2 [USD/t-CO2eq], respectively.

First, the effects of TPP and carbon tax are examined in the design examples, in four
cases with and without TPP and carbon taxes as shown in Table 4, which shows the total
costs and GHG emissions in the four cases. Even though Chinese and Japanese carbon tax
prices are set to simulate real situations in two out of the four cases, GHG emissions in all
cases were the same. Thus, currently introduced carbon tax prices in China and Japan were
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not effective in the design examples. In contrast to the GHG emissions, the total costs with
TPP are different and lower than ones without TPP.

Table 4. Total costs and GHG emissions with vs. without TPP and carbon taxes.

Carbon Tax

with without

33,490 [USD] 33,116 [USD]
With

5.81 × 107 [g-CO2eq] 5.81 × 107 [g-CO2eq]

34,159 [USD] 33,784 [USD]
TPP

Without
5.81 × 107 [g-CO2eq] 5.81 × 107 [g-CO2eq]

Previous findings show that despite increasing carbon taxes in the past, most of the
carbon tax prices in each country remains sufficiently low to drive the transformative
change needed for reaching the 1.5 ◦C target [6]. The carbon price corridor to reach the
target is estimated as 50–250 [USD/tCO2-eq] [6]. The carbon tax prices in China and Japan
would be increased and ones in Malaysia and the U.S. would be introduced. The cases of
increase in Chinese and Malaysian carbon tax prices were examined to determine whether
FTAs could bring positive or negative effects such as cost reduction by the elimination of
tariff or carbon leakage by different carbon taxes.

In the numerical experiments, the Chinese carbon tax price was changed to 9, 90, 180,
and 270 [USD/t-CO2eq]. The Malaysian carbon tax price was also changed to 0, 100, 500,
and 2000 [USD/t-CO2eq]. The carbon tax prices of Japan and the U.S. were steady and set
as 2 and 0 [USD/t-CO2eq], respectively. Regarding tariff, the custom duties of parts and
products were set at 10% in international transportation between the exception of Malaysia
and Japan. In cases without TPP in the numerical experiments, the custom duty between
Malaysia and Japan was also set as 10%. The results of experiments with and without TPP
using these carbon tax prices are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 shows the differences in GHG emission and total cost in supply chain
with TPP against ones without TPP. The solid bars in Figure 2 refer to the differences
in GHG emissions. By contrast, the slashed bars in Figure 2 refer to the differences in total
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costs. For example, in the case of Chinese and Malaysian carbon tax prices set as 180 and
2000 [USD/t-CO2eq], respectively, the GHG emission and total cost with TPP were lower
by 2.61% and 2.33%, respectively, compared with ones without TPP.

Owing to TPP, the total costs in supply chain with TPP were 1.83% lower on average
than ones without TPP, as shown in Figure 2. Comparing the selected factories in supply
chain with and without TPP, the same factories in Shanghai and Kuala Lumpur were
selected in all cases. Suppliers, however, were generally switched from ones in China and
Malaysia to ones in the U.S. and Japan. From these findings, it was considered that the
differences in the total costs between with and without TPP were due to changing tariffs
and costs of procurement and parts transportation.

In terms of GHG emissions, most supply chains with and without TPP had the same
GHG emissions, as shown in Figure 2. Only 4 out of 16 supply chains with TPP had lower
GHG emissions compared to ones without TPP. One of the notable findings regarding GHG
emissions (obtained from Figure 2) is that TPP did not cause carbon leakage in all cases.

When the GHG emissions in supply chains with TPP were lower than those without
TPP, Chinese or Malaysian suppliers switched to Japanese ones. They had lower GHG
emissions, but higher procurement costs than those in China or Malaysia, when providing
parts. Therefore, international transportations of parts between Malaysia and Japan without
tariffs could be increased economically. As a result, the GHG emissions in supply chains
with TPP were lower than those without TPP. Based on these discussions, FTAs such as
TPP may well contribute to GHG reduction with carbon tax, by enhancing international
transportation from developed countries with lower GHG emissions compared to those of
emerging countries.

5.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Chinese and Malaysian Carbon Tax Prices with TPP

FTAs such as TPP could bring positive effects, that is, cost reduction by elimination
of tariffs compared with those without FTA. The current carbon tax prices set at 9 and
2 [t-CO2eq] in China and Japan were, however, too low to transform the global supply
chain configuration into ones with lower GHG emissions. Sensitivity analysis of Chinese
and Malaysian carbon tax prices was conducted to identify the proper or desirable carbon
tax prices to reduce GHG emissions in the whole supply chain.

At the sensitivity analysis, Chinese and Malaysian carbon tax prices were changed,
while Japanese and the U.S. were steady and set at 2 and 0 [USD/t-CO2eq], respectively.
Chine carbon tax prices was changed to 9, 27, 45, 63, 90, 180, 270 [USD/t-CO2eq]. Malaysian
carbon tax prices were also changed to 0, 2, 20, 100, 200, 500, 2000 [USD/t-CO2eq]. To
understand the reduction in GHG emissions and increment in total costs, the GHG emis-
sions and total costs in the constructed supply chain in current carbon taxes with TPP,
that is, 5.81× 107 [g-CO2eq] and 33,490 [USD], as shown in Table 4 in Section 5.1, were set
as baseline.

Figure 3 shows the differences in GHG emissions and total costs compared to the
ones in the baseline in the sensitivity analysis with TPP. From the upper graph in Figure 3,
three findings were observed. First, the GHG emissions decreased with increasing Chi-
nese carbon tax. Second, Chinese carbon taxes higher than 180 [USD/t-CO2eq] were not
effective in reducing GHG emissions. This could be because GHG emissions in Chinese
carbon tax prices set at 270 [USD/t-CO2eq] were almost the same as Chinese carbon tax
prices set at 180 as shown in the upper graph in Figure 3. Finally, carbon leakages oc-
curred in 11 cases. The carbon leakages were observed at the Chinese carbon tax prices
equal to or lower than 63 [USD/t-CO2eq] and at Malaysian carbon tax prices equal to
or higher than 200 [USD/t-CO2eq]. Especially, in the cases of Malaysian carbon tax set at
2000 [USD/t-CO2eq], the GHG emissions in other supply chains increased by 40% com-
pared to the ones at the baseline.
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Figure 3. GHG emissions (upper) and total costs (lower) in sensitivity analysis compared to baseline.

In the case of Malaysian carbon tax prices equal to or higher than 500 [USD/t-CO2eq],
significant reductions in GHG emissions were achieved, by approximately 70%. Based on
these findings, the Malaysian carbon tax prices may be more sensitive than Chinese ones
for GHG emissions. The higher Malaysian carbon tax prices, more than 200, might have
the potential to reduce GHG emissions in the supply chains significantly despite risks of
carbon leakages.

The lower graph in Figure 3 shows total costs in sensitivity analysis compared to the
baseline. Compared to the behaviors of GHG emissions in the upper graph in Figure 3, the
behaviors of the total costs were uncomplicated and increased generally as the Chinese and
Malaysian carbon prices increased. Regarding the cases with Chinese carbon tax prices set
at 270, the total costs were almost the same as the cases of the Chinese carbon tax prices set
at 180. This trend was observed for all the different Malaysian carbon tax prices set. Thus,
in contrast to GHG emissions, total costs can be predicted from the carbon tax prices of
each country, without employing the mathematical optimization models.
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5.3. Analysis of GHG Emissions, Cost Breakdowns, and Constructed Supply Chain Network

The four featured cases are represented as four scenarios so that practical implications
will be sought to reduce GHG emissions. This is to avoid carbon leakages by comparing
GHG emissions, cost breakdowns, and constructed supply chain networks. Table 5 summa-
rizes the four scenarios. “Baseline” indicates the current actual carbon tax prices. “Little
lower GHG emissions” is the most cost-effective scenario for GHG reduction. “Much lower
GHG emissions” is a scenario in which the Japanese target of reducing GHG emissions by
2030 is achieved. In “Carbon leakage”, carbon leakage occurs such that the total GHG emis-
sion in the supply chain increases. This was compared to the baseline despite introducing
carbon taxes.

Table 5. Summary of scenarios.

Scenario Chinese Carbon Tax
[USD/t-CO2eq]

Malaysian Carbon
Tax [USD/t-CO2eq]

Difference of GHG
Emissions [%]

Difference of Total
Costs [%]

Baseline 9 0 - -

Little lower GHG emissions 27 0 −26.30 1.28

Much lower GHG emissions 180 200 −54.00 20.26

Carbon leakage 9 200 29.40 6.73

Table 6 shows the cost breakdowns and GHG emissions in each scenario. The per-
centages of cost and GHG emissions denote the ratio against total costs and total GHG
emissions, respectively. It is important for the decision makers to grasp cost breakdown
and GHG emissions at each country so as to deal with cost fluctuation. This is because the
tariffs and carbon tax prices would be changed largely and rapidly since they are affected
by political decisions. Comparing “Baseline” and “Little lower GHG emissions,” the total
costs and cost breakdowns were almost the same. One main difference between them was
the Malaysian GHG emissions, as shown in Table 6. The Malaysian GHG emissions in a
“Lower GHG emissions” scenario was approximately 65% higher than that in “Baseline”.
For the Malaysian government, this situation would be undesirable but could become
desirable if the GHG emissions could be reduced globally by switching Chinese suppliers
to Malaysian ones.

Table 6. Cost breakdowns and GHG emissions in each scenario.

Scenario Baseline Little Lower GHG
Emissions

Much Lower GHG
Emissions Carbon Leakage

Procurement cost [USD] 10,360.75 30.94% 10,072.33 29.70% 11,115.34 27.60% 10,688.82 29.90%
Manufacturing cost [USD] 14,293.81 42.68% 14,293.81 42.14% 14,293.81 35.49% 14,293.81 39.99%
Transportation cost [USD] 3235.58 9.66% 3612.00 10.65% 4803.98 11.93% 3685.60 10.31%

Open route cost [USD] 3098.00 9.25% 3098.00 9.13% 3098.00 7.69% 3098.00 8.67%
Open factory cost [USD] 1363.48 4.07% 1363.48 4.02% 1363.48 3.39% 1363.48 3.81%

Custom duty [USD] 764.06 2.28% 1060.50 3.13% 1367.03 3.39% 1134.07 3.17%

Carbon tax
[USD]

China 374.55 1.12% 417.59 1.23% 153.14 0.38% 638.38 1.79%
Malaysia 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 4078.13 10.13% 843.11 2.36%
The U.S. 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00%

Japan 0.05 0.00% 0.05 0.00% 2.27 0.01% 0.05 0.00%
Total costs [USD] 33,490.27 33,917.76 40,275.18 35,745.31

GHG
emissions
[g-CO2eq]

China 4.16 × 107 71.64% 1.55 × 107 36.13% 8.51 × 105 3.18% 7.09 × 107 94.36%
Malaysia 1.65 × 107 28.32% 2.73 × 107 63.82% 2.04 × 107 76.31% 4.22 × 106 5.61%
The U.S. 0.00 0.00% 0.00 0.00% 4.34 × 106 16.26% 0.00 0.00%

Japan 2.43 × 104 0.04% 2.43 × 104 0.06% 1.13 × 106 4.24% 2.43 × 104 0.03%
Total GHG emissions

[g-CO2eq] 5.81 × 107 4.28 × 107 2.67 × 107 7.52 × 107
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In “Much lower GHG emissions”, the transportation costs and custom duty increased
by 48% and 79% compared to that in “Baseline,” respectively. Figure 4 shows constructed
global supply chains in “Baseline” and “Much lower GHG emissions”. The circles and
squares express locations of suppliers and factories in each country. The selected suppliers
and opened factories are marked with a stronger color. The contribution of Figure 4 is
that the locations of selected suppliers can be understood at a glance. It also indicates one
example that how a global low-carbon supply chain should be constructed for the reduction
of GHG emissions. The decision makers of supply chains need to decide which suppliers
should be selected and where factories should be opened to reduce GHG emissions eco-
nomically by comparing costs and GHG emissions. However, the locations of suppliers
and factories, cost breakdown, and GHG emissions at each country cannot be grasped from
Figure 3 since they have only total GHG emissions and costs in whole supply chains.
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As shown in Figure 4, the Chinese and Malaysian factories were opened at both
scenarios. In contrast to the factories, the selected suppliers were different since most
suppliers in China was switched to ones in Malaysia in “Much lower GHG emissions”,
as shown in Figure 4. In the “Baseline” scenario, the Chinese factory procured parts from
11 Chinese and 2 Japanese suppliers. That is, most of domestic suppliers were selected
at the Chinese factory in the “Baseline” scenario. On the other hand, at the Chinese
factory in “Much lower GHG emissions”, one Chinese, nine Japanese, five Malaysian,
and three U.S. suppliers were selected. Thus, the international transportation of parts for
assembling at the Chinese factory increased, and therefore, the transportation costs and
custom duty increased.

In the “Carbon leakage” scenario, Chinese GHG emissions increased but the Malaysian
ones decreased compared to that in the “Baseline” scenario, as shown in Table 6. This
indicates that switching Malaysian suppliers to Chinese ones caused carbon leakages. In
“Carbon leakage”, the Malaysian carbon tax prices was over 20 times higher than that of
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China, as shown in Table 5. Actual differences in carbon tax prices of suppliers can increase
by more than 20 times because higher carbon tax prices such as the ones in Sweden and
Switzerland are over 130 [USD/t-CO2-eq] but lower carbon tax prices such as the Japanese
one are under 5 [USD]. The percentage of the Chinese GHG emissions against the total
GHG emissions was about 94% in the “Carbon leakage” scenario. Thus, in the “Carbon
leakage” scenario, the total costs could increase largely if Chinese government decided the
increment in the Chinese carbon tax price.

In “Little lower GHG emissions”, “Much lower GHG emissions”, and “Carbon leak-
age” scenarios, the custom duty increased compared to one of the “Baseline” scenarios.
Thus, the cost reduction without tariff by TPP might be small. By considering other FTAs
such as the RCEP that agreed to 15 countries including China, Malaysia, and Japan, the
total costs in “Little lower GHG emissions” and “Much lower GHG emissions” would
be lower than those with TPP only. Furthermore, there is a possibility to prevent carbon
leakage by enhancing international transportation of parts from developed countries with
lower GHG emissions.

6. Discussion

This Section discuss the results shown in Section 5 in detail to answer RQs described
in Section 1, and to state the practical implications.

(1) (RQ1) Does FTA have a positive or negative effect on the economical construction of a
low-carbon supply chain?

From the numerical experiments and discussions in Section 5.1, FTAs such as TPP can
bring positive effects to reduce GHG emissions by enhancing international transportation
from countries with lower GHG emissions. However, the effects of FTAs to reduce GHG
emissions would not be strong since only 4 out of 16 cases with TPP could reduce GHG
emissions compared to those without TPP, as shown in Figure 2.

One remarkable finding observed from Figure 2 was that the negative effects of FTAs
to cause carbon leakage directory were not observed. Figure 2 denotes the differences in
GHG emissions and total costs with TPP compared to those without TPP. Thus, the direct
positive and negative effects of TPP can be seen from it. Therefore, FTAs such as TPP could
have little effects to reduce GHG emissions, while it would also have a little possibility to
be a main cause of carbon leakage.

(2) (RQ2) How should manufacturers take advantages of FTAs for the construction of
supply chain to reduce costs and GHG emissions simultaneously?

Manufactures should utilize FTAs for cost reduction by eliminating tariffs since, as
described in preceding subsection, FTAs such as TPP could bring positive effects. In the
“Little lower GHG emissions” and “Much lower GHG emissions” scenarios in Section 5.3,
the international transportation increased, and then, custom duty increased. Taking account
into other FTAs such as RCEP, the GHG emissions would be reduced with lower costs
than those in “Little lower GHG emissions” and “Much lower GHG emissions” scenarios.
As increasing the international transportation, the need of addressing the GHG emissions
at transportation will increase. Note that the proposed model does not consider GHG
emissions at transportations.

(3) Effect of carbon tax prices on future logistics

Carbon tax can reduce GHG emissions in the whole supply chain since most of the
cases in the sensitive analysis of carbon tax prices, in Figure 3 can reduce GHG emissions
by switching suppliers only. However, it was also observed to cause carbon leakage due
to much differences in carbon tax prices among countries. There are possibilities that
differences in carbon price tax will be larger since The World Bank states carbon tax prices
will increase globally [6]. Therefore, it is expected to collect and share GHG emissions in
supply chains automatically [12] to prevent carbon leakage.
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On the other hand, higher carbon tax prices would have both the potential to cause
carbon leakages and reduce GHG emissions significantly. When the Malaysia carbon tax
prices were equal to or over 200 [USD/t-CO2eq] with FTAs, carbon leakages occurred.
These cases could, however, achieve over 50% reduction in GHG emissions compared
to that of the baseline provided the Chinese carbon tax price was equal to or over 180
[USD/t-CO2eq].

7. Conclusions and Future Studies

This study addressed the global low-carbon supply chain with FTAs under different
carbon tax prices introduced in multiple countries. A mathematical model to minimize the
total costs including carbon taxes and custom duty was proposed as a decision support
model and then validated through numerical experiments. Sensitivity analysis of carbon
tax prices was conducted to examine whether FTAs bring positive effects such as cost
reduction without tariffs or negative effects such as causing carbon leakages.

From the numerical experiments, FTAs would not cause carbon leakage directly, and
could reduce GHG emissions economically by eliminating tariffs. The possibilities were
demonstrated to reduce total costs keeping with lower GHG emissions globally by taking
other FTAs such as RCEP. Additionally, the high differences in carbon tax prices, such as
over 20 times among countries, have the risks of carbon leakage.

Future studies should consider other carbon policies such as carbon cap-and-trade. To
prevent global warming, carbon neutrality [42] (which meets the actual GHG emissions
and absorption of GHG volumes by forests, etc.) should be globally achieved by in the
early 2050s for a 1.5 ◦C (2.7 ◦F) target [43]. Moreover, the reverse supply chain [44] should
be considered in future studies because re-useable parts and material recycling can save
additional GHG emissions at the virgin material production stage [45,46].
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Appendix A

Table A1. Comparison of price levels among countries, with Japan set as 1 [35].

Price Level Index Equipment Residential
Devices Maintenance

The Total Domestic
Production

China 0.57 0.40
Malaysia 0.52 0.35
The U.S. 0.64 0.74

Japan 1.00 1.00
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Table A2. Transportation costs between suppliers and factories.

Supplier Factory
Shanghai Kuala Lumpur Seattle Tokyo

Guangzhou 0.0121 0.0255 0.1273 0.0291
Chongqing 0.0144 0.0299 0.1280 0.0317

Nanjing 0.0027 0.0368 0.1279 0.0197
Harbin 0.0168 0.0533 0.1299 0.0158

Xian 0.0122 0.0355 0.1294 0.0280
Chengdu 0.0166 0.0306 0.1297 0.0335

Changchun 0.0144 0.0509 0.1255 0.0152
Dalian 0.0086 0.0447 0.1239 0.0164

Hangzhou 0.0017 0.0359 0.1206 0.0192
Jinan 0.0072 0.0405 0.0339 0.0203

Qingdao 0.0055 0.0414 0.1165 0.0174
Suzhou 0.0008 0.0371 0.1238 0.0184
Fuzhou 0.0061 0.0317 0.1280 0.0222

Alor Setar 0.0356 0.0036 0.0351 0.0519
Penang 0.0363 0.0027 0.0112 0.0525

Kuantan 0.0359 0.0020 0.0312 0.0515
Malacca 0.0381 0.0012 0.0282 0.0536

Kuala Lumpur 0.0375 0.0000 0.0327 0.0533
Johor Bahru 0.0380 0.0030 0.0401 0.0532

Kuching 0.0351 0.0098 0.0343 0.0486
Sibu 0.0337 0.0113 0.0155 0.0470
Miri 0.0309 0.0137 0.0307 0.0437

Kota Kinabalu 0.0287 0.0163 0.0339 0.0409
Sandakan 0.0285 0.0184 0.0372 0.0399

Ipoh 0.0365 0.0018 0.0277 0.0525
Penang 0.0363 0.0027 0.0163 0.0525
Atlanta 0.1230 0.1586 0.0351 0.1103
San Jose 0.0995 0.1366 0.0112 0.0833
Detroit 0.1146 0.1494 0.0312 0.1012

Chicago 0.1136 0.1492 0.0282 0.1134
Cleveland 0.1158 0.1504 0.0327 0.1045

Boston 0.1173 0.1490 0.0401 0.1079
Pittsburgh 0.1174 0.1517 0.0343 0.1063

Los Angeles 0.1043 0.1414 0.0155 0.0881
Houston 0.1220 0.1593 0.0307 0.1073

New Orleans 0.1244 0.1613 0.0339 0.1105
Washington D.C. 0.1198 0.1534 0.0372 0.1090

Saint Louis 0.1158 0.1521 0.0277 0.1045
Denver 0.1078 0.1452 0.0163 0.0933

Fukuoka 0.0088 0.0451 0.1039 0.0088
Hiroshima 0.0109 0.0472 0.1014 0.0068
Yokohama 0.0175 0.0531 0.0927 0.0003

Osaka 0.0136 0.0495 0.0767 0.0040
Nagoya 0.0150 0.0509 0.0954 0.0026
Sapporo 0.0219 0.0592 0.1017 0.0083

Kumamoto 0.0089 0.0448 0.0787 0.0089
Kobe 0.0134 0.0493 0.0849 0.0042

Shizuoka 0.0163 0.0518 0.0934 0.0014
Kyoto 0.0140 0.0499 0.0894 0.0036
Sendai 0.0193 0.0558 0.0882 0.0031
Niigata 0.0177 0.0542 0.0924 0.0025

Wakayama 0.0132 0.0490 0.0977 0.0044
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Abstract: Background: Shipment consolidation is a concept in logistics management in which two
or more shipments are transported by using the same vehicle with the aim of using less resources.
Methods: The objective of this manuscript is to study shipment consolidation and assess its impact
on cost environment, to achieve this, a mathematical model was developed to optimize shipment
consolidation while reducing the emissions and minimizing the costs. Results: A case study from
major dairy products manufacturers in Egypt was used to validate the model and evaluate the out-
comes. A comparison was made between two transportation models, with and without consolidation.
Results show that shipment consolidation reduced the total costs by 40% in addition to consuming
less fuel, and consequently producing less emissions. Conclusions: These findings emphasize the
importance of shipment consolidation and how it can be used to achieve more sustainability in
logistics management.

Keywords: shipment consolidation; transportation model; sustainability; mid-income countries;
dairy supply chain

1. Introduction

In the modern business environments, logistics are not only important in manufac-
turing or goods-based industries, but also for service-based industries such as shipping
and delivery services [1]. Furthermore, well implemented logistics is directly linked to
enhancing business performance and increasing market share. Consequently, logistics man-
agement is considered as one of the most important strategic keys in successful businesses,
and if used properly it can be a huge competitive advantage as shown in Figure 1. The basic
concept of logistics is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of several operational
activities, such as transportation, warehousing and storage, order processing, material
handling, and other information management concerning any related data from the origin
point to end user. These include either nationally shipped products or internationally
shipped products. Integrating these techniques achieves accurately timed and cost-efficient
deliveries that meet the requirements of the contract or the business plan [2].

Logistics has been facing increasing challenges, especially in the recent years with
high uncertainties due to crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic, the Russian–Ukrainian
war, natural calamities, and increasing global orientation towards sustainable business
practices [3]. That is why traditional methods of logistics management are no longer valid
to face such challenges. Shipment consolidation is considered one of the most important
modern techniques in logistics that many shippers now consider indispensable, due to
its huge benefits. Shipment consolidation is combining two or more less than container
load (LCL) from different shippers into single full container load shipments (FCL). As
soon as the full container shipment is delivered to the desired destination, the shipments
are disassembled into LCL again to be sent to its final customer. This method is very
convenient as it offers better rates to the shippers than using the LCL. Moreover, shipment
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consolidation is not only suitable for shippers that have small shipments or few pallets
but is also suitable for shipments from different locations and different suppliers to be
collected in one shipment to avoid high rates. Consolidation helps small business owners to
deliver their goods as this convenient solution offers them affordable prices [4]. Shipment
consolidation plays an important role during crises and pandemics, as in these situations
there are certain procedures and measures to be taken such as limiting cargo shipping and
transportations between countries. Therefore, shipment consolidation was a supportive
option during the COVID-19 pandemic, and it helped a lot of countries to overcome the
crisis [5]. Shipment consolidation is cost-efficient since the shippers must pay for the full
container even if the used space is less than half of the entire space. Thus, by combining
multiple LCL shipments into one FCL shipment, better value for money will be achieved [6].
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Traditionally, shipment consolidation was all about cost reduction purposes; however,
consolidation can also contribute to greening the supply chain. Green Supply Chain Man-
agement (GSCM) can be defined as “integrating environmental thinking into supply chain
management, including product design, material sourcing and selection, manufacturing
processes, delivery of the final product to the consumers as well as end-of-life management
of the product after its useful life” [7]. To achieve this in logistics management, several
functions can be addressed in addition to consolidation, such as purchasing, inbound logis-
tics, outbound logistics, after-sale service and product returns, recycling, re-manufacturing,
and centralised distribution [8].

Moreover, consolidation reduces the damage risk, as fewer touchpoints are offered by
the consolidation model reducing the on-again, off-again handling of shipments. Compara-
tively, the normal freight shipping models contain many stops and multiple touchpoints
which increase the chances of damaging the products. One of these models is the hub and
spoke distribution method, which mainly allows delivery partners to arrange their daily
delivery routes nearby a hub centre, then after finishing all the deliveries in a particular
zone relocate to another hub centre for any additional or on-demand deliveries. This can
also help against demand volatility [9].

However, there are some challenges that face shipment consolidation that might affect
this process. The first problem is securing a carrier, due to the extra complications that
come with this process. Even if a good carrier that can transport consolidated shipments
was found successfully, there is still the problem of not being charged correctly for only
the exact space used. This problem could be solved by dealing with the right carriers with
good reputations, or some carriers offer access to their network. This offers a great help to
the shippers, as dense networks make it easier to consolidate shipments either nationally
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or overseas [10]. Secondly, shipment consolidation takes a lot of time and organising to
be planned correctly since there are many factors that should be taken into consideration
such as dimensions, estimating the price, timing, and other factors to make sure that the
shipment will be delivered safely and on time [11]. Finally, there is the problem that comes
when combining the LCL into an FCL as every shipment has certain requirements, such as
temperature, humidity, and other factors. For example, if the container contains fast moving
consumer goods (FMCG) it cannot be shipped in the same container with electronics, as
FMCG have shorter expiry dates, while electronics take more time to be processed due to
different customs and procedures, which makes is it hard to keep up with the time limit for
the FMCG [12].

The scope of this research paper is the optimisation and sustainability of shipment
consolidation in logistics management. Works that considered shipment consolidation were
reviewed to understand the analytical models that reduce the carbon footprint, cost, and
time in an efficient way that satisfies the requirements of the end user. The main contribution
of this paper is to explore how shipment consolidation can achieve improvements in the
supply chain, and to develop a model that optimises shipment consolidation while reducing
the environmental damage, minimising the costs, and enhancing the process.

2. Literature Review

The scope of most of the works on shipment consolidation was to develop new models
to control the main factors affecting the consolidation process. These factors include the
pickup of the shipments, the delivery method and vehicle routing, cost analysis, and the
environmental impact of the model [13]. Each paper has discussed a different model
to optimise the best process for shipment consolidation to choose an efficient model to
be applied to get the best out of this process. Additionally, a new research direction is
to discuss more sustainable options in delivering products and combine them with the
shipment consolidation methods to propose a model that is efficient and sustainable. Four
shipment consolidation models will be discussed to understand the difference between
them and how each model has handled the consolidation method itself. Finally, works that
addressed sustainable models are reviewed.

2.1. Multi-Product Pickup and Delivery with Location-Routing and Direct Shipment vs.
Shipment Consolidation

Currently, most supply chains depend on third party logistics providers (3PL) to out-
source their warehousing and logistics operations to improve the efficiency of the supply
chain and focus on the production operations. Such activities have been adopted success-
fully in many companies across multiple industry sectors, such as Wal-Mart [14], Bosch [15],
Goodyear [16], and Toyota [11]. 3PL providers integrate the logistics services, warehousing,
and operations aiming to meet contractors or end-users needs, such as transportation
and pickup services for materials and products. This can be achieved by consolidating
shipments that come from different suppliers then store all the shipments for some time
and then initiating the delivery process distributing the shipments or products with a fleet
of delivery vehicles. This leads to developing a distribution system with low cost and time
efficiency, but due to the complexity of arrangements and coordination, optimisation mod-
els must be designed to arrange and control the distribution network. The main concern
of such models is to specify the vehicle routing, determine the locations of distribution
centres, and solve delivery problems that might face the suppliers or the customers.

The main research problems discussed in the literature are the vehicle routing problem
(VRP), the location routing problem (LRP), and the vehicle routing problem with cross-
docking (VRPCD). The previous literature models mentioned in this paper introduced a
multicommodity LRP and solved it with a branch and cut algorithm. In [17], a hybrid
heuristic incorporating simulated annealing and artificial algae algorithm to solve the
location routing problem with two-dimensional loading constraints. In [11], the problem of
integrating cross-docking and vehicle routing was studied and solved through a mathemat-
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ical model to find the optimal number of vehicles with main objective to reduce the overall
costs. In this model, products were collected by a fleet of vehicles to a distribution centre
before delivering it to the customers. Then, in the distribution center the sorting process
started, where the goods were to be delivered according to the destinations in a time-saving
manner with specific routes timed perfectly to reach the customer quickly. In [18], a Tabu
search algorithm was used to improve the solution methods developed by the previous
authors. These improvements in the algorithms reached a range of 10% to 36% in some
cases. In [19], the objective was to optimise the timing of cross-docking operations for food
or fast moving goods to be delivered on time and to reduce the total costs of the system.
The system costs consisted of the costs holding of the inventory, the penalty of late or early
deliveries, and the delivery costs.

Moreover, most of the previous studies considered the design of single distribution
centre in a fixed location, while in [20], a model with two routing types and one distribution
centre was proposed. The first type of routing was for a transportation process that was
initiated at the cross-dock; after that, it reached a subset of suppliers. The second type
started after passing by a subset of suppliers without stopping at the cross-docks. In [21],
the VRPCD was discussed relative to different routing for vehicle fleet and scheduling of
trucks routes in a multi-door cross-dock system. An estimated sweep-based model was
developed to consider several constraints simulating the sweep algorithm. The model was
responsible for nodes assigned to vehicles to reduce the search and enhance branch. This
model was validated by solving numerical examples for more than fifty transportation
requests and different ten vehicle fleets, and the results displayed a reasonable running
time. In [22], a mixed integer programming model was used to control the outbound and
inbound scheduling of trucks in a cross-docking system. A hybrid algorithm that combines
particle swarm with simulated annealing was used to help in solving complex problems
in very short time. In [23], the problem of scheduling cross-docking and vehicle routes
was addressed for a three-echelons supply chain network. The objective was to reduce late
deliveries and delivery costs.

Last mile distribution is one of the most important research topics in supply chain and
logistics management. The best example of this process is the last transportation process
of the products from supply chains to its last delivery points such as retail stores. Last
mile delivery is usually the routing of a fleet of vehicles to stop at a set of delivery desti-
nations, using less than truckload (LTL) or truckload (TL). Various techniques were used
throughout the literature to overcome the problems of last mile deliveries and optimise the
whole process, such as solving the vehicle routing problem with split deliveries (VRPSD).
Although the concept of split deliveries has many benefits in terms of cost, it does not take
full advantage of using multiple vehicles to deliver multiple shipments to customers on the
same day.

2.2. Sustainable Models

A great interest has been into achieving sustainability and greener transportation
while creating an efficient system in terms of cost and time. This will inspire the business
owners to act and reduce the damage that their companies are responsible for while also
making profits to make it a win–win situation. Examining the demand and sustainability
of critical metals has focused on light-duty vehicles. Heavy-duty vehicles have often been
excluded from the research scope due to their smaller vehicle stock and slower pace of
electrification [24]. In 2017, Tesla announced the production of electrical semi-truck with
an estimated production start in 2019, but due to the pandemic there was a delay in the
production plan. In 2022, Tesla announced the delivery of the first batches to some large
companies including Pepsi, Amazon, and Walmart. These semi-trucks raised the level of
expectations as it will have a range of 800 km, with a Tesla Mega charger giving 640 km of
charge in 30 min. The semi-truck can also use on-site 150 kW charging, taking six to eight
hours [25]. There is no doubt, that the electrical heavy-duty vehicles will be considered a
game changer in reducing emissions and carbon offsetting. Unfortunately, there are not
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enough studies to give an exact number or percentage for emissions compared to diesel
trucks as the Tesla vehicles are still new to the market, but certainly this will contribute
toward more sustainable delivery model [26].

Another model is the parcel delivery model that identifies the different parame-
ters in the delivery model while considering many combinations of traditional operators
(e.g., trucks and vans that use fossil fuel) and green operators (e.g., electric or hybrid
vehicles, bikes, and cargo bikes), investigating their business models and behaviours from
a managerial perspective [27]. The aim of this model is to form an operational point of view
on how to mix low-emission and traditional logistics, especially in urban areas. In [27],
a Monte Carlo-based simulation optimisation framework was developed for analysing
mixed-fleet board policies related to managing freight delivery in urban areas, clarifying
their cost mix (economic and environmental). In [28], the impact of shipment consolidation
on home delivery in the retail industry was assessed; the results confirmed the positive
role of shipment consolidation on delivery time, total cost, and fuel consumption.

Recent works on the role of logistics in Industry 4.0 have recognised major challenges
including cost reduction and resource management [29], which is why shipment consolida-
tion can play a role in enabling Industry 4.0 adoption in logistics management. Shipment
consolidation can be seen as an agile method as it improves collaboration in the supply
chain and promotes trust among several players [30]. According to [31], shipment consoli-
dation can be beneficial for upstream suppliers and also can achieve Pareto improvement
of both economic and environmental sustainability.

2.3. Research Questions and Contribution

Most of the discussed models proved that shipment consolidation is a good option
in terms of enhancing and optimising logistics efficiency. However, there are not enough
works on industrial applications, especially on the food industry, which has the critical
perishability factor. In this work, the scope is to develop a new analytical model aiming
at reducing costs, saving time, and making the transportation process as environmentally
friendly as possible.

This research paper discusses optimising shipment consolidation and categorisation
in logistics management and with considering sustainability. The concept of “mid-route
shipment consolidation” is discussed to show its benefits and implementation. To do so,
two research questions were developed to drive this research:

RQ1: How can all the possible vehicle capacity be utilised in last mile distribution in order
to reduce the number of dispatched vehicles, and the on-road time of the vehicles?
RQ2: How can the emissions and pollutants produced by the vehicles be reduced?

3. Problem Statement and Mathematical Model

The paper discusses the problem of decision making in a distribution network consist-
ing of customers, suppliers, and distribution centres. A problem statement and network
description will be given in addition to the assumptions to be used for the model.

3.1. Problem Statement and Network Description

Suppliers provide the goods to be delivered to customers by two ways, either through
direct shipping to the customers or consolidating the shipments in a distribution centre then
delivering it to the customers. The objective of the model is to make a decision regarding the
delivery mode to reduce costs and minimise the delivery time, both in the transportation
process of the products and in the consolidation of shipments in the distribution centre.
The significance of the problem appears significant when there are different delivery routes
to each subset of customers to satisfy the needs of the market that is usually dealing with
multiple products as shown in Figure 2. In the case that a special group of customers
need a single product, the process changes into single product delivery plan with different
delivery and pick up routes as shown in Figure 3.
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3.2. Model Assumptions

The following assumptions will be considered while modelling the problem:

• Each node must belong to one of the following sets: distribution centre node, pickup
node (Supplier), or delivery node (End user) [11].

• All the requests for the delivery must be satisfied by either direct shipments or trans-
portation from distribution centres.

• There is a limit on the capacity of the products for each supplier.
• All distribution centres must be provided by vehicles to be able to perform any

transportation processes.
• For the delivery and pick up, a fleet of homogeneous vehicles must perform all the

delivery processes.
• After finishing each delivery, all the vehicles that are responsible for either pick up or

delivery must return to the distribution centre.
• Vehicles can visit pick up nodes more than one time, but delivery nodes are not

allowed to be visited more than one time.
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The proposal of the mid-route shipment consolidation concept depends on the idea of
the synchronisation between the delivery of the product and the availability of the vehicles,
as these actions takes place simultaneously. A focus group study was made with the carrier
companies to see their opinion about this concept in real-life applications. The feedback
described this method as a potential way to reduce costs and to improve vehicle utilisation.
On the other hand, it might just need contract adjustments and some extra resources to be
implemented. Mid-route shipment consolidation sheds light on the possibility of simple
consolidation that can take place by exchanging shipments between vehicles.

In this paper, a transportation model is formulated and then discussed based on a
comparison between two scenarios; the first model is a proposed transportation model that
emphasises the importance of consolidation by adding multiple distribution centres (DCs)
or warehouses between the nodes of the supply (plants) and the demand (hypermarkets).
Consolidation takes places at the distribution centres so that the fleet will not go all the way
from the factory to the retail store with less than the full truck capacity, as the distribution
centres will allow the utilisation of most of the truck capacity, this will also divide the route
of the fleet into two phases. The first phase will be from the plant to the distribution centre,
while the second phase will be from the distribution centres to the hypermarkets. This
consolidated transportation model should save some of the transportation costs, in addition
to saving the environment from the pollutants that the fleet will produce if the number of
trucks is not reduced. Moreover, the distribution centres will offer extra storage space for
the hypermarkets, supplying the needed demand all while eliminating the wasted time
and the delay that takes place when ordering from the plant directly. The second model
is the current model used in a real dairy supply chain that uses direct shipment delivery
from the plants to the hypermarkets. Comparison between the consolidated model and the
non-consolidated model is performed to show if there is a significant reduction in cost and
emissions between the two models. Dairy products were selected as they are essential and
the demand on them is increasing [32].

3.3. Linear Programming Transportation Model

The objective function of the model minimises the cost by reducing the handling of the
product from the shipper (Plants) to the consolidation points, which are the distribution
centres offering the fewest amount of touch points. Additionally, the speed to the market
as the strategy of consolidation models depend on delivering the shipments on time, which
means that no late deliveries are accepted, since fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) are
addressed. In general, there are two types of transportation models, classified into balanced
problems and unbalanced problems. The balanced problems are when the demand does
not exceed the supply while the unbalanced problems are when the demand exceeds the
supply. Since this model deals with hypermarkets as the final destinations, it will be
more realistic to deal with balanced transportation problem model to avoid any shortage
in the products, as this will cause losses for the hypermarkets. Hence, the model seeks
achieving the maximum utilisation of the truck available capacity and providing a faster
transportation process. The transportation model can be formulated as the following linear
programming model with m origins nodes and n destinations nodes.

Minimise
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

cijxij (1)

n

∑
j=1

xij ≤ ai i = 1, 2, . . . . . . . . . . . . m (2)

m

∑
i=1

xij ≥ bj j = 1, 2, . . . . . . . . . . . . . n (3)
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n

∑
j=1

xij +
m

∑
i=1

xij ≤ ai + bj (4)

xij ≥ 0 (5)

The objective is to obtain the number of units that will be shipped from origins
to destinations taking into account that transportation cost should be minimised while
satisfying all the constraints mentioned above. Where xij is the number of units of shipped
from the origin (plant) i to destination (demand) j, and cij is the delivery cost of one
unit from the origin i to the destination j expressed in cost per kilometer multiplied by
the number of trucks, which is specified as the total amount of units divided by each
truck capacity divided by the total number of products. Moreover, ai is the number of
units supplied from the plant (origin) and bj is the number of units at the destination
demand locations.

3.4. Distribution Centre Locations

In the real case study, there are no actual distribution centres or warehouses. Never-
theless, the locations of the three warehouses cannot be assumed randomly. The centre of
gravity method was used to determine the location of the distribution centres according to
the quantity of the two products that will be supplied by the two plants. Table 1 gives the
demand and location of each distribution centre with reference point in the middle between
the two plants. Using these data, the exact coordinates are calculated and the locations are
located on Google maps as shown in Figure 4.

Table 1. Demand and location data for each distribution centre.

DC Plant 1 Plant 2

DC 1 Demanded quantity per week 4500 cartons 1500 cartons
Relative location 65 Km N. West 63.37 Km S. East

DC 2 Demanded quantity per week 1000 cartons 2000 cartons
Relative location 65 Km N. West 63.37 Km S. East

DC 3 Demanded quantity per week 1500 cartons 1500 cartons
Relative location 65 Km N. West 63.37 Km S. East

For DC 1:
X-coordinate: 4500 (−65 × cos 45) + 1500 (63.75 × cos 45)

6000 = −23.33 Km (West)

Y-coordinate: 4500 (65 × sin 45) + 1500 (−63.75 × sin 45)
6000 = 23.33 Km (North)

For DC 2:
For X-coordinate: 1000 (−65 × cos 45) + 2000 (63.75 × cos 45)

3000 = 14.731 Km (East)

For Y-coordinate: 1000 (65 × sin 45) + 2000 (−63.75 × sin 45)
3000 = −14.731 Km (South)

For DC 3:
For X-coordinate: 1500 (−65 × cos 45) + 1500 (63.75 × cos 45)

3000 = −0.4419 Km (West)

For Y-coordinate: 1500 (65 × sin 45) + 1500 (−63.75 × sin 45)
3000 = 0.4419 Km (North)
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3.5. Cost Analysis

After determining the locations of the distribution centres the cost of the transportation
between the nodes could be easily calculated. However, to estimate the total cost, the
number of required trucks should be determined, based on the trucks’ capacities. Assuming
a fleet of homogeneous tail lift trucks (shown in Figure 5), the number of required trucks
is calculated as the total number of cartons to be shipped divided by the capacity of each
truck. The following data were collected from the plant. The capacity of each truck is
approximately 500 cartons of milk. The average fuel consumption of the tail lift truck is
11 litres per 100 km, which means that the average fuel consumption of the truck equals
0.11 litre per km. Additionally, this kind of truck operates on diesel fuel where the diesel
price in Egypt as of May 2022 is EGP 6.750 per litre. Therefore, the price of fuel per
km: 0.11 × 6.750 = 0.7425 EGP. The total transportation cost per unit is calculated by using
Equation (6). As the truck route is considered a round trip, the shipper charges double the
distance because the truck returns empty.

Total per unit transportation cost =
2 × Distance in Km × Price o f f uel per Km × number o f trucks

number o f units
(6)
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4. Case Study and Results

In this case study, a two-phase transportation model is proposed for a dairy products
supply chain. The first phase is between two different large dairy plants (origins) that
supply milk cartons to three distribution centres or warehouses (destinations), which will
be located between the two suppliers according to centre of gravity method to minimise
the distances between the nodes as much as possible. The second phase will be the delivery
of the milk cartons from the distribution centres to seven different hypermarket branches
located in Cairo. As shown in the model, the supply should always be greater than or equal
to the demand to avoid shortage in stock at the hypermarket and to satisfy the condition of
balanced transfer problem that was assumed in the model.

The distances between all the nodes of the model are specified after locating the
distribution centres that will be elaborated in the site analysis. Data on the capacity of the
trucks, the weekly production, and the forecasted demand of milk cartons were collected
from the two plants. In comparison, the non-consolidated model will be a delivery model
between the two plants and the end destinations without using the distribution centres.
The result of the two-phase model will be compared to the non-consolidated model to
observe the difference between the two delivery models.
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4.1. The Consolidated Model

The consolidation model is the model that contains the distribution centers between
the nodes of the origin and the end destination, it is divided into two phases (echelons).
The first echelon is between the plants and the distribution centres. While the second
phase is between the distribution centres and seven branches of a large hypermarket chains
as shown in Figure 6 and the distances between the nodes are given in Tables 2 and 3.
Figures 7 and 8 show the first and second phases, respectively. Each distribution centre
is replenished from both plants; however, each demand point is replenished by a single
distribution centre (based on the distance). Tolls are estimated to be EGP 200 per truck per
round trip. The reason for breaking this model into two phases is to solve the objective
function with fewer constraints and to be simpler while solving. Moreover, the result from
the two phases will be combined to be compared with the non-consolidated model.
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Table 2. Distances between plants and distribution centres (km).
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DC 2 - - - 103 95.1 - -
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Given that the weekly supply capacities for Plant 1 and Plant 2 are 7000 and 5000 cartons,
respectively, phase 1 is modelled as follows:

Minimise 0.37116 X11 + 0.23463 X12 + 0.31482X13 + 0.147312X21 + 0.265815 X22 + 0.220671 X23

Subject to
X11 + X12 + X13 ≤ 7000
X21+X22 + X23 ≤ 5000

X11+X21 = 8000
X12 + X22 = 2000
X13 + X23 = 2000

Xij ≥ 0 (non − negativity constraint)

Phase 2 is modelled as follows:

Minimise 1.0681 X11 + 0.89005 X12 + 0.953625 X13 + 1.05958 X24 + 0.7582X25 + 0.76828X36 + 0.75343X37

Subject to
X11 + X12 + X13 ≤ 6000

X24 + X25 ≤ 3000X36 + X37 ≤ 3000
Xij ≥ 0 (non − negativity constraint)

Excel Solver was used to solve these models, the total cost for the first phase of the
consolidated model is 1823.68. In the second phase, the origins are the distribution centres
and the destinations are seven branches of a large hypermarket chain, the total cost for
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the second phase of the consolidated model is EGP 4135.5. Hence, the total cost for the
consolidated model is EGP 5959.18 per week.

4.2. The Non-Consolidated Model

The non-consolidated model is the currently used model in the studied supply chain,
hence there is no distribution centre in this model as shown in Figure 9. In this model,
transportation costs are calculated directly for each route by using Equation (6). The total
cost for this model is EGP 9962.95 per week. Figure 10 gives the comparison between the
total costs of the consolidated model and the non-consolidated model. It was found that
using the consolidated model has led to a 40% reduction in costs. In addition, as the fuel
consumption is reduced in the consolidation model, less emissions are produced leading
to a more sustainable logistics model. Hence, the findings validate the significance of the
consolidation model as it does not only help in reducing the costs, but also it is a more
environmentally friendly method, which is considered one of the most important aspects
in logistics management. Moreover, it reduces the CO2 and other emissions produced
from the heavy-duty trucks. The results of this study agree with recent studies from the
literature, and gives an opportunity to companies in Egypt to adopt shipment consolidation
in their distribution strategy [31,33].
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The process of implementing shipment consolidation has strong implications for policy
makers and top management. From cost- and service-level perspectives, shipment consoli-
dation achieves better results; it should be included in both tactical and operational decision
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levels. It is implied that significant savings can be achieved by performing shipment consol-
idation at a small subset of customer nodes, mid-route shipment consolidation can be used
for carriers with non-clustered customer networks, and highly variable demand patterns.

5. Conclusions

Consolidation is not only a cost reduction method, but also it is a more efficient
and environmentally friendly solution in logistics. Moreover, consolidation can solve
traffic problems by decreasing the number of heavy trucks on the roads, and hence less
maintenance will be required as heavy-duty trucks are responsible for the largest share of
road usage. In this paper, a practical example of the benefits of consolidation was discussed.
A case study from dairy supply chain was addressed, and two scenarios were studied;
the first model used consolidation by using distribution centres as midpoints between the
origins (milk plants) and the destinations (hypermarkets), while the second model uses
direct shipment from the origins to the destinations. By comparing the two models, it was
found that the consolidation method is an efficient, reliable, and environmentally friendly
strategy as it could achieve cost reduction by more than 40%.

The cost of applying this model is relatively cheap if compared to the used model,
as the extra expenses will be the distribution centres. These can be well managed if the
principles of choosing the locations of these distribution centres, such as the centre of
gravity method, are applied in addition to proper site analysis. Limitations of this paper
are the relatively low number of covered works in the literature. This is due to the novelty
of the shipment consolidation concept, and consequently the body of literature on its
applications is relatively small. Another limitation is working on a small-sized network;
however, this is a good direction for future work by extending the supply chain network to
include more echelons. The consolidation model can be applied to other industries and the
best example that shows the importance of consolidation is international shipping, as the
shipping costs are much higher and to ship LCL is considered a waste of money that can be
solved by using consolidation. Similarly, the last three years have witnessed a recession in
the world economy due to the COVID-19 virus, shipment consolidation played a lifesaving
role in this crisis by combining multiple shipments, hence reducing the cargo ships around
the world which helped in stopping the spread of the virus. The multi-product pickup and
delivery model can be used to develop a distribution network between multiple suppliers
and developing an optimised model that is designed to manage the distribution network.
Other directions for future research include fleet mixing with heterogeneous vehicles, and
using delivery time-windows. Additionally, more insights on the impact of shipment
consolidation on different parts of the supply chain need to be measured.
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Abstract: Background: This study investigates how firms can enhance the functionality of their circular
supply chains (CSCs) by adopting a portfolio of sustainable practices as well as digital technologies
to increase performance. It analyzes the benefits that firms can obtain when investing in specific
technologies to boost the impact of technologies and sustainable practices on CSCs, and further
increase performance. Methods: We test several hypotheses by using structural equation modeling as
well as multi-group analysis to verify whether CSCs can be achieved through sustainable practices
and technologies and improve the firms’ performance. Results: The empirical results partially support
the research hypotheses. While the main research hypotheses are fully supported, the analysis of
single digital technologies reveals that only a few solutions can contribute to both the management
and the improvement of the CSC. Conclusions: Our findings demonstrate that the identification of
green suppliers and ad hoc environmental regulations, combined with attention to the origin and
provenance of raw materials, can promote a CSC. Moreover, transportation management systems
(TMS) and the internet of things (IoT) are efficient technologies for managing transportation and
product flow in the CSC. Furthermore, machine learning (ML) is effective in making positive green
decisions, and 3D printing can extend product life.

Keywords: circular economy; circular supply chain; sustainable practices; digital technologies

1. Introduction

According to [1], circular supply chain can be defined as follows: “the coordinated
forward and reverse supply chains via purposeful business ecosystem integration for value
creation from products/services, by-products and useful waste flows through prolonged
life cycles that improve the economic, social and environmental sustainability of orga-
nizations.” In general terms, a CSC seeks to achieve zero waste through collaboration
between the producer’s supply chain and secondary chains, thanks to which a company
can easily restore and regenerate its primary resources [2]. Moreover, following the fun-
daments of industrial symbiosis, a real cross-chain and cross-sector collaboration can be
achieved [3]. Stakeholders can realize several benefits with a CSC, which are outcomes
obtained when collaborating, negotiating, and sharing the risks and resources with long-
term perspectives [4,5]. In a CSC, firms can collaborate in an international framework to
maximize the value of goods, returns, and materials, achieve efficiency and profitability
while diminishing negative environmental, social, and economic impacts [3].

Different from linear supply chains, a CSC improves the firms’ performance by col-
lecting goods and packaging to recover their materials and use lower natural resources [4].
Although the CSC is—in principle—very appealing, it raises several operational issues
and challenges due to the management of international forward and reverse flows. For
example, CSCs collect a substantial amount of waste, which can result in being unrecyclable
or non-reusable. In fact, the CSC implementation and management are followed by several
barriers and constraints. Working in this direction, [5] discovered that circular systems face
important technical and structural barriers, which are directly related to the core activities
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of CE models, specifically, the absence of collecting, sorting, and recycling. Missing these
activities translates into a negligible capacity to implement CSCs. Furthermore, firms can
be reluctant in accepting the CE models as well as be afraid of the lack of the returns’
homogeneity and standardization [5]; these are important barriers in determining the firms’
capacity to create a CSC, especially when linked to the uncertainty of the international
backward flows. Similarly, the literature provided a comprehensive list of barriers and risks
connected to the adoption of CSC, which deter its adoption and limit its functionality [3,6].
Considering the difficult balance existing between positive and negative aspects linked to
CSC, a few questions still need to be answered: how can firms enable CSC? How can firms
increase the CSC functionality? Does CSC contribute to business performance? How can
the effect of CSC on business performance be leveraged?

This paper contributes to these directions by focusing on two main enablers, that are
sustainable practices and digital technologies. In principle, the adoption of sustainable
practices renders CSCs more effective [7] since the companies undertake a set of envi-
ronmental management practices to enhance the value of circular activities. In fact, the
implementation of non-sustainable practices could simply harm the effectiveness of any
CSC system. Furthermore, digital technologies can surely enable CSC activities by connect-
ing the ecosystem to the companies and supporting the decision-making process [8] and
reduce the volatility of the whole supply chain system [9]. Specifically, digital technologies
allow companies to obtain high-value information, which can then be used to improve
the strategies around the circular systems [10]. Afterwards, the effects of both sustainable
practices and digital technologies on CSC are also verified against the business performance
to estimate the amplitude of the direct and the indirect benefits that these three strategic
drivers offer to the firms’ business economic sustainability. Finally, we test whether these
relationships could be improved by focusing on some specific digital technologies and,
consequently, appreciating their sole effects. To estimate all these effects, we test several
research hypotheses using structural equation modeling and multi-group analysis. All
developed models are tested by using a sample of 157 firms and dividing them into groups
to run the multi-group analysis.

Our findings reveal that both the sustainable practices and the digital technologies help
firms in achieving high capacity to implement and manage CSCs. However, the adoption
of an ad hoc portfolio of sustainable practices turns out to be more effective than the
implementation of digital technologies. Therefore, firms should first focus on supporting
the CSC systems through sustainable practices and then through digital technologies. This
result is corroborated by the indirect effect on business performance, for which sustainable
practices offer a contribution, along with CSC. Hence, firms can improve their business
performance by enhancing the CSC as well as by exploiting the benefits of sustainable
practices. Furthermore, the direct effects that we estimated can be boosted when firms
implement ad hoc digital technologies; specifically, we demonstrate that the adoption of
some technologies can activate some positive effects by digitalization on CSC and business
performance, informing on the directions that firms should undertake when allocating their
budgets as well as on how to adjust their estimations.

Our research provides some new insights in the field, as it offers two additional
strategic keys to boost the impact of CSC on performance. While this relationship has been
investigated by other research works (e.g., [11,12]), none of them verifies the links between
both the sustainable practices and the technologies, which are—de facto—two important
antecedents for pursuing CSC. Furthermore, we extrapolate more insights from these
relationships by testing both direct (short term) effects as well as the indirect (long term)
effects of the antecedents on performance through CSC. Finally, we also verify whether
the adoption of some specific digital technologies helps in increasing the value of some
relationships, resulting in being extremely useful in deriving managerial insights and
prescriptions on how companies can increase the functionality of CSC.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the literature review on
the topics and helps to develop the research questions. Section 3 provides the details on
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the methodology, while Section 4 reports the findings. Section 5 displays the managerial
implication, while Section 6 concludes.

2. Literature Review

In this section, the relevant literature is reviewed to clarify the research gap and
devise hypotheses.

2.1. Sustainable Practices

When it comes to how the sustainability and greenness of a supply chain should be
measured, different components should be considered. Being environmentally sustainable
requires a company to be cautious about waste and pollution, which must be minimized [7].
CE implementation requires huge investments and cultural/organizational changes and
offers economic benefits that are not always easily predictable and quantifiable. Therefore,
there is a need for a clear company vision, shared between company owners and top
management [13]. Thanks to the increasing awareness concerning ecological and social
matters, companies are on the verge of finding effective and urgent alternative solutions,
not only inside their specific organizations, but also across their entire logistic networks.
At the same time, firms require a comprehensive analysis of the logistic networks that are
composed of transport, geopolitical, regulatory, internal, and informational barriers [14].
Considering the guidelines elaborated by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, it has become
clear that in order to implement a CSC, firms should focus on three main targets.

The first aspect pertains to the rethinking of product design, given that it is essential
in maximizing both its lifespan and its potential utilization. The aim is to increase the value
extracted from items received from international networks before they are discarded. A
real-life application of this wise approach may be seen in the fashion industry with the
Service Shirt example, brilliantly described by [15]. With this new garment concept, it
has been demonstrated that a simple shirt can be developed and adapted through a long
sequence of redesign exchanges among the original purchasers and their friends. In fact, the
Eco-Design or Design for the Environment is a kind of layout that focuses on minimizing
the ecological impact of an article during its entire life cycle. It is indeed a design concept
that is gaining increasing attention, especially in the packaging sector, due to the constant
interest in strong, hygienic, and respectful solutions. Thanks to Eco-Design, businesses have
begun to replace the usage of petrochemicals with mineral fillers and recycled materials,
maintaining the same technical feasibility while reducing production expenditures.

The second perspective in deciding to create a CSC is the establishment of a reverse
network. Planning this method along the entire production line renders it feasible to
exploit many benefits through the recycling and upcycling of any product. The reuse,
maintenance, refurbishment, and remanufacturing of products become salient elements
in improving reverse capabilities, where the environmental efficiency can be achieved
through a controlled return cycle [16]. They asserted that companies will even maximize
their competitive advantage if they decide to address product returns through purposeful
partnerships. Therefore, choosing the appropriate supplier and organizing international
networks take on significant weight when circular policies must be put into place. Addition-
ally, Ref. [17] stressed the importance of wisely screening potential suppliers by evaluating
several variables, such as quality, design competency, process capability, preventive mainte-
nance, flow distance, space, operator training, labor flexibility, and innovation of products
and processes.

The third sustainable aspect is the creation of a complete pioneering business model
that attentively adheres to the shift from a conventional linear system to a circular system.
In recent years, alternative business structures and ad hoc strategies (such as sharing
platforms and product-as-a-service (PaaS)) have enriched the extant literature.

The sharing platform is a typical business model that links product owners with
potential final users. This kind of arrangement permits individuals and organizations
to use an item without owning it. The integration of the sharing principle into a supply
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chain may create very useful commercial synergies, given that companies can collaborate
by sharing human resources or physical assets to satisfy customers’ needs in a timely
fashion. An instructive example of this principle, practically applied, is represented by the
partnership between Nestlé and Pepsi. Although they are strong competitors in the food
market, they have decided to combine elements of their supply chains to produce and sell
fresh and chilled products in Belgium. They have coordinated warehousing, packaging,
and deliveries to fill their trucks. The outcome was a 44% reduction in transportation costs,
a 55% reduction in gas emissions, and an overall greater level of customer satisfaction.

Product-as-a-service, also referred to as a product–service system, occurs when manu-
facturers sell products in combination with services. Goods are often sold via subscription,
with pertinent options attached, such as repair or replacement contracts. This business
model has been created not only to maximize the financial performance of products, but
also to minimize the ecological sway of consumerism by planning precise material cycles
and augmenting alternative possibilities for usage.

From the perspective of literature review, a consistent gap has emerged surrounding
the identification of an extensive portfolio of practices that businesses can embrace to
implement a circular economy (CE). In fact, the previous three perspectives can all be taken
into consideration to build up a comprehensive portfolio of sustainable practices to support
the CSC. The question that remains to be answered consists of the identification of which
practices should be included in such a portfolio, knowing that the list emerging from the
previous three perspectives can be extremely wide and heterogeneous. Beyond identifying
such a portfolio, this research seeks to address the impact that it has on the creation of CSC
systems, which will be tested by investigating the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. The adoption of an ad hoc portfolio of sustainable practices has a positive impact on
the creation and management of CSC.

2.2. Digital Technologies

The way we interact with the physical world around us is rapidly changing through
advances in technology. Companies need to use the new technologies to support the
achievement of economic, environmental, and social targets that are important to sustain-
able development and CE implementation [18]. CSC requires the application of digital
technologies to successfully pursue its goals, especially when managing reverse flows
linked to international frameworks. Digitalization constitutes an effective game-changing
factor. In fact, as empirically proved by [19], digital protocols can ensure environmental,
social, and economic benefits. Indeed, the circular approach strongly links with technol-
ogy, especially when goods and their components are accurately designed to be reused
and lessen waste. According to the proposed theoretical framework, modern CE systems
include both hard and soft ingredients, which are clearly connected and influence each
other [20]. A study by [21] has clearly identified various types of technologies and their
potential application in a CSC.

The role of digital technologies is essential in obtaining information on the real value
of returns. Through Industry 4.0 technologies, products communicate with consumers
and send signals to firms regarding their performance, their usability, and their deteriora-
tion [22]. Certainly, one of the most relevant technologies is blockchain, because it ensures
transparency and reliability. Moreover, it allows consumers to determine if sustainable
production and transportation processes were used and even allows consumers to meticu-
lously track, moment by moment, the geographical position of each article, maximizing
reverse logistic operations. Finally, this advanced protocol can create real digital chains,
assuming correct cooperation with other tokens and technologies [23].

Technology becomes highly effective when it complements the existing technologies
used to manage the entire logistic system and integrates omnichannel solutions [24,25]. The
adoption of blockchain technologies, combined with 4.0 logic, can improve the performance
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of different industries and sectors in terms of a circular economy [26,27]. The integration of
blockchain with radio frequency identification (RFID) may be used to pinpoint material
streams and strengthen a possible recovery policy, given the electromagnetic tags that
identify and monitor every product [21]. Hence, RFID is another noticeable, emerging
data-safety technology given its specific sensors and actuators. Logistic management very
often exploits the associated benefits, such as cost cuts, process optimization, and enhanced
service quality [28]. RFID represents advancements included in the internet of things (IoT)
category, along with, for instance, quick response (QR) codes.

The IoT constitutes another relevant technology, especially if it is inserted into the
reverse logistic management to enhance process-oriented performance while diminishing
energy absorption [29]. IoT are electronic devices that are able to communicate with each
other and direct the actions of objects or machines connected to a unique network. IoT
apparatuses are particularly useful to supply chains because they can collect data and send
information to diverse stakeholders and suppliers along the same value conglomerate [30].
In fact, operators may visualize possible hindrances and monitor indefinite queues or
delays with real-time adherence [31].

In a study by [32], IoT protocol was applied to the scrap metal industry. The results
reveal that IoT solutions improve the competitive advantage of both waste producers and
waste management firms, while minimizing energy resources and CO2 emissions.

Inventory management has always been a concern for small and large firms alike, and
these firms always strive to find a solution or an ordering model that can minimize the
total warehousing and inventory costs [33,34]. The research of Varriale et al. [35] construed
two alternative scenarios: the first observed is the conventional scenario, without any
employment of digital technologies; the second scenario described is a framework that
simultaneously incorporates the use of blockchain, IoT, and RFID. A five-year simulation
is offered, with the incidence of disruptive events included in both scenarios. Having
focused on the second scenario, it is evident that the IoT infrastructure was successfully
able to connect the brick-and-mortar warehouse with the virtual one in real time, that the
inventory was managed second by second, and that when a disruptive event occurred,
products were instantly withdrawn, reducing ineffectiveness by 3.2%. Additionally, using
blockchain and smart contracts, operational efficiency was finally assured.

One additional, useful modern tool for the sake of this study is machine learning
(ML). It utilizes programmed algorithms that can receive and examine input data to predict
appropriate output data within a defined range. In this way, a machine truly learns from
data rather than instructions set by a technician. Together with artificial intelligence (AI), it
is feasible to evaluate large amounts of data, permitting organizations to quickly respond
to unforeseen circumstances [36]. The introduction of AI into a CSC can support the design,
monitoring, and daily management of the supply network and help in forming solid
relationships with green partners to advance complete logistical effectiveness [37].

As suggested by that latter research, the combination of AI and ML in a CSC provides
numerous benefits, such as the following:

• Speedy and cheap international shipping.
• Construction of autonomous vehicles to achieve better freight programming.
• More sustainable and green transport solutions that could reduce global pollution.
• Lower number of products discarded.
• Aggrandizement of the reverse logistic system.

An enlightening example of the use of AI in transnational businesses is Pirelli, one of
the leading tire manufacturers, which employs RFID, sensors, actuators, and AI models to
track the location of wheels and calculate the exact number of new items to be produced.
Through a tailored-made fabrication, Pirelli decreases toxic emissions into the atmosphere
and associated waste materials.

One enhancement solution that companies can practice is the optimization of container
loading plans [38]. The efficiency of the transport service could be exponentially improved
thanks to correctly scheduled loads, with the aim of minimizing environmental impact and
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diminishing the waiting times of drivers during pick-up and delivery stages. Following
this reasoning, it is also advisable to combine orders from different customers arising from
diverse locations but sharing partial routes of transport [39].

From the literature review, there clearly emerges a gap in the descriptions of various
potential technologies that firms can implement in the creation of a CSC. In fact, most of
the previous research tested the outcome of new advancements in a unique sector that
is typically the manufacturing sector. Instead, this work seeks to identify the specific
effect of technologies on supply chains operating in heterogeneous domains. Thus, with
the objective of identifying a portfolio of useful tools for CSC, we propose the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2. The adoption of an ad hoc selection of digital technologies has a positive impact on
the creation and management of CSC.

2.3. Firm Performance

The setup of a CSC, thanks to sustainable practices and digital technologies, also has
consequences on corporate performance.

In general, firms’ results are tested for efficiency, profitability, and financial ratios,
but recently, the extant literature has also begun to analyze the impact of specific social
and environmentally friendly protocols [40]. Organizations can measure sustainability
performance, observing the economic, social, and environmental dimensions.

From an economic point of view, sustainable arrangements should be related to costs,
investments, and profit control. For instance, if we apply this approach to cost monitor-
ing in the manufacturing industry, it entails critically cutting unnecessary procurement
expenditures and energy and water consumption.

Focusing on the social domain, the indicators associated with social sustainability
pertain to good working conditions, societal commitment, customer satisfaction, turnover
rate, inclusiveness, and diversity.

The last criterion is the ecological performance of companies. Practically, this means
ensuring the reduction of noxious emissions, waste materials, and toxic chemicals used
in production, as well as the wise recovery of used goods. It is reasonable to assert that if
organizations do not embrace environmental solutions, they will not be able to enjoy the
long-term benefits [41].

Analyzing the study by [42], the maintenance of a CSC may have both negative and
positive outcomes. In the short term, the improvement of a CSC increases costs (due to huge
initial investments related to the purchase of novel machinery or process modifications),
while in the long term, savings originating from the use of recycled or reused materials,
less waste, and lower energy consumption are certain.

On the other hand, [43] claimed that despite lower production burdens, CSC is related
to poor corporate financial performance. Nevertheless, from a managerial point of view, it
is worthwhile to stress the operational and cost-based improvements potentially attainable.
Moreover, the CSC creates numerous additional revenue flows if purposefully managed.
The first concrete example is given by the product-as-a-service business model. In this case,
as previously explained, customers do not own the product but, rather, rent it for a certain
period. The applicable contract then generates a long-term relationship between the client
and the supplier, permitting durable revenue streams and the product’s lifetime extension.
Such a long-term deal also represents an opportunity for companies to experiment with
their products and collect meaningful statistical data.

To assess the relationship between environmental and corporate financial performance,
extant studies suggest specific indicators, which are broken down into two categories:
accounting-based indicators and market-based indicators. The accounting-based indicators
(such as ROE and ROA) stress the past- and short-term financial results that reveal internal
decision-making appropriateness and the correct plan of resource allocation [44]. The
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market-based indicators are more closely related to future and long-term financial outcomes.
The positive aspects of these business indicators are as follows: (1) they represent an external
and objective perspective and are therefore less vulnerable to company manipulation, and
(2) they embrace the expectations of investors regarding corporate profitability. Some
examples are Tobin’s Q and share prices [45].

In evaluating the extant literature, it is essential to affirm that there is no scientific
research which investigates the performance consequences caused by the implementation
of a CSC in a firm. The goal of this work is to purposefully analyze the effects on business
performance (especially on financial ratios) following the establishment of a CSC. Hence,
the following hypothesis is offered:

Hypothesis 3. The adoption of a CSC has a positive influence on firm performance.

Figure 1 summarizes the conceptual model, including both the direct relationships
between the sustainable practices (H1) and the technologies to CSC (H2,), respectively, as
well as the direct and the indirect impacts on firms’ performance by CSC (H3) as well as by
sustainable practice (H3S) and technologies (H3T). Furthermore, we verify the effect that dig-
ital technologies have on the aforementioned relationships by analyzing whether a certain
relationship can be improved by implementing specific digital technologies. Therefore, we
explore the impact offered by internet-of-things (IoT), transportation management systems
(TMS), machine learning, robotics, and 3D printing in enhancing the value of relationships.
Therefore, we use the label “a” to signify that we test whether certain technologies improve
some of the established relationships. For example, H1a signifies that we test whether the
adoption of IoT, TMS, machine learning, robotics, and 3D printing boosts the effect that
sustainable practices have on CSC.
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tain relationship can be improved by implementing specific digital technologies. There-

fore, we explore the impact offered by internet-of-things (IoT), transportation manage-

ment systems (TMS), machine learning, robotics, and 3D printing in enhancing the value 

of relationships. Therefore, we use the label “a” to signify that we test whether certain 
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we test whether the adoption of IoT, TMS, machine learning, robotics, and 3D printing 

boosts the effect that sustainable practices have on CSC.  
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3. Methodology

To test our hypotheses, we designed a survey to collect information about the respon-
dents concerning industry, company size, investments in blockchain, marketing strategies,
logistic processes, and commercial performance. We then pre-tested the questionnaire
conceived with a pool of experts (professors, students, professionals, and managers). We
asked for feedback about wording, readability, and completeness. Finally, the survey was
modified and improved accordingly.

The data-collection stage began by administering the survey to an initial sample of
120 firm managers. Obviously, for the purpose of our study, we decided to interview active
experts in supply chain management. They were reached via email. Within two weeks, we
received most of the responses. Meanwhile, the investigation was extended by contacting
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them via telephone. A total of 157 usable observations were obtained, excluding those
excluded as invalid. This result represented about 12% of the entire company population
we targeted (1200). The sample primarily represented large enterprises, both in terms of
sales and number of employees. More than half of the organizations had an average sales
turnover of more than 100 million (52%) and a workforce of more than 200 employees
(53%). The data originated from European and American businesses, at 73% and 16%,
respectively. Most of the interviewees were supply chain managers (52%), working pri-
marily for manufacturers (36%) and retailers (23%). The results revealed a heterogeneous
industrial panorama, with the food and beverage (22%) and the fashion (12%) sectors
predominating. A more detailed representation of the distribution of interviewees and the
exact composition of the sample is illustrated in Table 1. Several approaches were used
to assess the non-response bias. The first approach consisted of comparing early and late
respondents. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) found no significant differences
between the early and late answers for all items involved. Those findings supported the
conclusion that non-response bias was not a significant concern. Moreover, we checked for
non-response bias when evaluating the demographic variable size, number of employees,
and sales. Once again, no relevant differences were discovered between the groups. All
items included in the survey were measured using a 7-point Likert scale that indicates the
level of accordance with a certain question (where 1 is not at all in agreement and 7 means
full agreement).

To pursue the objective of this investigation, we used a technique called partial least
squares path modeling (PLS-PM) and XL-Stat 2021.2.1 software. PLS-PM is a component-
based estimation algorithm that calculates the links among theories by assigning scores
to their original measure [46]. PLS-PM does not require any distributional postulate for
the data inserted (in contrast with a maximum probability covariance-based approach).
Furthermore, PLS-PM results in less biased assessments than other methods for treating
equation modeling samples with fewer than 200 observations, while attaining the same
effectiveness with examples above 200 observations [44]. The features of PLS-PM pro-
vided above coherently explain the usage in several business domains, such as operations
management [47], supply chain management [48], sustainable supply chains [46], and
closed-loop systems [49].

The first stage in our research was to identify the latent variables that are dimensions
not directly observed but, rather, inferred from other variables that are instead directly
measured. The latter are called manifest variables, and in our case, they were constituted
by the possible choices in the survey. Conversely, the latent variables in this study were
sustainable practices, technologies, circular supply chains, and performance. The final
items list permits the detection of the cross-loadings associated with each construct, as
displayed in Table 2, in which the bold values identify the items corresponding to the
related construct.

The first relevant factors to evaluate are the composite reliability indexes, which
entail an objective assessment of how much an ensemble of elements can be grouped
together in the same category. In fact, if a group of elements targets the measurement of a
certain construct, then the scores are expected to be similar. We focused on Chronbach’s
alpha and the eigenvalue. A high Chronbach’s alpha value (close to 1) indicates that
there is substantial reliability within the dimensions observed: the more the alpha value
increases, the more the probability of error decreases. We considered a Chronbach’s alpha
higher than 0.8 acceptable, and to obtain this result for all of the latent variables, the
challenging dimensions were reduced. Hence, it was evident that CSC and performance
have a borderline Cronbach’s alpha, but it is very close to 0.8, and for this reason, they
were accepted. The eigenvalue indicates how many measurements of a definite concept
are available. Each value that is higher than 1 represents a trustworthy dimension. As
highlighted in Table 3, all of our latent variables achieved one-dimensionality. Therefore,
we proceeded with the entire structural model evaluation.
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Table 2. Summary of the cross-loadings.

Sustainable Practices Technology Performance Circular SC

Identification of green suppliers 0.867 0.434 0.409 0.505
Environmental restrictions 0.877 0.473 0.429 0.563
Raw materials origin
and provenance 0.831 0.486 0.460 0.541

Artificial intelligence 0.370 0.765 0.316 0.369
IOT sensors 0.340 0.681 0.458 0.444
RFID 0.368 0.615 0.545 0.472
Route optimization system 0.410 0.731 0.304 0.342
TMS 0.368 0.721 0.327 0.386
Mobile device monitoring of
delivery people 0.402 0.690 0.283 0.313

Machine learning 0.396 0.697 0.355 0.357
Market share 0.357 0.439 0.780 0.454
Profits 0.420 0.393 0.792 0.504
ROI 0.448 0.478 0.833 0.463
Cost savings 0.356 0.398 0.733 0.477
Management of reverse logistics
flows 0.492 0.414 0.447 0.678

Use of recycling material 0.408 0.321 0.337 0.558
Integration of forward and reverse
logistics flows 0.269 0.373 0.280 0.649

Optimization of the
logistics network 0.504 0.415 0.474 0.797

Optimization of the logistics loads 0.429 0.400 0.483 0.757
Logistics risks and safety 0.471 0.405 0.455 0.720

Table 3. Composite reliability indexes.

Latent variable Dimensions Cronbach’s Alpha Eigenvalues

Sustainable practices 3 0.821 2.213
Technology 7 0.828 3.476
Circular SC 6 0.786 2.927

Performance 4 0.792 2.467

4. Analysis and Results

This section provides the empirical results of the hypotheses testing by considering the
complete sample; hence, no group was considered in this regard, while all the constructs
were considered reflective. According to [50], the use of reflective scales allows one to
verify the firms’ capability on a certain field. Hereby, we wish to detect the firms’ capability
to make CSC function, to be technologically ahead, to be green by investing in sustainable
practices, as well as to obtain business outcomes. The general outcomes showed a relative
goodness-of-fit index of 0.940. All outcomes are displayed in Table 4, in which we report
the result as “supported” when a research hypothesis was empirically confirmed or “not
supported” in the opposite case. H1 was confirmed, because we calculated a coefficient
(representing the direct effect) of 0.457, with a p-value <0.01. This impact proved that the
adoption of sustainable practices positively influences the setup of a CSC. In particular, the
ensemble of respective processes described in the first hypothesis were as follows:

• Correct identification of green suppliers.
• Ad hoc environmental regulations.
• Attention to the origin and provenance of raw materials.

H2 is supported because the coefficient is 0.314 and the p-value < 0.01. This empirical
result shows that also the adoption of digital technologies has a favorable impact on the
development of a CSC, but to a lesser extent than the adoption of sustainable practices.

H3 is also supported, given that the coefficient is 0.606 with p-value < 0.01. Therefore,
the creation of a CSC has a positive impact on corporate performance, especially if the
following indexes are considered: market share, profits, ROI, and cost savings.
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Table 4. Results of the research hypotheses.

Research Hypotheses Coefficients Results R2 F Statistics f2

H1: The adoption of an ad hoc portfolio of
sustainable practices has a positive impact on
the creation and management of CSC

0.457 1 Supported 0.294 64.573 0.079

H2: The adoption of an ad hoc portfolio of
digital technologies has a positive impact on
the creation and management of CSC

0.314 1 Supported 0.460 65.619 0.015

H3: The adoption of CSC has a positive effect
on firm’s performance 0.606 1 Supported 0.436 39.369 0.136

1 p-value < 0.01.

Overall, our findings suggest that both the adoption of a portfolio of digital tech-
nologies as well as the implementation of portfolios of sustainable practices activate the
CSC and, hence, are effective drivers to leverage the potential and increase the capacity
of CSC systems. However, the effect of sustainable practice is higher than the effect of
digitalization, suggesting that firms should focus primarily on sustainable practices to
enable CSC. Furthermore, our findings demonstrate that CSC can activate high business
performance suggesting that circular systems are effective drivers to increase business
sustainability. When estimating the indirect effects, it emerges that sustainable practices
have a significant indirect impact on the business performance (the coefficient is 0.277 with
p-value < 0.05), while digitalization is not statistically significant (the indirect coefficient
is 0.190 with p-value < 0.1). Therefore, sustainable practices also exert a positive effect on
business performance, being then a valid driver to enhance both the environmental and
the economic sustainability of companies.

To improve upon this research and its methodology, a multigroup analysis was chosen,
particularly focused on the digital technologies previously described. The multigroup
analysis allows us to verify if predefined data groups show substantial dissimilarities
in their group-specific criteria evaluations, and if this also allows for the collection of
information pertaining to indirect effects. The multigroup analysis compared two groups:
1 and 0. Group 1 represents the set of companies that adopt a specific technology, while
group 0 illustrates firms that do not use the same technology. To deploy the assessment,
the results of which are summarized in Table 5, we measured the difference between the
two groups, and subsequently, through standard deviation, we calculated the p-value and
the level of significance.

Table 5. Results of the multigroup analysis.

Technology- > CSC Technology- >
Performance

Sustainable
Practices- > CSC

Sustainable Practices-
> Performance

Technology- >
Sustainable Practices Technology- > CSC

IoT 0.014 2 0.039 2

TMS 0.004 1 0.024 2 0.041 2

Machine Learning 0.005 1 0.033 2

Robotics 0.037 2 0.031 2

3D printing 0.030 2

1 p-value < 0.01; 2 p-value < 0.05.

4.1. Internet of Things (IoT)

The first technological advancement tested was IoT, and, by using the data collection
from the survey, 81 firms were counted in group 0 and 76 firms were counted in group
1. The empirical investigation demonstrates that technology has a positive effect on CSC.
Therefore, if an enhancement of this relationship is required, businesses can invest in
IoT to obtain superior outcomes (p-value = 0.014). As argued in the first section of this
work, IoT unlocks the potentialities of CSC. In fact, via the usage of sensors and actuators,
electronic devices can monitor and support the logistic system of products. It is also
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important to stress the indirect effect of the identified protocol on performance, given
that the development of an IoT network has a strong impact (p-value = 0.039) on this
variable. Thus, it is possible to conclude that IoT strongly leads to improvements, not only
in the environmental aspect of supply chain, but also in its financial administration. Those
benefits derive from an overall betterment of operational management (a benefit generally
brought about by all of the technologies examined herein), but with IoT, firms gain real-time
information from each operating unit concerning inventory, material flows, and customer
demand. Following this approach, it is achievable to establish a more productive system
that is able to better address clients’ needs (and adjust production accordingly) and, at the
same time, diminish waste, pollution, and resources employed.

4.2. Transportation Management System (TMS)

The results of the survey reveal that TMS was adopted by 88 companies, while 69
were not interested in this technology. TMS is one of the highest-performing technologies
among those analyzed. It is a logistic platform that applies several protocols to a supply
chain, with the objective of optimizing physical streams of products. It also strengthens the
power of sustainable practices thanks to a controlled shipment, and without the typical
issues related to transport, such as pollution and poor route scheduling. Moreover, it boosts
warehouse efficiency and the degree of productivity; incoming and outgoing goods are
constantly tracked, even in sectors where depositories are usually filled with products that
tend to quickly deteriorate. In this way, assets are protected, and financial losses are wisely
avoided. The meaningful performance enhancement is demonstrated in the analysis, with
a p-value of 0.041.

4.3. Machine Learning (ML) and Robotics

The multigroup assessment, applied to ML and robotics, demonstrated similar in-
fluences. Both technologies lead to a positive impact on CSC, which means that their
application in businesses depends on their ability to improve quality, find unusual so-
lutions, and reduce operating costs. Notably, ML can anticipate the uncertain effects of
various processes and detect flaws in circular systems, whereas robotics can facilitate
the exchange of goods and carry out concurrent checks during subsequent stages of the
production process.

4.4. 3D Printing

Three-dimensional printing is the only machinery studied that showed a substantial
indirect outcome on sustainable practices, with a p-value of 0.30. Undoubtedly, 3D printers
cut waste materials. In effect, with their usage, it is possible to take advantage of a
close-to-demand arrangement, which reduces ordering and delivery times and lowers
inventory costs.

5. Discussion and Managerial Insights

When considering the entire sample (Analysis 1), our findings indicate that the adop-
tion of a portfolio of specific sustainable practices and technologies has a positive influence
on the setup of a CSC. As explained above, the estimation found three protocols that usually
promote CSC: correct identification of green suppliers, ad hoc environmental regulations,
and significant attention to the origin and provenance of raw materials. As [51] affirmed, a
central element of CSC is the prudent choice of suppliers since pollution depends on the
production phases, and also on the logistic assemblage of final goods and their successive
delivery to clients. In this matter, choosing a green operator diminishes environmental
damage and fosters a more ecological logistic system, from procurement to final product
sales. Furthermore, an essential feature of ensuring circularity is the attentive selection of
raw resources through the criteria of durability and restoring possibility.

Finally, when public authorities potentiate ecofriendly collaborations through appro-
priate incentives, respectful manufacturing processes are strongly facilitated [2]. Undoubt-
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edly, from a managerial point of view, the sustainable practices described in this study
are not the only actions available to ensure the creation of a CSC; they reflect only the
possibility for companies to create a new and fruitful business model. Other alternative
options may be adopted according to companies’ actual needs and problems. Green suppli-
ers and raw materials selection may represent a starting point for subsequent actions that
better fit the organization involved. By examining the results of Analysis 2, we identified
the technologies capable of amplifying the benefits claimed by Analysis 1. The critical
appraisal of indirect effects in turn made it clearly understandable as to which technologies
simultaneously optimize corporate performance and sustainable practices.

From the combining of the two assessments, it emerged that the most effective techno-
logical development is TMS. In fact, TMS can achieve efficiency in logistics and international
transport because it combines several novel enhancements. To reinforce this notion, our
study found that TMS had effects on all three latent variables. We learned that TMS plat-
forms, thanks to IoT networks, simultaneously ensure logistic improvements by removing
queues and obstacles and support environment compliance by providing options for CO2
reduction. To maximize their achievements, companies could combine TMS with other
tools, such as ML and 3D printers. As illustrated in Table 5, those two latter developments
act by strengthening the outcomes on CSC, business performance, and sustainable practices,
because on the one hand, through ML, companies can train systems to take positive and
green decisions, while on the other hand, 3D printers are able to extend the life cycle
of products.

For the resolution of this study, it is fundamental to observe that both of the analyses
conducted converge in one result: the adoption of CSC has a positive effect on companies’
economic results. This appears to be in opposition to [43], which found that CSC is linked to
poor financial achievements. This study’s findings are notably evident in Table 5, whereby
all of the technologies described, albeit indirectly, cause a substantial boost in business
results, without overlooking the usual benefits originating from CSC on the last variable,
as emerged from analysis 1. In our study, the following ratios were taken as economic
indicators: market share, profits, ROI, and cost savings. They are the most used indexes in
daily business management to measure company growth and the quality of investments.
It has been elucidated that the indexes mentioned frequently do not yield considerable
enrichments in the short run [42] due to high expenditures, although in subsequent stages,
those indicators reveal progressive evolutions thanks to circularity, which is practically
inserted into the business model.

6. Conclusions

This paper investigates how CSC functionality can be improved by adopting the port-
folios of two main drivers, which are given by sustainable practices and digital technologies.
The companies that implement sustainable practices acquire an important capacity to be
sustainable from a social, an environmental, and an economic perspective, increasing the
overall capacity to implement CSC systems in a responsible way. In fact, the capacity to
be sustainable represents a considerable antecedent to create a CSC system. At the same
time, the digital technologies play an important role in defining the connections between
the companies and the related ecosystem, especially when organizing the logistics in an
international framework; using digital technologies, the companies are able to gain high
value of information and use them to improve their overall decision-making process at all
levels of the companies and at all tiers of global supply chains. Therefore, the capacity to
implement a CSC system increases thanks to the enabling technologies. When CSC systems
are supported by sustainable practices and digital technologies, their capacity to be circular
enables higher business performance, which contributes to making the overall business
model economically sustainable. Inspired by this framework, we explore the impact that
both sustainable practices and technologies have on increasing the CSC functionality, which
impacts on the firms’ performance. Afterwards, we verify whether such relationships can
be improved when digital technologies are surely adopted by firms. We tested several
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hypotheses to verify the empirical association between sustainable practices and digital
technologies with circular systems, along with the impact on business performance. At the
same time, we analyzed if companies should focus on the same digital technologies with
more details in order to improve the business performance even more.

Our empirical results show that both sustainable practices and digital technologies
help companies in implementing circular supply chain systems; therefore, both of them
represent effective drivers to pursue such types of circular systems. However, our empirical
analysis demonstrates that sustainable practices are more effective than portfolios of digital
technologies in enabling CSC systems. Therefore, companies should concentrate first on the
creation of ad hoc portfolios of sustainable practices when aiming at implementing circular
supply chain systems and then looking at digital technologies as a second investment
opportunity. The creation of good circular economy systems allows companies to increase
the business performance, leading to the results that the CSC system is sustainable not only
from an environmental point of view, but also from an economic perspective. Furthermore,
we discover that the sustainable practices have also an indirect and positive effect on their
business performance, reinforcing the idea that the implementation of green practices can
lead to improved economic results in the medium and long run.

Afterward, we complemented our empirical analysis with a deep analysis on the
digital technologies to verify which of the technologies included in the portfolio gives
a better contribution to the creation of circular economy systems and to the business
performance. Our results show that companies can improve the impact that technologies
have on performance as well as the links existing between sustainable practices and circular
supply chain systems by implementing IoT, machine learning, and robotics. Similarly,
transportation management systems, which optimize the international logistics networks,
allow firms to improve the business performance with digitalization and sustainable
practices while also reinforcing the links between technology and sustainable practices.
Finally, 3D printing has a positive effect on the relationship between digital technologies
and circular supply chain systems. These results help managers and practitioners to better
drive their decisions and the allocation of their budget through investments in digital
technologies, sustainable practices, and CSC systems.

This study has limitations that could be employed in subsequent avenues of research.
For instance, only a small number of ecological practices and technologies were explored.
This means that additional elements with an impact on the three latent variables could
be identified in future research. For example, this research does not consider the digital
supply chain twin technology to assess CSC. This technology is a digital representation of
the physical supply chain relationships and flows, which allows supply chain managers to
mimic the supply chain network and evaluate the operational and economic feasibility [52].
During the initial pre-testing of the questionnaire, digital supply chain twin emerged as
not being currently used by experts; we imagine that this technology can be helpful in the
future for better analyzing CSC. Finally, in forthcoming investigations, it may be useful
to emphasize the opportunity for generous incentives, with the aim of encouraging the
insertion of circularity within firms, as well as the possibility of exploiting the last mile
concept to minimize the movement of goods and pursuing economic, environmental, and
social outcomes. Moreover, disruptive events, such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the
Russia–Ukraine war, could be taken into consideration to evaluate further challenges in the
creation of CSC systems.
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Abstract: Background: This study presents a comprehensive review of blockchain technology with a
sustainability orientation in supply chains and logistics. Methods: The publications are extracted from
the Scopus and Web of Science databases, comprising 552 publications between 2017 and 2022. Several
bibliometric laws and techniques, namely three-field analysis, Bradford’s Law, Lotka’s Law, and
thematic maps, are applied in R with the bibliometrix package. Content analysis is also carried out
based on 185 publications to appreciate the industry-based view of the field. Results: The bibliometric
results indicate that this field is on the rise. Authors, sources, affiliations, countries, keywords,
and their relationships are also addressed. The findings of the content analysis and thematic maps
reveal that some of the most highlighted themes in the literature include traceability, COVID-19,
the internet of things, and Industry 4.0. The most popular industry in this field is discovered to
be food and agriculture. Conclusions: This paper contributes to the still relatively scarce literature
on how blockchain technology fosters sustainable supply chains and logistics, providing a closer
look at blockchain use, methodologies, and future directions for different industries concerning
food, agriculture, fashion, textile and apparel, manufacturing, automotive, maritime and shipping,
healthcare and pharmaceutical, mining and mineral, and energy.

Keywords: blockchain; sustainability; supply chains; logistics; bibliometric analysis; biblioshiny;
three-field analysis; Bradford’s law; Lotka’s law; thematic map; content analysis

1. Introduction

Blockchain technology (BT) has been used frequently in many industries such as
healthcare systems, logistics, maritime, education, finance, education, cloud and edge
computing, smart-contract transactions, governance, emissions trading, and business
information [1–4]. In addition to all these industries, the importance of BT is also growing
in the supply chain industry, which is the focus of our study.

Several business units, such as suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and retailers,
collaborate in the supply chain to source raw materials, convert them into finished products,
or deliver products to retailers [5]. Supply chains are getting longer and more complicated
as they become more global [6,7]. One of the challenges that modern supply chains typically
face is sustainability, and BT is seen as essential to a company’s ability to achieve supply
chain sustainability [8,9]. Since the last two decades, research on supply chain management
(SCM) has increasingly focused on the issue of sustainability [10]. SCM is described by
Seuring and Müller [11] as the management of material and information flows, as well as
the collaboration between businesses throughout the supply chain, while aiming to achieve
all three facets of sustainable development: societal, environmental, and economic [12]. The
main objective of sustainable supply chains is to create and maintain long-term economic,
social, and environmental value for all parties involved in supplying goods and services to
markets [9].
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How to incorporate the sustainability idea into SCM has been a heated topic of debate
in academia and practice [13]. There are still issues to be researched that academicians have
called for future researchers, including how to use BT to prevent supply chain disruptions,
determine the system’s resilience and traceability, and ensure its sustainability [2,3]. Addi-
tionally, logistics in many industries have undergone a significant transition, particularly
in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. Nitsche and Straube [14] proposed development
scenarios for future logistics networks. Among these scenarios are the presence of the
globalization trend, increased investment in transparency and related technologies, and
increased flexibility and resilience in various logistics networks. BT is regarded as one of
the key exciting technologies that will help to realize this vision. To address these calls and
suggestions, this study examines the use of BT in sustainable supply chains with a mixed
approach that includes bibliometric and content analysis.

To take an up-to-date picture of publications in a field in the literature, there are a
variety of methods used, such as bibliometric analysis, systematic literature review, and
meta-analysis. The term “bibliometrics” was first used by Pritchard [15] as a replacement
for “statistical bibliography”. Bibliometric analysis provides a quantitative examination of
publications in the literature, and it has mainly two methods in the form of performance
analysis and science mapping [16–18]. Science mapping focuses on the connections between
research components, whereas performance analysis mostly provides descriptive statistics
on research components [18].

Content analysis is frequently used along with bibliometric analysis in literature reviews
to assess current knowledge and comprehend intellectual frameworks [19]. It is a common
technique in empirical social sciences for qualitative and quantitative analysis [19,20]. Accord-
ing to Drisko and Maschi [21] (p. 7), content analysis is “a family of research techniques for making
systematic, credible, or valid and replicable inferences from texts and other forms of communication”.
The principal aim is to derive valid conclusions about the contexts wherein texts (or other
significant material) were used [22]. Content analysis is a manual or automated technique
which can be explored in three ways: human-scored schema, individual word counting sys-
tems (mostly automated), and artificial intelligence-based computer systems [23,24]. Insights,
topics, research diversification, research trends, and research gaps from papers grouped into
clusters can be identified with the aid of content analysis [25].

For the present study, the subject of BT and sustainability in supply chains and logistics
was chosen for two main reasons: (1) This study answers a call for additional research into
the dynamics of the adoption of BT in sustainable supply chains and logistics. It has been
suggested that the sustainability issue in the blockchain-integrated supply chain should
receive more attention in future studies [3,26]. (2) To date, there is only one study [27]
that provides a review of BT for sustainable supply chains using bibliometric analysis
and content analysis. In comparison, the database and publications are handled more
comprehensively in this study. While 146 publications between 2018 and October 2021
obtained from Scopus are discussed in [27], Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus are considered
together in this study and a total of 552 studies between 2017 and September 2022 are
investigated. Analyses, namely three-field analysis, Bradford’s Law, Lotka’s Law, and
thematic maps, not covered in [27], are examined within the bibliometric analysis. Apart
from the industries (food, healthcare, manufacturing, infrastructure) covered in the content
analysis by Sahoo et al. [27], many more different industries, including food, agriculture,
fashion, textile and apparel, manufacturing, automotive, maritime and shipping, healthcare
and pharmaceutical, mining and mineral, and energy, are also identified and examined in
the present study.

By carrying out a comprehensive bibliometric and content analysis of blockchain and
sustainability research in supply chain and logistics, it is aimed at providing valuable
insights into this emerging research field. The current study answers the following research
questions (all being posed within the context of supply chains and logistics):
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RQ1. What is the status of the research on blockchain and sustainability?

1. What is the distribution of publications over the years?
2. What are the top research components (sources, authors, affiliations, countries, key-

words) in terms of production and how they are interrelated?
3. Does the research collection confirm the bibliometric laws (Bradford’s Law and Lotka’s

Law) based on source and author productivity?
4. What are the topmost cited publications?
5. What themes have been discovered in the literature thus far and how have they

changed over the years?

RQ2. What are the industry-based insights of the research on blockchain and sustainability?

6. What are the benefits, challenges, and uses of BT in different industries?
7. What methods and theories are used in the studies?
8. What are the open research questions for different industries?

The remainder of the current study is organized as follows: the next section includes
the background of the study field. In the methodology section, information about the
analyses used and the search protocol (databases, search criteria, search strings, and
preparation of the collection for the analysis) are provided in detail. The results of both
bibliometric and content analyses are presented in the findings section and, finally, the
study is discussed and concluded in the last section.

2. Background

BT was first conceptualized in 2008 by a person (or group) named Satoshi Nakamoto,
in an article titled “Bitcoin: Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” [28] (p. 9). It can be
characterized as a decentralized shared ledger where verified and synchronized data is
stored in a peer-to-peer network using chronological, encrypted, chained blocks [29] to
generate permanent and tamper-proof records [30,31]. By enabling a distributed consensus
that allows every online transaction to be confirmed at any moment in the future, this
technology has the potential to change the digital world [28].

The blockchain system has an accurate and verifiable record of every transaction that
has ever taken place. Therefore, blockchain has the potential to improve data security,
transparency, and integrity [28,32,33]. It is built on a few fundamental concepts, including
decentralization, verifiability, immutability [7,34], security, chronological data, collective
maintenance, and programmability [35]. Decentralization describes a network structure
with a trust-based architecture that functions independently of any authority. Verifiability
indicates that every participant encrypts their data using their private-public keys. Im-
mutability means that each new block to be added to the chain carries the hash value of the
preceding block and that this new block can be added to the system with consensus thanks
to the consensus-based algorithm of the BT [34]. Due to the system’s robust encryption, it
offers security. Chronological data is ensured with blockchain. The system not only saves
the data permanently, but also connects the different blocks in chronological order. The
maintenance of the system is primarily carried out by collective decisions because of the
distributed database nature of blockchain. Last but not least, since blocks can both store
and encode data, blockchain also enables programmability [35].

It is widely acknowledged that BT is a significant advancement that, in the not-too-
distant future, will fundamentally alter how organizations are organized, managed, and
operated [36]. As a matter of fact, many companies have started to show great interest
in this technology today. BT can be used in many areas [36], and it has gained a global
attention due to its many advantages in supply chains [1,2,4].

The movement of materials cannot be done directly through a single organization.
Most products pass through a number of organizations as they move between original
suppliers and end customers [37]. Today, it is not possible for organizations to exist on
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their own, and their ultimate success is based on their ability to manage their integra-
tion and coordination abilities with other members of the supply chain [38]. In today’s
world, uncertainties in customer expectations, big leaps in technology, and fast internet
connections have forced businesses to cross local and national borders. Therefore, with the
impact of the changing environment, businesses are faced with sophisticated customers
who demand greater product variety, lower cost, better quality, and faster responses. For
such reasons, businesses adopt supply chain management to compete successfully [39].
SCM is an integrated system management that purchases raw materials, converts them
into finished products, and distributes these products to both retailers and customers [40]
while facilitating information sharing between various business units. A successful SCM
depends on full-time and accurate access and sharing of information by all members [38].
Furthermore, it is influenced by customer expectations, globalization, information technolo-
gies, regulations, competition, and environment [40]. Supply chain management connects
suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and customers by using information technology
to meet customer expectations efficiently and effectively [39]. The use of communication
and information technology is crucial to achieving the goal of maximizing every party’s
overall and long-term benefits through SCM cooperation and information sharing [41].
Digitalization, particularly BT, may transform supply chain management [42]. One of the
most crucial tools of Industry 4.0 is thought to be BT. Today’s complicated and multi-tier
supply chains can benefit from using blockchain due to its many advantages, including
smart contracts, decentralization, transparency, traceability, immutability of data, and data
privacy [43].

BT integration into the supply chain enables product tracking, flexibility, sustainability,
traceability, and increased quality. Blockchain allows supply chains to operate more effi-
ciently and quickly [4]. From the standpoint of sustainable supply chains, using blockchain
has many advantages for businesses including cost savings, operational efficiency, trans-
parency, and traceability [1]. Different stages of the supply chain can be tracked thanks to
the blockchain system. Data recorded on a blockchain can verify that products are protected
according to their specifications. For example, real-time location information is shared
when the goods being transported pass through customs and ports. Supply chains can be
dynamically optimized using such recorded data [6]. In addition, recently, environmental
concerns, new regulations, and competitive, complex environmental regulations have led
companies towards sustainable supply chain management (SSCM).

SSCM is the process of planning, organizing, coordinating, and managing supply
chain to make them sustainable [10]. The sustainability of supply chains is a top issue for
most businesses [9]. There has been a change from a one-dimensional view of sustainable
development to a three-dimensional understanding of sustainability that incorporates
environmental, social, and economic responsibilities [13,44]. The creation and preservation
of long-term economic, social, and environmental value is the main objective of sustainable
supply chains for all parties involved in providing goods and services to markets [9]. BT
is strongly linked to the three dimensions of sustainability in the supply chain, and it has
advantages for sustainability [43]. Businesses will be able to increase their social vitality,
sustainable use of energy and natural resources, and environmentally friendly operations
by using blockchain [7]. By effectively tracing items and keeping track of environmental
compliance along the whole supply chain, BT can significantly contribute to the reduction
of carbon emissions, air pollution, resource usage, and waste of energy [7,9].

3. Methodology
3.1. Analysis and Tool

This study conducts a bibliometric analysis of publications on integrating BT into
sustainability-oriented supply chains and logistics. After giving a comprehensive review
with bibliometric indicators, the current study also provides a closer look at different
industries by conducting content analysis.
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The following are the justifications for utilizing bibliometric analysis in this study, as
stated in [45]:

• Unlike other methods (e.g., content analysis), bibliometric analysis is more reliable
and scalable.

• Bibliometric methods can offer valuable and detailed information by providing an
in-depth and thorough analysis of the numerous relationships (such as citations,
keywords, and co-citations) associated with the publications under review.

• Using bibliometric approaches, researchers may easily and intuitively visualize key
research areas.

Content analysis is carried out for the following reasons: first, while bibliometric
analysis offers a substantial data set and enables researchers to see the overall pattern
of publications for a specific subject, it is unable to provide comprehensive details about
the content of the focal subject [46]. Second, combining various analysis techniques also
increases the validity and strength of the findings of the study [47]. Numerous studies in
the literature use mixed methods consisting of bibliometric and content analysis [27,46,48].
In this way, both quantitative and qualitative methods are used together to provide broader
insights into the field. Therefore, after conducting bibliometric analysis, content analysis
is carried out to appreciate the industry-based view and to provide a holistic view of the
findings and gaps of the research collection.

The results of the bibliometric analysis are provided in the first section of the findings.
To address the first research question (RQ1), the distribution of publications by years
(RQ1.1), top research components and their relationship (three-field analysis) (RQ1.2),
bibliometric laws (Bradford’s and Lotka’s Laws) (RQ1.3), most cited publications (RQ1.4),
and thematic evolutions over the years (thematic maps) (RQ1.5) were presented under
bibliometric analysis. To answer the second research question (RQ2), the results of the
content analysis are provided with a closer look the benefits, challenges, and uses of BT
(RQ2.1), the methods and theorems used (RQ2.2), and future directions (RQ2.3) in the
reviewed studies concerning different industries.

The bibliometric analysis was conducted by using biblioshiny, a web-interface for
bibliometrix package [49] in R (version 4.2.1). It is an open-source package, and it has
been effectively used in various bibliometric studies so far [50–54]. Biblioshiny’s menu has
categories of data, filters, overview, sources, authors, documents, clustering, conceptual
structure, intellectual structure, and social structure. Moral-Muñoz et al. [55] provided
a comparative analysis of the software tools for the bibliometric analysis and stated that
through its user interface biblioshiny, bibliometrix packages, including more extensive
methods, have gained more attention recently than other tools.

3.2. Search Protocol

The information about the databases, search criteria and search terms, combining
databases, and search results are provided in detail. All keyword queries were made from
the databases on 21 September 2022, and the publications reached were downloaded by
the authors within the same day.

3.2.1. Databases

The first step to carry out a bibliometric analysis is to select the database(s). This
study considers both Scopus and WoS as databases and gives comprehensive information
about merging databases, since the two top citation databases are Scopus and WoS, and
they are widely used in bibliometric research [56]. Up until 2004, when the launch of
Elsevier’s Scopus, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, swiftly replaced WoS as the primary
source of bibliometric data, WoS, owned by Clarivate Analytics, dominated the scientific
community [57].

Many researchers take publications from the Scopus or/and WoS databases into
consideration when performing bibliometric analysis [58]. Two independent bibliometric
analyses (one from Scopus and the other from WoS) are frequently carried out when
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both databases are considered, and few studies merge two databases without providing
information on how to perform the combination [58].

3.2.2. Search Criteria

Information on inclusion and exclusion criteria when searching is explained in this
section. The language of the publications was selected as English for both databases. No
exclusion was made regarding subject area, affiliation, or journal. For the document types,
editorial material and book chapters were excluded and articles and conference papers
were considered as in [45]. Regarding the search field, the “title, abstract, and keywords”
option was selected for Scopus and “topic” corresponding to the relevant field in Scopus
was chosen for WoS.

3.2.3. Search Strings

The only bibliometric study about blockchain for sustainable supply chain manage-
ment has been recently conducted by Sahoo et al. [27]. The keywords of the study are as
follows: “(blockchain” OR “cryptographic ledger” OR “digital ledger” OR “distributed
ledger” OR “public transaction ledger”) AND (“sustainable” OR “sustainability” OR
“green” OR “environment*” OR “social*” OR “economic*” OR “circular economy”) AND
(“supply chain” OR “supply chain management” OR “logistics” OR “transport*” OR “mo-
bility”). Some of these keywords, however, were not utilized in this study because they had
little impact on search results or did not accurately capture the subject matter; for instance,
the keyword “mobility” by itself does not relate to the terms supply chain and logistics.

The keywords used in searches on the databases were determined by examining
previous relevant bibliometric studies too. Below are the search terms in bibliometric
studies in the literature on the four keywords (blockchain, sustainability, supply chain, and
logistics) discussed in the current study. Literature searches were conducted for search
strings of:

• Blockchain: “blockchain” [52,59], (“blockchain or ethereum” OR “blockchain or dis-
tributed ledger technology” OR “blockchain or smart contracts”) [60];

• Sustainability: (sustainab* OR triple bottom line OR TBL OR ((green OR clean) AND
“production”) [61], (“sustainability” OR “sustainable” OR “sustainab*”) [62], (“sus-
tainab*”) [45];

• Blockchain in supply chain and logistics: (blockchain* AND (“supply chain*” OR logis-
tic*)) [45], (supply chain OR logistics OR transport AND (blockchain OR block chain
OR distributed ledger technology)) [63];

• Sustainability in supply chain: (“supply chain” OR “supply chains” OR scm OR “supply
chain management”) AND (sustainable OR sustainability) [64].

Search strings for the current study were finalized as follows: (“blockchain*” OR
“distributed ledger technolog*” OR “smart contract*”) AND (“sustainab*” OR “triple
bottom line” OR “TBL”) AND (“supply chain*” OR “logistic*”).

3.2.4. Combining Databases and Search Results

In the keyword search results, 470 publications were found for Scopus and 454 for
WoS. In Scopus, the publications were extracted in BibTeX format with all information
selected. The publications obtained in WoS were exported as a plain text file with the record
content “Full record and cited references” selected. To merge these datasets, codes using
bibliometrix package functions, namely convert2df and mergeDbSources (see Aria and
Cuccurullo [65] for details), were written in RStudio (version 4.2.1), an R IDE, and then
publications with missing information about authors or abstracts were manually eliminated
from the dataset.

First, the separate datasets, namely scopus.bib (Scopus dataset) and savedrecs.txt (WoS
dataset), were converted into bibliographic data frames with the converting function called
“convert2df”. Second, using the “mergeDbSources” function, the two datasets were merged
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into one by removing duplicated documents from the dataset (“remove.duplicated” was
set to “TRUE”). As a result, 328 duplicate documents were removed from the dataset.

Finally, the dataset was manually checked and publications with missing information
were excluded from the dataset. After this cleaning procedure, a total of 552 publications
were considered for the bibliometric analysis.

4. Findings
4.1. Bibliometric Analysis
4.1.1. Overview

The main information regarding the collection is given in Table 1. 552 publications
have been produced on 272 different sources by 1600 different authors. The field shows an
annual growth rate of 152.19%.

Table 1. Main Information.

Description Results

Period 2017–September 2022
Publications 552

Sources 272
Annual growth rate % 152.19

Average citations per publication 19
Authors 1600

Authors of single-authored publication 40
Document types:

article 316
article; early access 47

article; proceedings paper 3
conference paper 62

proceedings paper 40
review 72

review; early access 12

As Table 2 shows, the number of publications has been increasing over the years.

Table 2. Annual Publications.

Year Publications

2017 2
2018 8
2019 50
2020 109
2021 179
2022 204

4.1.2. Three-Field Analysis

Three-field analysis (Sankey diagram) has been used in various bibliometric
studies [53,66–69]. Sankey diagrams, which have historically been used to represent
the flow of energy or materials, provide quantitative data regarding flows, linkages, and
transformations [70]. The larger the size of the rectangles where the research components
(keyword, country, source, institution, author, etc.) are represented, the more relationships
between the components [67].

First, in this study, keywords were manually checked before analysis in order to
avoid the display that may occur due to the problem of representing words with the same
meaning in different terms, such as “smart city” and “smart cities” or “sustainable city”
and “sustainable cities”, keywords represented with different rectangles in the three-field
plot in [66].
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In the keywords of some studies in the dataset, it was observed that words with the
same meaning were represented two or more times by different keywords (e.g., “internet
of things”, “IoT”, and “internet of things (IoT)”). All these keywords were consistently
corrected with a single keyword (for this example, all keywords were converted to “IoT”).
Apart from this, the same representative keywords were decided for all studies and correc-
tions were made to ensure that the keywords of the studies were consistent (e.g., keywords
represented as “block chain” in study X, “block-chain” in study Y, “blockchain” in study Z
were corrected to “blockchain” for all studies).

Sankey diagrams for the study were created by using biblioshiny’s “three field plot”
selecting the top 20 of each research component. Figure 1 illustrates the relationships
between the author’s keywords (left), authors (middle), and sources (right).
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Figure 1. Three Field Plot for author’s keywords, authors, and sources.

The three-field analysis of the top keywords, authors, and sources indicates that
Sarkis J (Joseph Sarkis) has the most incoming (from keywords) and outgoing (to sources)
flow counts. He has a strong relationship with the main research topics (“blockchain”,
“sustainability”, and “supply chain”) and many of the listed core journals. Sustainability,
Annals of Operations Research and Business Strategy and The Environment have the most
relationships in terms of incoming flow counts, demonstrating that many top authors
have published their studies in these journals. Apart from the main topics, there are other
top keywords that indicate relationships with top authors, such as IoT, circular economy,
Industry 4.0, COVID-19, and agri-food.

The second diagram was generated for the top countries (left), affiliations (middle),
and authors (right), and is given in Figure 2. Most relationships between a country and
its top affiliations belong to China, followed by India. It is evident that there are many
collaborations between research components. For instance, Yasar University is in Turkey
and receives incoming flows from not just Turkey but also China, France, the UK, and India.
The Hanken School of Economics is in Finland and has relationships with Finland, the USA,
Denmark, China, and France.
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4.1.3. Bradford’s Law

According to Bradford’s Law [71], there are few journals that publish numerous
articles and many journals that publish few articles on a particular topic. To observe
the core journals or to cluster the journals, Bradford’s Law has been used in different
bibliometric studies [69,72–74].

The distribution of the sources according to the amount of publication is shown in
Figure 3 (the sources whose names are written belong to the first group). According to
the results, there are 187 publications in 13 sources in the first cluster, 183 publications
in 77 sources assigned to the second cluster, and 182 publications in 182 sources in the
third cluster. While all the sources in the third cluster had a single publication, 14% of the
articles (76 out of 552 publications) were published in a single journal (i.e., Sustainability).

Figure 3. Source clustering through Bradford’s Law.
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Mathematical compliance with the rule was calculated according to Kumar and Mohin-
dra [72]. The calculation was made for the 1:n:n2 rule and the error rate was found. By this
rule, the relationship of each cluster in the study is 13:77:182 (272 sources in total) and the
mean Bradford multiplier is 4.14 (average (77/13, 182/77)). The error calculation is as follows:

13:13 × 4.14:13 × 4.142 = 13:53.86:223.18 (1)

% error = ((13 + 53.86 + 223.18) − 272)/272 × 100= 6.63% (2)

The data confirms Bradford’s Law as the percentage of error is not too high [72].

4.1.4. Lotka’s Law

Lotka’s Law is one of the laws that have been applied in bibliometric studies, just like
Bradford’s Law [72,74]. Lotka’s Law (the inverse square law of scientific productivity) [75]
seeks to identify researchers who produce more frequently in a certain field of expertise.
Authors’ productivity is illustrated in Figure 4a. 84.5% of the authors published just
one article, whereas the most productive author (Joseph Sarkis) had 19 publications (0.1%).
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Figure 4. Author Productivity through Lotka’s Law (a) The number of publications and the number
of authors in the collection are illustrated; (b) The number of publications (X), the number of authors
(Y), and the expected number of authors calculated through the law are given.

All calculations were made according to Kumar and Mohindra [72] and the data is
given in Figure 4b. The formula for Lotka’s Law is given by the expression:

XnY = C (3)

The values of 1 for X and 1352 for Y were given, and C was found to be 1352. Then, by
giving the values X = 2, Y = 159, and C = 1352, n was calculated as 3.088. The number of
authors was calculated using the n = 3.088 value. According to the results, it is seen that
the expected number of authors was consistent with the number of authors (Y). Therefore,
Lotka’s Law applies to this study.

4.1.5. Most Impactful Publications

The top five most cited studies are given in Table 3. The most cited publication belongs
to Saberi et al. [76]. In the study, an overview of BT, its use in the supply chain, and
the challenges it faces were discussed. The second most cited study [77] examined how
blockchain can impact key supply chain management goals such as sustainability, cost,
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and speed. While underlining the potential future direction of blockchain application and
technology, Hughes et al. [78] emphasized the numerous obstacles to blockchain adoption.
Included in addition were several instances of supply chain and logistics businesses that
stand to gain a lot from BT. Kamble et al. [79] discovered the drivers of blockchain adoption
in agriculture supply chains and explored their relationships. Traceability, auditability,
immutability, and provenance were found to be the top four drivers of BT adoption. In
another study, Kamble et al. [80] conducted a literature review and suggested a framework
that recognizes supply chain resources and visibility as the primary driving forces behind
building data analytics capabilities and attaining sustainable performance in agri-food
supply chains.

Table 3. Top Five Most Cited Publications.

Author Title Total Citations

Saberi et al. [76] Blockchain technology and its relationships to sustainable supply chain
management

988 (Scopus)
829 (WoS)

Kshetri [77] Blockchain’s roles in meeting key supply chain management objectives 732 (Scopus)

Hughes et al. [78] Blockchain research, practice and policy: Applications, benefits, limitations,
emerging research themes and research agenda 287 (Scopus)

Kamble et al. [79] Modeling the blockchain enabled traceability in agriculture supply chain 270 (Scopus)

Kamble et al. [80] Achieving sustainable performance in a data-driven agriculture supply chain:
A review for research and applications 255 (Scopus)

4.1.6. Thematic Evolution

A group of keywords can be treated as a concise summary of a particular research
theme and two parameters, density and centrality, apply to any research topic [81]. The
degree of interconnection between all keywords is determined by density, while the degree
of interconnection with other themes is measured by centrality [81]. A thematic map
(strategic diagram) is illustrated as divided into four areas based on the themes’ density
and centrality [82]. The four quadrants have different aspects [81–83]:

• Niche themes (upper-left quadrant; high density and low centrality): They are often referred
to as “highly developed and isolated themes”. The connections between themes are
strong internally but weak outside. They are just marginally relevant to the field.

• Motor themes (upper-right quadrant; high density and high centrality): This quadrant
addresses well-developed themes crucial to the structure of a research area.

• Emerging or declining themes (lower-left quadrant; low density and low centrality): This
quadrant demonstrates weakly developed and peripheral themes.

• Basic themes (lower-right quadrant; low density and high centrality): Although they are
poorly developed, the themes in the lower-right quadrant are crucial for a research
topic. Therefore, this quadrant gathers “general, basic, and transversal” themes.

There isn’t a single, conclusive response to the problem of what themes could persist
in the future. Cahlik [81] stated that themes that were prevalent in earlier periods have a
good likelihood of remaining in later ones. In addition, engaging development of a theme
may provide a greater chance of permanence than simple dynamics, and if they are not
considered to be interesting by researchers, many of the themes from the fourth quadrant
may disappear from the field in the next period [81].

Thematic maps or thematic evolutions of different years have been applied in many
bibliometric studies [48,68,69,84]. For the analysis, first, some text preprocessing methods
were applied by preparing and using a dictionary in the “Text Editing” area of the bib-
lioshiny program to eliminate keywords about search strings, such as blockchain, smart
contracts, sustainability, sustainable supply chain, supply chain, and logistics, as these
keywords stand out in the analysis as expected and provide no useful information and
insights about the themes.
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To understand the evolution of the themes in the corpus, the author’s keywords were
used to generate the thematic maps. To maintain the readability of the maps and give insightful
information, the following parameters were selected (number of words = 200, minimum
cluster frequency = 5, number of labels for each cluster = 2, and the other parameters were
default) [68]. The time zones were set for 2020 and 2021. This is due to several factors,
including the recent sharp rise in article production in the last two years, the goal to maintain
a constant quantity of articles over time, and the need to highlight recent trends.

Evolutions of the themes for the years 2017–2022 and their relationships are shown in
Figure 5. The themes are given for the years 2017 to 2020 on the left, the year 2021 in the
middle, and the year 2022 on the right. It is observed that IoT, traceability, and Industry 4.0
have been studied for all time periods. Other themes that have been developed in 2022,
are, for instance, circular economy and multi-tier supply chain. It is observed that the food
supply chain theme has a connection with COVID-19, and circular economy has relationships
with digital technologies, COVID-19, and Industry 4.0. Themes for each period are illustrated
as thematic maps to deepen the analysis.
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Figure 5. Thematic Evolution Map (2017–2022).

The thematic map for 2017 and 2020 (Figure 6) has twelve thematic clusters, namely,
food safety, cost saving, food supply chain, traceability, sustainable development, environ-
mental sustainability, data science, IoT, Industry 4.0, supply chain performance, digital
economy, and peer-to-peer. The food safety cluster, labelled by food safety, China, and
Evoo (Extra Virgin Olive Oil) and the cost saving cluster are in the niche themes quadrant,
indicating marginal relevance to the field. The well-developed and crucial topics of the
research field, motor themes, consist of three clusters: food supply chain, traceability, and
sustainable development. Basic themes have three clusters as IoT (IoT, artificial intelligence,
smart city), Industry 4.0 (Industry 4.0, circular economy, fashion), and supply chain perfor-
mance (supply chain performance, supply chain visibility, and information transparency).
Digital economy appears to be an emerging theme, whereas the peer-to-peer topic seems
to be a declining theme. Environmental sustainability and data science are sandwiched
between niche and emerging themes.

The next period’s map, the thematic map for 2021 (Figure 7), has nine thematic
clusters, namely, digital technologies, bibliometric analysis, food supply chain, digitalization, IoT,
Industry 4.0, traceability, COVID-19, and Tradelens (developed jointly by IBM and GTD
Solution, TradeLens is an open supply chain platform powered by blockchain technology
(www.tradelens.com (accessed on 5 November 2022)). Tradelens seems to be a declining
theme, whereas COVID-19 can be an emerging theme with higher centrality. Although
traceability is a motor theme for the 2017–2020 period, it is placed between quadrants 3 and 4,
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namely basic and emerging themes for the 2021 map. IoT and Industry 4.0 are basic themes
that almost become motor themes with more development. Digitalization and food supply
chain are motor themes; both the number of studies in these domains are substantial and
there are close internal relationships with thematic areas. Digital technologies and bibliometric
analysis are located in the second quadrant (niche themes).
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Figure 7. Thematic Map (2021).

The current year’s map, the thematic map for 2021 (Figure 8), has ten thematic clus-
ters, namely IoT, circular economy, Industry 4.0, traceability, COVID-19, resilience, carbon
emission, environmental, machine learning, multi-tier supply chain, and game theory. Ma-
chine learning and environmental are located as niche themes. Traceability is sandwiched
between niche and motor themes, indicating that it has gained density and move upward
compared to the 2021 map. It is seen that new themes have emerged, such as multi-tier
supply chain, game theory, and carbon emission. COVID-19 and Industry 4.0 have gained
more centrality and density, as a result, they have become motor themes. IoT, circular
economy, and resilience are in basic themes.
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4.2. Content Analysis

The literature review team, consisting of two Ph.D. candidates, rigorously reviewed
the abstracts, findings, discussions, and conclusions of the 552 publications and manually
clustered them by industry, considering some inclusion and exclusion criteria. The article
was supposed to be about blockchain adoption in industries within sustainable supply
chain systems to meet the initial inclusion requirement. As an exclusion criterion, some
publications that did not mention a specific industry for blockchain adoption in the supply
chain were not included in the sample. This led to 185 publications and eight industry
clusters examining the benefits, challenges, and use of BT in a sustainable supply chain
system based on specific industries as well as discussing methods and theories used, and
future directions in the reviewed studies.

The industry with the most publications is found to be food and agriculture when the
distribution of publications by industries is examined (Table 4). The three industries with the
least number of publications are energy, mining and mineral, and healthcare and pharmaceutical.

Table 4. Distribution of Publications by Industries.

Industry Number of Publications

Food and Agriculture 115
Fashion, Textile, and Apparel 18

Manufacturing 12
Maritime and Shipping 10

Automotive 9
Healthcare and Pharmaceutical 8

Mining and Mineral 7
Energy 6
Total 185

Other than these industries, there are niche applications in different supply chains
based on blockchain use, such as oil and gas [85], aircraft [86], airports [87], autonomous
vehicle [88], defence [89,90], forestry [91], trucking [92], tourism [93], and telecom [94]. Due
to the low number of studies related to these industries, they were not evaluated under
content analysis.
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4.2.1. The Uses, Benefits and Challenges of Blockchain Technology
Food and Agriculture Industries

Agriculture and food supply chains (FSCs) are essential for the sustainability of
human activities [77,95,96]. Major changes are now needed in the agrifood industry to
encourage sustainability, reduce waste, and motivate a shift toward sustainable, healthy
diets [97]. Traditional agricultural business models endured a tremendous transformation
during the preceding three industrial revolutions [98,99] after facing several challenges
such as counterparty and financing risk, low customer confidence [100], lack of a strong
method for integrating various information systems, lack of prompt and clear informa-
tion regarding temperature and status of the products, controlling high communication
costs [101], inconsistent product quality, lost data [102], and a surplus of manually processed
papers [101,103].

The fourth industrial revolution has significantly accelerated the development of
agricultural sustainability [98,104–106]. Nowadays, agriculture businesses have no option
but to adapt to the new system in the practices of the increasingly digitalized and globalized
world [107,108]. To assure economic, social, and environmental sustainability, modern
agriculture needs to incorporate technologies like machine learning, big data analytics,
cloud computing, the IoT, blockchain, and other developments (e.g., smart sensors, robotics,
digital twins, and cyber-physical systems) more synergistically [99,109,110]. With less
human participation and more accurate data, these cutting-edge digital technologies enable
the development of interconnected, data-driven, intelligent, agile, and autonomous systems
for entire supply chain processes [98,101,104,105,111,112]. Blockchain has also started to
be used in sustainable e-agriculture applications [113] and it fosters cooperation in the
e-agriculture supply chains [31,106,114].

Food supply chain systems also share the same characteristics as agriculture supply
chains. Flour milling, milk processing, meat processing, the canning industry and the
production of dried and canned fruit, vegetables, and seeds, fishing, manufacturing of
sugar and confectionery, chocolate and desserts, and production of spices are the traditional
industries that make up the food industry [115]. Consumers and stakeholders are becoming
increasingly concerned about the reliability, safety, quality, and distribution—which must
adhere to sustainability standards—of food information due to the lack of transparency
and traceability in FSCs [116,117]. For FSCs to address societal, economic, and environ-
mental demands, managing sustainability is a critical strategy [118,119]. FSCs are quickly
getting more and more complex in today’s globalizing environment [96,110,118,120]. Re-
cently, due to several terrible events such as environmental deterioration, climate change,
population growth, resource scarcity, and food waste caused by the COVID-19 pandemic
have further increased the problems in sustainable FSCs on a global scale [99,110,121–127].
These problems have a lot to gain from blockchain technology’s distributed ledger, trans-
parency, traceability, and other aspects [128,129]. To ensure food safety and reduce harmful
environmental impacts, it is necessary to move towards resilient and sustainable food
systems [126,130] with the help of BT.

BT can offer many benefits for agriculture and FSCs. Real-time farm management,
high levels of automation, and data-driven intelligent decision-making in an industrial
agriculture ecosystem will dramatically increase agri-food supply chain efficiency, food
safety, and resource utilization [98]. Numerous rules, governmental laws, and specifications
can be handled easily to create food security through the blockchain [131–133].

BT has the potential to increase supply chain transparency, allowing to produce high-
quality food with minimal negative social and environmental effects particularly in the
agri-food industry [134,135]. In this way, high-quality products can be discovered and
marketed to the rest of the world [101]. In addition, blockchain-based food monitoring
systems aid in preventing inflated price increases [125]. Once customers’ trust is gained
through blockchain, their satisfaction level can be positively impacted [136] and, in the
long run, they can be loyal to the company [137,138].
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BT has the potential to increase existing food production in a cost-effective and sus-
tainable manner [126,139]. It can provide shorter transit distances, quicker payment settle-
ments [102], and the avoidance of food waste [102,103,105,140]. Through the realization
of information’s traceability, security, and non-manipulation, which are particularly help-
ful in the agri-food sector, BT can promote sustainability [31,141,142]. Environmental
preservation, pollution control [143], water conservation, the health of the soil and plant
insurance [110] are other benefits of BT.

Blockchain offers chances to find and utilize synergies between various actors [144]. It
improves supply chain coordination by giving warehouse managers more information [145],
and combines many sources of information for more effective logistical
management [145,146]. Blockchain implies novel business models [147] where each agricul-
tural step will be automatically linked into the supply chain up to the final customer [80,104].
Furthermore, blockchain offers the potential for guaranteeing equitable value distribution
and fair supply chain procedures, which can be helpful for organizations like social enter-
prises, NGOs, and fair trade agencies that wish to demonstrate to their clients that they are
committed to sustainability [148].

With the help of data integration, suppliers and buyers can communicate directly with-
out the need for intermediaries [128,149], and, through the elimination of intermediaries
in the agri-food supply chain [122,150], farmer income may be increased. By tracking the
source of food, blockchain helps build trust between producers and consumers [151,152],
forecast demand [135], increase awareness, and help the transition to a more sustainable
food system [126].

Improved visibility and traceability, as well as the immutability of records, are also
recognized as advantages of BT [98,126,129,153–156] that may be helpful for regulators in
assisting with the identification and reduction of possible food fraud cases [110,123,149,157,158],
and counterfeiting [102,135,159] especially for society in less developed nations and rural
areas [108,149]. One of the basic human rights is a healthy diet. However, as a result of
increasing population and urbanization, the land allocated for agriculture has decreased [160].
In traditional supply chains, it has become challenging to obtain healthy foods and consume
foods devoid of toxic chemicals. For example, daily reports of numerous instances of food fraud,
contamination, and adulteration from various regions of India point to the urgent requirement
for an improved decentralized supply chain paradigm [102]. Therefore, it is necessary to
take advantage of BT in modern supply chains to prevent potential food fraud. With the
help of BT, bacterial contamination or inferior food can be identified quickly [122,161]. For
preventing fraud efforts, several businesses have begun to adopt blockchain in the real world.
For example, IBM and Walmart have established a partnership by creating a blockchain-based
platform to determine whether food fraud incidents may be identified or diminished [110].
Similarly, Alibaba’s Food Trust frameworks have also tried to integrate BT into the food cold
chain for perishable foods to boost food safety [142]. In addition, Walmart and Kroger were
among the first businesses to integrate BT into their supply chains, and the outcomes of this
implementation have demonstrated that this technology also saves time in terms of routing
and sourcing [162].

In conclusion, the “farm to fork” concept is highlighted using BT [105,109,163–166].
Namely, BT has made it possible to track the crop through every stage, from production
to harvest. For instance, during the production stage, data from the blockchain system
will be used to protect product details such as production area, planting and harvest dates,
fertilizer status, chemicals and pesticides used [80], agricultural permits, and food safety
certificates [146]. After all, before the product reaches the fork, it is put through several
inspections. Governmental agencies and food safety inspectors schedule field visits to
farms and facilities. If specifications are met, products can be digitally signed by relevant
organizations and governmental bodies following an inspection [146].

On the other hand, in some cases, various obstacles may be encountered that may
prevent the use of BT. The biggest barriers preventing food businesses from implementing
BT are the lack of the necessary technical skills, education, and training resources [99,167],
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regulatory and governmental issues [168], low technological readiness levels [169], high
investment cost, technological immaturity, lack of awareness and customer acceptance,
resistance from old business models, and a lack of common frameworks architecture [118].
In terms of technical problems, BT has scalability issues [98,170,171] due to the heavy
computing required. Ethereum can only process 15 transactions per second, which is a
very low rate when compared to other financial authorities, demonstrating the scalability
concerns with blockchain [172]. Although one of the most cutting-edge methods in the food
sector is BT, the design and development of the suggested systems take a lot of time and
effort [95]. BT depends on internet availability and infrastructure capacity, so especially
for small and medium-sized enterprises, lack of internet connectivity makes it difficult to
integrate into their business [122,173,174]. Since the adoption of blockchain is frequently
extremely expensive [175], the investment costs to be incurred in the integration process
may be more challenging [176]. The importance of infrastructure improvement that enables
better and more efficient physical connectivity between related parties [177]. Moreover,
there are still issues with security, technical, legislative, infrastructural, institutional, and
other crucial factors and developing appropriate IoT solutions to address complex and
unique issues in the agriculture sector is suggested [79,178,179]. In terms of regulative
issues, the implementation of BT reduces stakeholder control over agricultural production
processes and operations. Therefore, the adoption of BT finds significant resistance from
managers and decision-makers, especially on sustainability-related issues [31].

While researching agriculture and FSCs, some industries have been studied in de-
tail in the literature. As such, cocoa [180], cheese [154], cotton [145], wine [181,182], ha-
lal food [131], organic tea [149,183], crystal sugar [130], smart honey [158], perishable
foods [133,142], dairy products [102,154,184], seafood [117,185,186], and olive oil [187,188]
are among the main industries studied.

It is necessary to specify the integration of BT into the system. In the reviewed studies, the
use of BT is generally explained by developing a model architecture [102,153,174,187,189–191].
Mostly, there are various layers in the developed architectures. For example, according to
Vo et al. [189], there are four layers in the BT-based structure that make up their architecture: the
business layer, the traceability layer, the blockchain layer, and the application layer. Each layer
serves a different purpose, and smart contracts can be useful in these layers. The blockchain
smart contract allows for the real-time capture of feedback data regarding different ties, which
can further optimize the control of agricultural production and provide the basis for maximiz-
ing its benefits [128,141,192]. In the proposed architectures, the blockchain-based supply chain
system is generally integrated with the IoT technology. IoT and blockchain-enabled systems
are essential for FSCs to adopt cost-effective methods [163,190,193]. Combining specific tech-
nologies, such as using IoT devices or RFID tags to smart contracts, can enhance the benefits of
blockchains [103,153]. Platforms built on BT and IoT enhance supply chain visibility, improve
contract execution, and boost the authenticity of product source data [96,100,103,194]. With the
help of the IoT devices placed on the objects in the chain, the humidity and temperature of the
crops can be measured, and the location of the products can be easily monitored using the QR
codes placed [101,125,188,195], and fine-grained sensing can be available throughout the whole
supply chain [98]. In this way, the consumer can view the whole life cycle of the product, and
they may see how the price is handled in each of the transactions [125]. Another framework
suggests smart packaging. With the help of blockchain and radio-frequency identification
tags, during the whole chain foods’ information can be tracked and smart packages’ color
change once the food spoils [196]. Among the blockchain systems used in research projects, the
Ethereum platform is the most widely used alternative [95].

Fashion, Textile and Apparel Industries

The increased production of goods that directly cause environmental or societal issues
is considered a significant problem in fast fashion [197]. In addition, as in other industries,
COVID-19 has had a significant impact on the fashion industry, both in terms of supply
and demand dynamics, as store closures or revenues decrease [198]. The fashion industry
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should drive digital innovation such as BT and create smart solutions, as part of the United
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals [199].

Similar and related to the fashion industry, social, environmental, and sustainability
concerns are common in the textile and apparel industry, which emphasizes the need for
efficient traceability solutions [200]. The following benefits of using BT in the textile and
apparel industry’s supply chain are particularly noteworthy: transparency, tracking, sus-
tainability, combating slavery, and brand protection [201]. Blockchain traceability data can
also improve the life cycle assessment of textile products. Data from blockchain traceability
might help characterize and understand a product’s impacts, and also inform product
eco-design and boost transparency regarding the effects of a product’s life cycle [202].

The integration of technologies, such as smart contracts, 3D printing, QR-codes and AI
with BT in the fashion industry can assist in achieving all objectives linked to maintaining
the required ethical, social, and environmental standards [198,203]. As information about
the fashion product, including the brand, the ingredients, the producer, and even the
customer, is verified and stored, the items’ usage history can be readily followed and
validated, and with the help of BT, these used products can be cleaned and sterilized,
then sold, rented, or donated to extending their useful life [197]. With no geographical
restrictions, BT records every transaction involving clothing along the value chain. There is
no requirement for third-party operators since value chain participants may decentralize
access and disseminate information from any place [203].

Using blockchain in the global fashion industry can also affect the triple bottom line,
which includes the planet, people, and profit [203]. Since the fashion industry depends
on global supply chains for its operations, which are highly fragmented and have serious
transparency and traceability issues, more and more businesses in these industries are
being asked to demonstrate their commitment to sustainability in order to combat these
issues [204]. Blockchain’s significance in sustainability is evident [205] and the success
of sustainable supply chains can be attained by using BT [198]. This technology can also
promote sustainability from a consumer perspective. Accessing product information that
might support ethical purchasing habits or guarantee product originality is challenging for
customers [206]. Consumers are more encouraged and more likely to purchase sustainable
goods and fashion brands when they have access to more reliable and clear guidance
about the social and environmental effects of the clothing [202,207,208]. Using blockchain
in supply chains can also help prevent inappropriate use of labor, as all information is
open and cannot be covered up, and consumers become aware of the working conditions
workers are exposed to [201]. All parties might make use of the special chance, flexibility,
and power to track back their supplier networks and build an open and sustainable supply
chain using the blockchain-based traceability system [206].

Blockchain’s role in fostering responsible management as well as how companies’
messages of responsible management contribute to sustainability in luxury fashion supply
chains were also explored [209]. Most executives have a positive opinion of blockchain’s
ability to enhance responsible management in the supply chain for luxury fashion. BT
can help managers increase consumer engagement and avoid greenwashing in the supply
chain and stop the counterfeiting of goods sold by third parties that do not own a certain
brand [201].

Three sustainability goals that companies focus their efforts on while using BT inves-
tigated in the fashion supply chain and product safety, brand authenticity and strategic
positioning are found [210]. It is advised that supply chain companies take the blockchain
into account as a significant strategic resource that may be used with other digital tech-
nologies to provide them with an advantage over rivals. Considering the blockchain
implementation intentions of the supplier companies, “relative advantage, compatibility,
perceived trust, top management considerations, absorptive capacity, information shar-
ing and collaborative culture, and trading partners’ influence” were found to have an
impact [211].
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With all these benefits, there are some obstacles to the acceptance and use of BT
in the fashion sector, such as a bottleneck of digitization, a lack of industry knowledge,
immutability, the network’s poor scalability, interoperability, transaction speed, some
security and privacy issues, block capacity, and power consumption [203,204]. Companies
with a highly fragmented supply chain will need greater organizational efforts and bear
higher expenses since specific data is needed for blockchain traceability. Government
incentives and knowledgeable customers who ask for its features might both have an
impact on the environment and the adoption of BT [205]. The role that governments can
play is also highlighted in other studies [203,212]. If the value propositions are emphasized
for various stakeholders in the supply chain as an incentivization mechanism, the obstacles
to the adoption and deployment of BT can be removed [203].

Manufacturing Industry

Traditional supply chains are being upended by the pandemic [213] and technolog-
ical spillovers, which is resulting in a sustainable digital economy powered by modern
manufacturing breakthroughs and business models [214]. Manufacturing industries are
increasingly conscious that chasing only financial gains would not enable them to compete
successfully [215]. Sustainable supply chains, which are created by utilizing technologies
such as blockchain, attract more and more attention every day and are considered neces-
sary to maintain competitive advantage and long-term existence [216–219], and increase
manufacturing firms’ profits [216]. The positive impact of blockchain on green supply
chain practices including green manufacturing, green design, green distribution, and green
procurement has been confirmed by Mubarik et al. [217].

The supply chain integration can be exceptional in the manufacturing industry if
the transactions are sufficiently transparent and can be traced [220]. Due to its real-time
transparency, eliminating the need for intermediaries, and cost-saving advantages, BT
has been suggested for sustainable supply chain management in the manufacturing in-
dustry [216,218]. By reducing redundant paperwork, enabling businesses to estimate
demand and supply in real-time, and, as a result, preventing unnecessary extra production,
blockchain strengthens the supply chain’s resilience and integration [217].

BT is also recommended in different applications to support sustainability, such as
plastic recycling, steel manufacturing, additive manufacturing, and cloud manufacturing.
The usage of blockchain as smart contracts is advised to separate plastics and increase the
accuracy of data on recycled plastics [221]. These technologies are useful for effectively
sorting plastics and can be relied upon in the plastic circular economy. With the use of these
technologies, data can be safely shared between parties including segregators, recyclers,
and manufacturers. Similarly, for steel manufacturing supply chains, BT has been suggested
to make a resilient supply chain possible [213]. Concerning additive manufacturing, as
there is less energy wasted during additive manufacturing, it is a more environmentally
friendly method of production. If blockchain and additive manufacturing technologies are
combined, the manufacturing industry can gain a great deal [222]. In addition, a blockchain-
based cloud manufacturing system can conduct real-time analytics and traceability for
better quality control, inventory management, and audit reliability [214]. Moreover, real-
time analytics can reduce carbon footprint as audit reliability is carried out in real time and
in-person travel to verify papers and inventory stock are avoided [214]. It is also stated that
when the government offers incentives, businesses will embrace BT to track their carbon
emission activity [219].

Han and Rani [223] have recently investigated the barriers to BT adoption in sustain-
able supply chain management in the manufacturing industry and identified 25 barriers
including “fear of change”, “the infancy of the technology”, “organizational culture”, “cy-
ber security concerns”, “lack of awareness”, “possible fear of data misuse”, “regulations
for blockchain development”, “massive financial investment”, etc. Lack of awareness
was determined to be the main obstacle to the BT adoption. Another study looked at
common barriers to the use of BT in remanufacturing. It showed that “scaling of tech-
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nology,” “operational challenges,” and “lack of awareness on blockchain risk” were the
three main obstacles [215]. In addition, elimination of these barriers can also have impacts
on Sustainable Development Goals. For example, by eliminating the “lack of awareness
of blockchain risk”, the industry can train its employees with BT and promote learning
opportunities (its associated goal is SDG 4-quality education) [215].

Maritime and Shipping Industries

The shipping industry, which has been impacted by the long-term instability of global
trade, has recently gone from having excess transportation capacity to lacking it, and
both situations seriously impair the shipping industry’s ability to grow sustainably [224].
Blockchain supports sustainable business models and promotes sustainable practices in
these industries by enabling greater knowledge cycling and relational actions among
supply chain operators [225]. For example, Korean shipping firms integrate BT into their
operations to generate sustainable profit [226]. In addition, machine learning on the cloud
inside BT was recommended by Wong et al. [227] to achieve technological sustainability, as
it can fulfill the increasing blockchain needs and learn from the blockchain’s big data.

Moreover, maritime and shipping supply chains can be made traceable using the
blockchain platform for distributed data and information storage and sharing, smart
contracts to perform transactions automatically, and many supporting technologies (such as
IoT devices, GPS, and sensors) [228]. The two crucial stages in the lifespan of a transaction
within the blockchain network are transparency and security [229]. To provide more
security and transparency, smart contracts can be put up at key locations along the shipping
route [229] and it might help many parties by cutting back on workloads, the amount of
inspection, and time-wasting [230].

Increased visibility, transparency, and real-time information across routes, decreased
paperwork, data and information authenticity, enhanced collaboration and cooperation, de-
creased rework and recall, decreased risk of document loss, improved job performance [231],
increased competitiveness and efficiency [228], and decreased need for manpower which
can cause a lot of mishaps aboard ships [230] are some of the positive effects of BT in the
maritime industry. In addition, a blockchain-based approach and identification mechanism
may raise people’s awareness of the need to control marine plastic debris, which is a
problem that affects both the environment and human life [232]. On the contrary, some of
the risks that come with using BT can be summed up as follows [233]:

• It is possible for smart contracts to be misunderstood, and smart contracts frequently
need to be updated to account for shifting circumstances in the real world. As a
result, there may be discrepancies between what is expected of them and what really
happens.

• There can be cyberattacks against elements of the blockchain, such as ledger and
blockchain maintenance nodes.

• Failures of the hardware or infrastructure upon which the blockchain system is based
can happen.

• There may be unintentional exposure or leakage of private company information.
• This technology may result in infrastructure failures, smart contract hazards, delays in

payment processing, and bottlenecks throughout the supply chain.

Automotive Industry

The automotive industry is the most affected and challenging sector, especially after
COVID-19 pandemic [234]. BT provides great advantages in automobile industry [235],
particularly for internet-connected or autonomous automobiles [236]. In many global
supply chains, there is a lack of information transparency, which may lead to product quality
uncertainties. For this reason, information flows should be developed for automotive
products from supply chain raw material to sales distribution [235]. BT can be utilized to
build a trustworthy peer-to-peer network [236] and is also guaranteed to make solving
environmental problems and challenges with the global supply chain easier [237].
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The problem of sustainability is more significant nowadays due to growing environ-
mental concerns, pressure on businesses from customers, communities, as well as national
and international government representatives [237], and the circular economy’s integration
with Industry 4.0 components like BT [238]. Supply chains can be more sustainable and
flexible by using the latest technologies [234,239]. For example, through the influence
on the adoption of green supply chain practices in the automotive industry, Industry 4.0
technologies have an influence on the performance of the supply chain [240].

Integrating blockchain increases item traceability and decreases waiting times, increas-
ing supply chain operating efficiency [241]. For example, Daimler created a blockchain-
based platform to record all financial and transaction information about the lifecycle of a
vehicle. This will be the basis for all subsequent information, including vehicle delivery,
registration, maintenance, and last kilometer. Since each vehicle will have a separate digital
identity, users can monitor and examine the whole traffic history [235].

In terms of raw material traceability, information monitoring, immutability, and cost
savings, BT has paved the way for the sustainable growth of the automotive supply
chain [235]. For these reasons, it is now important to research how BT promotes supply
chain sustainability [237]. Xu et al. [235] conducted a case study examining the supply
chains of some automotive companies such as Daimler, Wolkswagen. Research results
show that recycling and remanufacturing procedures significantly increase the efficiency of
car components. For instance, the system should incorporate procedures like the usage of
batteries with sustainable qualities in the electric vehicle industry [237]. About a century
later, due to existing technological developments, electrical automobiles seem to have a
multi-faceted development compared to traditional cars. To reduce global CO2 emissions,
the automobile industry is switched to electric motors from internal combustion engines.
The need for more flexible, cost-effective, and high-quality mobility solutions directs the
industry to increase expenditures on smart and sustainable technologies [242]. To obtain
long-term cost savings without decreasing the quality of their goods, it is advised that
automakers invest more in recycling technologies [237].

In addition, there are also some obstacles that have been emphasized, such as lack
of internal and external cooperation, lack of technical infrastructure, uncertainty of high
return on investment, lack of digitization in the supply chain, security issues, difficulty in
combining existing software, and procedures with the blockchain structure [235].

Healthcare and Pharmaceutical Industries

BT has generated interest from all over the world because it has the potential to revolu-
tionize sustainable supply chain management in the healthcare industry [243]. In particular,
the COVID-19 pandemic has had a huge impact on the healthcare industry on a global
scale, resulting in serious difficulties for multi-layered supply chain management [244] and
raised questions about the long-term viability of the healthcare system [245,246]. These
concerns have accelerated the adoption of digital technology, and one of these emerging
digital technologies is blockchain, which stands out for a variety of reasons [243]. The
benefits of using blockchain in the healthcare industry include increased performance
efficiency, higher patient satisfaction, openness, and traceability [243,247].

The existing pharmaceutical supply chains have issues as well; for instance, it restricts
manufacturers and regulatory bodies insight into and control over the distribution of
pharmaceuticals; cannot resolve the issue with cyber security [248]. To avoid medicine
shortages or waste in any healthcare facility, an effective system of supply management
should be put in place. The efficacy of pharmaceutical supply chains can be affected by
the adoption of blockchain, which will also have an impact on the organization’s supply
chain sustainability [248]. In addition, by tracking and monitoring in near-real time just
the medical deliveries that need refrigeration for temperature changes along their supply
chain path, blockchain with RFID tags and other intelligent IoT technologies might help
lower transportation-related costs [249].
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Drug counterfeiting is a global problem with significant risks to consumers and
the public in general, as well as threatening the reputation of the pharmaceutical indus-
try [249,250]. The implementation of BT in pharmaceutical supply chains to support
traceability is recommended in reviewed studies [248–250]. Controlling illegal actions, pro-
moting sustainability performance, boosting operational efficiency, improving supply-chain
coordination, and detecting market trends are identified to be the business requirements
for traceability systems [249]. Companies’ expertise, teamwork, technical maturity, supply
chain practices, leadership, and governance of the traceability activities are crucial success
elements for implementation [249].

The reviewed publications in the healthcare industry focused on medical and per-
sonal protective equipment (PPE) and the use of blockchain in the blood bank supply
chain [244,245,247]. It is suggested that BT can be integrated into the system by utilizing
IoT and other technologies [244,247]. In most studies, model proposals have been devel-
oped in which the blockchain is integrated into the health system. By exchanging real-time
supply-demand data between each blood bank and hospital using BT, for instance, there
will not be any issues such as maintaining more blood inventory than necessary, according
to a research model for a blood bank proposed in [247]. Patient satisfaction can also be
increased as the required blood will be swiftly called through the system and delivered to
the patient.

Mining and Mineral Industries

There are various abuses or damages caused by many mining and mineral applications.
Cobalt, for example, is used for many different purposes including the production of
lithium-ion batteries for electronic devices but mining practices associated with cobalt are
notorious for violations of human rights, such as child and slave labor [249,251].

To maintain sustainability, ethical practices in the mining and mineral industries have
been recommended emphasizing the role of blockchain [251–253]. Industry initiatives
are being made to increase the sustainability of mineral supply chains by using digital
certification and traceability [254]. Blockchain-based systems are currently placing a lot of
attention on the chain of custody governance and traceability in the cobalt supply chain,
such as providing secure information about the circumstances of raw material extraction
and processing and transmitting this information to businesses along the supply chain and
all the way down to the brand user [249,251,253]. Blockchain technologies make guarantees
that information is communicated in a way that cannot be altered and is available to the
relevant actors, making it easy to track items between several supply chain levels [252].

For example, the Congolese cobalt industry uses BT to store and transport data
using distributed ledger technology. The information traces the evolution of the minerals
from their original state to that of hydroxide, sulfate, cathode, and ultimately batteries.
Even though there are hundreds of suppliers in this intricate supply chain, data on child
labor, poor working conditions, and other dangers is kept up to date and available to the
user [253]. Significant technologies other than blockchain are a crucial component; for
example, IBM conducts chemical analysis research using AI technology to determine the
origin of cobalt [252].

The minerals in which BT is used vary in terms of the processes involved. Compared
to minerals like cobalt, diamond-tracking blockchain technologies are easier to use. For
instance, while one company preserves the distinct identities of diamonds generated
from more than 40 attributes, minerals like cobalt tracked by other companies go through
challenging steps like smelting and refining, making it challenging to adopt a perfect
approach [252].

BT can effectively build the chain of trust between enterprises in the coal industry
(e.g., realizing data encryption, information sharing and credit transmission of enterprises,
reducing human intervention and operational risks with the help of smart contracts) and
greatly enhance the growth of supply chain finance in the coal industry [255].
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The interaction between the blockchain and trust is investigated in the metal industry,
focusing on steel and copper supply chains [256], and BT is viewed as a very promising
technology regarding trust in the supply chain partner, particularly in the context of
sustainability. When technology trust is investigated, there is a lot of dependence on
records that have previously undergone authentication testing (such as “eco-labels” that
track the sustainability qualities of items). However, there is still a lot of reliance on third-
party certificates in the metal industry, since there is less confidence in the data’s reliability
or accuracy [256]. In addition, blockchain-enabled traceability solutions can fall short of
challenging the access and resource usage disparities that already exist [254].

Energy Industry

Decarbonization, digitization, and decentralization are the three “Ds” of the energy
transition [257]. According to the International Energy Agency’s key benchmarks for
monitoring development in the energy sector, transport emissions must be decreased by
43% by 2030 [258]. Incorporating BT is crucial for enhancing the trust, accountability, trans-
parency, cooperation, and information sharing in supply chains for sustainable energy [259].
Blockchain can uncover the enormous potential of linking decentralized grid-end nodes
and offer a common network for peer-to-peer energy transactions between parties by
eliminating the restrictions imposed by a centralized supply chain [257].

BT has mostly focused on sustainable energy. Consumers increasingly desire a smarter,
cleaner, and more sustainable energy source than in the past due to technological ad-
vancements and the declining cost of renewable energy [260]. In addition, energy-efficient
smart homes are getting more and more attention. Every prosumer aspires to create a
more cost- and energy-efficient, sustainable house [261]. BT encourages the adoption of
renewable energy sources. The global energy industry is becoming smarter as a result
of the advent of smart devices and supporting software, as well as the declining cost of
renewable energy [260].

Applications for blockchain have the power to significantly improve and change
current energy networks. Schletz et al. [262] created a pilot model to investigate blockchain
application in energy supply systems. This architecture uses IoT devices to gather and
assess real-time energy production and demand data. When a generator produces more
energy than it needs, the extra is delivered to the local grid and sold to a different nearby
generator in the blockchain-based marketplace. When a manufacturer requires energy, IoT
devices automatically purchase it from the blockchain market, or they turn the devices
off to reduce energy use. When energy prices are low, IoT devices use more energy, and
when energy prices are high, they use less. This process makes flexible pricing possible
and eliminates a monopolistic market structure.

BT benefits the energy industry in several ways, enabling both small and large busi-
nesses to operate in an energy efficient manner, and thus offering an advantage for the
emergence of new business models that can increase energy efficiency in developing coun-
tries [262]. Ensuring the entry of small renewable energy producers into the energy market,
the elimination of uncertainties in product supply and price through smart contracts, and
helping regulators to document energy transactions (transparency in carbon emissions, etc.)
can also be counted among these benefits [260]. Moreover, decentralized and distributed
trading systems are made possible by BT, which also creates a more reliable, secure, and
transparent trading environment [261]. Adoption of BT is, however, hampered by the
main obstacle, which is regulatory uncertainties as current regulatory frameworks do not
support blockchain as a possible technology or allow energy trade from prosumers to
consumers [262]. In addition, the other significant obstacle to the use of blockchain in
sustainable energy supply chains is determined to be “high investment cost” [259].

4.2.2. The Methodology-Based Evaluations

The methods and theories included in the studies examined are given in Table 5.
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Table 5. Methods and Theories Used in the Publications.

Industry Categories F Publications

Fo
od

an
d

A
gr

ic
ul

tu
re

Methods

Quantitative 31
[31,43,79,97,109,114,118,123,125,129,136,142,151,

160,161,165,167,175,176,179–
181,183,188,191,194,263–266]

Qualitative 8 [109,121,129,148,182,195,267,268]

Proposal (model, architecture, etc.) 24 [79,100,102,103,112,125,128,130,135,146,147,158,
159,162,166,172–174,187,189–191,193,269]

Case Study 28
[42,77,101,110,111,115,126,131–133,137–

139,141,144,146,149,152–
154,156,177,181,184,185,187,192,267]

Literature Review 47

[42,43,79,95,96,98,99,104–108,110,113,115–
117,119,120,122,127,129,132–134,137,138,140,143,

145,146,150,155,157,163,164,168–
171,177,178,186,190,196,267,270]

Theories
Critical Success Factors Theory 1 [263]
Cumulative Prospect Theory 1 [31]

Game Theory 2 [161,175]
Technology, Organization,

Environment Theory 2 [176,180]

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology 1 [176]

E-CAOS Model 1 [141]
System Theory and System

Dynamics Modelling 1 [184]

Innovation Resistance Theory 1 [148]
Information Processing Theory 1 [194]

Dynamic Capability Theory 1 [194]

Fa
sh

io
n,

Te
xt

il
e,

an
d

A
pp

ar
el

Methods
Quantitative 4 [202,208,211,212]
Qualitative 1 [209]

Proposal (model, architecture, etc.) 3 [197,206,271]
Case Study 8 [198,200,203,205–207,210,272]

Literature Review 4 [198,201,204,271]
Theories

Social Capital and Resource Based Theory 1 [210]
Diffusion of Innovation Theory 1 [211]

M
an

uf
ac

tu
ri

ng

Methods
Quantitative 9 [215–221,223,273]
Qualitative 1 [273]

Proposal (model, architecture, etc.) 1 [223]
Case Study 4 [213–215,223]

Literature Review 2 [213,222]
Theories

Resource Based Theory and Network Theory 1 [218]
Technology, Organization, Environment Theory 1 [219]

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology 1 [220]

M
ar

it
im

e
an

d
Sh

ip
pi

ng

Methods
Quantitative 1 [226,233]
Qualitative 1 [228,233]

Proposal (model, architecture, etc.) 3 [224,225,227]
Case Study 5 [225,227–229,232]

Literature Review 3 [227,230,231]
Theories

Technology Acceptance Model Theory 1 [229]
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Table 5. Cont.

Industry Categories F Publications

A
ut

om
ot

iv
e

Methods
Quantitative 5 [234,236–238,240]

Proposal (model, architecture, etc.) 3 [239,241,242]
Case Study 2 [234,235]
Theories

Dynamic Capabilities Theory 1 [236]
Technology, Organization,

Environment
Theory

1 [235]

H
ea

lt
hc

ar
e

an
d

Ph
ar

m
ac

eu
ti

ca
l

Methods
Quantitative 2 [243,247]
Qualitative 1 [249]

Proposal (model, architecture, etc.) 3 [245,248,250]
Case Study 1 [246]

Literature Review 1 [244]
Theories

Technology Adoption Models Theory and
Task-Technology Fit 1 [247]

Graph Theory and Matrix Approach Theory 1 [246]
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of

Technology 1 [250]

M
in

in
g

an
d

M
in

er
al

Methods
Qualitative 3 [249,254,256]

Proposal (model, architecture, etc.) 2 [251,255]
Case Study 2 [252,256]

Literature Review 2 [251,253]

En
er

gy

Methods
Qualitative 2 [258,259]

Proposal (model, architecture, etc.) 1 [261]
Case Study 3 [259,260,262]

Literature Review 1 [257]

4.2.3. Future Directions

There are general directions that are independent of the industry and industry-based sug-
gestions when the future directions of the studies are considered. After the general directions
are given below, the industry-specific directions are given next to the industry name.

The application of BT in different industries is recommend in studies [197,205,209].
Many companies offer BT solutions with a limited scope (only with the pilot projects) but on
the other hand, they need a ready-made solution. To take full benefits of BT, suitable systems
should be developed in the future that includes required infrastructure, standard operating
procedures, strict quality norms and skilled human resources [135]. It will be beneficial to
create complex socio-technical systems that call for multidisciplinary skills from a variety
of fields, including computer science, the social sciences, and business [157]. Future
studies can also investigate how engineers, operational professionals, and the academic
community can work together to improve the reliability of the blockchain system [229], to
create standards and offer useful performance metrics for the use of BT [223].

In addition, as certification firms are crucial to the supply chain participants’ compli-
ance, certification organizations’ roles in supply chains may be further investigated and
operationalized [206]. Future research might also focus on the elements influencing the
success or failure of blockchain after adoption [223]. The employees must also receive
the necessary training in order to handle and utilize this cutting-edge technology [273].
Analyzing the return on investment or performing the cost-benefit analysis of the proposed
architecture for adoption and scaling up can also be an important area of future work [191].
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New ideas have emerged that connect BT with various Industry 5.0 technologies
such as big data, the IoT, radio frequency identification (RFID), near-field communication
(NFC) [96], artificial intelligence, augmented reality, autonomous robot, digital twin, virtual
reality and, 3D printing that can be taken into account in future studies [270].

Research on implementing BT in sustainable supply chain management is still in its
early stages. More study is required to fully explore the potential of BT in various industries
considering various nations [232]. Future work intends to use parameters like finance,
policy, pollution, and energy to evaluate sustainable/smart BT [263]. Furthermore, other
highlighted challenges, such as regulatory, technical, and interoperability issues, should be
addressed in more detail [116]. As studies have concentrated more on the economic aspect
of sustainability, it is necessary to look into the social sustainability of access rights and
privacy concerns of the BT integration [227] and environmental aspects [236].

• Food and Agriculture Industries: Despite its many benefits, the real implementation of
blockchain in the agricultural food supply chain is still in its infancy [79,153,180,264].
Much research should be done to use it to create reliable and secure decentral-
ized apps [172]. Unvalidated sustainable e-agriculture implementation and non-
informalized sustainable analysis are still understudied as developing themes [106].
The biggest issue with this is that there are not many incidents of it happening, and the
direct and indirect social and environmental benefits of the technologies have not been
properly tracked down or measured yet. Longitudinal studies could be very helpful
to detect the direct and indirect social and environmental benefits of the technologies
in the long run [153,268]. It would also be helpful to compare the effects on different
supply chains, including long and short FSCs [153].

• Fashion, Textile and Apparel Industries: Since the implementation of BT is complicated,
future research can focus more on to examine the challenges related to implementation
in these industries [197], and the interaction and integration of diverse blockchain
systems [206]. Considering the methodological point of view, case studies are based
on a small sample in the reviewed studies, as very few brands and suppliers in the
fashion, textile, and apparel industries are starting to adopt the use of blockchain.
Therefore, future studies may include more brands and suppliers [203]. Additionally,
other than qualitative case studies, it is advised to use quantitative techniques to create
robust inferences in cases [205,210].

• Manufacturing Industry: Future research is suggested to focus on the creation of an
integrated technological application framework to combine blockchain and artificial
intelligence in the manufacturing sector [213]. In addition, the multi-cloud seamless
method for collaborative enterprise management, wherein corporate information sys-
tems based on various clouds are capable of handling synchronous workloads, can be
the focus of future research [214]. Future research should involve more companies and
larger sample of areas or countries [218]. For instance, the reviewed studies focused
on Malaysian [218], Danish [215], and Chinese [220] manufacturing companies. More
research is also needed to compare BT uses in both traditional manufacturing and
remanufacturing [215]. It is advised that the government enact necessary regulations
to encourage the use of BT throughout the nation or industry (manufacturing) [273].
Although the concept of combining BT with additive manufacturing is recommended,
in practice it is considerably more complicated, and more research should be con-
ducted [222]. A blockchain-based additive manufacturing system will need to work in
harmony with a variety of stakeholders [222].

• Maritime and Shipping Industries: On various maritime information infrastructures,
cross-sectional and longitudinal case studies can be carried out [225] as more case
studies needed to generalize the findings [227]. Regarding the many aspects, including
environmental, business internal, and technological, a study on the collaboration
between shipping companies and shippers is suggested [226]. By creating an end-to-
end blockchain network combining smart contracts with machine learning features for
the global process of exporting and importing, future research can further utilize the
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shipping sector [229]. In addition to a risk-focused strategy, examining the difficulties
and suggested adaptive techniques in implementing a blockchain integrated system
may provide a more thorough understanding of blockchain’s potential in the maritime
shipping industry [233]. Moreover, future studies can concentrate on examining the
unique characteristics of maritime industry in comparison to other industries in terms
of blockchain acceptability, as well as the role of government authorities in terms of
the adoption and usage of the technology [231].

• Automotive Industry: Since research generally is based on the data taken from the
automobile industry of a particular country (for example, India), it would not be
correct to generalize the results of the studies in this sector to the whole world. The
results will likely be different for less developed countries with limited organizational
skills and access to information resources [236]. Future researchers can extend the
models used by using complex mathematical modeling and simulations to reveal the
underlying phenomena between variables [237].

• Healthcare and Pharmaceutical Industries: The examined publications’ recommendations
for future research emphasized the need for governments to assist the use of BT by
enterprises for innovative solutions [247]. It is also crucial to consider other aspects
of the healthcare industry and the various types of equipment that are used [244].
In addition, many methods can be used, including real case studies and additional
mathematical and empirical modeling tools for these industries BT applications [245].

• Mining and Mineral Industries: Like other industries, more case studies and quantitative
analysis are required for mining and mineral industries in future studies [256]. Future
studies might compare blockchain versus non-blockchain solutions more thoroughly
in terms of costs and other factors, and look at the relationship between consumers’
traits and how they respond to BT-based items [252]. It is also important to carefully
consider how mandatory and optional frameworks of blockchain implementations
differ from one another [253].

• Energy Industry: Blockchain adoption in energy research is still in its early
stages [257,260,262]. Future research needs to obtain empirical data from pilot stud-
ies [262]. The findings in [260] stressed the significance of incentives for the energy
industry. The establishment of research platforms and the study of BT should be
supported by several institutions, such as companies, institutions, and universities. In
addition, governments should streamline management processes and increase man-
agement levels and efficiency to safeguard energy blockchain innovation. In future
studies, a blockchain-based energy transaction platform can be implemented in a smart
home environment. In addition, long-term comparisons can be made by calculating
the energy costs between a normal home and a smart home using the recommended
platform [261].

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The use of BT in increasingly digitalized and globalized supply chains and logistics
has been explored in the context of sustainability using a mixed-method approach. This
study includes 552 studies published between 2017 and September 2022 in the Scopus
and WoS databases on blockchain and sustainability in supply chains and logistics for
bibliometric analysis. Studies focusing on certain industries were assessed among the
publications collected in the bibliometric study, and a total of 185 articles were reached for
content analysis. The study provides the current state of the research components with
bibliometric indicators as well as appreciates the industry-based view of the field using
content analysis.

To address the first research question (RQ1), the status of the research on blockchain
and sustainability, various bibliometric analyses and rules have been applied. The results
of the distribution of publications over the years (RQ1.1) show that this field is on the rise
as stated in [3,26], and the field has attracted more attention since 2019, showing an annual
growth rate of 152.19%. To identify top research components (sources, authors, affiliations,
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countries, keywords) and how they relate (RQ1.2), three-field analysis is used. Joseph
Sarkis [1,2,40,76,180] is the most productive author with more relationships with the main
research field and many of the listed core journals. Many top-productive authors have
published their studies in Sustainability, Annals of Operations Research and Business Strategy,
and The Environment journals. For the top keywords, other than search strings, IoT, circular
economy, Industry 4.0, COVID-19, and agri-food keywords indicate relationships with top
authors. For the top countries, China and India have more relationships with top affiliations.
Many collaborations between countries, affiliations, and authors are also detected, such
as, The Hanken School of Economics (Finland) has relationships with Finland, the USA,
Denmark, China, and France and many top authors.

It is also investigated whether the research collection complies with Bradford’s Law
and Lotka’s Law (RQ1.3), and it was found to confirm. Source clustering and author
productivity calculations with bibliometric laws highlight that there are a few journals
(e.g., Sustainability, Journal of Cleaner Production, and International Journal of Production
Research) that publish many articles and many journals that publish few articles. Similarly,
84.5% of authors publish only one article in the research field. The top cited publications
are investigated (RQ1.4), and it is found that Saberi et al. [76], providing an overview of BT,
its use in supply chains, and the challenges it faces, have the most citations in the field.

When the discovered themes are examined (RQ1.5), in accordance with the statements
about the themes’ persistency in [81], it can be concluded that since IoT, traceability, and
Industry 4.0 have been studied for all time periods, these themes have a greater likelihood
of remaining in the next periods. In addition, COVID-19 with food industry themes can
also be prevalent and popular in later periods because they appear as motor themes in this
year’s map, and the effects of COVID-19 have been studied by researchers in recent years
(e.g., Galanakis et al. [164] discuss potential innovations (internet and communication tech-
nologies, blockchain, etc.) for the food industry affected by the pandemic). Since carbon
emission, supply chain finance, and renewable energy themes are located in emerging themes,
the development of these themes can gain popularity if they receive interest from researchers.

The themes highlighted by the bibliometric study, such as COVID-19 and traceability,
were expanded upon by industry-specific content analysis. Food and agriculture are the
most popular industry in this discipline, followed by fashion, textile, and apparel, while
energy is the least popular industry. To appreciate the industry-based insights of the
research on blockchain and sustainability in supply chains (RQ2), the benefits, challenges,
and uses of BT (RQ2.1), the methods and theories (RQ2.2), and future directions (RQ2.3) in
the research collection are investigated.

One of the most significant benefits of using blockchain in supply chains, accord-
ing to findings, is its potential strength in enabling the development of a more sustain-
able system for all industries. The other benefits are as follows: transparency, traceabil-
ity [128,129,134,201,202,231,243,247–250,259], fewer negative environmental effects [143],
quality assurance, resilient and more efficient supply chain systems, [97,125,129,216],
real-time management, utilization of resources [98], cost efficiency [126,139,216,218], in-
creased synergy between supply chain actors [156], improved visibility and the immutabil-
ity of records [98,126,129,153–156], and reduced fraud and counterfeiting
attempts [102,110,123,135,149,157–159]. On the other hand, there are challenges, such
as the lack of resources for technical expertise, education, and training [99,167,235], lack of
awareness and knowledge [118,203,204,215,223], high investment costs [175,176,259], regu-
latory, governmental [168,237,262], operational [215], scalability [98,170–172,203,204,215],
and security and privacy [79,178,179,203,204,235] issues.

Usage areas of blockchain-based sustainable supply chains include e-farming
applications [31,106,113,114], open to trace food tracking systems from farm to
fork [80,105,109,146,163–166], detection of counterfeiting in fashion products (e.g., lux-
ury bags, dresses) [201,209], plastic recycling, steel manufacturing, additive manufactur-
ing, and cloud manufacturing [213,221], determining routes and destinations in ship-
ping [226,229], customs procedures [229], processes between blood banks and hospi-
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tals [244,245,247], renewable energy systems [260], and the journey of precious minerals
and metals [252,253,256]. It has been suggested that expanding the use of BT across all in-
dustries can provide more fruitful outcomes such as the development of global, data-driven,
intelligent, agile, and autonomous systems in supply chains [98,101,104,105,111,112], and
advance the realization of sustainability in all its forms: economic, social, and environmen-
tal. IoT, digital twins, AI, machine learning, cloud computing, and RFID are some of these
technologies [99,109,110].

When the methods used are examined, it is seen that quantitative, qualitative, pro-
posal (model, architecture, etc.), case study and literature review studies are carried out.
Considering industries, literature reviews for food and agriculture, case studies for fashion,
textile, and apparel, maritime and shipping, and energy, quantitative studies for manufac-
turing and automotive, proposal studies for healthcare and pharmaceuticals, qualitative
studies for mining and minerals are the most used. When theory usage is evaluated, it
has been observed that theories are employed very rarely in studies overall and not at all
in studies of the mining, mineral, and energy industries. The Technology, Organization,
Environment Theory is used in the food and agriculture [176,180], manufacturing [219],
and automotive [235] industries. The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
is also utilized in different industries: food and agriculture [176], manufacturing [220], and
healthcare and pharmaceutical [250].

When the directions for future research are considered, it is highlighted that more
research should be done and that various institutions should collaborate to work in this
area, increase incentives (for instance, by governments), and diversify the use of BT with
innovations like IoT, RFID, digital twins, big data, and artificial intelligence.
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Current Trend of Industry 4.0 in Logistics and Transformation
of Logistics Processes Using Digital Technologies: An Empirical
Study in the Slovak Republic
Patrik Richnák

Department of Production Management and Logistics, Faculty of Business Management, University of Economics
in Bratislava, Dolnozemská cesta 1, 852 35 Bratislava, Slovakia; patrik.richnak@euba.sk

Abstract: Background: The digital transformation towards Industry 4.0 has become a necessity for
businesses as it makes them more flexible, agile and responsive. Logistics is no exception, as it is con-
stantly undergoing a significant transformation supported by revolutionary Industry 4.0 technologies
that are fundamentally changing logistics processes and operations. Methods: In the construction
of the paper, the following classical scientific methods were used: analysis, synthesis, induction,
deduction, analogy, specification and comparison. Among the special scientific methods, the method
of classification, concretisation, graphical methods, questionnaire survey and statistical methods
were used. Results: The analysed enterprises perceive digital transformation in logistics. In the
analysed enterprises in Slovakia, the Industry 4.0 strategy is implemented in logistics. Industry 4.0 in
logistics has the largest representation in production logistics in each enterprise category. In imple-
menting Industry 4.0 in logistics, enterprises confront the biggest barrier, namely, investment costs.
Conclusions: Through one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient,
several significant relationships were confirmed. The significant relationship between manufacturing
logistics and selected Industry 4.0 technologies was demonstrated. The significant relationship
between procurement logistics and selected Industry 4.0 technologies was also demonstrated. The
statistical analysis also confirmed a significant relationship between distribution logistics and the
selected Industry 4.0 technologies.

Keywords: digital transformation; Industry 4.0; Industry 4.0 technologies; Logistics 4.0; statisti-
cal methods

1. Introduction

The business environment is facing a dizzying transformation, rapid change and
dynamic development. The logistics industry has seen many changes over the years, and as
technology continues to transform the world, its impact on logistics will only expand. This
is expected to cause a paradigm shift in how enterprises deliver their goods to customers
quickly and efficiently. In the wake of the global pandemic, the logistics industry is under
more pressure than ever to improve its processes. Everyone needs seamless logistics flows
without any dangers or disruptions. Industry 4.0 is having a profound impact on the
economy of every country, as it is revolutionising not only logistics, but also fundamentally
changing society itself and the economy of the world. Industry 4.0 represents the use
of automation and digitalisation with the application of new revolutionary technologies.
Industry 4.0 is based on the interconnection of the Internet of Things with modern devices
that communicate with each other through cyber-physical systems and are independent of
humans. The actual implementation and subsequent use of Industry 4.0 and its technologies
in the enterprise concerns not only logistics, but the entire supply chain. Industry 4.0 brings
transformational changes that offer significant challenges and opportunities that affect
many operational aspects of logistics.
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The intention of the paper was to identify and explain the definitions and terminology
that identify Industry 4.0 in logistics, based on the analysis of the literature, and also to inter-
pret the research results that analyse the current state of the ongoing digital transformation
of logistics through digital technologies in enterprises in the Slovak Republic.

Research and studies carried out in the field of digital transformation of logistics
towards Logistics 4.0 still have a limited presence in the scientific sphere. Partial studies
have been realised elsewhere in the world which highlight the importance of digital tech-
nologies in logistics for the sake of a continuous flow in logistics and to ensure an efficient
management of logistics processes and activities with elements of artificial intelligence. It
is this gap in research that has created a prerequisite for an in-depth analysis of the issue
in the conditions of the Slovak Republic, where no similar research has been conducted
in small, medium-sized and large enterprises through a questionnaire which has been
evaluated by descriptive analysis and inferential analysis.

In the first part of the paper, a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of the views on
the conceptual framework for Industry 4.0, the role of technology in the Industry 4.0 era,
and the digital transformation of logistics is conducted through classical scientific methods.
In the next part of the paper, the methodology of the paper is identified, which includes a
review of similar research conducted in the world, thus establishing the theoretical basis
for the construction of the research question and hypotheses. Subsequently, the paper
conducts a descriptive analysis of the questionnaire survey and an inferential analysis of
the questionnaire survey, where one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Pearson’s
correlation coefficient is used. The last part of the paper is the summary of the research and
identification of the research limitations.

2. Literature Overview

Digitalisation represents a complex and radical change in which enterprises need
to identify and implement digital measures [1]. Digital transformation affects different
dimensions of enterprises while enabling the creation of new business models through
digital technologies [2]. Digital transformation focuses on creating added value for cus-
tomers through smart technologies [3]. Digital technologies have changed the nature of
business processes as they create new methods of management whereby the enterprise
achieves a competitive advantage in a network of stakeholders [4]. In a study by Mittal
et al. [5], Pfohl et al. [6] include among digital technologies: augmented reality, virtual
reality, cyber-physical infrastructure, cloud computing, Internet of Things, artificial intel-
ligence, big data analytics, additive manufacturing, smart sensors, autonomous robots
and systems, and mobile technologies. Digitalisation in the logistics and supply chain
management industry is increasingly inflected as it is of strategic importance to enterprises
and is impacting established paradigms and business models [7,8]. Fragapane et al. [9]
state that new technologies are emerging, especially in the Industry 4.0 era. These tech-
nologies include cloud operations and artificial intelligence, while creating new flexible
manufacturing systems. The essence of flexibility lies in the ability of the enterprise to
respond to customer demands in a timely manner while increasing productivity, without
incurring excessive costs and overcommitting resources. Schniederjans et al. [10] state
that digitalisation is a current trend in the logistics industry. The opportunities associated
with digitalisation have enabled the entire supply chain to access, store and process large
amounts of data, whereby enterprises are able to capture individualised customer data to
personalise the sales process, product and service design.

We are currently in the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which is characterised by the
implementation of smart technologies that interconnect the physical and biological worlds
with the digital world [11]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution represents the integration
of manufacturing with intelligent information and communication technologies, which
enable the manufacturing of products according to individual customer requirements.
They also allow production in batches of one piece, but at the cost of mass-produced
goods [12]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution differs from the First, Second and Third
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Industrial Revolutions because technology plays a much greater role in it. A significant
factor is the establishment of technology policy to create an innovation ecosystem [13]. The
Fourth Industrial Revolution is also defined as Industry 4.0. Its essence is based on the
rapid development of digital technologies. Industry 4.0 digital technologies include the
Internet of Things and cyber-physical systems [14]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution is
causing changes, especially in manufacturing, as it sees a shift from mass production to
personalised production. At the same time, this leads to greater flexibility in production
processes while providing tools with which to more efficiently cater to individual customer
needs [15]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution has seen significant advances as it embraces
robotics and artificial intelligence, whereby machines do the heavy lifting and automated
robots carry out constantly repetitive operations [16]. In the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
a digital revolution is underway that is fundamentally changing the way individuals
work and the way they use the advanced technologies that are integral to manufacturing
processes [17]. Industry 4.0 is considered the Fourth Industrial Revolution. It is driven
by the automatization of production processes and also by their digitalisation [18]. The
Fourth Industrial Revolution enables a higher level of manufacturing efficiency through
new, disruptive, smart technologies. These technologies also aim to influence the social
and environmental sustainability of enterprises [19].

2.1. Conceptual Framework for Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 represents a new level of organisation and control of the entire product
life cycle value chain. It also focuses on increasingly individualised customer requirements.
Industry 4.0 is a visionary yet realistic concept. Industry 4.0 encompasses the Internet of
Things, smart manufacturing and cloud manufacturing [20]. Industry 4.0 encompasses
an industrial revolution that is based on cyber-physical systems. Industry 4.0 envisages
the interconnection of physical and digital systems, all in real time with the help of new
enabling technologies. These technologies are changing the way work is done and the way
work systems are used. Industry 4.0 is changing the traditional way of doing enterprise,
including agility, flexibility and quality [21]. Industry 4.0 focuses on the automation and
digitalisation of processes and systems and the exchange of data across the enterprise.
The main goal of Industry 4.0 is to create a smart factory to increase productivity in the
production system [22]. Nierostek and Horváthová [23] see the success of the enterprise and
its future in the Industry 4.0 concept, as Industry 4.0 transforms enterprises and replaces
old technologies and processes. Porubčinová and Fidlerová [24] assume that the essence
of Industry 4.0 is in the interconnection of the different technological components, with
machines, people and products interacting with each other. Mokrá et al. [25] consider it
important in the current revolution to take care of efficient employees, who represent a
decisive role in business processes. Industry 4.0 is a new industrialisation strategy. Within
it, cyber-physical systems, big data, cloud computing, the Internet of Things and the
Internet of Services are applied [26]. Industry 4.0 represents a technological revolution
where industrial automatization, simulation, integration systems, IoT, cloud computing,
additive manufacturing, and augmented reality have important roles to play. It is these
technologies that represent the main drivers of the technological revolution [27]. With the
help of Industry 4.0, it is possible to connect all elements related to manufacturing processes.
The implementation of advanced technologies, techniques and management methodologies
specific to Industry 4.0 covers the entire manufacturing process. The intention is to achieve
the creation of a Smart Factory [28]. Fidlerová et al. [29] connect the implementation of
Industry 4.0 with the introduction of innovations that aim to increase the competitiveness
of sustainable business. Imran et al. [30] define Industry 4.0 as the increasing digitalisation
and automatization of manufacturing. At the same time, digital value chains are being
created that communicate between products, business partners and their environment.
Industry 4.0 is creating smart factories that combine physical and cyber technologies. At the
same time, technologies are becoming more complex and precise, making manufacturing
more efficient, controllable, quality, and transparent [31]. Industry 4.0 is associated with
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disruptive innovation [32]. These innovations have an important impact on radical changes
in technological processes. In order to face the digital transformation, the enterprise has to
deal with many challenges, which include fragmentation of the value chain, integration
of production systems, and globalisation and decentralisation of manufacturing [33–35].
Industry 4.0 represents the era of digitalisation, where there are digital business models,
digital environments, digital production systems and digital machines. In digitalisation,
physical flows are implemented and continuously mapped on digital platforms. The higher
level of automatization is represented by systems and software that enable communication
with intelligent information and communication technologies. This ensures a digital factory
not only internally, but also externally as it reaches all elements of the value chain [36].

2.2. Role of Technologies in the Age of Industry 4.0

The pillars of Industry 4.0 are an essential part of this. The core pillars of Indus-
try 4.0 include: the Industrial Internet of Things, cyber-physical systems, vertical and
horizontal software integration, augmented reality, predictive techniques, autonomous
robots, additive technologies, mass individualisation, innovative methods for collecting
and processing big data, and many other real-time data analytics techniques that exploit
the potential of cloud computing [37]. Tutak and Brodny [38], Pivoto et al. [39], and Sony
and Naik [40] agree on the nine core technology pillars of Industry 4.0. According to the
authors, it is these nine pillars that significantly influence the activities in the industry
and service sector. These pillars include optimisation and simulation, cloud technologies,
virtual and augmented reality, big data analytics, horizontal and vertical system integra-
tion, industrial IoT, autonomous robots, incremental technologies, and cybersecurity. The
integration of Industry 4.0 technologies into business processes has sparked the trans-
formation of tangible objects into intangible ones. This transformation has made objects
more portable and accessible [41]. Industry 4.0 includes artificial intelligence, Internet of
Things, augmented reality, additive manufacturing, advanced robotics and cobots, human-
machine interfaces, machine-to-machine communication, blockchain, data stored in the
cloud, the Internet of Services, autonomous vehicles, and drones [42]. The core technologies
of Industry 4.0 include: simulation, industrial IoT, big data analytics, cloud technologies,
additive manufacturing, autonomous robots, augmented reality, cybersecurity, and busi-
ness intelligence [43]. The key elements of Industry 4.0 that are creating disruptive change
include: advanced simulation, nanotechnology, biotechnology, neurotechnology, artificial
intelligence, Internet of Things, cloud computing, big data, industrial IoT, smart factory
and intelligent factory, autonomous robots, cybersecurity, additive manufacturing, vir-
tual reality, smart sensors, drones, vertical and horizontal systems integration, renewable
energy and advanced energy storage, machine-to-machine communication, 5G network,
quantum computing, mobile devices, predictive maintenance, advanced human-machine
interface, and digital twin [44]. The key pillar of Industry 4.0 is new technologies that are
fundamentally changing business processes. Industry 4.0 technologies include: simulation,
nanotechnology, cloud computing, virtual reality, 3D printing, big data analytics, radio
frequency identification, Internet of Things, cybersecurity, machine-to-machine commu-
nication, robots, and drones [45–47]. The main advantage of Industry 4.0 technologies
is to ensure the implementation of different capabilities depending on the needs of the
production system. The level of complexity of the decisions to be made, the amount of
information to be processed or the autonomy of the systems to be able to apply decisions
without human intervention are taken into account. Industry 4.0 and related technologies
are increasingly presented as essential for the increase of productivity in manufacturing
enterprises. By focusing on instantaneous communication between machines and objects, it
is possible to make manufacturing systems more responsive to product changes and better
able to react to unpredictable events [48].
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2.3. Digital Transformation of Logistics-Logistics 4.0

In order for logistics systems to respond flexibly to the dynamic changes in the glob-
alised international environment, it is essential that logistics systems become more and
more efficient, flexible and secure [49]. Enterprises can achieve this by implementing
Industry 4.0 technologies in logistics. The challenge in modern logistics is also supply
chain management is the automation of supply chain processes [50]. It is the automation of
logistics processes that is still one of the most pressing needs and to manage the current
crisis that is also affecting logistics [51]. The trend towards digitalisation has made Indus-
try 4.0 inevitable and is playing a decisive role in the development of new logistics and
manufacturing concepts [52]. The ongoing digital transformation of logistics, including
the whole supply chain, is a source of competitive advantage [53]. With the support of
autonomous and digital Industry 4.0 technologies, faster delivery and minimised logistics
costs will be achieved in logistics [54]. With the concept of Industry 4.0, the terms smart
logistics and Logistics 4.0 are inflected in logistics. These terms are associated with the
Industry 4.0 phenomenon in logistics and describe the interconnection of logistics with the
Internet of Things and cyber-physical systems. The main aim of Logistics 4.0 is to speed up
logistics processes by sharing information in real time and minimising inaccuracies. The
benefits of Logistics 4.0 in the enterprise include: simplified monitoring of logistics systems,
increased environmental considerateness, increased logistics awareness, minimised waste
of costs, time and energy, creation of new business models, creation of flexible logistics pro-
cesses that respond promptly to consumer demands [55]. The benefits of Logistics 4.0 are
especially noticeable in resource planning, transportation management systems, warehouse
management systems, and intelligent transportation systems superstructure [56].

Logistics processes themselves are also under the influence of Logistics 4.0. The
logistics paths most affected by the Fourth Industrial Revolution are procurement, inventory
management, warehousing and transport. The definition of these logistics processes is
identified in Table 1.

Table 1. Definition of logistics process 4.0.

Author Logistics Process 4.0 Definition of Logistics Process 4.0

Nicoletti [57] Procurement 4.0

Procurement 4.0 uses technologies such as warehouse robots, self-driving
vehicles to enable the introduction of processes that do not require

operators and minimise human labour. The main intention is to integrate
automation and information and communication solutions.

Kozma et al. [58] Inventory management 4.0

Inventory management 4.0 represents the processes of warehouse and
stock management, which are becoming more transparent and predictable

with the development of the Industrial Internet of Things. Inventory
management 4.0 is subject to monitoring and controlling the use of space
by means of information and communication devices, for example, actual

pallet location data is transmitted via RFID technology.

Tutam [59] Warehousing 4.0

Warehousing 4.0 represents intelligent, automated and connected systems
and represents a transformation to autonomy in industry by removing

human participation. Autonomous systems, which require less space and
operate 24/7, complement mechanical, electromechanical and automated
systems by increasing productivity, efficiency, flexibility, modularity and

agility, making warehouses more efficient.

Brach [60] Transport 4.0

Transport 4.0 involves more autonomous transport, the core of which is
based on automation and autonomy. Transport 4.0 concentrates on
reducing the negative impact on the environment, on the process of

movement along with all transport activities that are dominant in the
networked environment.

Jeschke [61] defines Logistics 4.0 as the application of smart technologies within In-
dustry 4.0. These technologies include advanced robotics, cloud computing, artificial
intelligence, big data and the Internet of Things. Amr et al. [62] says that Logistics 4.0 is a
new technological direction that combines technologies with the intention of making the
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entire supply chain more efficient and effective, while changing the focus of enterprises
on value chains, maximising value for consumers and customers by increasing competi-
tiveness through digitalisation. Logistics 4.0 is a combination of smart technologies whose
applications are in the areas of inventory management, warehousing, distribution and
transportation [63]. Logistics 4.0 represents intelligent logistics, which includes connec-
tivity and integration, real-time localisation, automated data collection and processing,
automatic identification, and business and analytical services. Through the new gener-
ation technologies, logistics processes are being industrialised through rationalisation
and standardisation [64]. Strandhagen et al. [65] defined Logistics 4.0 through Industry
4.0 technologies through which the need for warehousing is reduced, leading to optimised
inventory management, information exchange and no information disruptions. Logistics
4.0 is a strategic logistics system that is characterised by flexibility, perfect adaptability
to the market, minimisation of costs and meeting customer requirements [66]. Logistics
4.0 consists of autonomous subsystems that interact with each other in order to achieve
individual goals and to ensure the efficient behaviour of individual entities [67]. Logistics
4.0 includes networking and integration, data collection and processing, self-organization,
decentralisation and independence [68].

Logistics 4.0 mainly uses the following Industry 4.0 technologies: virtual reality and
augmented reality, big data, Internet of Things, advanced simulation, artificial intelligence,
smart sensors and autonomous robots. These technologies perform an indispensable
role in procurement logistics, production logistics and distribution logistics in the con-
text of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The characteristics of these technologies are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Definition of Logistics 4.0 technologies.

Author Logistics 4.0 Technologies Definition of Logistics 4.0 Technologies

Gattullo et al. [69] Virtual Reality and Augmented
Reality

Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality are complementary Industry
4.0 technologies. With the help of virtual reality, users are transported, via a

headset, into a virtual world. But with augmented reality, applications present the
illusion of multiple graphical layers of information layered on top of each other

over a specific part of the user’s field of view.

Diniz et al. [70] Big Data
The large amount of structured and unstructured data from different types of

sources, which may come from interconnected objects, describes a large amount of
data. A fundamental characteristic of Big Data is performing analysis on this data.

Kamble et al. [71] Internet of Things
Internet of Things is creating an industrial system that enables a combination of

intelligent machines, advanced predictive analytics, and machine-human
collaboration to promote productivity, efficiency, and reliability.

Klee and Allen [72] Advanced simulation
Simulation is a common method of analysing the behaviour of complex systems.

Simulation is a classical technology whose foundations date back to the era of
analog computers.

Sigov et al. [73] Artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence involves building intelligent machines capable of performing
tasks that typically require human intelligence. The essence of artificial

intelligence lies in reasoning, knowledge representation, planning, learning,
processing machine learning approaches including artificial neural networks.

Kumar and Nayyar [74] Smart sensors

Smart sensors act as manufacturing assets that collect large amounts of data about
products and their environment. This is data for example to measure temperature,
humidity and smoke in the air. Smart sensors can detect anomalous activities and

can provide the ability to communicate wirelessly, making the data synthetic
through a cloud interface as well.

Graetz and Michaels [75] Autonomous robots

Autonomous robots perform autonomous manufacturing more precisely and can
work alongside humans or even in places where humans are constrained.

Autonomous robots have the ability to complete tasks on time and accurately,
with a focus on flexibility, safety, versatility and collaboration.

3. Research Methodology

The main objective of the present paper was to determine and explicate the definitions
and terminology that identify Industry 4.0 in logistics based on a literature analysis and
to interpret the research results that analyse the current state of the ongoing digital trans-
formation of logistics through digital technologies in enterprises in Slovakia. In providing
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a comprehensive view of the issue, it was necessary to define the partial objectives of the
paper, which included:

• The comparative overview of views on a conceptual framework for Industry 4.0,
• The comparative analysis of views on the role of technology in the age of Industry 4.0,
• The comparative review of views on the digital transformation of logistics-Logistics 4.0,
• Descriptive analysis of the questionnaire survey,
• Inferential analysis of the questionnaire survey,
• Summarisation of the research issues.

3.1. Description of Collection Tool

The research and studies conducted on the digital transformation of logistics towards
Logistics 4.0 still have a limited presence in the scientific sphere. It is this research gap
that has created the prerequisite for an in-depth analysis of the topic at hand through
statistical induction. Perona et al. [76] conducted research in 91 Italian manufacturing
enterprises. The results of the research showed that the implementation of Logistics 4.0 is
still immature but has a huge potential. Awareness that the goal of Logistics 4.0 is the
harmonious and integrated implementation of digital technologies to support logistics
processes has not yet spread in Italian manufacturing enterprises. Nobrega et al. [77]
investigated the evolution of Logistics 4.0 in Brazilian enterprises. The authors consider
that Logistics 4.0 will represent a major disruptive transformation. Technological advances
will allow the entire supply chain to be connected and information will be able to be
exchanged in real time, providing greater control over information and better decision
making. In addition, Brazilian enterprises consider that the implementation of Logistics
4.0 will also increase identification capabilities and provide better commercial demand
forecasting, thereby increasing the flexibility of enterprises. Batz et al. [78] conducted
research to determine whether Polish enterprises are aware of the Logistics 4.0 concept and
whether they use solutions commonly described as Logistics 4.0 solutions. Based on the
results of the research conducted in logistics and manufacturing enterprises in Poland, 33%
of the surveyed enterprises are aware of the Logistics 4.0 concept, 50% of the enterprises
are aware of the big data concept, 83% of the enterprises want to apply automated data
exchange systems and are willing to automate their processes as well as to introduce partial
robotisation of their processes. Group-IPS [79] analyses the degree of digitalisation of the
supply chain in Spanish enterprises. The research shows that 65% of Spanish enterprises
have limitations in the visibility of their supply chain. The main priorities of the surveyed
enterprises are the digitalisation of their logistics planning, production and execution. The
Industry 4.0 technologies considered most useful in logistics are Internet of Things, big
data analytics and artificial intelligence. Correa et al. [80] investigated in 108 Brazilian
enterprises the level of corporate interest in investing in IoT and big data analytics of
Industry 4.0 technologies oriented towards logistics innovation. More than half of the
respondent enterprises are already investing in these two technologies. Enterprises in-
tend to use big data analytics to reduce operational costs, predict consumer behaviour
and forecasting. The main reason for adopting IoT and big data analytics is to be more
competitive. Alamsjah and Yunus [81] investigated the key determinants of supply chain
4.0 maturity in 154 Indonesian manufacturing enterprises. The analysis revealed that
supply chain ambidexterity with an emphasis on innovation positively influences firm
agility and the level of supply chain 4.0 maturity. Dallasega et al. [82] investigated the level
of maturity of Logistics 4.0 implementation in manufacturing enterprises based in Central
Europe, the Northeastern United States, and Northern Thailand. Based on 239 responses,
they concluded that Logistics 4.0 is a relatively new area of research that requires further
development through empirical validation. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is
no empirically validated multidimensional construct to measure Logistics 4.0 in manufac-
turing enterprises. Woschank and Dallasega [83] conducted research between December
2020 and January 2021 that was distributed in Central Europe. The results of the research
confirmed the impact of Logistics 4.0 on the performance of manufacturing enterprises.
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The results also confirmed that smart and lean supply chains have a significant impact on
logistics performance indicators.

Based on the conceptual framework of the paper, the foreign research realised in the
period 2019–2022 and the author’s previous research (Richnák [84] investigated Industry
4.0 in the metallurgical industry in Slovakia; Richnák [85] evaluated the current situation in
the area of Industry 4.0 in logistics in the machinery and equipment industry in Slovakia;
Richnák [86] investigated the rate of innovation adoption in enterprises in Slovakia in
the era of Industry 4.0), in the years 2021–2022, the research question was conceived and
subsequently the null and the alternative hypothesis was formulated for it:

Research Question (RQ): How is Industry 4.0 affecting corporate logistics?

Hypothesis 1 (H1). We assume that there is no significant relationship between production
logistics and selected Industry 4.0 technologies.

Hypothesis 1 (H1a). We assume that there is a significant relationship between production
logistics and selected Industry 4.0 technologies.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). We assume that there is no significant relationship between procurement
logistics and selected Industry 4.0 technologies.

Hypothesis 2 (H2a). We assume that there is a significant relationship between procurement
logistics and selected Industry 4.0 technologies.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). We assume that there is no significant relationship between distribution
logistics and selected Industry 4.0 technologies.

Hypothesis 3 (H3a). We assume that there is a significant relationship between distribution
logistics and selected Industry 4.0 technologies.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). We assume that there is no significant relationship between Industry 4.0 and
logistics processes.

Hypothesis 4 (H4a). We assume that there is a significant relationship between Industry 4.0 and
logistics processes.

In the construction of the paper, the following classical scientific methods were used:
analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction, analogy, specification, and comparison. Among
the special scientific methods, the method of classification, concretisation, graphical meth-
ods, questionnaire survey, and statistical methods were used.

Data collection through a questionnaire survey was conducted between November 2021
and May 2022 through an electronic standardized questionnaire. The questionnaire was
distributed to managers of small, medium-sized and large enterprises in Slovakia through
e-mail addresses. The questionnaire was structured into several areas. The first area con-
centrated on the identification of the respondents and then other parts of the questionnaire
were related to digital transformation in logistics. The construction of the questions in the
questionnaire used identification questions and closed questions where the respondent had
a choice of options or selection through a numerical scale from 0–6. Descriptive and infer-
ential statistical analysis was used in the analysis. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and Pearson’s correlation coefficient were applied in the statistical analysis.

3.2. Research Design

The research design was a process that consisted of several successive phases. Their devel-
opment is illustrated in Figure 1 and represents the process of realising the research problem.
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Figure 1. Research design of the studied theme. Source: Author’s own. 
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3.3. Descriptions of Research Participants

The object of the research were enterprises located in the Slovak Republic. There
were 144 relevant respondents whose answers were included in the analysis. Enter-
prises were categorised according to size on the basis of the European Commission
2003/361/EC, which defines the small enterprise (10–49 employees), the medium-sized
enterprise (50–249 employees) and the large enterprise (≥250 employees). Medium-sized
enterprises from industry in Slovakia participated in the survey in the highest proportion
(46.5%; N = 67). Large enterprises were represented with the second largest share (44.4%;
N = 64). The smallest proportion (9%; N = 13) was from the participation of small enter-
prises. The summarised data is presented in Figure 2. For the purpose of the analysis
conducted, we can conclude that the sample of respondents represented is at a representa-
tive level, as medium-sized and large enterprises from Slovak industry are dominant.
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The choropleth map is a graphical representation of the relative quantitative data
obtained by the research in the map of Slovakia. The choropleth map is illustrated in
Figure 3. By using the most commonly used expression method of thematic cartography,
we can monitor the aperiodic representation of individual regions. Coloured shades of
yellow-brown indicate identical representation of respondents in the Bratislava and Trnava
Regions (20.1%; N = 29). Western Slovakia was represented by the Trenčín Region (17.4%;
N = 25) and the Nitra Region (11.1%; N = 16). Central Slovakia was represented by the
Žilina Region (9.7%; N = 14) and the Banská Bystrica Region (7.6%; N = 11). Eastern
Slovakia, represented by the Prešov Region (8.3%; N = 12) and the Košice Region (5.6%;
N = 8), featured the lowest participation.
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In the research, we wanted to know in which industrial sector the analysed enterprise
operates. Figure 4 provides a representation of the different industrial sectors. The largest
part of the research sample was the mechanical industry with a share of 19.4% (28 enter-
prises). The automotive industry and the electrical engineering industry also received a
high representation in the research sample, with an identical share of 17.4% (25 enterprises).
This was followed by the food industry (15.3%; N = 22), extractive industry (9.7%; N = 14);
timber and wood processing industry (6.9%; N = 10), and light industry (5.6%, N = 8).
Enterprises from the construction industry and the chemical and pharmaceutical industry
(3.5%; N = 5) and the glass industry (1.4%; N = 2) were the least represented in the research.
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In identifying the research sample, the territorial location of the enterprises was
also included in the analysis. The largest representation of enterprises was recorded in
transnational markets (76.0%; N = 110). Enterprises operating in national markets occupied
the second position (15.3%; N = 22). The lowest shares were observed for enterprises that
operate in regional markets (5.6%; N = 8) and local markets (2.8%; N = 4). The results of the
descriptive analysis are presented in Figure 5.
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4. Results Analysis and Discussion
4.1. Evaluation of Descriptive Analysis

Through descriptive analysis, the following selected results were evaluated, results
which dealt with the theme of digitalisation and Industry 4.0 in the logistics of enterprises
in Slovakia.

The data analysed is segmented by the size of the participating enterprises. Table 3
clearly summarises the results of the analysis, based on which we can see that 89.1% (N = 57)
of large enterprises perceive digital transformation in logistics. Also 77.6% (N = 52) of
medium-sized enterprises in Slovakia reflect the ongoing digital transformation in logistics.
The interesting findings are that also in the small enterprise category (69.2%, N = 9) there
are interests that dominate the digital transformation in logistics.

Table 3. Data file structure by digital transformation in logistics.

Digital Transformation in Logistics Small Enterprises Medium-Sized Enterprises Large Enterprises

Yes
Absolute Frequency 9 52 57
Relative Frequency 69.2% 77.6% 89.1%

No
Absolute Frequency 4 15 7
Relative Frequency 30.8% 22.4% 10.9%

Total
Absolute Frequency 13 67 64
Relative Frequency 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Industry 4.0 in logistics requires having the logistics strategy that deals with the digital
transformation of logistics processes and logistics activities. In the analysed enterprises
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in Slovakia, the Industry 4.0 strategy is implemented in logistics. Large enterprises have
it at this level with a share of 59.4% (N = 38). Medium-sized enterprises have the highest
share (47.8%, N = 32) of Industry 4.0 strategy in logistics in implementation. Also, small
enterprises in Slovakia have the highest share (76.9%, N = 10) of implementation for
the Industry 4.0 strategy in logistics. The interesting finding is that there is no Industry
4.0 strategy in only 1.6% (N = 1) of large enterprises and 6% (N = 4) of medium-sized
enterprises. Table 4 summarises the results of the analysis.

Table 4. Data file structure by implementing Industry 4.0 in logistics.

Small Enterprises Medium-Sized Enterprises Large Enterprises

Strategy implemented Absolute Frequency 1 18 38
Relative Frequency 7.7% 26.9% 59.4%

Strategy in
implementation

Absolute Frequency 10 32 17
Relative Frequency 76.9% 47.8% 26.6%

Pilot initiatives
launched

Absolute Frequency 0 13 8
Relative Frequency 0.0% 19.4% 12.5%

No strategy exists Absolute Frequency 2 4 1
Relative Frequency 15.4% 6.0% 1.6%

Total
Absolute Frequency 13 67 64
Relative Frequency 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

When implementing Industry 4.0 in logistics, it is important to recognise in which
type of logistics it has the largest participation. Based on the results of Table 5, we can
determine that Industry 4.0 in logistics has the largest representation in production logistics
in each category of enterprise. In large enterprises it is represented with a share of 79.7%
(N = 51), in medium-sized enterprises it is represented with a share of 80.6% (N = 54) and
in small enterprises it is represented with a share of 38.5% (N = 5). The interesting finding
is the fact that procurement logistics reached an identical number (N = 4) in each category
of enterprise. On a small scale, large, medium-sized and small enterprises in Slovakia are
implementing Industry 4.0 in distribution logistics.

Table 5. Data file structure of Industry 4.0 implementation in various types of logistics.

Small Enterprises Medium-Sized Enterprises Large Enterprises

Production Logistics Absolute Frequency 5 54 51
Relative Frequency 38.5% 80.6% 79.7%

Procurement Logistics Absolute Frequency 4 4 4
Relative Frequency 30.8% 6.0% 6.2%

Distribution Logistics Absolute Frequency 4 9 9
Relative Frequency 30.8% 13.4% 14.1%

Total
Absolute Frequency 13 67 64
Relative Frequency 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

When implementing Industry 4.0 in logistics, enterprises face barriers to its implemen-
tation. The selected barriers that were most inflected in the research have been summarised
in Table 6. From the responses, we determined that within large enterprises, the biggest
barrier was the investment cost in implementing Industry 4.0 in logistics (59.4%, N = 38).
Also, both medium-sized enterprises (88.1%, N = 59) and small enterprises (84.6%, N = 11)
consider investment costs as the biggest barrier. New supply chain upgrading will also
be a major challenge for large enterprises (37.5%, N = 24). Enterprises in Slovakia are not
concerned about the shortage of skilled labour. Only one large enterprise (1.6%) considers
it as a barrier.
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Table 6. Data file structure by barriers.

Small Enterprises Medium-Sized Enterprises Large Enterprises

Investment costs
Absolute Frequency 11 59 38
Relative Frequency 84.6% 88.1% 59.4%

New supply chain
setting

Absolute Frequency 1 8 24
Relative Frequency 7.7% 11.9% 37.5%

Concern about meeting
objectives

Absolute Frequency 1 0 1
Relative Frequency 7.7% 0.0% 1.6%

Shortage of skilled
labour

Absolute Frequency 0 0 1
Relative Frequency 0.0% 0.0% 1.6%

Total
Absolute Frequency 13 67 64
Relative Frequency 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

4.2. Evaluation of Inferential Analysis

The studied topic was also analysed by using inferential statistics. One-way analysis
of variance ANOVA and Pearson’s correlation coefficient were used to evaluate the null
and alternative hypotheses.

Research Question (RQ): How Is Industry 4.0 Affecting Corporate Logistics?

The null hypothesis (H1) and alternative hypothesis (H1a) were tested using one-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results of the testing are presented in Table 7.
Considering the value of statistical significance, there is a significant relationship between
the production logistics and the selected technologies in Industry 4.0: Virtual reality and
Augmented reality (F(6, 137) = 2.628, p = 0.019; Drones F(6, 137) = 3.257, p = 0.005; Big Data
(F(6, 137) = 2.498, p = 0.025; 5G network (F(6, 137) = 2.567, p = 0.022; Additive manufacturing
F(6, 137) = 5.053, p = 0.000; Internet of Things (F(6, 137) = 4.180, p = 0.001; Advanced
simulation F(6, 137) = 3.161, p = 0.006; Artificial intelligence F(6, 137) = 2.818, p = 0.013;
Smart sensors F(6, 137) = 2.962, p = 0.009; Autonomous robots F(6, 137) = 3.823, p = 0.001;
Cloud computing F(6, 137) = 3.477, p = 0.003; Cyber-physical systems F(6, 137) = 2.690,
p = 0.017.

The null hypothesis (H2) and alternative hypothesis (H2a) were tested using one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results of the testing are presented in Table 8. With
respect to the value of statistical significance, there is a significant relationship between
procurement logistics and the selected Industry 4.0 technologies: Big Data (F(6, 137) = 3.282,
p = 0.005; 5G network (F(6, 137) = 3.537, p = 0.003; Internet of Things (F(6, 137) = 6.247,
p = 0.000; Advanced simulation F(6, 137) = 2.661, p = 0.018; Artificial intelligence
F(6, 137) = 4.760, p = 0.000; Smart sensors F(6, 137) = 4.341, p = 0.000; Cloud computing
F(6, 137) = 3.705, p = 0.002.

The relationship between procurement logistics and Industry 4.0 technologies: Virtual
reality and Augmented reality (F(6, 137) = 0.726, p = 0.630; Drones F(6, 137) = 1.190, p = 0.315;
Additive manufacturing F(6, 137) = 1.298, p = 0.262; Autonomous robots F(6, 137) = 1.975,
p = 0.073; Cyber-physical systems F(6, 137) = 0.541, p = 0.776 was non-significant.

The null hypothesis (H3) and alternative hypothesis (H3a) were tested using one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results of the testing are presented in Table 9. With
respect to the value of statistical significance, there is a significant relationship between
distribution logistics and the selected Industry 4.0 technologies: Big Data (F(6, 137) = 2.774,
p = 0.014; 5G network (F(6, 137) = 2.164, p = 0.050; Internet of Things (F(6, 137) = 4.439,
p = 0.000; Advanced simulation F(6, 137) = 3.140, p = 0.006; Artificial intelligence
F(6, 137) = 2.703, p = 0.016; Smart sensors F(6, 137) = 3.041, p = 0.008; Autonomous robots
F(6, 137) = 3.265, p = 0.005; Cloud computing F(6, 137) = 2.197, p = 0.047.
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Table 7. Industry 4.0 technologies used in production logistics.

ANOVA Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Virtual reality and
Augmented reality

Between Groups 58.102 6 9.684 2.628 0.019
Within Groups 504.836 137 3.685
Total 562.937 143

Drones
Between Groups 84.849 6 14.142 3.257 0.005
Within Groups 594.901 137 4.342
Total 679.750 143

Big Data
Between Groups 63.194 6 10.532 2.498 0.025
Within Groups 577.632 137 4.216
Total 640.826 143

5G network
Between Groups 15.581 6 2.597 2.567 0.022
Within Groups 138.578 137 1.012
Total 154.160 143

Additive
manufacturing

Between Groups 135.580 6 22.597 5.053 0.000
Within Groups 612.643 137 4.472
Total 748.222 143

Internet of Things
Between Groups 97.277 6 16.213 4.180 0.001
Within Groups 531.383 137 3.879
Total 628.660 143

Advanced simulation
Between Groups 73.336 6 12.223 3.161 0.006
Within Groups 529.664 137 3.866
Total 603.000 143

Artificial intelligence
Between Groups 69.328 6 11.555 2.818 0.013
Within Groups 561.831 137 4.101
Total 631.160 143

Smart sensors
Between Groups 63.494 6 10.582 2.962 0.009
Within Groups 489.444 137 3.573
Total 552.938 143

Autonomous robots
Between Groups 47.976 6 7.996 3.823 0.001
Within Groups 286.579 137 2.092
Total 334.556 143

Cloud computing
Between Groups 62.366 6 10.394 3.477 0.003
Within Groups 409.523 137 2.989
Total 471.889 143

Cyber-physical
systems

Between Groups 52.693 6 8.782 2.690 0.017
Within Groups 447.196 137 3.264
Total 499.889 143

The relationship between distribution logistics and Industry 4.0 technologies: Virtual
reality and Augmented reality (F(6, 137) = 1.135, p = 0.345; Drones F(6, 137) = 1.701,
p = 0.125; Additive manufacturing F(6, 137) = 1.490, p = 0.186; Cyber-physical systems
F(6, 137) = 0.712, p = 0.641 was non-significant.

The null hypothesis (H4) and the alternative hypothesis (H4a) were tested using
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Based on the evaluation of the coefficient, we conclude that
a positively significant relationship emerged between Industry 4. 0 and logistics processes:
customer service (r = 0.333; p = 0.000), inventory management (r = 0.328; p = 0.000),
logistics communication (r = 0.341; p = 0.000), material handling (r = 0.197; p = 0.018), order
processing (r = 0.275; p = 0.001), packaging (r = 0.168; p = 0.044), procurement/purchasing
(r = 0.172; p = 0.039), transport and transportation (r = 0.266; p = 0.001), warehousing
(r = 0.353; p = 0.000). The results indicate that we are inclined towards the alternative
hypothesis. The values are shown in Table 10.
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Table 8. Industry 4.0 technologies used in procurement logistics.

ANOVA Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Virtual reality and
Augmented reality

Between Groups 24.550 6 4.092 0.726 0.630
Within Groups 772.450 137 5.638
Total 797.000 143

Drones
Between Groups 36.567 6 6.095 1.190 0.315
Within Groups 701.655 137 5.122
Total 738.222 143

Big Data
Between Groups 70.746 6 11.791 3.282 0.005
Within Groups 492.191 137 3.593
Total 562.938 143

5G network
Between Groups 91.178 6 15.196 3.537 0.003
Within Groups 588.572 137 4.296
Total 679.750 143

Additive manufacturing
Between Groups 34.457 6 5.743 1.298 0.262
Within Groups 606.369 137 4.426
Total 640.826 143

Internet of Things
Between Groups 126.091 6 21.015 6.247 0.000
Within Groups 460.847 137 3.364
Total 586.938 143

Advanced simulation
Between Groups 57.713 6 9.619 2.661 0.018
Within Groups 495.224 137 3.615
Total 552.938 143

Artificial intelligence
Between Groups 57.709 6 9.618 4.760 0.000
Within Groups 276.847 137 2.021
Total 334.556 143

Smart sensors
Between Groups 75.379 6 12.563 4.341 0.000
Within Groups 396.510 137 2.894
Total 471.889 143

Autonomous robots
Between Groups 12.272 6 2.045 1.975 0.073
Within Groups 141.888 137 1.036
Total 154.160 143

Cloud computing
Between Groups 107.693 6 17.949 3.705 0.002
Within Groups 663.745 137 4.845
Total 771.438 143

Cyber-physical systems
Between Groups 18.452 6 3.075 0.541 0.776
Within Groups 778.548 137 5.683
Total 797.000 143

Table 9. Industry 4.0 technologies used in distribution logistics.

ANOVA Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Virtual reality and
Augmented reality

Between Groups 32.186 6 5.364 1.135 0.345
Within Groups 647.564 137 4.727
Total 679.750 143

Drones
Between Groups 44.437 6 7.406 1.701 0.125
Within Groups 596.389 137 4.353
Total 640.826 143

Big Data
Between Groups 68.096 6 11.349 2.774 0.014
Within Groups 560.564 137 4.092
Total 628.660 143

5G network
Between Groups 52.202 6 8.700 2.164 0.050
Within Groups 550.798 137 4.020
Total 603.000 143

Additive manufacturing
Between Groups 47.271 6 7.878 1.490 0.186
Within Groups 724.167 137 5.286
Total 771.438 143
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Table 9. Cont.

ANOVA Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Internet of Things
Between Groups 102.735 6 17.122 4.439 0.000
Within Groups 528.425 137 3.857
Total 631.160 143

Advanced simulation
Between Groups 70.957 6 11.826 3.140 0.006
Within Groups 515.980 137 3.766
Total 586.938 143

Artificial intelligence
Between Groups 49.953 6 8.325 2.703 0.016
Within Groups 421.936 137 3.080
Total 471.889 143

Smart sensors
Between Groups 86.766 6 14.461 3.041 0.008
Within Groups 651.456 137 4.755
Total 738.222 143

Autonomous robots
Between Groups 78.959 6 13.160 3.265 0.005
Within Groups 552.200 137 4.031
Total 631.160 143

Cloud computing
Between Groups 43.875 6 7.313 2.197 0.047
Within Groups 456.013 137 3.329
Total 499.889 143

Cyber-physical systems
Between Groups 4.661 6 .777 0.712 0.641
Within Groups 149.498 137 1.091
Total 154.160 143

Table 10. Industry 4.0 effects on logistics processes.

Pearson Correlation Sig. (2-tailed) N

Customer service 0.333 0.000 144
Inventory Management 0.328 0.000 144

logistics Communication 0.341 0.000 144
Material handling 0.197 0.018 144
Order processing 0.275 0.001 144

Packaging 0.168 0.044 144
Procurement/Purchasing 0.172 0.039 144

Transport and Transportation 0.266 0.001 144
Warehousing 0.353 0.000 144

5. Conclusions

Digital transformation towards Industry 4.0 has become a necessity for enterprises,
as it makes them more flexible, agile and responsive in the current uncompromising
competitive environment. Logistics is no exception, as it is constantly undergoing a
dramatic transformation with the support of disruptive Industry 4.0 technologies that
are fundamentally changing logistics processes and activities.

The aim of the paper was to identify the current state of digital transformation in the
form of Industry 4.0 and its technologies in the logistics of enterprises in Slovakia. The
object of the quantitative research, which was realised in the form of an electronic ques-
tionnaire, were small, medium-sized and large enterprises located in the Slovak Republic.
Medium-sized enterprises from the industry in Slovakia participated in the survey with the
largest share. The largest part of the research sample was represented by the mechanical
industry. The largest representation of enterprises was recorded in the scope of activities
on transnational markets. The analysed enterprises perceive digital transformation in
logistics. In the analysed enterprises in Slovakia, the Industry 4.0 strategy is implemented
in logistics. Industry 4.0 in logistics has the largest representation in production logistics in
each enterprise category. In implementing Industry 4.0 in logistics, enterprises confront the
biggest barrier, namely investment costs.

Currently, there is no uniform checklist of Industry 4.0 technologies that are used
in logistics. Their number and list varies depending on the author’s perspective or the
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capabilities of the enterprise. Some Industry 4.0 technologies are used in small enterprises,
and others in large enterprises; other technologies are used primarily in the automotive
industry, while others are used in the textile industry. The view of Industry 4.0 technologies
in logistics has been compiled by comparing a large number of available sources. Based
on the theoretical part of the paper, the following Industry 4.0 technologies have been
defined: Virtual reality and Augmented reality, Drones, Big Data, 5G network, Additive
manufacturing, Internet of Things, Advanced simulation, Artificial intelligence, Smart
sensors, Autonomous robots, Cloud computing, and Cyber-physical systems. These In-
dustry 4.0 technologies were analysed in small, medium-sized and large enterprises in the
Slovak Republic. On the basis of inferential analysis, we conclude that in logistics there
is a different use of Industry 4.0 technologies according to the type of logistics. It is not
possible to compile a unified checklist of Industry 4.0 technologies in logistics. This is also
identified by the evaluated hypotheses, which showed dependent relationships between
different types of logistics and Industry 4.0 technologies.

Several significant relationships were confirmed through statistical tests. The sig-
nificant relationship between production logistics and Industry 4.0 technologies, such as
Virtual reality and Augmented reality, Drones, Big Data, 5G network, Additive manu-
facturing, Internet of Things, Advanced simulation, Artificial intelligence, Smart sensors,
Autonomous robots, Cloud computing, and Cyber-physical systems was demonstrated.
The significant relationships between procurement logistics and selected Industry 4.0 tech-
nologies, such as Big Data, 5G network, Internet of Things, Advanced simulation, Artificial
intelligence, Smart sensors, and Cloud computing was also demonstrated. Statistical anal-
ysis also confirmed a significant relationship between distribution logistics and selected
Industry 4.0 technologies: Big Data, 5G network, Internet of Things, Advanced simulation,
Artificial intelligence, Smart sensors, Autonomous robots, Cloud computing. The results
of the inferential analysis showed a positively significant relationship emerged between
Industry 4.0 and logistics processes.

Research and studies on digitalisation of logistics transformation, digital technologies,
Industry 4.0 in logistics, and Logistics 4.0 are constantly evolving and are relevant in the
light of the ongoing industrial revolution. Also, research and studies on this issue bring
new possibilities and opportunities for enterprises, as there are still many gaps at the
enterprise level that have not yet been addressed in the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The
conducted research of the author in the presented article from the digital transformation
of logistics in the conditions of enterprises in Slovakia is one of them. This research is
exceptional and unique as no similar research has been published by Slovak authors yet.
The validity and significance of the conducted research is confirmed by similar research
conducted elsewhere in the world, which were performed in the range of 2019–2022.

5.1. Research Implications

There is currently no uniform strategy or measures for the implementation of Industry
4.0 in Slovakia. It is the results of the quantitative research conducted in 144 enterprises in
Slovakia that creates the potential for their use by the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak
Republic, which represents the smart industry in Slovakia. Also, the conducted research
can be helpful for the Slovak Investment and Trade Development Agency, which is a
state agency of the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic. The Slovak Investment
and Trade Development Agency can use the research to create studies and documents for
Slovak enterprises, which will better ensure the transfer of the most modern innovative
technologies into production practice. At the same time, the investigation of Industry
4.0 in logistics in Slovakia is an unexplored research area, which has opened up further
possibilities for further research.

In future research, the authors plan to conduct research that would be extended to
enterprises in the Visegrad Group countries. These countries (Slovak Republic, Czech
Republic, Poland, Hungary) are developing their economies, infrastructure, energy, digi-
talisation and innovation with the aim of mutual cooperation and transformation of their
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economies. Also, the author wants to extend the research to include sustainable develop-
ment goals in the context of the Industry 5.0 concept, as he believes that sustainability will
have a significant impact not only on logistics processes and activities, but on the entire
supply chain.

5.2. Limitations

The processed research results have several limitations. The first limitation relates to
the research sample, which concentrates only on enterprises that are based in the Slovak Re-
public. Subsequent research would include enterprises from the Visegrad Group countries
in order to give the study an international context. The second limitation of the research is
the targeting of only one business area-logistics. In further research it would be appropriate
to compare the impact of the ongoing industrial revolution in manufacturing as well. As
manufacturing and logistics form one inherent corporate unit that intersects with many
business processes and activities. The third limitation of the research was the ongoing
global pandemic, which reduced the resulting number of respondents who participated in
the research due to national lockdowns. For this reason, it would be interesting to conduct
future longitudinal research to compare the results of research conducted during and after
the pandemic.
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Abstract: Background: Strategic alliance is a popular strategic option for business entities to strengthen
the competitive advantages of all partners in a partnership. The global logistics industry has witnessed
the formulation of several successful strategic alliances. However, the Vietnamese logistics industry
seems to grow slowly and lacks long-term inter-firm partnerships. In such a context, it is critical
to have a more effective approach to selecting partners in strategic alliances to increase long-term
relationships and firm performance. Method: Thus, this study proposes using the SBM-I-C DEA
model to examine and suggest partners for Vietnamese logistics firms to form strategic alliances.
Results: Our findings show that integrating technology in managing strategic alliances will foster
companies in the alliance to formulate a better strategy with up-to-date information on policies.
Conclusion: Using the SBM-I-C DEA model, companies can minimize operating costs and optimize
delivery time. Thus, companies can better satisfy customers. From the research findings, some
implications are proposed for Vietnamese logistics companies.

Keywords: super-SBM-I-C DEA model; strategic alliance; Vietnam domestic logistics companies

1. Introduction

International commerce has been steadily increasing in recent years due to global-
ization and economic connectivity among countries, which is deepening and broadening,
creating numerous opportunities for import–export enterprises and the country’s economy.
Logistics services, in particular, are a vital component of international trade. Furthermore,
businesses in wealthier countries are rapidly outsourcing their operations to rising regions
such as Southeast Asia to reduce manufacturing costs. In addition, with urbanization rates
increasing at a massive pace, population densities in cities are on the rise, and supplying
those urban areas with goods in a sustainable manner is becoming more and more chal-
lenging (Nitsche, 2021, Logistics) [1]. Due to its vast natural resources, low raw material
costs, and labor wage, Vietnam is considered one of the most desirable emerging mar-
kets. Additionally, our country’s topography is suitable for encouraging geographical and
political advantages in developing logistics infrastructures such as deep-water harbors,
international airports, the Trans-Asian railway system, and international transport hubs.

The logistics industry in Vietnam is considered an emerging market and has an
increasing role to play in the development of Vietnam’s economy. According to the Vietnam
Association of Logistics Service Enterprises, along with the GDP growth rate, industrial
production value, import–export turnover, and retail value of goods and services, in recent
years, Vietnam’s logistics has had a relatively high growth rate of 12–14% [2]. The total
import and export turnover of goods since 2010 has increased by 3.6 times. Meanwhile, the
GDP has increased by 2.4 times, from USD 157 billion in 2010 to USD 544 billion in 2020, of
which exports have increased at an average rate of 4.5%/year, becoming a vital driving force
of economic growth. In the past two years, the COVID-19 epidemic has had a strong impact
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on the economy, facing unprecedented difficulties in all aspects from economy, culture,
and tourism to people’s lives globally, especially putting heavy pressure on production
capacity as well as the global supply chain. However, the import and export sector still
has positive double-digit growth. The total import–export turnover of goods reached USD
600 billion, recognizing the uptrend of 22.3% over the same period, of which exports were
nearly USD 300 billion. This result positively contributes to Vietnam’s logistics industry
as a supporting factor in the transshipment of goods. Logistics enterprises have managed
to ensure the regular operation of Vietnam’s supply chains in the most challenging times,
helping to transship large volumes of import and export goods [3].

Despite the positive growth rate, Vietnamese logistics companies have fewer strategic
benefits and face multiple difficulties in size, capital, infrastructure, warehousing, equip-
ment, information technology application, management capacity, and human resources [4].
According to the Ministry of Industry and Trade’s Vietnamese Logistics Report 2021, most
logistics businesses in Vietnam are still small- and medium-sized in terms of capital, labor,
and technology. Moreover, the financial potential is still limited (80% of existing companies
have registered capital of VND 1.5–2 billion). In addition to capital problems, Vietnam’s
logistics are still inexperienced and have limited competitiveness, so it has not had the op-
portunity to reach the market with huge demand. In addition, there is a lack of synchronous
linkage between enterprises and between different stages of logistics activities. Neverthe-
less, logistics services in the direction of outsourcing of manufacturing companies (3PL,
4PL services) have been present and have great potential for development in Vietnam [5].
However, to enhance the logistics system significantly, the Vietnamese government has
only focused on developing infrastructure to create the most advantageous conditions for
the logistics business development, as evidenced by different national modal transport
development plans [3].

Furthermore, one of the significant issues in the Vietnamese logistic industry is the
high cost compared with other countries such as Thailand, China, and Malaysia. Therefore,
cutting costs is an excellent way to achieve better performance. Therefore, this study
desires to analyze the effectiveness of strategic alliances in Vietnamese logistics firms
to enhance their performance. The collaboration of logistics companies allows small-
and medium-sized businesses in Vietnam to obtain finance, cut transportation costs, and
increase operating efficiency. Furthermore, this collaboration will assist Vietnamese logistic
firms in meeting local demand rates, organizing to connect transport activities, expanding
the source of information, and opening more service sectors in this billion-dollar service
value chain. As a result, these firms may compete with foreign logistic corporations
operating in Vietnam.

For years, strategic alliance has emerged as a popular business strategy for many
industries. As a result, numerous transportation companies have identified the potential
benefits of forming strategic alliances. Logistics alliance is the logistics model between self-
operated logistics and outsourcing logistics. It combines the advantages of self-operated
and outsourcing logistics and reduces the risks of the two opposite models. Regarding the
new trends in the logistics industry in the coming years, sustainability is a buzzword that
will drive industry changes. Strategic alliance is primarily focused on as it is considered
one of several ways to promote sustainability in the global supply chain because it helps
reduce transportation costs and air emissions.

Furthermore, a strategic alliance in the logistics industry also helps to connect various
members in the global supply chain and make it easier for goods transportation worldwide.
According to Nitsche (2021), optimization to plan, control or execute the physical flow of
goods and the corresponding informational and financial flows within the focal firm and
with sustainable supply chain partners helps productivity increase in logistics networks
(applied economics) [1].

However, only a few pieces of research on strategic alliances in the logistics industry
have been conducted in Vietnam. In this regard, we use the super (SBM-I-C) DEA (Data
Envelopment Analysis) model to analyze and evaluate the ability of domestic enterprises
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to cooperate [6]. Our sample included 16 Vietnamese logistics companies, and data for
analysis were obtained for three years, from 2018 to 2021. The primary goal of our research
is to validate the application of the SBM-I-C DEA model in selecting strategic alliance
partners for logistics firms in Vietnam.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Logistics Industry and Strategic Alliance

Logistics is a service consisting of people, processes, and technology to deliver the
right product at the right cost, time, and place in the right quantity and condition to the
right customer. Logistics processes manage the movement and storage of goods among the
different supply chain partners [7]. Therefore, measuring the performance of the supply
chain is fundamental to identifying and addressing deficiencies in logistics activities, and
it serves as a good input for managerial decision making. However, logistics is a well-
integrated trading and product movement system, not only a transportation system.

According to Glaister (1998), a strategic alliance is described as an “inter-firm col-
laboration over a given economic space and time for the attainment of mutually defined
goals” [8]. Similarly, Taylor (2005) stated that a strategic alliance is an interconnection
between multi-business partners that shares resources, managerial control, and rewards
in collaboration and makes ongoing contributions in one or perhaps more strategic areas,
such as technological or product innovation [9]. It is also an efficient paradigm for assisting
organizations in accessing and conserving the resources required for dynamic development
innovation and risk sharing. Vyas et al. (1995) and Mockler (1997) established a strategic al-
liance model that emphasizes the essential traits of a successful partnership, including goal
integration, should move towards a similar direction, synergy—joint actions should add
more value than the sum of their parts by leveraging the strengths of each partner [10,11].

The logistics alliance concept is formed when we combine the strategic alliance defi-
nition and the logistics industry characteristics. A logistics alliance is organized by two
or more business entities to cooperate through signing contracts in the long term. The
primary purpose of the alliance is to leverage members’ advantages to share resources,
have complementary advantages, and achieve logistics objectives together. A strategic
alliance is characterized by interdependence, cooperation, risk, and benefit sharing among
alliance members. 2M, Ocean Alliances, and The Alliance are examples of global carrier
shipping alliances that pool resources to expand service offerings and geographic coverage.
Collaboration among local transportation and logistics industries is expected to increase
their ability to compete against multinational firms significantly.

Some studies on strategic alliances have been conducted in Vietnam. For example,
Vu (2019) stated that collaboration and joint ventures are critical strategies for improving
the performance of logistics businesses in Vietnam [12]. Thus, the authors also emphasize
that many enterprises are not capable of accomplishing it with their strength, so a logistics
alliance is a reasonable choice. To achieve the best possible outcome from these criteria,
we must examine transportation, human resource systems, buildings, upgrading and
extending warehouse systems, loading and unloading equipment, and other support
services. Moreover, a logistic company should connect and expand its service network in
the country and worldwide to create foreign markets and enhance the professional capacity
of officials from there. If domestic firms seek to compete for market share with foreign
corporations, these variables will be an enormous difficulty to deal with.

2.2. Data Envelopment Analysis Model and Its Application

Charnes et al. (1978) established Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), a statistical
approach for identifying the impact of a decision-making unit (DMU) [5]. A DMU is a
group of entities that receive the same set of inputs and produce the same set of outputs. In
cases of one or more inputs or outputs, the DEA is used to determine relative efficiency [13].

DEA has changed over the years as different models have been modified. Non-radial
models, such as Tone’s (2001), provided slacks-based measures (SBM-I-C) and input excess
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and output deficit measurement. However, because early models produce the same score
(equal 1) for all units in the efficient frontier, they cannot distinguish between efficient
DMUs’ performance [14]. The need to evaluate efficient DMUs prompted the creation of a
number of super-efficiency models. According to Du et al. (2010) the super-SBM-I-C model
accomplishes this by calculating the target DMU’s shortest distance to the efficient frontier
while excluding the target DM [15].

Much research on the use of DEA in various industries has recently been published.
Oum et al. (2008) used DEA models to evaluate the strategic and functional productivity
of a Spanish airline in 2001 [16]. Furthermore, Das and Teng (2003) and Wang et al.
(2016) applied the DEA model in various areas in businesses such as Renault–Nissan,
Merck, and AB Astra [17,18]. Liang et al. (2006) used DEA to enhance the feasibility
of supply management sectors. In addition, a substantial study has been conducted to
measure the efficiency of the logistics industry in specific cities using a variety of inputs
and outputs in conjunction with data envelopment analysis (DEA) [19]. For example,
Gen and Syarif (2005) researched the logistics industry’s efficiency based on the selection
of four variables: delivery reliability, delivery flexibility, delivery cycle, and inventory
level [20]. Hamdan investigates the efficiency of the logistics industry with a focus on the
rate of return, the delayed arrival rate, and the price. Li and Liu (2019) focused on the
number of trucks, the transportation and warehousing and fixed postal investment, the
urban road area, and the urban road length. The latter consists of the freight volume and
the freight turnover [21].

Similarly, Nguyen and Tran (2018) used the DEA model to evaluate the strategic
alliance in Vietnamese logistic firms. They concluded that collaboration among local enter-
prises could boost supply chain integration, making it more productive and increasing the
industry’s competitiveness. In addition, they analyzed that the contemporary background
of Vietnam is that it is a developing country with a lengthy and dynamic geographical
structure. Its logistics are likewise in the development process and appear to have a high
potential [22]. However, a lack of experience and technology, fragmented operations, se-
vere price competition among local firms, and dominance by global logistics giants are all
challenges that may hinder the local sector’s growth. Therefore, strategic alliance is a good
strategy for Vietnamese logistics firms.

3. Methodology
3.1. Research Methodology
3.1.1. Research Procedure

This research uses a procedure with 7 steps. Each of the steps is detailed as follows:

• Step 1: Data collection.
• The data of DMUs were collected from VietStock, which is a famous stock market

in Vietnam [23]. In this research, one DMU was selected and is defined as a tar-
get company that is a basic company that selects other companies as partners for a
strategic alliance.

• Step 2: Selection of input/output variables.
• Inputs and outputs are the main impact factors used by DEA model to measure the

relative efficiency of a DMU to other DMUs.
• Step 3: Selection of DEA model.
• In this step, the super-SBM-I-C was used to measure the efficiency of different DMUs.
• Step 4: Pearson correlation analysis
• DEA was used for incompetency estimation for DMUs by developing a comparative

effectiveness score through the change in the multiple foundation data into a ratio of
a single virtual output to a single virtual input. Subsequently, correlation testing for
collected input and output is quite important. In this research, the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient Test was used to check the suitability of selected input and output variables.

• Step 5: Analysis before strategic alliance.
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• This step aimed to select one target company and understand its performance be-
fore applying strategic alliance with allied members. This helped to understand the
performance of the target company after applying the strategic alliance in the next step.

• Step 6: Analysis after strategic alliance.
• This step aimed to analyze the performances of various alliances available for the target

company selected in the previous step. From the results available from different al-
liance strategies, we can identify the best one for a selected target company. The perfor-
mance of each strategic alliance can be estimated by using the super-SBM-I-C model.

• Step 7: Summary (Partner Selection).
• This step aimed to summarize a suggestion, based on the previous step. Basically, the

strategic alliance should result in positive results that can benefit all allied members.
• An overview of the steps is drawn in Figure 1
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3.1.2. Non-Radial Super Efficiency Model (Super-SBM)

In this study, the non-radial slack-based measure of super-efficiency (super SBM) of
DEA is applied. This model was introduced by Tone in 2001 [14].

In the super SBM model, given n DMUs with the input and output matrices
X = (Xij) ∈ Rm×n and Y = (Yij) ∈ R8×n, respectively. Let λ be a non-negative vec-
tor in Rn.
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The vectors S− ∈ Rm and S+ ∈ Rs indicate the input excess and output shortfall,
respectively. This model provides a constant return to scale. It is defined in Equation (1)
that subjects to Equation (2).

minρ =
1− 1

m ∑m
i=1 S−i /xi0

1 + 1
8 ∑8

i=1 S−i /yi0
(1)

s.t x0 = Xλ + S−, y0 = Yλ − S+, λ ≥ 0, S− ≥ 0, S+ ≥ 0 (2)

The variable S+ measure the distance of inputs Xλ and outputs Yλ of a virtual unit
from those of the unit evaluated. The numerator and the denominator in the objective func-
tion measure the average distance of inputs and outputs, respectively, from the efficiency
threshold. The DMUs (X0, Y0) is SBM-efficient, if p∗ = 1. This condition is equivalent
to s−

∗
= 0 and s+

∗
, s+

∗
= 0 if there are no input excesses and no output shortfalls in any

optimal solution. The SBM-I-C model is non-radial and deals with input/output slacks
directly. The SBM-I-C returns and efficiency measure between 0 and 1.

The best performers have the full efficient status denoted by unity. The super-SBM-I-C
model is based on the SBM-I-C model. Tone (2001) discriminated these efficient DMUs and
ranked the efficient DMUs by super-SBM-I-C model. Assuming that the DMU (X0, Y0) is
SBM-I-C-efficient, p∗ = 1; the super-SBM-I-C model is defined in Equation (3) and subject
to Equation (4).

minδ =
1
m ∑m

i=1 Xi/xi0
1
8 ∑8

r=1 yr/yr0
(3)

s.t x ≥∑n
j=1, 6=0 λjxj, y ≤∑n

j=1, 6=0 λjxj, y ≥ x0 and y ≤ y0, y ≥ y0, λ ≥ 0 (4)

The input-oriented super-SBM-I-C model is derived from Equation (3) with the de-
nominator set to 1. The super-SBM-I-C model returns a value of the objective function that
is greater or equal to 1. The higher the value, the more efficient the unit.

Suppose that yr0 ≤ 0. It defines y +
r and y +

−r by:

y +
r = maxj=1,...,n

{
yrj

∣∣yrj > 0
}

(5)

y +
r = minj=1,...,n

{
yrj

∣∣yrj > 0
}

(6)

In the objective function, if the output r has no positive elements, then it is defined as
y +

r = y +
−r − 1 The term s+r /yr0 will be replaced in the following way. (The value yr0 of in

the constraints has never changed.)
If y +

r > y +
−r the term is replaced by:

s+r /
y+−r (y +

r −y+−r)

y +
r − yr0

(7)

If y +
r = y +

−r the term is replaced by:

s+r /
y +

r
2

B
(
y +

r − yr0
) (8)

where B is a large positive number (in DEA-Solver B = 100).
Furthermore, the denominator is positive and strictly less than y +

r . Moreover, it
is inverse to the distance y +

r − yr0. Hence, this scheme concerns the magnitude of the
nonpositive output positively. The score obtained is units invariant; it is independent of
the units of measurement used.
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3.1.3. Data Collection

In this research, 16 companies were recorded as the most notable market logistic
organizations. Initial capitalization is targeted at DMUs due to their importance in the
logistics industry in Vietnam published in the stock market. The list of 16 companies were
included and listed in Table A1 (Appendix A)

3.1.4. Input and Output Variables Selection

In this exploration, some previous research in logistic industries were referred to in
order to find suitable variables as inputs and outputs. Input and output are the two most
important data for evaluating DMUs. These selected variables should be able to reveal the
performance of DMUs. Table 1 below shows the summary of input and output variables
used in some past research for the assessment of DMUs.

Table 1. Summary of input and output variables used in previous studies.

Research Title Input Variable Output Variable

Raising Opportunities in Strategic Alliance by
Evaluating Efficiency of Logistics Companies in

Vietnam: A Case of Cat Lai Port Nguyen and
Tran (2019) [22].

Total Asset
Cost of Goods Sold

Liabilities

Net Revenue
Operating Profit

Automobile Industry Strategic Alliance Partner
Selection: The Application of a Hybrid DEA and

Grey Theory Model Wang et al., 2016 [18].

Fixed Assets
Cost of Goods Sold
Operating Expenses

Long-Term Investments

Revenues
Total Equity
Net Income

Strategic Alliance for Vietnam Domestic Real
Estate Companies Using a Hybrid Approach
Combining GM (1,1) with Super SBM DEA

Wang et al., 2020 [24]

Charter Capital
Asset Value

Selling Expense
General and Administrative Expense

Revenue from Sales of Goods
and Services

Profit Before Tax

Let an optimal solution for SBM-I-C be
(

p∗, λn, s−
∗
, s+

∗)
.

There are numerous input and output factors that are routinely used to assess the
logistics industry’s efficiency. The nature of the study and the peculiarities of a certain
efficiency evaluation situation determine which input and output variables are used. Based
on the theory of “Operational Efficiency” by Lee and Johnson (2013), which emphasizes
the relationship between output revenue and the cost of using input resources or the ability
to turn input resources into outputs the best in business activities, the input and output
variables were selected in this study [25]. Because of logistics operations in Vietnam cost
highly compared with other countries such as Thailand, China, and Malaysia, to improve
the operational efficiency, cutting down the logistic costs is essential. The input variables
include fixed assets, operating expenses, and the cost of goods sold. These are chosen
based on the factors occupying the high percentage on Vietnamese logistics costs such
as transport cost, warehousing cost, investment in infrastructure, and technology. The
output variables are capital, revenue, and operating income. We believe these factors reflect
the essential business resources and outcomes of the respective industry. Details of each
variable are shown below:

• Fixed assets (I): The assets owned by, leased by, or required for the functioning of any
Logistics Group firm, as well as any future expansions thereof [22,26,27].

• Operating expense (I): An operating expense is an expense a business incurs through its
normal business operations. Often abbreviated as OPEX, operating expenses include
rent, equipment, inventory costs, marketing, payroll, insurance, step costs, and funds
allocated for research and development [28].

• Cost of goods sold (I): The total costs incurred related to a shipment from the time a
transaction is generated to the end of a transaction for a shipment. For export services,
the cost of goods sold includes sea freight for export, lifting fee, warehousing fee, and
document fee [29]
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• Total equity (O): The amount invested in a company by investors in exchange for
stock, plus all subsequent earnings of the business minus all subsequent dividends
paid out [18,30].

• Operating income (O): The measurement of a company’s profit once operating costs,
taxes, interest, and depreciation have all been subtracted from its total revenues [31,32].

• Net profit (O): The measurement of a company’s profit once operating costs, taxes,
interest, and depreciation have all been subtracted from its total revenues [18,26].

• Data collection
• Data of these input and output variables 2018–2021 collected from the Vietstock

Website are presented in Tables 2–5 [23]

Table 2. The data of Vietnam logistics company 2018 (Unit: million dong).

DMUs
Input Output

Fixed
Assets

Operating
Expense

Cost of
Goods Sold

Total
Equity

Account
Receivable

Net
Profit

VIN 421,660 48,178 48,912 373,161 89,065 39,968
CQN 3,133,283 133,726 143,228 557,619 56,168 57,119
GMD 10,030,889 2,961,152 4,251,303 4,526,885 1,128,059 443,735
VTP 1,031,937 709,803 714,535 361,028 362,985 111,894
CIA 204,238 92,667 140,517 172,763 8533 7206
CCT 380,786 49,644 119,729 275,091 24,786 12,973
CDN 1,037,629 150,786 22,569 819,599 126,312 127,605
PHP 5,093,773 504,735 1,281,066 3,713,079 298,335 598,557
NCT 485,955 49,970 52,807 436,574 53,496 270,304
TCW 671,512 169,707 373,426 268,924 110,043 62,998
VGR 1,354,535 119,846 761,051 594,444 23,399 28,641
DDG 208,304 84,641 113,87 123,955 70,672 7972
HRT 1,166,448 342,559 450,865 801,788 110,755 3012
SAS 1,730,259 562,722 565,677 1,458,192 293,708 234,112
STG 2,261,989 371,940 1,054,811 909,794 308,540 111,455
VOS 4,152,641 710,986 3,609,911 619,432 463,110 359,180

Source: authors’ collection from finance.vietstock.com (accessed on 6 March 2022).

Table 3. The data of Vietnam logistics company 2019 (Unit: million dong).

DMUs
Input Output

Fixed
Assets

Operating
Expense

Cost of
Goods Sold

Total
Equity

Account
Receivable

Net
Profit

VIN 447,734 60,756 60,099 285,476 94,308 43,102
CQN 2,195,616 1,005,622 1,005,622 579,714 933,603 71,083
GMD 11,183,416 2,676,232 4,196,680 4,409,030 1,127,689 581,436
VTP 1,731,850 1,261,370 1,261,789 479,388 478,704 96,946
CIA 408,066 111,440 199,307 235,445 27,514 20,945
CCT 377,979 39,952 115,726 272,473 35,674 89
CDN 1,277,299 230,973 416,488 870,351 103,294 131,566
PHP 5,194,358 498,609 1,228,735 3,799,561 362,605 482,285
NCT 505,987 64,762 69,888 439,106 54,055 272,817
TCW 673,570 180,423 354,667 322,166 127,304 62,766
VGR 1,322,217 205,988 583,166 745,953 44,946 96,102
DDG 274,242 97,665 157,355 133,383 85,718 9427
HRT 1,570,245 552,471 927,021 715,834 105,257 −87,768
SAS 1,863,906 590,035 607,358 1,542,419 134,952 290,322
STG 2,441,307 518,851 956,061 1,192,403 335,709 521,278
VOS 3,778,130 1,018,129 3,225,726 628,765 510,212 10,736

Source: authors’ collection from finance.vietstock.com (accessed on 6 March 2022).
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Table 4. The data of Vietnam logistics company 2020 (Unit: million dong).

DMUs
Input Output

Fixed
Assets

Operating
Expense

Cost of
Goods Sold

Total
Equity

Account
Receivable

Net
Profit

VIN 487,886 85,444 85,678 286,480 67,731 42,148
CQN 1,487,272 2,223,351 2,223,351 599,673 2,162,228 75,763
GMD 9,918,515 1,564,165 3,455,081 5,552,787 948,717 1,900,250
VTP 2,714,069 2,153,736 2,153,879 664,768 832,320 102,645
CIA 377,700 56,031 95,993 247,964 84,604 −14,800
CCT 384,938 49,644 121,978 263,680 41,849 110
CDN 1,617,220 199,175 401,877 1,224,527 97,310 147,484
PHP 5,418,363 652,653 1,371,405 3,748,771 318,281 515,702
NCT 502,230 65,546 71,122 434,311 70,711 241,000
TCW 607,283 136,597 269,323 340,517 130,234 60,549
VGR 1,227,418 119,846 351,096 889,201 77,333 148,249
DDG 389,042 172,839 255,186 143,461 164,403 10,078
HRT 1,694,083 423,977 1,060,992 718,676 104,342 2,842
SAS 1,873,148 673,938 674,693 1,538,797 169,449 341,114
STG 2,316,457 574,471 724,029 1,370,972 396,061 157,775
VOS 3,509,305 1,231,050 2,990,817 643,346 605,219 17,138

Source: authors’ collection from finance.vietstock.com (accessed on 6 March 2022).

Table 5. The data of Vietnam logistics company 2021 (Unit: million dong).

DMUs
Input Output

Fixed
Assets

Operating
Expense

Cost of
Goods Sold

Total
Equity

Account
Receivable

Net
Profit

VIN 525,094 98,172 98,656 286,480 67,159 38,892
CQN 1,693,879 2,568,371 2,568,371 599,673 2,539,666 66,752
GMD 10,041,526 1,828,483 3,552,650 5,269,823 787,249 613,569
VTP 3,346,549 2,426,061 2,426,253 950,869 1,072,975 106,777
CIA 462,628 67,576 76,171 348,855 105,779 70,953
CCT 372,514 16,275 112,946 260,640 42,365 3947
CDN 1,651,329 120,265 308,418 1,353,878 119,947 184,160
PHP 5,727,560 686,801 1,376,894 3,971,822 330,828 502,802
NCT 582,390 64,289 70,945 514,277 63,593 221,379
TCW 623,811 167,919 266,892 359,439 155,129 68,593
VGR 1,103,650 95,060 154,674 966,081 77,626 133,479
DDG 635,811 142,057 481,179 157,663 133,902 14,203
HRT 1,885,436 592,921 1,226,865 732,568 115,576 13,893
SAS 1,959,692 755,567 760,709 1,586,676 159,773 372,606
STG 2,253,882 458,530 574,618 1,566,795 456,497 122,918
VOS 3.029,303 1,176,479 2,412,692 695,755 548,274 51,070

Source: authors’ collection from finance.vietstock.com (accessed on 6 March 2022).

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Pearson Correlation

There are two major factors of the basic DEA data assumptions; they are homogeneity
and isotonicity. Basically, the DEA input data and output data need to be isotonic, which
means they have a positive correlation. Therefore, we apply the correlation test as an
importance step to make sure the input and output data are isotonic. For example, any
increase. In this research, we decide to use Pearson correlation to measure the strength of
the linear relationship of normal distribution. According to Lo et al. (2001), the correlation
coefficient is always between −1 and +1. If the coefficient of correlation is positive, the
factor demonstrates an isotonic solid relationship will be put into the DEA model. On the
other hand, if the correlation coefficient is negative, showing a weak isotonic relationship,
it will be re-examined [16,33].
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The results of correlation coefficients between input and output variables are show in
Tables 6–9.

Table 6. Correlation of input and output data in 2018.

Fixed Assets Operating
Expense

Cost of
Goods Sold Total Equity Account

Receivable Net Profit

Fixed assets 1 0.891 0.872 0.227 0.890 0.894
Operating expense 0.891 1 0.811 0.304 0.791 0.973
Cost of goods sold 0.872 0.811 1 0.167 0.660 0.870

Total equity 0.227 0.304 0.167 1 0.263 0.326
Account receivable 0.890 0.791 0.660 0.263 1 0.779

Net profit 0.894 0.973 0.870 0.326 0.779 1

Source: authors’ calculation.

Table 7. Correlation of input and output data in 2019.

Fixed Assets Operating
Expense

Cost of Goods
Sold Total Equity Account

Receivable Net Profit

Fixed assets 1 0.884 0.868 0.323 0.902 0.795
Operating expense 0.884 1 0.880 0.357 0.661 0.900
Cost of goods sold 0.868 0.880 1 0.234 0.622 0.822

Total equity 0.323 0.357 0.234 1 0.357 0.197
Account receivable 0.902 0.661 0.622 0.357 1 0.578

Net profit 0.795 0.900 0.822 0.197 0.578 1

Source: authors’ calculation.

Table 8. Correlation of input and output data in 2020.

Total Assets Current
Liability

Account
Payable Inventory Total Equity Account

Receivable

Total assets 1 0.511 0.758 0.218 0.944 0.348
Current liability 0.511 1 0.834 0.362 0.320 0.885
Account payable 0.758 0.834 1 0.243 0.534 0.696

Inventory 0.218 0.362 0.243 1 0.174 0.108
Total equity 0.944 0.320 0.534 0.174 1 0.216

Account receivable 0.348 0.885 0.696 0.108 0.216 1

Source: authors’ calculation.

Table 9. Correlation of input and output data in 2021.

Total Assets Current
Liability

Account
Payable Inventory Total Equity Account

Receivable

Total assets 1 0.538 0.758 0.203 0.942 0.263
Current liability 0.538 1 0.881 0.220 0.329 0.875
Account payable 0.758 0.881 1 0.099 0.533 0.687

Inventory 0.203 0.220 0.099 1 0.239 0.013
Total equity 0.942 0.329 0.533 0.239 1 0.114

Account receivable 0.263 0.875 0.687 0.013 0.114 1

Source: authors’ calculation.

Tables 6–9 provide positive correlations that mean correlation coefficients between
input and output variables have a strong relationship. Hence, these data can be used for
the analysis of DEA calculations.

4.2. Analysis before Alliance

The efficiency of the DERMIs is calculated based on the primary data of 2018, and their
ranking before alliances are obtained as well. Table 10 summarizes the empirical results.
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Table 10. Rankings and scores before alliances.

DMU Score Rank DMU Score Rank

DMU 9 3.884 1 DMU 15 0.997 9
DMU 2 2.457 2 DMU 12 0.869 10
DMU 1 2.291 3 DMU 8 0.626 11
DMU 6 1.573 4 DMU 4 0.417 12
DMU 5 1.406 5 DMU 14 0.372 13
DMU 10 1.353 6 DMU 3 0.308 14
DMU 11 1.328 7 DMU 16 0.273 15
DMU 7 1.233 8 DMU 13 0.176 16

In this research, we used the super-SBM-I-C model in order to measure the efficiency
of 16 DMUs and rank them before alliance with the data of 2019. The result of the rankings
and scores is shown in Table 10, with DMU 9 having the highest performance (with the
score = 3.88457). The DMU 13 has the lowest efficiency (with the score = 0.1676). Thus, we
choose to target DMU 3, which is in the 14th ranking. These low efficiencies indicated the
important of alliance strategy, which will help the target company to raise its performance.

4.3. Analysis after Alliance

The result form Table 10 shows that the inefficiency score is 0.30894 and low rank is
14th/16. This means the target DMU 3 should enhance the operating activity by implement-
ing alliance strategy. Using the software of the DEA-Solver SBM-I-C model, we combine
DMU 3 with 15 other DMUs and obtain the total 31 virtual DMUs. By evaluating this new
result, we can see an improvement in the firm’s performance after the cooperation.

The results obtained in terms of scores and ranking are presented in Table 11.

Table 11. Performance ranking of virtual DMUs after alliance.

Rank DMU Score Rank DMU Score

1 DMU 1 1.895 17 DMU 3 + 8 1
2 DMU 2 1.861 18 DMU 3 + 7 1
3 DMU 5 1.743 19 DMU 3 + 10 0.930
4 DMU 6 1.632 20 DMU 3 + 11 0.925
5 DMU 7 1.601 21 DMU 3 + 9 0.924
6 DMU 9 1.574 22 DMU 3 + 5 0.921
7 DMU 10 1.403 23 DMU 3 + 12 0.920
8 DMU 11 1.328 24 DMU 3 + 6 0.915
9 DMU 15 1.297 25 DMU 3 + 1 0.914
10 DMU 12 1.169 26 DMU 3 0.908
11 DMU 3 + 2 1.150 27 DMU 3 + 16 0.895
12 DMU 8 1.026 28 DMU 16 0.873
13 DMU 4 1.097 29 DMU 3 + 13 0.762
14 DMU 14 1.073 30 DMU 3 + 14 0.662
15 DMU 3 + 15 1.052 31 DMU 13 0.567
16 DMU 3 + 4 1.021

The score of Table 11 indicates that the target DMU 3 performs the highest efficiency
when building an alliance strategy with DMU 2, DMU 15, DMU 4, DMU 8, and DMU 7.
This represents the new DMU 3 ranking as being the 26th place. This indicates that any
results of cooperation greater than 26th place create better alliance than the original DMUs.
Otherwise, if the new ranking is less than the 26th place, then the alliance is even worse.
Based on this criterion, this study divided the results obtained into two groups. In order
to have an easy comparison, we tabulated 10. The rise in the ranking of DMUs after the
alliance demonstrates that the target company can receive advantages from an alliance.
Table 10 reveals that 12 companies (i.e., DMU 2, DMU 15, DMU 4, DMU 8, DMU 7, DMU
10, DMU 11, DMU 9, DMU 5, DMU 12, DMU 6, and DMU 1) have the desired features,
which correlate with the desire of the partners to do business together.
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The virtual companies (DMU 3 + DMU 2; DMU 3 + DMU 15; and DMU 3 + DMU 4)
have the greatest number of opportunities to achieve the highest and best efficiency when
using a strategic alliance business model (score > 1). Thus, these three companies are
highly appreciated when considering a strategic alliance. The second group includes the
companies in the category of the not-good alliance partnership.

The first group in the Table 12 display an improvement after an alliance of DMU
3 with 12 other DMUs, including DMU 2, DMU 15, DMU 4, DMU 8, DMU 7, DMU 10,
DMU 11, DMU 9, DMU 5, DMU 12, DMU 6, and DMU 1. The top three of the highest
efficiencies are defined by the difference of target DMU 3 ranking and virtual alliance
ranking (DMU 2, DMU 15 and DMU 4). This means DMU 3 should prioritize to choose
these three companies to implement the alliance strategy. Especially, DMU 2 has the
greatest potential for cooperation because of its largest difference value (15). In contrast,
the second group has three enterprises (DMU 16, DMU 13, and DMU 14) which create a
worse cooperate strategy. Therefore, the target DMU 3 should not choose those DMUs for
alliance strategy owing to the non-benefits for the target company.

Table 12. The good and bad alliance partnerships.

Number Order Virtual Alliance Target DMU3
Ranking (1)

Virtual Alliance
Ranking (2)

Difference
(1)–(2)

1 DMU 3 + 2 26 11 15
2 DMU 3 + 15 26 15 11
3 DMU 3 + 4 26 16 10
4 DMU 3 + 8 26 17 9
5 DMU 3 + 7 26 18 8
6 DMU 3 + 10 26 19 7
7 DMU 3 + 11 26 20 6
8 DMU 3 + 9 26 21 5
9 DMU 3 + 5 26 22 4
10 DMU 3 + 12 26 23 3
11 DMU 3 + 6 26 24 2
12 DMU 3 + 1 26 25 1

2nd group

1 DMU 3 + 16 26 27 −1
2 DMU 3 + 13 26 29 −3
3 DMU 3 + 14 26 30 −4

Source: calculated from DEA software.

4.4. Partner Selection

The best alliance partnerships are identified in the previous section based on the
position of the target DMU 3. Nonetheless, we must conduct additional research into the
viability of alliance partnerships and compare situations before and after alliances. There
are clearly 12 good partners, as evidenced by the results in Table 10. In contrast, the other
three partners should not. In other words, DMU 9, DMU 2, DMU 1, DMU 6, DMU 5, DMU
10, DMU 11, and DMU 7 are already performing well; if no special circumstances exist,
they have no need to form an alliance relationship with DMU 3.

Combined with Tables 8 and 9, the efficiency and ranking of all DMUs before and after
alliance are reviewed again in Figure 2. The points that are closest to the middle are given a
higher ranking. The partnership will assist in the creation of a manufacturing system that
reduces waste, adds value to the consumer, and achieves perfection. Aside from that, the
organization must improve mutual understanding by finding new collaboration oppor-
tunities from less viable partnership partners. In a nutshell, the results and conclusions
of this case study contribute to new guidelines for strategic alliances. The readers will
immediately recognize Quang Ninh Port Joint Stock Company as a prominent candidate
for an alliance strategy (DMU 2, the best efficiency improvement for the target company).
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5. Conclusions

Nowadays, the logistics industry and many other industries face numerous challenges,
such as: How to achieve competitive advantage and enter new markets? How to obtain
new customers and resources and scale up its business? To solve the above-mentioned prob-
lems, this research proposes using the super-SBM-I-C DEA model to analyze and suggest
solutions for Vietnamese logistics companies when selecting partners in a strategic alliance.

Based on the public data of 16 Vietnamese logistics enterprises from 2018 to 2021,
this study used the SBM-I-C model to evaluate each DMU’s performance before and after
joining a strategic partnership. In our research, the Gemandept Joint Stock Company
(DMU 3) was used as a case study to determine the potential benefits of strategic alliances
between firms. The DEA–super-SBM-I-C model was applied to evaluate the efficiency of
all real DMUs and virtual DMUs. The empirical analysis showed that 12 candidates are
suitable for the Germandept Joint Stock Company to form strategic alliances with, except
DMU 16, DMU 13, and DMU 14. However, the Quang Ninh Port Joint Stock Company is
feasible for the Gemandept Joint Stock Company. From our findings, this research proposed
using the DEA–super-SBM-I-C model as a more accurate, appropriate approach to select
partners in strategic alliances by evaluating the performance of logistics companies. The
model provides a reference for logistic strategists when choosing alliance partners.

In terms of theory, our study validates the SBM-I-C DEA model in a new context of
Vietnam. We found that the model has the greatest number of opportunities to achieve
the highest and best efficiency when using a strategic alliance business model. In terms of
practice, this study provides a mathematical approach to selecting partners in a strategic
alliance in the logistics industry of Vietnam. This approach is our new contribution to
the related work in an emerging research context as Vietnam, particularly in the logistics
industry, is at its embryonic stage of development.

Nevertheless, this present study has some limitations. Firstly, the DEA is one kind
of sensitive method for factor selection. The input/output variables selection could be
different, and the results would be impacted. Therefore, a robustness test is necessary. The
various input/output variables and removing outliers from DMUs should be re-calculated
and re-discussed. For future study, sensitive analysis for different inputs or outputs of
DMUs or data of additional years should be included. Moreover, we suggest future research
use qualitative methods such as in-depth interviews to verify research results and evaluate
the appropriateness of proposed solutions in the actual context of logistics companies.
Secondly, the sample size in this study is small. Thus, potential bias in analysis might exist.
Expanding the sample to increase the accuracy of analysis results is recommended. Thirdly,
this study focuses on data from Vietnamese logistics companies in three recent years, which
is limited in terms of timeframe. We strongly suggest that other studies should have a
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more extended timeframe for analysis to provide more accurate results when using the
DEA–super-SBM-I-C model.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of the 16 logistics companies.

DMUs Company Code Company Name Company’s Financial Statement

DMU 1 VIN Vietnam Foreign Trade Logistics Joint
Stock Company

https://finance.vietstock.vn/VIN/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 2 CQN Quang Ninh Port Joint Stock Company https://finance.vietstock.vn/CQN/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 3 GMD Gemandept Joint Stock Company https://finance.vietstock.vn/GMD/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 4 VTP Viettel Post Joint Stock Coporation https://finance.vietstock.vn/VTP/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 5 CIA Cam Ranh International Airport
Service Joint Stock Company

https://finance.vietstock.vn/CIA/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 6 CCT Can Tho Port Joint Stock Company https://finance.vietstock.vn/CCT/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 7 CDN Da Nang Port Joint Stock Company https://finance.vietstock.vn/CDN/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 8 PHP Port of Hai Phong Joint Stock Company https://finance.vietstock.vn/PHP/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 9 NCT Noi Bai Cargo Terminal Service Joint
Stock Company

https://finance.vietstock.vn/NCT/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 10 TCW Tan Cang Warehousing Joint
Stock Company

https://finance.vietstock.vn/TCW/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 11 VGR Vip Greenport Joint Stock Company https://finance.vietstock.vn/VGR/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 12 DDG Indochine Import Export Investment
Industrial JSC

https://finance.vietstock.vn/DDG/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 13 HRT Hanoi Railway Transport JSC https://finance.vietstock.vn/HRT/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 14 SAS Southern Airports Service JSC https://finance.vietstock.vn/SAS/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 15 STG South Logistics Joint Stock Company https://finance.vietstock.vn/STG/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

DMU 16 VOS Vietnam Ocean Shipping Joint
Stock Company

https://finance.vietstock.vn/VOS/tai-tai-lieu.
htm?doctype=1 (accessed on 6 March 2022)

Source: authors’ collection from [33].
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Abstract: Background: The wide variety of terms that converge in reverse logistics have been more
evident and discussed in the current context of the literature, such as reverse channels, reverse supply
chain, closed-loop supply chain, and circular supply chain. Regarding this, this paper aimed to
investigate the level of uncertainty about the activities that make up the Reverse Logistics process
in the opinion of professionals working in this area in Brazil, to develop a discussion relating to the
sustainable development goals proposed by the UN and their importance for the future of logistics
networks. Methods: Initially, through a detailed systematic review of the literature, the activities
that make up the RL processes were identified. Then, a questionnaire was elaborated on regarding
such activities, and a survey was developed with professionals in the area. The data obtained were
analyzed through a descriptive analysis of means, calculation of Cronbach’s Alpha, and using the
multicriteria decision technique TOPSIS. Results: It is possible to see that professionals involved with
RL processes in Brazil still have many doubts regarding which activities belong to the RL process. In
the opinion of Brazilian professionals, 10 of these activities have generated high levels of uncertainties
about their belonging or not to the RL process. On the other hand, with a low level of uncertainty,
3 activities were not considered and 3 were considered to make up the RL process. Conclusions:
It is believed that this study can contribute to the generation of knowledge by comparing basic
information in the scientific literature with the practical knowledge of professionals belonging to the
reverse logistics sector working in the Brazilian context.

Keywords: reverse logistics; reverse logistics activities; sustainable development; TOPSIS

1. Introduction

Logistics can have a critical impact on industry’s future as the depletion of natural
resources and environmental pollution advance [1]. Reverse Logistics (RL) is a process
that contributes to economic, environmental, and social benefits [2], and acts to preserve
existing resources and reduce harmful emissions and waste generation [3,4]. Studies
highlight the importance of making appropriate decisions about RL activities without
necessarily following the industry’s common practices indiscriminately. For example,
one must decide either between reuse or recycling, considering the resources and market
limitations present in the company’s regional context [5,6]. Advances in issues related to
legislation, corporate images, environmental concerns, economic benefits, and sustainable
competitiveness are imposing on companies not only to adopt RL practices but also to
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make them efficient and effective [7–11]. Therefore, industries must make their decisions
considering their product’s long-term life cycle, rather than just focusing on current waste
problems [5,12–14].

Govindan and Bouzon [15] identified 37 motivators for RL implementation by industry
and divided them into 8 categories: Policy-related issues, Governance- and supply-chain-
process-related issues, Management-related issues, Market- and Competitor-related issues,
Technology- and infrastructure-related issues, Economic-related issues, Knowledge-related
issues, and Social-related issues. Analyzing the motivators, it was found that those that
related to environmental issues add up to 16 and come from the demands of the consumer,
society, and current legislation.

In addition, RL contributes to the achievement of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) (sdgs.un.org/goals accessed on 23 November 2021) mainly
concerning building resilient infrastructure, promoting inclusive and sustainable indus-
trialization and encouraging innovation (SDG 9), and ensuring sustainable consumption
and production patterns (SDG 12). In SDG 9, governments reaffirmed the importance of
solid waste management, committing to give priority attention to waste prevention and
minimization, reuse and recycling, as well as the development of environmentally friendly
waste disposal facilities. In SDG 12, governments, international organizations, the business
sector, and other non-state actors and individuals must contribute to changing unsustain-
able consumption and production patterns to achieve more sustainable consumption and
production patterns [16–18].

Specifically, in Brazil, it can be highlighted that when approving the National Solid
Waste Policy (NSWP) in 2010, this increased the discussions on socio-environmental con-
cerns involving solid waste management. In addition, this law presented numerous
potential solutions for waste’s proper disposal and complete environmental protection as
well as highlighted the importance of RL for achieving these previous goals [19]. For the
NSWP, RL constitutes: “An instrument of economic and social development, characterized
by a set of actions, procedures and means designed to enable the collection and return of
solid waste to the business sector, for recovery, in its cycle or other production cycles, or
other environmentally proper final disposition” [19].

According to the context, it is clear that logistics activities present constant operational
changes and face considerable challenges in the face of growth dynamics and uncertainties
at a global level. Due to its relevance to the economy and society, logistics systems have been
shaping the various trends and micro and macroeconomic challenges, and consequently,
managers involved in the area constantly ask themselves what are the future development
paths of logistics to meet the new demands and market requirements. Managing the
accelerated pace of digitalization, building resilience for future networks, integrating low-
income countries into global value streams, enabling such countries to be part of global
logistics networks, and creating sustainable approaches are some examples of the challenges
of this decade. In this sense, the analysis of the definitions present in the literature with
the understanding of professionals involved in the area becomes important to overcome
such challenges. It is precisely at this point that this study proposes to specifically analyze
the activities that are part of the RL process, adopting not only the definitions present
in the literature but also the perceptions of professionals involved in the management of
such activities.

According to the context presented, this research aimed to investigate the level of
uncertainty about the activities that make up the Reverse Logistics—RL process in the
opinion of professionals working in this area in Brazil, to develop a discussion relating
to the sustainable development goals proposed by the UN and their importance for the
future of logistics networks. The RL activities considered in this research were mapped
through a systematic literature review. The results were treated and validated by calculating
Cronbach’s alpha, using a descriptive analysis of means, and using the Technique for Order
of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). This study can contribute to the
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generation of knowledge by comparing information obtained in the scientific literature
with practical knowledge of the Brazilian RL industry.

2. Literature Review

Reverse Logistics (RL) is the foundation of other definitions adopted by this study. An
initial literature review unveiled the most-cited definitions over the last 20 years, as shown
in Table 1. Other widely referenced definitions also agree with this statement [20–22].

Table 1. Reverse logistics definitions in the literature most cited in the last 20 years.

Authors Reverse Logistics Definitions

The Council of Logistics
Management (CLM) (Stock, 1992)

“...the term often used to refer to the role of logistics in
recycling, waste disposal, and management of hazardous
materials; a broader perspective includes all relating to
logistics activities carried out in source reduction, recycling,
substitution, reuse of materials, and disposal.”

Rogers and Tibben-Lembke (1998)

“The process of planning, implementing, and controlling the
efficient, cost-effective flow of raw materials, in-process
inventory, finished goods, and related information from the
point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose
of recapturing value or proper disposal.”

The European Working Group on
Reverse Logistics, RevLog—1998

“The process of planning, implementing and controlling
flows of raw materials, in process inventory, and finished
goods, from a manufacturing, distribution or use point, to a
point of recovery or point of proper disposal.”

Adapted from Brito and Dekker [23].

By reading, the definitions presented in Table 1, the words “process” and “activities”
are recurrent terms. This happens as RL works through the execution of a coordinated set
of processes to fulfill its objective. According to the literature review, it is possible to have
a wide variety of activities cited as components of the RL process. This occurs as a result
of the waste variety which transits in a reverse channel, such as carpet [24], batteries [25],
vehicles [26], etc. Each of these wastes requires different needs for manipulation and
treatment, resulting in different approaches to and characterization of these activities. The
work of Rubio and Jiménez-Parra [27] is recommended for a further discussion on the
evolution of the RL concept.

Reverse logistics is a relatively new concept, and its basic task is to facilitate the
organization of a product’s return process to a manufacturer to recycle the product and
make it a new product, or to separate components that can be used again; sometimes, it is
sent to companies whose main and only activity is recycling, restoration, and the like [28].
Ref. [29] corroborates this understanding and emphasizes that RL is part of logistics, and
its main task is to enable the return of products from the customer to the manufacturer to
fully recycle the product or to separate the components that could be reused. Additionally,
Ref. [30] argues that a reverse logistics system corresponds to a set of activities which form a
continuous process of the treatment of returned products until they are properly recovered
or discarded. These activities include collection, cleaning, disassembly, testing and sorting,
storage, transport, and recovery operations [30].

To identify the RL activities presented in the literature, 1809 publications were re-
viewed systematically, with no period limitation. The results demonstrated that only 6.68%
(121 papers) focused on identifying activities within the RL process, resulting in a set of
16 most-cited activities. It is noteworthy that RL activities directly related to informa-
tion flows were the least mentioned, despite their importance; 4.96% for Integration,
12.4% for Waste Acquisition, and 9.92% for Gatekeeping. Thus, Table 2 presents the
activities identified as being the most-frequently-cited, considering this new subset of
121 reviewed studies.
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Table 2. Percentage distribution of most-cited RL process activities in the survey.

Activities % Distribution Activities % Distribution

Collection 76.86% Sorting 36.36%
Disposal 61.16% Redistribution 33.88%

Remanufacturing 55.37% Transport 32.23%
Inspection/Testing 51.24% Warehousing 27.27%

Recycling 51.24% Refurbishing 25.62%
Repair 40.50% Waste Acquisition 12.40%

Disassembly 38.84% Gatekeeping 9.92%
Direct Reuse 38.84% Integration 4.96%

In addition to the results presented in Table 2, other activities were mentioned, but
in a less significant frequency, such as: Re-sale [31–38]; Donation sale [32,35,37]; Cannibal-
ization [36–38]; Washing [39]; Recertification [40]; Packing or Repacking [30,35,38–40]; and
Densification [41].

Another important aspect was that among the 121 systematically reviewed studies,
few authors were concerned with actually describing the RL activities considered in their
research. Table 3 summarizes the 16 most-cited RL activities and their definitions, con-
sidering those same studies. For some RL activities, such as warehousing, definitions or
descriptions were not found in the survey. For those, we proposed additional definitions
and descriptions based on forwarding logistics activities analogies.

Table 3. Summary of most-cited RL activities definitions in the survey.

Activities Description

Collection It constitutes the consolidation of selected waste from generating
sources facilities to processing centers [42–44].

Proper Disposal

Final disposal occurs when items (product, part, module, or
material) are no longer subject to value recovery, in which case the
possible destinations for final disposal are landfills or incineration
[35,37,45–50]. The proper disposal must follow the public
administration’s legal guidelines [24,26,51,52].

Remanufacturing
Refers to the insertion of waste, products, or parts in the
manufacturing process of a new product, which may involve a
reconditioning step [26,50,53–62].

Inspection/
Testing

This process, in general, has the same objective as Sorting, which
is the definition of the appropriate destination for the returned
product [7,15,25,43,45,63–65].

Recycling

It constitutes the use of materials recovered from waste or
end-of-life products, whether or not this material has its
application focused on its original purpose
[24,26,32,37,43,45,50,54,55,59,61,66–68].

Repair Refers to the maintenance required for a product to return to its
original functional state [32,45,51,54,55,59,67].

Disassembly This activity simply represents the separation into parts, perhaps
due to the simplicity of its concept [26,41,42,52].

Direct Reuse

Refers to products for which repair or any processing option are
not necessary. Products intended for direct reuse still present
adequate conditions of functionality and must reach the end
customer through second-hand markets or
donations. [26,32,39,45,46,50,55,59,61,67].

Sorting
It is a step related to the analysis and general assessment of the
conservation status of waste, parts, subparts, or basic components
of it [24,26,44].
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Table 3. Cont.

Activities Description

Redistribution

It consists of all activities related to the effective forwarding of
processed materials (i.e., inspected/tested, disassembled, and
sorted materials) from processing points to the recovering plants
or proper disposal facilities [32,49].

Transport Moving secondary assets along the processing stream [43].

Warehousing

Is an important element in the goods distribution activity in all
these stages: raw materials, outstanding production, and finished
products [69]. Based on the previous definition, we consider
warehousing for RL all actions aimed at maintaining the current
conservation status of waste to be recovered (i.e., from
inspection/testing activity to RL activities before recovery) or the
new consumption status of already recovered waste.

Refurbishing Refers to the product upgrade process, often related to
technological updates [26,61,67].

Waste Acquisition
Can be also called product acquisition, which is the process of the
acquisition of used products, components, or materials from the
end users for further processing [7,70].

Gatekeeping

Constitutes a set of practices, performed usually by retailers, to
identify the products which are allowed into the RL system, given
back to the user after resolving issues at their end, or are properly
disposed [7,49,63].

Integration

According to [63], this activity is also called the coordinating
system and constitutes the first key element for the management
of reverse flows. Is the most important key element of the system,
since it is responsible for the system’s overall management
and performance.

Table 4 presents the percentages of papers that defined the 16 most-cited RL activities,
considering the survey carried out in this research.

Table 4. Percentage of articles in the survey which defined RL process activities.

Activities % of Papers Activities % of Papers

Collection 2.48% Sorting 2.48%
Disposal 9.92% Redistribution 1.65%

Remanufacturing 9.09% Transport 0.82%
Inspection/Testing 5.76% Warehousing 0.82%

Recycling 10.74% Refurbishing 3.30%
Repair 4.95% Waste Acquisition 1.65%

Disassembly 3.30% Gatekeeping 2.48%
Direct Reuse 3.26% Integration 0.82%

Figure 1 presents the evolution per year considering the recurrence of papers that
cite, display figures, or describe RL processes or activities. Since 2009, there has been a
substantial increase in the citation count. Regardless, all these results highlight the growing
interest of the literature in RL processes or activities in the last 10 years. This could be
explained due to the increase number of problems associated with waste generation and
the concern with sustainable aspects related to its recovery or proper disposal.
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Figure 1. Counting evolution of the papers that mention or treat RL processes or activities in
the literature.

The most-cited activities in the period were Collection, Proper Disposal, and Remanu-
facturing. Notably, other activities with a lower citation count, such as Waste Acquisition,
Gatekeeping, and Integration, also showed growth within studies since 2009, most likely
due to the need to reduce uncertainties associated with the waste supply to enable the
structuring of RL processes. Furthermore, a wide variety of terms that converge to RL
have been more evident and discussed in the current context of the literature, such as
reverse channels [71,72], reverse supply chain [73–75], closed-loop supply chain [75–77],
and circular supply chain [72,78].

According to the context presented, it is possible to perceive that reverse logistics
guides a large part of the operations of a certain supply chain system involving product
returns, promoting reprocessing and remanufacturing [79]. The proper management of
reverse logistics is related to a set of different measures to be implemented [79]. Ref. [80]
corroborates this understanding when they highlight that the performance of a reverse
logistics system in the supply chain depends a lot on the efficient management of returns
of used products. Additionally, Ref. [81] emphasizes that due to the complexity of RL
management, outsourcing the management of such activity becomes important in achieving
results. The authors also emphasize that through such practices, there is the potential to
increase the economic profitability of companies and improve their long-term development.

Given the context of the importance of identifying and defining the processes that
make up the RL systems, it is also important to highlight their relationships for the future
of logistics networks regarding aspects of digitization and sustainability. In light of RL
contributions, Ref. [82] highlights the technological complexity of inter-organizational
data sharing as well as concerns about data security, being examples of barriers to the
implementation of services inherent to RL. These barriers inherent to logistics networks
create considerable challenges for organizations, and it is noteworthy that digital trans-
formation can be a source of future competitive advantages [83], and the development
and improvement of activities that make up RL processes can demand the digital transfor-
mation of organizations. Additionally, analyzing the barriers and development paths for
global logistics networks, Ref. [84] highlights that logistics networks face several challenges
that hinder the development of efficient operations, and that professionals involved with
logistics and supply chain management must align their networks with the market of the
future’s need.
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3. Methodological Procedures

The main research strategy adopted for the development of this study was a survey,
with the following procedures: (a) bibliographic survey; (b) research instrument elaboration;
(c) survey development; (d) treatment of the data obtained through descriptive analysis
of means, calculation of Cronbach’s Alpha, and using the multicriteria decision technique
TOPSIS; and e) generation of results and associated conclusions.

Initially, a literature review was carried out on the activities developed in the reverse
logistics context on the following scientific bases: Science Direct, Scopus, and Web of Science.
For a better understanding of the definitions and concepts, as well as the identification of
the state of the art on the subject, the following search terms were used: TITLE-ABS-KEY
(“Reverse logistics” AND (activities OR processes OR steps OR paths OR procedures OR
operations)) AND (LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “ar”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “re”)) AND
(LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “English”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (SRCTYPE, “j”)). Several articles
were identified, and the content of each one was analyzed in detail. A summary of some of
these articles is presented in Section 2.

Then, with the results obtained from the literature analysis, it was possible to develop
the research instrument used in the survey with professionals in the field of reverse logistics.
The research instrument consists of 16 activities identified in the literature as belonging
to reverse logistics processes (Table 3). For each of the activities, respondents indicated
using a scale from 1 to 5 considering the following criteria: Note 1—this activity certainly
does not belong to a reverse logistics process; Note 2—I believe that this activity does not
belong to a reverse logistics process; Note 3—not sure about this activity; Note 4—I believe
that this activity belongs to a reverse logistics process; and, Note 5—surely this activity
belongs to a reverse logistics process. It is noteworthy that before starting data collection,
a Research Ethics Committee was asked to approve the research instrument, since this
practice in Brazil is necessary for conducting research involving human beings.

Once the Research Ethics Committee approved it, the survey was carried out to collect
data from professionals in the field. The questionnaire was sent online by email using the
Google Forms platform and was available to respondents for two months. The invitation
to respond to the questionnaire was sent purely to professionals specializing in the field of
reverse logistics working in Brazil. Such professionals were identified and selected through
searches on the Lattes Platform (academic curriculum record used in Brazil) and via the
social network LinkedIn. The questionnaire was sent to 300 professionals, and a return
rate of 12.66% was obtained. The questionnaire was answered by researchers (20.00%),
professors (40.00%), consultants (5.71%), coordinators, and directors of companies that
develop LR activities (34.29%). Among the respondents, 28.57% have more than twenty
years of experience, 40.00% have between eleven and twenty years of experience, and
31.43% have up to 10 years of experience.

With the results obtained from the survey, data analysis was performed through de-
scriptive analysis of means, the calculation of Cronbach’s Alpha, and using the multicriteria
decision technique TOPSIS, following the considerations proposed by [78]. According to
these authors, TOPSIS allows the ranking of items (activities) considering different analysis
criteria. Such criteria can have different weights and, consequently, denote varying degrees
of importance, helping to substantiate and make efficient decision making according to the
weights assigned to each one. In this study, it was decided to assign different weights to the
responses of each activity analyzed considering the length of experience of each respondent,
with 50% for those with over 20 years of experience, 30% for those with between 11 and
20 years of experience, and 20% to those with up to 10 years of experience. It is worth
mentioning studies with exploratory objectives similar to the one defined in this research
that also used the TOPSIS method, for example, in [85], where a ranking of sustainability
indicators was generated in logistics systems, and [2], which aimed to identify the degree
of comparative importance attributed to route plan performance objectives in the opinion
of logistics professionals working in Brazil. Therefore, through the use of TOPSIS, it was
also possible to achieve the objective proposed in this study.
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According to [86], the first step in carrying out the calculations aimed at carrying
out the ordering of the goals is the structuring of the matrix D, where the elements (xij)
are identified by an alternative (i) and by an analysis criterion (j). In this study, the
alternatives corresponded to the 16 activities considered in the questionnaire, and the
criteria corresponded to the three means obtained from each group of respondents for
each of the activities. The mathematical representation of the matrix is shown in Figure 2
(Matrix 1). Then, the normalization of matrix D is performed using Equation (1), presented
in Figure 2, resulting in a matrix called Matrix R (Matrix 2). The third step consists of
weighting the values of the R Matrix using Equation (2), shown in Figure 2, and obtaining
a new matrix called Matrix V (Matrix 3 in Figure 2). Subsequently, the determination of
positive (vj+) and negative (vj−) ideal solutions are defined. This step is developed by
identifying the maximum and minimum values existing in Matrix V for each of the analysis
criteria. The fifth step of TOPSIS consists of calculating the positive and negative Euclidean
distances of each alternative. Equations (3) and (4) in Figure 2 present the calculation made
to find the Euclidean distance from the positive ideal solution and the Euclidean distance
from the negative ideal solution, respectively.
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Finally, with the values of Euclidean distances, it is possible to calculate the Ci*
indicator and, through it, rank the 16 activities analyzed in the survey according to the
perception of different professionals in the field of reverse logistics in Brazil. It is noteworthy
that the values of Ci* must be between 0 and 1. The calculation of the indicator Ci* was
made using Equation (5), presented in Figure 2.

4. Results and Associated Discussions

Initially, the calculation of Cronbach’s Alpha was performed following the recom-
mendations proposed by Christmann and Van Aelst [87], obtaining a coefficient value
equal to 0.90, demonstrating the reliability of the research instrument used. Then, Figure 3
presents the averages of the answers given by experts for each item according to the time
of experience (up to 10 years, between 11 and 20 years, and above 20 years). After a
prior understanding of the Brazilian scenario about the activities that make up the reverse
logistics processes according to the descriptive analysis of the average opinion of market
professionals, the TOPSIS calculations were started, as were discussions of the ordering of
the activities considered in this study and the greater robustness of the results achieved.

Considering the averages obtained through the professional’s answers with more
experience working in the context of RL (over 20 years), and based on a scale from one
to five, presented in the methodological procedures section, for only three of the sixteen
activities analyzed, their means were equal to or greater than 4.5. Therefore, market
professionals with longer experience are almost certain that such activities belong to RL
processes, namely: Integration, Collection, and Transport. On the other hand, another
point worth mentioning is that most activities analyzed had an average between 3 and 4,
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which refers to low levels of uncertainty on the part of more experienced professionals
when analyzing whether such activities belong to RL processes. Integration, identified
in this research with the highest level of uncertainty in the composition of an RL process,
is portrayed by [63] but as one of the most important activities of this process, as it is
responsible for the management and performance of the entire RL system. The collection is
the entry point of reverse supply networks, and as highlighted in some research [42–44],
this activity is responsible for consolidating the generated waste, creating a link between
points of generation and processing centers. Transport is relevant due to its intense presence
in RL processes, as it occurs between the various installations of the reverse network [43].
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Figure 3. Averages are assigned to each activity by respondents’ experience. Source: Authors (2021).

Analyzing the averages based on the opinion of specialists who have between eleven
and twenty years of experience, the degree of certainty changes concerning the more
experienced responding professionals. Of the sixteen activities analyzed, ten had an
average equal to or greater than 4.5. In other words, this group of experts is convinced
that the Integration, Gatekeeping, Waste Acquisition, Collection, Transport, Warehousing,
Disassembly, Classification, Recycling, and Disposal activities are part of the RL processes.

For the professionals in the sample who have up to 10 years of experience, the scenario
presents eleven activities that, in their opinion, are certainly part of the reverse logistics
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processes, namely: Integration, Gatekeeping, Waste Acquisition, Collection, Transport,
Inspection/Test, Warehousing, Disassembly, Classification, Recycling, and Redistribution.
Therefore, considering the analysis of means by the class of respondents presented, it is
important to analyze and minimize the gaps in understanding among the professionals
who work directly with RL processes. According to Quesada [88], RL still has a profusion of
different related terms, and the very concept of RL has been changing over time [27], which
can contribute to possible doubts (or differences of understanding) among professionals
about the inclusion of some activities in the RL processes.

From the results analysis of Figure 3 and aiming at greater results robustness, it was
decided to organize the RL activities via TOPSIS to better understand the perception of RL
professionals working in Brazil. As presented in the methodological procedures section,
the data collected through the survey were divided into three different groups, considering
the experience of the respondent experts. Group 1 is characterized by having more than 20
years of experience, group 2 has between 11 and 20 years of experience, and group 3 has
up to 10 years of experience. Then, the average of the marks assigned by each group for
each goal was calculated, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Average of the grades of each group for each item.

Items Over 20 Years Between 11 and 20 Years Up to 10 Years
At_01 4.600 4.643 4.818
At_02 3.900 4.857 4.727
At_03 3.800 4.500 4.818
At_04 4.500 4.500 4.909
At_05 4.500 4.857 4.818
At_06 3.600 4.429 4.818
At_07 4.200 4.643 5.000
At_08 3.600 4.500 4.909
At_09 3.900 4.500 4.909
At_10 3.800 4.000 4.273
At_11 3.300 3.857 4.455
At_12 3.100 4.071 4.091
At_13 3.200 4.357 4.273
At_14 4.100 4.571 4.636
At_15 4.100 4.429 4.727
At_16 3.900 4.571 4.455

Source: Authors (2021).

Then, the normalization of the values in Table 5 was performed using Equation (1),
shown in Section 3, resulting in Matrix R (Table 6) with the normalized values. Then, the
weights were assigned to each group of respondents considering their length of experience
(experts with more than 20 years of experience received a weight of 50%, specialists with
experience between 11 and 20 years received a weight of 30%, and specialists with up to
10 years of experience received a weight of 20%), obtaining the Matrix V (Table 7).

Analyzing the calculated averages (not yet considering the weights attributed to each
group), it is possible to see that professionals involved with RL processes in Brazil still
have many doubts regarding which activities belong to the RL process. The TOPSIS result
ranked the activities found in the literature and discussed them as belonging to the RL
processes, considering the grades given by the professionals for each activity and the
weights attributed to the groups. It is noteworthy that the three activities listed in the last
positions (renovation, repair, and remanufacture) are those in which professionals have
less uncertainty that they are not part of the RL processes. That is, this does not mean that
these activities are not involved in processes of RL in Brazilian industries.

The first three activities listed by TOPSIS, “Transport”, “Integration”, and “Collection”,
received coefficients greater than 0.80; that is, in the opinion of the professionals, they are
sure that such activities are part of the RL process. According to the literature considered in
this study, the activity of “Transport” was observed in 39 articles. Among these, only [43]
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presented a brief description: “moving secondary assets along the processing stream”. In
other words, it is an activity solely related to the movement of the material (transportation,
uploading/downloading, handling) between facilities or activities in the reverse channels.

Table 6. Matrix R with normalized values.

Items rij (over 20 Years) rij (between 11 and 20 Years) rij (up to 10 Years)
At_01 0.29 0.26 0.26
At_02 0.25 0.27 0.25
At_03 0.24 0.25 0.26
At_04 0.29 0.25 0.26
At_05 0.29 0.27 0.26
At_06 0.23 0.25 0.26
At_07 0.27 0.26 0.27
At_08 0.23 0.25 0.26
At_09 0.25 0.25 0.26
At_10 0.24 0.22 0.23
At_11 0.21 0.22 0.24
At_12 0.20 0.23 0.22
At_13 0.20 0.24 0.23
At_14 0.26 0.26 0.25
At_15 0.26 0.25 0.25
At_16 0.25 0.26 0.24

Source: Authors (2021).

Table 7. Matrix V weighted values.

Items rij (over 20 Years) × 0.50 rij (between 11 and
20 Years) × 0.30 rij (up to 10 Years) × 0.20

At_01 0.15 0.08 0.05
At_02 0.12 0.08 0.05
At_03 0.12 0.08 0.05
At_04 0.14 0.08 0.05
At_05 0.14 0.08 0.05
At_06 0.12 0.07 0.05
At_07 0.13 0.08 0.05
At_08 0.12 0.08 0.05
At_09 0.12 0.08 0.05
At_10 0.12 0.07 0.05
At_11 0.11 0.06 0.05
At_12 0.10 0.07 0.04
At_13 0.10 0.07 0.05
At_14 0.13 0.08 0.05
At_15 0.13 0.07 0.05
At_16 0.12 0.08 0.05

Source: Authors (2021).

Table 8 presents the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution. These data
are necessary to calculate the distances from the positive ideal solution, the distance from
the negative ideal solution, and the Ci* coefficient (Table 9). Finally, the ordering of the
items was carried out based on the values of the coefficient (Ci*) obtained. The result of
such ordering is shown in Table 10.

Table 8. Positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution for access to criteria.

Solution Criteria Over 20 Years Between 11 and 20 Years Up to 10 Years
Positive ideal
solution (vj+) 0.15 0.08 0.05

Negative ideal
solution (vj−) 0.10 0.06 0.04

Source: Authors (2021).
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Table 9. Distances from the positive ideal solution, distance from the negative ideal solution, and
coefficient Ci*.

Items
Distances from the

Positive Ideal
Solution (Si+)

Distances from the
Negative Ideal
Solution (Si−)

Coefficient (Ci*)

At_01 0.00 0.05 0.92
At_02 0.02 0.03 0.58
At_03 0.03 0.03 0.50
At_04 0.01 0.05 0.87
At_05 0.00 0.05 0.93
At_06 0.03 0.02 0.38
At_07 0.01 0.04 0.74
At_08 0.03 0.02 0.39
At_09 0.02 0.03 0.56
At_10 0.03 0.02 0.43
At_11 0.05 0.01 0.14
At_12 0.05 0.00 0.07
At_13 0.05 0.01 0.17
At_14 0.02 0.03 0.67
At_15 0.02 0.03 0.66
At_16 0.02 0.03 0.55

Source: Authors (2021).

Table 10. Ranking of the items.

Position (Ci*) Code Items
1◦ 0.93 At_05 TRANSPORT
2◦ 0.92 At_01 INTEGRATION
3◦ 0.87 At_04 COLLECTION
4◦ 0.74 At_07 WAREHOUSING
5◦ 0.67 At_14 RECYCLING
6◦ 0.66 At_15 REDISTRIBUTION
7◦ 0.58 At_02 GATEKEEPING
8◦ 0.56 At_09 SORTING
9◦ 0.55 At_16 PROPER DISPOSAL

10◦ 0.50 At_03 WASTE ACQUISITION
11◦ 0.43 At_10 DIRECT REUSE
12◦ 0.39 At_08 DISASSEMBLY
13◦ 0.38 At_06 INSPECTION/TESTING
14◦ 0.17 At_13 REMANUFATURING
15◦ 0.14 At_11 REPAIR
16◦ 0.07 At_12 REFURBISHING

Source: Authors (2021).

Integration, according to [63], is also called Coordinating System, the first and most
important key element of the RL process since it is responsible for this system’s overall
management and performance. It also seeks to integrate the whole RL process’s stages
by information sharing between all reverse channel members, exactly as a reverse supply
chain. In this step, fundamental logistics information still in gross (or aggregated) mode
will be made available to support decisions, especially in the starting (Waste Acquisition)
and ending (Redistribution) stages of the RL process. Another important point for “Inte-
gration is information technology which, according to Gimenez et al. [89] strengthens the
relationship between environmental practices and environmental performance.

Thirdly, collecting appears as an activity belonging to the RL process in the profes-
sionals’ opinion. It constitutes the consolidation of selected waste (based on information
from gatekeeping) from generating sources facilities (based on information from waste
acquisition) to processing centers, in which the inspection/testing, disassembly, and sorting
processes take place. This is the general way in which this process is presented in the
literature [42–44]. The intermediate activities in the ranking represent the professionals’
uncertainty as to their belonging in the RL process. It can be seen, then, that out of the
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sixteen analyzed, ten have this classification, which demonstrates a high level of uncertainty
by professionals regarding the activities that are a part of the RL process. In other words,
there is still a lot of uncertainty about the belonging of most activities considered in the set
of processes that make up the RL, which is one of the main findings of this research.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the results presented here, for the most part, do not
converge with the results presented in the percentage distribution table of the most-cited
RL activities in the literature survey carried out (Table 2). For example, the integration
activity, identified by professionals participating in this study as having a low level of
uncertainty as to whether it belongs to the LR process, has the lowest occurrence in the
articles considered in Table 2.

Enabling the reduction of uncertainties and increasing reliability in the planning, imple-
mentation, and control of logistics operations, the reverse channels will likely have the best
sustainable performance in the services and products offered. Additionally, Refs. [90–92]
emphasizes that through a good definition of logistics processes, both economic and en-
vironmental performance can be achieved simultaneously, consequently contributing to
the achievement of sustainable goals. Other sustainable contributions arising from a co-
herent definition of RL processes can be generated through route optimization, packaging
optimization, use of recycled packaging, and total reduction of the carbon footprint [93].

According to the results achieved, it is possible to perceive that the correct understand-
ing of the processes and activities that make up certain production systems is essential for
achieving sustainable goals [2]. Furthermore, Ref. [94] also highlights that the importance
of a systems understanding of sustainability can be affirmed based on the contribution
that systems thinking and systems practice can provide to make sustainability deeper
if one considers the contributions that a cybernetic insight can bring. Another point to
be considered in achieving sustainable goals and objectives is the impacts caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic [95], which compromised production systems, supply chains, and
logistics networks around the world [96,97].

Additionally, considering the transport, integration, and collection activities (the first
in the ranking), it is important to highlight the need to insert concepts of automation
in the development of such activities as a future path in logistics networks to enhance
the development of such operations in RL systems. Ref. [98] highlights the importance
of applications that provide the exchange of information between those involved in the
logistics network. Ref. [99] further highlights more specifically that automation includes
application area planning, sourcing, material handling, distribution, and also reverse
logistics activities.

5. Conclusions

Based on the results presented, it is concluded that the main objective proposed in
this study was achieved since it was possible to identify the level of uncertainty about
the activities that make up the RL processes in the opinion of professionals working in
Brazil. A set of 16 activities was considered to develop a research instrument, and it was
used in a survey with 38 professionals in the LR area. Considering the importance of
Reverse Logistics (RL) to the fulfillment of the National Solid Waste Policy (NSWP) and
the potential RL contributions to the effective development of activities regarded to the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), especially SDGs 9 and 12, knowing which activities
should be part of RL process, especially in specific contexts, is imperative. Considering the
results achieved, it is possible to perceive the importance of identifying future challenges of
global logistics networks, such as the need to meet sustainable guidelines in the provision
of RL services and, in addition, the challenges for the insertion of elements of digitization
in logistics processes, such as automation.

The results achieved in this research can contribute to theory and practice in the RL
area. From a theoretical point of view, the findings presented here can serve as a basis for
the expansion of debates by researchers in the field, since they detail the RL activities that
generate greater uncertainty regarding their belonging to RL processes among professionals
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in the field, thus serving as a basis for the development of studies that aim to mitigate such
understandings. From a practical point of view, the results can contribute to managers
involved in the RL process and who aim for greater consistency in the definition of activities
that are part of the processes in which they are managing. They can use results to help them
in planning actions to improve the development and control of their logistics activities in
the reverse channels. As a research limitation, its exploratory character stands out, and
consequently, its results cannot be generalized to other geographic contexts that are not
considered in this study.

As a proposal for future research: (a) apply the study in other geographic contexts;
(b) define a training plan for managers in the RL area with the aim to broaden the un-
derstanding of activities that belong to the RL processes; and (c) measure the degree of
importance attributed by professionals working in the area to each activity belonging to
the RL processes.
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Abstract: Background: Digital twins have the potential to significantly improve the efficiency and
sustainability of the agri-food supply chain by providing visibility, reducing bottlenecks, planning for
contingencies, and improving existing processes and resources. Additionally, they can add value to
businesses by lowering costs and boosting customer satisfaction. This study is aimed at responding to
common scientific questions on the application of digital twins in the agri-food supply chain, focusing
on the benefits, types, integration levels, key elements, implementation steps, and challenges. Methods:
This article conducts a systematic literature review of recent works on agri-food supply chain digital
twins, using a list of peer-reviewed studies to analyze concepts using precise and well-defined criteria.
Thus, 50 papers were selected based on inclusion and exclusion criteria, and descriptive and content-
wise analysis was conducted to answer the research questions. Conclusions: The implementation of
digital twins has shown promising advancements in addressing global challenges in the agri-food
supply chain. Despite encouraging signs of progress in the sector, the real-world application of this
solution is still in its early stages. This article intends to provide firms, experts, and researchers with
insights into future research directions, implications, and challenges on the topic.

Keywords: digital twin; agri-food supply chain; contributions; integration level; challenges

1. Introduction

In recent decades, various technologies have been implemented to improve the effi-
ciency of the agri-food supply chain. New challenges are arising that require the use of
innovative solutions due to evolving market demands, regulations, and cost-effectiveness.
As a result, increasing efficiency through effective, integrated smart technologies and ap-
proaches like digital twins (DTs) has been actively addressed in recent years. A DT is
a new notion that has emerged alongside the advancement of Industry 4.0. It provides
virtual representations of physical systems during their lifecycle using real-time data from
sensors, thereby enhancing decision-making processes. The DT can represent both living
and non-living objects, as well as processes that can be analyzed and simulated to interfere
with the course of evolution [1]. The use of reliable DTs could be one of the most crucial
techniques for monitoring supply chain processes in a real-time. As a result, the ability
to simulate multiple operations and predict critical situations in advance enables rapid
response and process modification, as well as enhancing resilience.

A DT is a virtual copy of a physical system, including its environment and processes,
that is kept up to date by sharing information between the physical and virtual systems.
It is a tool that has a continuous link between its physical and virtual counterparts (the
twin) [1,2]. It consists of three components: a digital definition of its counterpart derived
from CAD, Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), etc.; operational and experiential data
of its counterpart gathered primarily using Internet of Things (IoT) data and real-time
telemetry; and information model (dashboards, HMIs, etc.) that corresponds to and
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displays the information to facilitate decision-making. A DT is continuously learning and
updating itself by using sensor data or external entities. All aspects of human activity,
including the livestock sector, logistics, the petrochemical industry, and manufacturing, can
profit greatly from DT systems [3]. The design, management, maintenance, development,
and all industrial aspects related to goods, services, equipment, operations, and activities,
as well as human resource management, can all be optimized with the use of these tools.
Moreover, it enables users to remotely manage and control components and systems,
as well as assess and predict resource- and process-related changes through “what if”
analysis. Thus, firms would be able to assess information regarding service quality, new
product development [4], and timely delivery. Furthermore, the DT is used to aid in the
identification of control parameters to meet target KPIs and enhance the existing operation
in terms of increasing energy efficiency and savings, reducing the number of off-target end
products, improving process consistency, and reducing downtimes during maintenance [5].

In the context of the supply chain, the DT is a simulation model of an actual supply
chain that forecasts supply chain dynamics using real-time data and snapshots [6] and
that can send and receive data in both directions in real-time [7]. Supply chain DTs differ
from conventional simulation models in terms of update frequency, powerful analytics
capability, and simulation capability, allowing for deep synchronization and dynamic
interaction between the physical and virtual worlds [8]. Supply chain analysts can use its
output to assess supply chain activity, predict unforeseen events, and implement corrective
measures. It is also used to monitor and forecast real-time changes in orders, supply,
demand, approvals, and so on. As a result, firms can effectively evaluate their supply chain
and adapt to changes more swiftly.

Despite the importance of DTs in improving agri-food supply chain activities, from
the literature review conducted, it has emerged that the scientific community does not have
a common understanding of the concept. As a result, DTs have been presented in a variety
of ways in the articles. In certain cases, distinguishing DTs from digital models and digital
shadows has become more challenging [9–14].

The adoption of DTs in agri-food supply chains is crucial because it enables the early
detection of risks and the quality monitoring of food items using statistical, data-driven, or
physics-based models [15]. Given the rising concerns about monitoring real-time activities,
the agri-food supply chain continues to struggle with assuring traceability.

Despite promising advances in the field, DTs are still in their early stages of use in
agri-food supply chains [16–18]. This is due to issues such as education (which causes
management change and knowledge transfer), accurate representation, data quality, costs,
intellectual property protection (data ownership concerns, identity assurance methods, and
user access control), digital security, and interoperability [19], as well as ethical concerns
and potential societal and safety consequences [1].

Currently, DT applications are more focused on sectors such as the manufacturing,
construction, automotive, and aerospace industries [3]. Only a few studies have focused
on DT applications in food and agriculture. In this case, there is an initial trend toward
the implementation of DTs, and more clarity and insights are needed for the scientific
community and industries interested in the implementation of this technology. To the
best of our knowledge, despite being a hot topic that has caught the interest of many
businesses and academics, DT implementation in the agri-food supply chain is still not well
investigated, and no detailed study analyzing the current state of the art has been found. In
particular, the benefits, types, levels of integration, key aspects, implementation processes,
and challenges related to the adoption of DTs in the agri-food supply chain remain unclear.
Therefore, this study aims to provide a first contribution to the topic by responding to the
following research questions (RQs): how does the use of DT applications contribute to the
agri-food supply chain? (RQ1); what are the key elements of implementing a DT? (RQ2);
what types and levels of integration exist within the DT in the agri-food supply chain?
(RQ3); what are the steps for implementation? (RQ4); and how challenging is it to adopt
DTs in the agri-food supply chain? (RQ5).
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The remaining sections are arranged as follows: the background is described in
Section 2, and the method used in the study is described in Section 3. The fourth section
of the paper goes into detail about the descriptive analysis and discussion of research
questions. Finally, the summary, implications, and limitations of the study are stated
in Section 5.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Challenges in the Agri-Food Supply Chain

The agri-food supply chain is a complex network of stakeholders who share common
goals such as ensuring food quality, food security, food safety, and sustainability. It is subject
to greater uncertainty and risk than other supply chains, raising serious issues concerning
its impact on the environment, society, and the economy [20]. Additionally, unprecedented
occurrences such as the COVID-19 pandemic and Ukraine’s prolonged war, as well as
economic sanctions, have highlighted the vulnerabilities of global supply networks [21,22].
These factors can result in problems related to unexpected delays, cost management,
collaboration, data synchronization, rising freight charges, demand forecasting, digital
transformation, port congestion, and the perishable nature of products [23].

The agri-food supply chain is one of the sectors that use advanced tools to evolve into a
data-driven, intelligent, agile, and autonomously connected system [4]. Recent technology
breakthroughs in cloud computing, IoT, big data, blockchain, robotics, and AI provide
smart connected systems [20], allowing for the automation of this industry. Automation
approaches are essential for developing supply chain DTs, which can lead to scalable and
sustainable growth in the industry.

2.2. Supply Chain DTs

A DT is a dynamic, real-time depiction of the different agents in the supply chain net-
work that forecasts supply chain dynamics using real-time data and snapshots. In logistics,
the supply chain DT maps the data, state, relationships, and behavior of the system, mimick-
ing its behavior using dynamic simulation capabilities [21,24]. Four areas of DT application
have been identified in the supply chain, including network level (network management
and transportation), site, manufacturing, warehousing, and cargo handling [24]. Network
management is concerned with managing and monitoring valuable networks, while the
transportation domain includes use cases involving the network-level transportation of
products and commodities. Manufacturing is the most common application area on the site
level, involving tasks related to the production of goods. Warehousing covers applications
related to facilities that store, ship, and return goods and materials.

Supply chain optimization through DTs adds value to businesses by lowering costs
and boosting customer satisfaction [25]. To do this, all aspects of the supply chain must be
upgraded, including material flows, financial flows, and information flows. By simulating
alternative scenarios and identifying risks and opportunities, DTs enable businesses to
optimize levels of inventory, reduce costs, enhance collaborations, and improve supply
chain efficiency [26,27]. Additionally, supply chain management based on DTs does not
require physical proximity, meaning that actual product movement from source to the
consumer is no longer dependent on the location of the parties performing control and
collaboration [28].

DTs are becoming increasingly popular in the agri-food supply chain due to their
benefits, such as improved product quality, resource utilization, maintenance, produc-
tion planning, reduced losses, improved logistics, energy savings, and increased visi-
bility [18,19,22,29–31]. They enable supply chain actors to control demand, understand
demand patterns, monitor food quality and marketability, track goods during transporta-
tion, ensure traceability, and monitor environmental conditions [26,32,33]. In agriculture,
the use of such tools can provide information on fertilizers, chemicals, seeds, irrigation
management techniques, environmental protection, pests, climate, crop monitoring man-
agement solutions, market demands, and business changes [34]. In general, DTs in the
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agri-food supply chain provide simulation and optimization, livestock tracking and health
management [2,35–37], collaborative planning and collaboration [8], crop monitoring and
management [38,39], supply chain visibility and traceability [40,41], and predictive analyt-
ics and decision support [42] to help farmers and supply chain managers identify patterns
and generate actionable insights.

3. Methodology

This study used a systematic literature review (SLR), which uses a list of peer-reviewed
research to identify, evaluate, and synthesize ideas using strict and well-defined criteria.
SLR seeks to address RQs, test hypotheses, and theories, or produce new arguments [43].
SLR was chosen for this study because of its ability to reduce bias and improve the accuracy
of exploring and analyzing related studies. Thus, the methodology ensures a detailed
analysis of relevant works, thereby offering a key foundation for the evolution of traceable
information.

3.1. Data Sources and Keywords Definition

In this review, the Scopus and Web of Science databases have been used as a data
source with the keywords (“digital twin” OR “digital model” OR “digital shadow” OR
“simulation model”) AND (“post-harvest” OR “agri food” OR “agrifood” OR “agri-food”).
Because many publications on this topic have been published without consistent use of
terms, the search was carried out with considerable care, using a wide range of keyword
combinations. When choosing keywords, several elements related to digitization in the
agriculture and food supply chain were considered.

Since this review aims to investigate how DTs have been used in recent years in the
agri-food supply chain, the search includes published papers from 1 January 2019 to 20
August 2022. After eliminating duplicates, the authors evaluated each article to determine
whether it met the inclusion criteria.

3.2. Screening and Eligibility Check

Only works that have been peer-reviewed and published in journals, conferences, and
book chapters were considered during the preliminary screening stage. All the articles
collected from the two databases (Scopus and Web of Science) were checked for duplication
using the reference management tool (Mendeley), followed by reading the abstracts and
full texts of the selected articles.

The final screening and eligibility assessment were done based on the following
criteria.

Screening Exclusion Criteria (SEC):

• SEC1—Is it a peer-reviewed journal article, a book chapter, a review, or a conference
paper?

• SEC2—Does the document illustrate the use of DTs in the agri-food supply chain?

Eligibility Exclusion Criteria (EEC):

• EEC1—Is the full document available for reading?
• EEC2—Does the paper discuss digital models, digital shadows, or DTs in the agri-food

supply chain?
• EEC3—Does the paper answer at least one of the research questions that have already

been set?

4. Analysis and Discussion
4.1. Descriptive Analysis of Selected Studies

Following the initial screening and checks to ensure eligibility, 50 papers were selected
for further analysis (Figure 1). This descriptive analysis began by examining the current
trend of research development in the agri-food supply chain.
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In total, 66% of all contributions are in the form of articles published in peer-reviewed
journals. The remaining documents are review articles (6%), conference papers (26%), and
book chapters (2%), as shown in Figure 3.
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The search conducted on Scopus and Web of Science revealed that the publications
drew their data from a total of 36 different journals. The International Journal of Production
Research got the most citations (229), followed by the IEEE Transactions on Industrial
Informatics with 103 citations, Animal Production Science with 51 citations, and the Journal
of Resources, Conservation, and Recycling with 51 citations each (Figure 4).
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The United States contributed 16.7% of the studies that were conducted on the ap-
plication of DTs in the agri-food supply chain. This was followed by Switzerland, which
contributed 15.6% of the studies, and China, which contributed 6.1% of the publications
(Figure 5).
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This analysis demonstrates the increasing interest among researchers from all over the
world. In the coming years, there may be an increase in the number of publications that
explore the contexts in which DTs might be leveraged in the agri-food supply chain due to
the increasing need to digitalize the sector.

4.2. Discussion of Results with Respect to the Research Questions

Based on the framework shown in Figure 6, this section highlights recent scientific
studies on DT applications in the agri-food supply chain, with an emphasis on the benefits
(RQ1), key aspects of implementation processes (RQ2), types, integration levels (RQ3),
implementation steps (RQ4), and challenges (RQ5).

4.2.1. Contributions of DTs to the Agri-Food Supply Chain (RQ1)

Several researchers contend that the adoption of digital technology had a significant
impact on the supply chain’s visibility, and the monitoring of processes [19,22,29–31]. Visi-
bility is transparency in real-time over the entire transport network, including information
on available capacity, interruptions, and operational status [7].

Due to the short shelf life of many agri-food products in the supply chain, excellent
forecasting and monitoring tools are needed to eliminate the mismatch between short-
ages and surpluses [26]. A DT continuously controls demand, can better comprehend
demand patterns, and allows for the connection of sensor data in a real-time to monitor
the quality of food and marketability [44]. Furthermore, it has significant potential for use
in determining food quality and the design of personalized foods [16,30]. Retailers might
use this tool to assess how the temperature difference between the packhouse and their
store impacts the overall quality of their products [45,46]. Similarly, the use of DTs for
tracking goods, traceability, and monitoring the environmental conditions, weight loss, and
overall quality loss in the postharvest supply chain has also attracted the interest of the
food industry [32,33,47]. This would enhance system integration and product or system
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visibility and knowledge, as well as help predictive capabilities, perform scenario analysis,
and continuous improvement. Table 1 summarizes case studies of agri-food DTs.
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Table 1. Identified use cases of agri-food supply chain DTs.

Application Area Implementation Purpose of DT References

Transportation and storage of fruit To provide insights regarding the thermophysical
behavior of fruit [48]

Food retail supply chains To enhance end-to-end visibility and resilient management of
demand, inventory, and capacity [22]

Postharvest supply chains To provide insight with actionable data and aid in detecting and
predicting supply chain issues [15]

Refrigerated transport and cold storage To optimize the cooling process for a variety of fruits and
vegetables with complex shapes and compositions [46]

Cold chain For cold chain optimizations in the design process [45]

Food industry To enhance food quality and traceability, and design
personalized foods [16]

Refrigerated supply chain For monitoring food quality and marketability [44]
Fruit retail For monitoring the quality of fruit during storage [31]
Food supply chain To replicate the dynamic evolution of a system over time [49]
Agriculture To collect and analyze fruiting body growth in farming [50]
Meat and livestock To replicate the value chain [51]
Smart farm To enhance farm management [52]

Food processing plant To enhance pasteurization and predict processing conditions in
beverage processing [53,54]

Recently, agricultural sectors such as controlled environment agriculture, open-field
agriculture, and animal farming have started using DTs [48,55,56]. As the next phase of
the digitization paradigm, DT technologies can help farmers by enabling continuous and
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real-time monitoring of the physical world (the farm) and updating the status of the virtual
environment [57]. Digital farming methods can supply information regarding the use of
fertilizers, chemicals, seeds, irrigation management techniques, environmental protection,
pests, climate, crop monitoring management solutions, market demands, and business
changes [34]. In addition, it can be used to monitor greenhouse activity and predict crop
growth [1]. Besides this, these systems allow growers to monitor the health of their crops
and receive real-time notifications regarding pests, diseases, and climate change. This
helps farms decide what to do with the actual crop and how to use fertilizers, as well as
determine the effects of these activities.

4.2.2. Key Elements in DT Implementation (RQ2)

More broadly, the top five essential components of DTs have been identified in physical
entities, virtual entities, service platforms, data models, and information links [16,58]. The
identification of physical entities is the first essential component of DT implementation.
The physical entity is a relative term that refers to the actual product or system that a
virtual DT mimics in the real world. This may include “vehicle”, “component”, “product”,
“system”, “artifact”, etc. For instance, in the agri-food supply chain, it is common to find
the DTs of fruits, farms, and supply chain networks. To build a virtual entity, one must
create a digital model with the same appearance, properties, behaviors, and rules as the
real entity. In addition, service platforms are essential components for the execution of
models. Additionally, the virtual entity needs to have access to cloud applications, data,
and knowledge for it to work properly. In the supply chain DT development, experts are
increasingly seeking real-time data such as demographic data collected from various supply
chain participants or stakeholders that can be used to get information regarding the location
of truck routes, fulfillment centers, retail outlets, consumers, etc., to better understand
logistics. These data can be directly entered into databases like the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) database and the production system to build a DT with a simulation
tool [59]. Furthermore, DTs can utilize data from transportation management systems
(TMS) and customer relationship management systems (CMS) [7]. It is also possible to
combine internal data from the systems of the actors with external data sources (e.g.,
weather, traffic, competitors’ prices). These lay the groundwork for the DTs of the supply
chain to construct a model that is as realistic and accurate as possible to conduct analysis
and simulations based on high data quality. Smart analysis and the quality, quantity,
and integration of data are fundamental requirements for the optimal usage of supply
chain DTs. In addition, basic requirements for supply chain DT adoption include visibility
and transparency, update frequency, data collection, data analysis, simulation capabilities,
decision support capabilities for planning, and the ability to handle disruptions.

4.2.3. Types and Levels of DT Integration (RQ3)

In the agri-food supply chain, DT models can be statistical, data-driven, or physics-
based (mechanistic) [15,44,45,47,55]. Multiphysics modeling and simulation are used in
physics-based approaches to model and simulate the relevant physical, biochemical, micro-
biological, and physiological processes, including the CAD geometry of the fruit, material
property data, and the physical model’s beginning and boundary conditions [45,46,48].
This is accomplished by employing a mathematical definition of the relevant biological
processes, such as biochemical processes, that affect fruit quality parameters [48]. In the
case of a data-driven model, AI techniques, including machine learning, are utilized for
model building, calibration, verification, and validation. Machine learning models can be
trained in a variety of ways, including through supervised and unsupervised learning. The
model training data could include horticultural-product storage conditions as well as the
measured biological response of fresh horticulture products over time.

Recent applications of DTs in the agri-food supply chain, mostly in the fruit supply
chain, have emphasized physics-based DTs [15,16,29,30,44,45,47,48,55,60,61]. Because of
advancements in prediction accuracy and computational performance, the adoption of a
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physics-based DT is growing rapidly [5]. Using mechanistic models (e.g., heat and mass
transfer) and kinetic models (quality deterioration), a DT can forecast when food will
change its quality over time, including during storage and shipment. With such models,
more emphasis has been placed on monitoring fresh fruits and vegetables, contributing to
product loss, particularly during transcontinental shipments.

In comparison to statistical and data-driven DTs, which determine how fresh horticul-
tural products end up losing their quality by looking for patterns in the data, physics-based
twins provide a better description of the physiological, biochemical, microbiological, and
physiological processes that are taking place, which explains why this quality loss oc-
curs [15]. In response to specific temperatures and other environmental conditions, they
can assist horticulture items in communicating their history as they move from the field to
the consumer. By connecting real-world products to sensors, DTs help determine how the
quality of products changes over time. Similarly, machine learning-based techniques are
used to build biophysical DTs comprising process and raw material data to replicate a food
product and process [16].

The scientific community has described DTs in a variety of ways in the literature. In
some circumstances, it has become more difficult to distinguish DTs from digital models
and digital shadows [9–14]. To precisely define a digital model, there must be no automated
data exchange between the physical and virtual twins. These kinds of models are used by
the industry to determine how a change to a digital entity’s counterpart might be affected
if implemented. A digital shadow is a unidirectional exchange between a physical and a
digital object—not vice versa, whereby a change in a physical object creates a change in its
digital counterpart. In this instance, data flow is automatic from the physical asset to its
digital replica, but manual from the digital asset to its physical counterpart. It is typically
employed for data collection and subsequent analysis [29]. The model is referred to as a
“DT” if data flow between a physical object and a digital entity is entirely integrated in
both directions. In other words, any modifications made to the digital item are mirrored
instantaneously in its physical counterpart, and vice versa. The autonomy of the model
is the primary distinction between digital shadows and DTs [62]. In the DT, interventions
could be automatic, whereas, in the digital shadow, they must be deliberate (human-
supported) decisions. A digital model (simulation) depicts what could happen to an item
or supply chain system, but a DT depicts what is already happening. Table 2 presents the
category of selected papers based on the level of integration.

Table 2. Category of selected papers based on the level of integration.

Level of Integration References

Digital model (simulation) [46–57]
Digital shadow [56,63–67]

DT [15,16,22,30,31,44–46,48–55,68,69]

4.2.4. Implementation Steps (RQ4)

The implementation of a DT entails several steps, including process mapping, deter-
mination of data sources, selection of technology, modeling, synchronizing into real-time,
simulation, optimization, and analysis, as well as scaling and enhancing options [26]
(Figure 7).

Compared to implementation in manufacturing or a piece of machinery, a supply chain
DT requires the modeling of the entire supply chain supported by real-time or near-real-time
operational parameters [70]. Various modeling methods can be used to manage the growing
complexity and unpredictability of the agri-food supply chain. In the selected papers,
modeling techniques such as agent-based modeling [71,72], system [63,73–75] discrete
event simulation [30,56,66,76–80], and hybrid simulation [30,81,82] are commonly used.
The application of these methods will provide answers to planning-related questions, such
as the amount to be purchased, delivered, or produced. During the modeling process, the
DT should be constructed with long-term plans in mind. Moreover, the framework should
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enable the modeling and analysis of alternative processes, asset performance optimization,
and event forecasting.
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Connecting to real-time data is yet another vital step for the agri-food supply chain’s
DT deployment. Although the time scale is goal-oriented, real-time data are essential for
the use of DTs [26]. For instance, distributed control systems, predictive control models,
online optimization, and process scheduling use seconds, minutes, hours, days, or weeks as
time scales. Sensors are frequently linked to the IoT, which is unquestionably a requirement
for DTs since real-time data collection is made possible by wireless connectivity between
many objects located in the same or distinct physical areas. Sensor technology is available to
monitor the agri-food supply chain; however, it is still challenging to apply in commercial
supply chains [45]. Various types of sensors have been installed in the agri-food supply
chain to date to execute DT scenarios. In the case of post-harvest activities, for instance,
temperature and gas sensors are reported to be used to monitor the status of a fresh
product during the logistics and storage phases [15,45,46,48,55,56,83], as well as to depict
inventory and grain quality as it flows across a plant [30]. Citrus shipments also employ
sensors for temperature measurements [44]. Infrared thermal cameras are also proven to
be an effective tool for detecting physiological changes in fruits [31,84–88]. In the case of
DT-based smart farms, several sensors can be utilized to monitor the plant’s nutrients,
growth, and environmental conditions [52]. Among the sensors are environmental sensors
that measure temperature, chemicals, light humidity, air velocity, lighting, ventilation,
and movement, which allows for reporting their behavior, health, and condition [89].
Temperature and pressure sensors have been indicated for use in the proposed DT models
in food processing [53,54]. Sensors and indicators time-temperature indicators, freshness
indicators, gas indicators, and integrity indicators) are used in smart packaging to detect
biological, chemical, or gaseous changes in packaged fresh produce [90]. Sensor-based
RFID tags can detect corresponding attributes and chemical changes in fresh fruits and
vegetables throughout the post-harvest supply chain [32].

Another key stage in developing a DT for the supply chain is the capacity to simulate,
optimize, and analyze. Possibilities for applying prescriptive, predictive, and advanced an-
alytics to influence decision-making through digital supply chain twins vary from strategic
to operational [89]. Once integrated with models, operations, and assets can be simulated
or optimized to obtain insights, test possible scenarios, or adapt to disturbances. The
outcomes should be communicated throughout the enterprise to inform plans of action at
all levels. The simulation module offered by cloud computing can predict future conditions
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of the real-world supply chain by applying different parameters to its DT. The DT’s outputs
could help optimize, monitor, or forecast supply chain behavior [30,45,48,52,55].

Ultimately, DTs should be scalable across enterprises to enhance end-to-end visibility
across supply chains. They can even connect with suppliers and consumers outside of the
enterprise. More real-time data points from internal sources, third parties, and industry
groups can enhance the DT’s performance.

4.2.5. Challenges for the DT Implementation (RQ5)

The adoption of DTs in the agri-food industry remains difficult [91]. For instance, de-
ploying IoT-based agricultural systems still faces significant challenges due to the demand
for continuous power supplies to operate. Although alternative energy sources such as
solar and wind can be used to meet the energy demand, this will greatly increase the cost.
In the countryside and village areas, the lack of a reliable internet connection is another
challenge. The connection needs to have enough broadband to deliver data as needed by
the service. In addition, farmers need instruction in using basic computers and tablets, as
well as knowledge of how the IoT works.

In practice, mapping and obtaining a detailed real-time snapshot of the supply chain is
challenging. The simultaneous validation of all model-output parameters is an additional
barrier to the use of DTs in supply chain applications [44]. Moreover, the stakeholders in the
cold chain, such as retailers, require specific evidence to demonstrate the benefits in shelf life
that may be obtained with certain digital solutions. Unfortunately, pilot studies to derive
such validations are sometimes costly and time-consuming. Further implementation issues
include a lack of detailed methodology and standards, a lack of clear data governance,
and difficulties gathering and storing massive datasets [20,92–94]. For instance, the lack of
modeling standards for DT can lead to compatibility issues during the integration of models
created separately [95]. Developing a data acquisition system, synchronization problems,
the modeling of a complex system, lack of awareness, companies’ resistance to adopting
the technology [96], as well as difficulties in developing, understanding, controlling, and
simulating real-time changes in the system, all pose challenges.

Combining multidisciplinary knowledge and providing enough data are the two most
difficult aspects of implementing DTs [16]. Similarly, education (which causes management
changes and knowledge transfers), accurate representation, data quality, costs, IP protection
(data ownership concerns, identity assurance procedures, and user access control), digital
security, and interoperability [19,97] can be considered obstacles to the implementation.
Moreover, in agriculture, the implementation of the DT is hindered due to ethical concerns,
as well as potential societal and safety consequences [1]. Due to product complexity and
operational challenges, the deployment of DTs at the industry level remains difficult [5,47].
However, some recent studies show promising signs of progress [17,18,29].

5. Conclusions

This study explored the state of the art in the implementation of DTs in the agri-food
supply chain and provides insight into the roles of the DT in improving supply chain
performance, optimizing resources, facilitating collaboration, and sharing information. The
benefits, types, integration levels, key elements, and implementation steps of a DT in the
reviewed area, as well as the challenges to its implementation, were discussed. In this
regard, DTs can improve efficiency and sustainability in the agri-food supply chain by
providing visibility, minimizing bottlenecks, planning for contingencies, and improving
existing processes and resources. However, the scientific community lacks a common
comprehension of the DT concept, making it impossible to distinguish between a DT,
a digital model, and a digital shadow. Furthermore, research advances and real-world
implementations of DTs in agri-food are still in the early stages of development.

The findings of this study are intended to help researchers, policymakers, and the
agri-food sector understand the potential and future possibilities of using DTs, including
meeting sustainability goals. As a result, the current study could give researchers a clear
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understanding of the benefits of DTs in supporting the agri-food industry, as well as details
on the current pattern of DT utilization. This research will further assist academics in
identifying the capabilities of the solution along with the requirements during the DT
development and implementation phases. Researchers and supply chain actors would
benefit the most from an in-depth analysis of DTs to gain a common awareness of this
emerging tool.

The literature search was conducted using the Web of Science and Scopus databases,
which are commonly used data sources for literature analysis. Despite their large citations,
these databases have limitations in terms of document availability and coverage. Many
reports regarding the progress of DT implementation by the companies are documented
in white papers and other publications that are not included in both databases. Despite
our best efforts to assure inclusiveness, our study is limited to publications that have
undergone peer review. So, additional related work that has been published in other
databases or languages other than English might be missed during our analysis. As a
result, scholars interested in DT applications in the supply chain could consult additional
sources. Researchers might also focus on evaluating the solution’s effectiveness in terms of
sustainability and feasibility, which will boost confidence in industries within the agri-food
supply chain to incorporate this technology into their business processes. Furthermore,
studies might be directed toward the development of tools and standards for the use of DTs
to ease implementation efforts. Future research should focus on practical applications and
proving the technical and economic benefits of DTs, as well as exploring their deployment
and operation from a technical and economic standpoint.
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Abstract: Background: With the continuing growth of warehouses globally, there is an increasing
need for sustainable logistics solutions in warehousing, but research linking warehouse management
systems (WMS) and sustainability is lacking. Methods: A systematic literature review and bibliometric
analysis were conducted in Scopus and Web of Science databases from 2006 to 2022 to investigate
academic knowledge of WMS contributing to warehouses’ social and environmental sustainability.
Results: Findings revealed only 12 topic-relevant articles from 2013 to 2022, primarily published
recently. More recent articles have received more citations than earlier published works. The articles
were from multiple research fields, such as business economics, engineering, computer science, and
social sciences, with only one article on environmentally sustainable technologies. The top keywords
were “warehouse management system”, “internet of things”, “industry 4.0” and “supply chain”.
Only six articles had environmental sustainability terms in the keywords. Findings show more
discussions about social rather than environmental sustainability. Most studies suggest integrating
WMS with other systems to support sustainability efforts in warehousing. Conclusions: The study
addressed a gap in academic literature regarding WMS and sustainability. Research findings added
knowledge of practical activities to achieve warehouse operations and performance sustainability
and proactively reduce warehouse operations’ environmental and social impacts.

Keywords: warehouse management system; wms; social; environment; sustainability; systematic
literature review; bibliometric analysis; PRISMA; digitalization

1. Introduction

The need for environmentally friendly logistics solutions is growing as circumstances
dictate large-scale actions to reduce global emissions, natural resource consumption, and
waste generation. Global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions keep scaling up, despite the
most significant CO2 emission drop (8.8%) in history [1] because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
As the pandemic compelled people to stay home from work and education and restricted
access to shops, the volume of materials in supply chains (SCs) has significantly increased.
Simultaneously, companies are transitioning from asset producers to service solutions and
digitalization experts, reducing physical asset output [2]. Several countries have already
pledged to achieve carbon neutrality in the near future, reducing GHG emissions and
combating global warming [3,4]. In the target of reducing global emissions, any wide-
scale improvements, performance enhancement [5], and application of green management
practices [6] on the sustainability front inside SC and logistics can directly affect the global
reduction of CO2 emissions [7]. According to ref. [8], SCs are often responsible for over
75% of GHG emissions. Half of global GHG is from the top eight global SCs in fast-moving
consumer goods, food, fashion, electronics, professional services, construction, automotive,
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and freight [9]. Research by the World Economic Forum and Boston Consulting Group
found that SC decarbonization offers a game-changing opportunity for companies to fight
against climate change [9]. Technology is the most popular tool business companies use to
improve sustainability performance [10]. Moreover, rapid technological progress presents
a chance to harness the power of digitalization and technologization to tackle sustainability
challenges [11] and actively pursue a transition toward sustainability [12].

The positive intersection of Industry 4.0 technologies and sustainable warehousing is a
topic of research interest [13] to contribute to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) set by the United Nations (UN) [14]. A warehouse, being an indispensable part
of the SC and playing a vital strategic role in logistics, generates significant sustainability
impacts by consuming energy and resources [15]. Logistics buildings alone account for
approximately 10% of total CO2 emissions in the logistics and transport sectors (2800 CO2
megatons) [16]. To reduce carbon intensity, ref. [17] addresses the development of GHG
assessment and allocation methods in a logistics facility in the form of environmental
performance indicators. The International Warehouse Logistics Association, together with
the Sustainable Supply Chain Foundation, introduces sustainable initiatives and standards
development for the warehousing industry to enhance real SC sustainability [18]. Ref. [19]
research a warehouse’s more profoundly environmental performance indicators and assign
them to primary warehouse operations (receiving/shipping, put-away/storage/picking,
cross-docking/sorting, and others) and provide examples of such CO2 emissions. Analyz-
ing warehouse emission scenarios, ref. [20] points out that the research in warehousing
pays only scarce attention to the environmental impact of warehousing operations. Ref. [13]
also concludes that both warehouse equipment technologies, together with the usage of
greener energy sources, can reduce or even prevent the increase in CO2. Ref. [21] shows
how inner transportation in a warehouse can optimize sustainability to decrease nearly 60%
of warehouse waste (such as redundant forklift driving and operations). Ref. [22] design
and weigh the importance of 30 sustainable warehouse key performance indicators (KPIs)
in economic, environmental, and social dimensions for sustainable warehousing. One of
the technologies that can decarbonize warehouse activities is a warehouse management
system (WMS) [23].

A warehouse management system (WMS) is an IT software solution for handling and
optimizing warehouse logistics activities and supporting warehouse process automation.
According to VDI guideline 3601, published by The Association of German Engineers [24],
WMS is: “management, control, and optimization of storage and distribution using a
software system (including storage and storage management, as well as the management
and administration of the equipment), with extensive methods and means for checking
the system conditions and with a selection of operational and optimization strategies
to manage and optimize in-house storage and transport systems”. Drawing a simple
analogy, WMS does the same for warehousing as ERP does for a company in operations
and asset management. Thus, WMS plays a significant role in the planning and operations
of warehouse logistics [25]. Furthermore, as an information system, WMS supports specific
warehouse management operations [26]. Even though the concept of sustainability in
warehousing has shown signs of increasing academic attention, the actual role of WMS as a
tool to bring sustainability to warehouse activities is still not a well-studied field. Ref. [27]
defined KPIs for a sustainable WMS by mapping indicators of warehouse management
according to the triple-bottom-line approach.

This research offers a structured and comprehensive overview of area-specific research
and warehouse sustainability in the academic literature to understand and map the current
status of research. As a limitation, the financial benefits of WMS for warehouse operators,
WMS definition, environmentally friendly materials for warehouse building construction,
and renewable energy utilization in warehouses lie beyond the scope of this research. Our
findings help researchers and practitioners identify research gaps in WMS and sustainability
and reveal ways academic research has shown directions to utilize WMS for positive
sustainability contributions.
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This research addresses the following research questions based on the literature.

RQ1: What are current academic research directions and focus areas on WMS and sustain-
ability?
RQ2: What is the current state of the art in WMS and sustainability-related literature?

The research data collection and analysis undertaken in the study are based on a
mixed methodology of systematic literature review (SLR) and bibliometric analysis. These
research methods are used to cover the research gap by conducting SLR with biometric
analysis concerning the research area of WMS and sustainability. SLR helps to answer the
first RQ, while bibliometric analysis is conducted to answer the second RQ.

2. Research Design

To answer the set RQ, the choice of SLR over a formal literature review was based on
a need to remove potential biases caused by the author’s subjectivity and guarantee good
baseline work for further research replications [28]. According to [29], SLR helps to identify,
evaluate, and interpret all available literature related to the research topic, being at the top
of the hierarchy of research evidence [30–32]. Providing a rigorous process of theoretical
synthesis of already published literature on the topic, SLR can advance both academic and
practitioner communities in pragmatic management research [33]. To ensure transparency
and repetitiveness of the research, the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) was applied [34].

Following the SLR guidance by [35], the first step of defining the research purpose
and research-specific questions was covered in the introduction and research methodology
sections. In the second stage, the research implementation states inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria. Ref. [33] also emphasizes the importance of a review protocol to provide a transparent
and high-quality research process. This study focused purely on peer-reviewed academic
journal articles written in English. A preference was expressed for peer-reviewed articles
because of their high-quality contributions and rigorous research validation practices. This
decision was supported by [28,36], who strongly recommend focusing on peer-reviewed
articles in SLRs to avoid the use of gray literature sources (such as some working papers,
conference proceedings, books, etc.).

For the timeframe, articles from 2006 to 2023 were included. Even though the oft-
quoted “sustainable development” terminology was already introduced in the 1980s [37],
there are reasons for setting timeframes. For example, ref. [38] proposes a 22-criteria concept
model to assess warehouse sustainability based on the analyzed literature on sustainable
warehouses dating from the earliest study in 2008. In an in-depth analysis of the literature
on green warehousing, ref. [39] emphasizes the trend to publish studies on this topic in
2006. Thus, for this research, literature was gathered by searching the databases at set time
points until the 8th of May 2023 to withdraw all possible recent mentions of WMS bringing
sustainability. So, the publication timespan for this research was set from 2006 to June 2022.

The third step addressed database selection and defining/building keyword groups.
In this research, the Web of Science (Core Collection) and Scopus (Elsevier) were used
as online electronic databases to extract academic literature. According to ref. [40], these
databases are recognized as academic search systems for systematic reviews, allowing
evidence synthesis. Besides, these two databases were chosen for the search because of their
multidisciplinary nature and essential common measures supporting the comparison of the
academic results. Their data extraction features allow a proper bibliometric analysis [36].
Additionally, the Web of Science database has the most extensive systematic history of
citation indexes. In contrast, the Scopus index has the most significant number of journals
in all the different fields [41]. The results data was exported in CSV format files from
databases and tabulated in Microsoft Excel for further data analysis, pairing, interpretation,
and graph and figure visualizations.
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Following the academic guidance for SLR, the focus was turned to determining
keywords to collect the literature from the databases. With a proper selection of keywords,
it is possible to include studies strongly contributing to the search results [33,42]. We started
the keyword selection based on area-specific research to get a wide starting point. After an
overview of WMS and warehousing-related publications, previous SLR studies on similar
topics were briefly reviewed. Their keywords for collecting the literature were used to build
our search baseline. The keywords were prioritized and grouped in a manner supporting a
collection of research-specific relevant literature for future analysis steps.

Following the previous publications and the set of research questions, two main groups
of keywords were developed: Group A (“warehouse management system”—1 keyword)
and Group B (sustainability-related—33 keywords).

Table 1 presents the utilized keywords. The following parts of this publication explain
a comprehensive description of the steps that resulted in this set of keywords. By combining
keywords from Group A and B, all word combinations were considered to match them in
databases for studies’ titles, abstracts, or publications keywords. When possible, an asterisk
(*) was applied to words to give more variations and scope in the literature-gathering phase.

Table 1. Group A (“warehouse management system”), Group B (words related to sustainability).

Group A Group B

“warehouse management
system” carbon health* resource*

CO2 “life cycle” responsib*

control* renewabl* revers*

clean* repair* pollut*

degrad* reus* prevent*

eco recover* minimis*

emission recycl* minimiz*

energ* reduc* safe*

environment* regenerat* social*

ethic* remanufactur* sustain*

green report* waste*

To map the current academic literature on WMS and sustainability, WMS is a core
keyword component of the keywords set. In trial searches, it was found that using
just the abbreviation “WMS” alone, without any explication connected to warehousing,
tended to include a considerable number of non-related publications. The three-letter
acronym “WMS” is widely used in academic literature and has multiple meanings, such
as waste/water/workload management system, or wildlife/weather monitoring system,
etc. For consistent and warehousing-connected results, we included only “warehouse
management system” as a keyword in the main Group A to use in a follow-up search.
To comprise sustainability keywords in Group B, we built keywords from a recent study
by [39] on systematic analyses of green warehousing as comprehensive research and a
summary of key knowledge of the green warehousing theme in literature. Plus, to enrich
sustainability keyword selection and ensure complete coverage of sustainability terms,
we extracted keywords from the study [43] on the classification of sustainability-oriented
principles, approaches, and sub-systems to characterize sustainable development. More
illustrations of the logic of building the 33 sustainability-related keywords from different
academic works for Group B can be found in Appendix A. Appendix B presents the final
keyword set combination used to collect literature from Scopus (Elsevier) and Web of Sci-
ence (Core Collection) as a full-fledged query into the databases with field tags (searching
matches in titles, abstracts, and keywords) and Booleans operators. After running selected
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keyword-based searches and filtering all results, we retrieved 133 and 73 journal articles
written in English that were published in the period from the start of 2006 until the 8th of
May 2023 in Scopus and Web of Science, respectively. These results were merged, leading
to 206 studies without the removal of duplicates (Table 2).

Table 2. Publications search process in Scopus and Web of Science.

Total Eng Journal
Articles 2006–2022 Combined

SCOPUS 524 509 196 133
206

WoS 212 208 81 73

After exporting results from Scopus and Web of Science databases, the PRISMA flow
diagram was used to record further article analysis for review (Figure 1).
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Following the literature collection, the articles’ relevance was determined by their
titles and abstracts. If an article was not excluded based on its title, its abstract was
analyzed to verify its WMS-specific contribution. Some articles were excluded because
they appeared in the search results, having defined keywords only in the list of references
rather than in the body of the article. This way, articles about ERP systems, information
systems, cyber-physical systems, network optimization, prototype calibration, and dynamic
simulations were excluded due to a lack of relevance. The same was true of too technical
articles discussing, e.g., fuzzy analysis, data quality problems, integer programming, and
generic algorithms. After passing all these review rounds, the remaining articles were
comprehensively studied as the final phase of the article selection process. We verified
that the article’s content matched the set goals and research questions, which could help
build a connection between WMS and sustainability. During this check, more than half of
the articles had to be excluded from the final article list due to the absence of any exact
sustainability mentions. Some articles discuss close topics to warehousing sustainability, for
example, perishable products’ shelf life and labor capacity, but only from the perspective of
economic and operational efficiency. Thus, a working sample of 12 articles was obtained
for descriptive content analysis.

3. Results

This section is divided into the descriptive and content analysis of 12 found articles
shedding light on the topic of WMS and social and environmental sustainability. The
descriptive analysis allows for describing the found dataset in a measurable form, while
the content analysis synthesizes literature findings.

3.1. Descriptive Results

Table 3 shows main articles’ details (authors, titles, published years) as well as reference
citation numbers. Articles are sorted in the table in alphabetical order according to authors’
names. Additionally, articles were assigned Roman index numbers from I to XII to ease the
representation of a reference to one of the 12 articles in the follow-up tables and figures
illustrations. Appendix C gathers the entire article’s information.

Table 3. Brief 12 articles information and index numbers.

Index Number Reference Authors Title Year

I [44] Andelkovic A.; Radosavljevic M.
Improving Order-picking Process Through
Implementation of Warehouse Management

System
2018

II [45] Goomas D.T.; Yeow P.H.P.
IT-assisted equipment safety checks system
to improve compliance: A case study at a

distribution center
2013

III [46] Halawa F.; Dauod H.; Lee I.G.; Li Y.;
Yoon S.W.; Chung S.H.

Introduction of a real time location system
to enhance the warehouse safety and

operational efficiency
2020

IV [47] Mostafa N.; Hamdy W.; Alawady H. Impacts of internet of things on supply
chains: A framework for warehousing 2019

V [48] Murauer N.; Pflanz N.
A full shift field study to evaluate user-and
process-oriented aspects of smart glasses in

automotive order-picking processes
2018

VI [49]
Passalacqua M.; Léger P.-M.; Nacke
L.E.; Fredette M.; Labonté-Lemoyne

É.; Lin X.; Caprioli T.; Sénécal S.

Playing in the backstore: interface
gamification increases warehousing

workforce engagement
2020
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Table 3. Cont.

Index Number Reference Authors Title Year

VII [50] Periša M.; Kuljanić T.M.; Cvitić I.;
Kolarovszki P.

Conceptual model for informing user with
innovative smart wearable device in

industry 4.0
2019

VIII [27] Torabizadeh M.; Yusof N.M.;
Ma’aram A.; Shaharoun A.M.

Identifying sustainable warehouse
management system indicators and
proposing new weighting method

2020

IX [51]
Trab S.; Bajic E.; Zouinkhi A.;

Thomas A.; Abdelkrim M.N.; Chekir
H.; Ltaief R.H.

A communicating object’s approach for
smart logistics and safety issues in

warehouses
2017

X [52] Trab S.; Zouinkhi A.; Bajic E.;
Abdelkrim M.N.; Chekir H.

IoT-based risk monitoring system for safety
management in warehouses 2018

XI [53] Hamdy W.; Al-Awamry A.;
Mostafa N.

Warehousing 4.0: A proposed system of
using node-red for applying internet of

things in warehousing
2022

XII [54] Likhouzova T.; Demianova Y. Robot path optimization in warehouse
management system 2022

3.1.1. Analysis of Publishing Years

Even though the publications’ timespan covered studies from 2006, the first relevant
paper found was from 2013 (Figure 2), followed by a few years of publishing gaps. However,
2017 and the next three years received numerous research contributions. There was only
one publication in 2021 and the first half of 2022. Given the standard lengthy academic
publishing processes, it would be expected to see more contributions later in 2023. In short,
most found publications were from 2018 to 2020, indicating the topic’s freshness.
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3.1.2. Research Areas and Subjects

Using the data tools from both Scopus and Web of Science, we were able to get
ready-made base classification lists for the selected publications’ research and subject areas.
Figure 3 illustrates a pie chart of general research areas covered in 12 articles extracted from
both databases indexing subjects. In addition, the pie chart provides indicators of what
articles and how many were identified in a particular research category. One article could
be identified in multiple research fields. Among the most significant shares came from the
business economics and management field (seven articles).
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Similarly, seven articles discussed engineering solutions for warehouse operations.
Five articles focused on computer science. In a few articles in this research context, social
science aspects were not yet touched on too much. Only one article was found to discuss
environmentally sustainable technologies.

3.1.3. Research Methods Classification

To open up articles’ material and identify what research methods best reflect their
content, we identified and summarized research methodologies. Table 4 shows the research
methods in each selected article based on five research methodologies (Table 5).

Table 4. Description of research methods adapted from [55–57].

Research Method Description

Theoretical and conceptual literature review
development of a conceptual framework based on theory, standalone

literature review, formulation of hypothesis, and practical
applications are often lacking

Case study examination of a phenomenon within its real-life context,
investigating and verifying results in practice

Survey and interviews questionnaires, interviews, collection of factual data about a subject, a
research subject
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Table 4. Cont.

Research Method Description

Quantitative/mathematical/analytical model
simple numeric analysis (e.g., mean, percentage, and standard

deviation, etc.), as well as more sophisticated analysis (e.g., linear
regression, analytical model, simulation), are used

Simulation experiments on the reaction of a model, software programs, and
techniques

Table 5. Research methods classification of 12 articles adapted from [55–57].

Article’s Index
Number

Theoretical and
Conceptual Literature

Review
Case Study Survey & Interviews

Quantitative/Mathe-
matical/Analytical

Model

I X X

II X X X X

III X X X

IV X

V X X X X

VI X X X X

VII X

VIII X X X

IX X

X X X

XI X X X

XII X X

An article could be classified into multiple methodology categories depending on its
characteristics. For example, the article [27] comprised only a theory review and model
development. All articles had a literature review of their research topic. Five articles
verified that their conceptual model developed in a real-life context. Likewise, studies
tested their research hypothesis or theory by conducting interviews; half of the articles
described software simulations, and seven included mathematical calculations.

3.1.4. Publication Channels

As an inclusion criterion, only articles published in journals were considered. Table 6
gathers journals’ titles and the number of published articles in particular journals. There
was no single published journal touching on both WMS and sustainability in more than one
article. All journals were equal in the number of published articles (one per each). Based on
the titles’ scope, these journals generally focus on industrial engineering and management,
sustainability, and social and computer sciences. Remarkably, there were no journals on the
list with an emphasis on warehousing logistics, or WMS. Besides, most of the journals had
a technical and business management focus.
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Table 6. The list of journals and articles number published on the topic.

Articles’ Index Number Publication Journal Number of Article(s)

IX Concurrent Engineering Research and Applications 1

XII Evolutionary Intelligence 1

VI Industrial Management and Data Systems 1

V Interaction Design and Architecture 1

X International Journal of Information and Communication Technology 1

III International Journal of Production Economics 1

VIII Journal of Cleaner Production 1

XI Sustainable Futures 1

II Safety Science 1

IV Social Sciences 1

I Strategic Management 1

VII Wireless Networks 1

3.1.5. Authorship Collaboration

In total, 41 authors contributed to the found publications set. Table 7 presents the list
of these authors and the number of co-authorized publications. Only seven authors (grey-
colored cells) contributed to two different articles. Other authors published/co-authored
only one article.

Table 7. The full list of authors and numbers of co-authored publications.

Author Article(s) Authorship Author Article(s) Authorship
Abdelkrim M.N. 2 Lee I.G. 1

Bajic E. 2 Léger P.-M. 1
Chekir H. 2 Li Y. 1
Hamdy W. 2 Likhouzova T. 1
Mostafa N. 2 Lin X. 1

Trab S. 2 Ltaief R.H. 1
Zouinkhi A. 2 Ma’aram A. 1
Alawady H. 1 Murauer N. 1

Al-Awamry, A. 1 Nacke L.E. 1

Andelkovic A. 1 Passalacqua M. 1

Caprioli T. 1 Periša M. 1

Chung S.H. 1 Pflanz N. 1

Cvitić I. 1 Radosavljevic M. 1

Dauod H. 1 Sénécal S. 1

Demianova Y. 1 Shaharoun A.M. 1

Fredette M. 1 Thomas A. 1

Goomas D.T. 1 Torabizadeh M. 1

Halawa F. 1 Yeow P.H.P. 1

Kolarovszki P. 1 Yoon S.W. 1

Kuljanić T.M. 1 Yusof N.M. 1

Labonté-Lemoyne É. 1
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Table 8 reports the number of authors per article and shows that most papers (33%)
were written by two authors, followed by a collaboration of three and four authors (17%
each). For the rest of the papers, there was no notable similarity in the number of co-
authorships. None of the articles were written by a single author. The collaborations of
more authors might be motivated by the increased number of researchers interested in
the sustainability of warehousing operations using information management technologies
such as WMSs.

Table 8. Authorship per publication.

Number of Authors per Article Number of Articles Percent
Two authors 4 33%

Three authors 2 17%
Four authors 2 17%
Five authors 1 8%

Seven authors 1 8%
Six authors 1 8%

Eight authors 1 8%

3.1.6. Countries of Faculties Where Authors Did the Contributing Research

Table 9 presents the list of 11 separate countries, including all academic faculties to
which the authors contributed. Only five countries seemed to be more than a bit productive
in this research direction. The United States is the first on the list, which can be just the
correlative reality of the fact that the USA has more than a few of the largest warehouses in
the world [58].

Table 9. The list of countries interested in WMS and sustainability topic search.

Countries Article(s) Percent
United States 3 25%

Egypt 2 17%
Malaysia 2 17%

France 2 17%
Tunisia 2 17%
Croatia 1 8%

Canada 1 8%

Germany 1 8%

Slovakia 1 8%

Saudi Arabia 1 8%

Ukraine 1 8%

3.1.7. Keywords Analysis

The keywords are expected to capture the main focus of the study [59]. The number
of accepted keywords might be defined by the journals too. Table 10 reports the number
of keywords per article. Nearly half of the articles had five keywords, one-fourth of the
articles had four keywords, and an equal number of articles had seven keywords and six
keywords, respectively.
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Table 10. Keywords count among articles.

Keywords Number of Articles Percent

Five keywords 5 42%

Four keywords 3 25%

Seven keywords 2 17%

Six keywords 2 17%

The frequency of the keywords was accounted for to see the most commonly used
keywords. Table 11 depicts the list of 49 unique keywords and their occurrences. There
were three top keywords, “warehouse management system”, “internet of things”, “industry
4.0 and “supply chain”, heading the list. Thus, WMS words and technologies were at the
top, and others were used only once.

Table 11. The list of authors’ keywords and their occurrence among articles’ keywords.

Keyword Counts Keyword Counts
warehouse management system 8 process 1

internet of things 5 real-time location system 1
industry 4.0 3 intelligent product 1
supply chain 2 safety 1

augmented reality 1 interaction mechanisms 1

safety management 1 smart environment 1

compliance behavior 1 smart logistics 1

computer technology 1 communicating object 1

sustainability key performance indicators (kpis) 1 structural equation modeling (sem) 1

controlled experiment 1 iot 1

wms 1 sustainable warehousing (sw) 1

data analytics 1 logistics 1

risk monitoring system 1 warehouse 1

employee engagement 1 modeling 1

smart glasses 1 warehouse management system (wms) 1

equipment safety checks 1 multi-criteria analysis 1

ultra-wide band 1 wireless sensor network 1

full shift usage 1 neurois 1

weighting 1 assistive technology 1

gamification 1 occupational safety and health act (osha) 1

order picking processes 1 node-red 1

order-picking 1 mongodb 1

ant colony optimization 1 EVIN 1

control system 1 neural network 1

robotic device 1
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Analyzing keywords’ semantics, we divided all the keywords into seven most promi-
nent content-related groups (Figure 4). The number of keywords in groups varied from
three to 12. The main focus group was on WMS-related keywords (WMS abbreviation and
warehouse management system). The most prominent groups contained sustainability-
related terminology keywords (sustainable warehousing and performance indexes, safety
management) and employees’ motivation (gamification and engagement). Another key-
word group was about technologies simplifying storage and assisting in picking (smart
glasses, wristbands, and other location systems). The technologies-related group contained
smart technologies and similar concepts (industry 4.0, smart, and intelligent storage). The
other two small groups include supply chain, logistic, and warehouse process terms. In-
terestingly, three articles did not mention “warehouse management system” or “wms” in
their list of keywords. Similarly, only half of the articles had environmental sustainability
terms in the keywords (Appendix C).
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3.1.8. Citation Analysis

From the 12 articles retrieved from Scopus and Web of Science, only a few were
available in both databases. All articles’ citation counts collected from Scopus and Web of
Science were presented in Appendix C. The Google Scholar index was utilized to study the
global interest in citing these studies. Figure 5 depicts articles by publishing year (horizontal
axis) and citation count (vertical axis). Blue dots with Roman numerals indicate the articles.
As an interesting note, the more recent articles have received more citations than the earlier
published works, except XI and XII, which were published in 2022. However, it was
expected that older articles would collect more citations. Noticeably, IV has been cited
much more than other articles.
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3.2. Content Analysis

To access WMS and sustainability connection, all 12 articles were read, and their
content was analyzed to understand their research aims (Table 12).

Table 12. The research aims of 12 articles.

Article’s Index Number AIM

I to demonstrate the importance of implementing WMS to improve the order-picking process

II
to develop a framework for an IT-assisted/computerized equipment checks system (using WMS and

barcode readers) to improve the safety check compliance of motorized vehicles (forklifts and
pallet jacks)

III to demonstrate how real-time location technology (RTLS) technology can be leveraged to enhance
warehouse safety and operational efficiency via a real warehouse case study

IV to propose a theoretical framework for implementing IoT in a warehouse

V to conduct a field study on the impact of a full shift usage of smart glasses in order picking processes
on workers and picking process
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Table 12. Cont.

Article’s Index Number AIM

VI
to present a laboratory experiment in which two gamification elements, goal setting and feedback,

are implemented in a wearable WMS interface to examine their effect on user engagement and
performance in picking task

VII to present a way to raise the quality of life for people with disabilities using assistive technology
(implementing smart wristbands)

VIII to develop a list of 33 key performance indicators (KPIs) for a sustainable warehouse
management system

IX to propose a concept “IoT-controlled Safe Area” for communicating objects in smart logistics

X to implement the concepts and architecture of IoT using ZigBee wireless sensor network platform
and LabView software to design a risk monitoring system for a warehouse with hazardous products

XI to demonstrate the IoT value for WMS using Node-RED and MongoDB software tools based on the
real warehouse data

XII to develop a control system of the Evolutionary Intelligence to manage robots during the
order-picking process in a warehouse with WMS

Figure 6 shows an overview of articles’ focus on adding value to the environmental
and social sustainability sides of WMS. We marked with green colors if an article discussed
WMS and sustainability from both social and environmental sides or only one. In addition,
the darker green indicates that a certain aspect is one of the article’s core aspects. In contrast,
aspects marked with the light green are not a primary focus of the paper and are partly
discussed and slightly mentioned, e.g., in theory, as can be seen from the table, 10 out of
12 articles built some social sustainability connections with WMS. In comparison, only
five articles contributed to WMS and environmental content. Nearly half of the articles
(four) covered social and environmental sustainability associated with WMS usage and
implementation.
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Together with the social or environmental sustainability focus in articles, all articles
were assessed based on the technology interface with WMS. The evaluation was completed,
as WMS integration into other systems had the technological capability to add a new level
of sustainability to warehouse operations. Figure 7 gathers two tables about the assessment
of technologies discussed in 12 selected articles. The left table identifies whether WMS
alone or any additional technologies used with WMS contribute to environmental or social
sustainability, where matches are marked with “X”. At the same time, the right table has a
detailed description of any other technologies used with WMS. In most papers (nine out of
12), assistive technology was integrated with WMS to work in tandem.
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Analyzing the found publications from a sustainability point of view, the article with
the strongest contribution, connecting both social and environmental sustainability with
WMS was written by ref. [27]. The authors devised 33 KPIs for WMS in all three sustain-
ability pillars (economic, environmental, and social) derived from sustainability reporting
guidance and literature and interviews with Malaysian automotive warehouse managers in
2004 (Figure 8). This study was also the only one discussing the sustainability performance
of WMS. However, since the authors did not disclose the exact interview question list,
it was hard to judge on the questions asked: were these questions related to warehouse
performance, WMS functions, or the dashboard of WMS. Nevertheless, this research has
made a good step towards researching and stating such metrics for policymakers and the
government to push sustainability through warehousing operations to make them more
sustainable. Developing sustainability indicators, ref. [27] did not say how WMS could
contribute to reaching them or how these indicators affect warehousing operations. For
the model’s environmental group of indicators, the authors defined warehouse resources
(consumption of recyclable materials, energy, water, impact on biodiversity and habitat),
emission waste, and environmental commitment (emission and waste reduction, environ-
mental laws violations, green investing). The authors identified labor practice, decent work,
product responsibility, and society as social indicator groups. Besides, after analyzing
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interviews, the authors concluded that some indicators have a higher contribution among
their own group indicators and sustainable warehousing. For example, the percentage
of products sold with recyclable packaging material had the highest weight to form sus-
tainable warehousing using WMS, and the total number of new employees hired by age,
gender, and religion had the highest contribution to sustainable warehousing.
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The research of ref. [27] indicated a lack of theory in the field of KPIs for sustain-
able warehousing with WMS. This article was also the closest to the current core research
connecting WMS to sustainability matters. The authors validated these KPIs with indus-
try experts but did not align the defined KPIs with the actual scope of WMS activities,
keeping the discussion at a general level. Thus, these KPIs cover general warehousing
activities rather than activities that lie within the scope of WMS. Another group of three
articles [47,51,52] with similar contribution weights to environmental and social sustainabil-
ity and WMS discussed more social issues than environmental warehouse issues. Ref. [47]
strongly emphasized the role of IoT implementation in warehousing. Namely, WMS re-
ceived all the data captured from readers attached to gates, forklifts, products’ tags, and
shelves’ sensors (product’s location, product type, expiry date, storage, and picking con-
firmation) and converted this data into useful information and a set of actions providing
real-time visibility of inventory levels and preventing stock-outs. Plus, the HVAC system
got the data required to optimize energy consumption and assure product quality and
warehouse safety. Controlled and reported actions in order picking helped to update the
inventory level automatically, make immediate order fulfillment more efficient, easier, and
accurate, and prevent counterfeiting. The authors’ proposed IoT framework decreased
human interventions and consequently led to more safety for warehouse workers and
products, reduced accidents, decreased counterfeiting and fraud, and decreased theft. The
other two articles shared the same research idea of bringing up social (mainly) and envi-
ronmental sustainability in developing warehouse operations [51] and implementing [52]
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an IoT-controlled Safe Area. Ref. [51] implemented an IoT-controlled safety area to ensure
safety control of all warehouse operations related to hazardous products, shelves, forklifts,
and human labor. This study used WMS with highly autonomous components support-
ing a communicating object concept, RFID readers, and tags. In the paper of ref. [51],
WMS and an IoT-architecture reference model generated safety-based scenarios with an
IoT-controlled Safe Area improving warehousing operations of hazardous products by
using safety mechanisms for detecting and pretending all potential conflictual and risky
situations, environmental disturbances, and disasters (e.g., the absence of a product due
to a theft or a human error in storing, the existence of an empty or damaged product, the
lack of warehouse workers’ safety protection equipment). Ref. [52] added safety to a WMS
with the help of a smart product IoT-based risk monitoring system (ZigBee wireless sensor
network platform and LabView software) to safely manage goods and people in a ware-
house with hazardous chemical products (warehousing operations control, intelligence,
and decision-making support, control sensors for storing products in different temperate
sections, detection of environmental disturbances, and risky and conflictual situations).
Furthermore, this article discussed warehouse safety issues (harmful forklift accidents,
storage and transportation of dangerous goods, etc.) as a part of the literature review. Both
papers revealed the importance of warehousing safety, overcoming safety problems in a
warehouse, and investigating a lack of automated safety control during WMS operations
with the smart product concept.

Even though an article by [44] was not about sustainability, there is a description of
WMS facilitating sustainability in a warehouse by reducing paperwork/paper consumption
and decreasing CO2 emissions level and energy consumption with optimized utilization of
transportation equipment (the last is mentioned in the literature review only). The primary
article focused on the importance of implementing a WMS for improving the order-picking
process as a warehouse activity.

Another article that concentrated more on developing control system algorithms for
robot path optimization in the order-picking process than on social and environmental
sustainability aspects belongs to [54]. In this article, the authors minimized the number of
robots needed for order-picking, optimized their travel paths, and reduced the risks of robot
collisions, which, in turn, resulted in increased control, safety, and energy consumption in
a warehouse using WMS.

In the recently published article [53], the primary focus was not strongly on social
sustainability. The article primarily demonstrates IoT benefits for SC if software such as
Node-RED and MongoDB can enhance a WMS. However, the authors summed up the
positive impacts of integrating this software with WMS to gain more control of warehouse
operations with IoT, decrease fraud, theft, and counterweighting, and avoid warehouse
accidents because of more accurate online data, analysis, and reporting.

Discussing the social sustainability of warehouse operations, Ref. [45] only brought
up the issue of reducing forklift accidents in a warehouse by using an equipment safe
module in WMS for vehicle checks (visual inspection and operational equipment checks
like wheels, forks, battery, seat, etc.). This article compared a computerized system against
a simple paper instruction check. Another article lighting the social sustainability of
warehousing operations belongs to [48]. These authors reported studying augmented
reality devices such as visualization device monitors and smart glasses integrated with
a WMS. In the following way, they analyzed health-oriented aspects as well as the task
completion time and the error frequency for an entire shift of eight hours of usage of smart
glasses in order picking processes. One of the negative consequences of such long glass
shifts is that participants experience headaches, pain in or around the eyeball, and difficulty
focusing. Summing up, the pickers’ opinions about the full-shift usage of smart glasses in
combination with a ProGlove as an interaction device are quite different. Some employees
enjoyed working with the glasses. Most of them liked the user interface and the colors,
especially the series of numbers, with which they had a better overview. Providing for
error feedback is appreciated and leads to nearly error-free picking’. The higher working
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speed is viewed as advantageous because it is caused by visualization in their field of view
and the avoidance of head- and body movements. Wireless working without a power bank
prevented entanglement. One picker described the tasks as robot work, where a worker
only performed the work without thinking. Some other negative aspects were the weight
of the glasses, the inflexible and narrow temples, and left imprints left by the nose clips.
The headache at the back of the head was caused by the design of the temples. Another
challenge was to refocus from objects to visualization in the glasses and the limited field
of view. Few pickers perceived the display as blinding. This experiment resulted in a
decrease in the mean task completion time. While the sub-values of ‘mental demand’,
‘performance’, and ‘frustration’ were higher after using smart glasses as visualization
devices, the sub-values of physical demand’, ‘temporal demand’, and ‘effort’ were higher
using the monitor.

In addition to the warehouse safety topic, ref. [46] discussed social sustainability
in a warehouse, in literature and case studies. The authors investigated primarily the
introduction of real-time location technology (RTLS) integrated with WMS to enhance
safety and operational efficiency. The RTLS uses actual data obtained from WMS and the
forklift fleet management system to optimize driving routing and identify unsafe driving
behaviors like overspeeding or harshness in braking. As a result, the zones with safety
concerns can be visualized with the help of warehouse performance heat maps concerning
speed, braking, impacts, and routing policy compliance. An algorithm utilizing both WMS
and RTLS was developed to mitigate the noise issue. Thus, data-driven decision support
systems could assist in accurate and efficient vehicle management.

For social sustainability in warehousing, Ref. [50] suggested increasing the quality
of the working lives of people with disabilities in a warehouse with the help of assistive
technologies integrated with WMS. The wireless sensor network and cloud computing
technology are used in the Industry 4.0 concept. The authors suggest using smart wrist-
bands with sensor technologies for efficient workers’ usage. In the following manner, all
relevant data from logistic processes can be integrated into WMS with the help of IoT and
web technologies. Ref. [49] presents an interesting study where wearable devices are used
with a WMS interface to motivate warehouse workers’ pathways using gamification that
positively affects workers’ engagement and performance.

4. Discussion

This study has collected the current literature on WMS and sustainability-related
research together. Primarily, this study has searched for evidence of WMS contributing to
social and environmental sustainability. Based on the found literature, this is the first SLR
to address WMS and sustainability together. Additionally, as part of the goal to seek an
answer to what the current state of the art and scale on topic-specific academic research,
we were able to show this research topic is still in its early phases and quite narrow in
scale. Figure 9 gathers a synthesis of findings with references to the articles in Roman
numbers and presents the list of actions WMS can take to bring social and environmental
sustainability into warehouse operations.

Only 12 articles described the effect of WMS on sustainability in warehousing. From
the found literature, the study most focused explicitly on this matter belongs to [27], who
defined KPIs for a sustainable WMS. However, this study misses instructions on how exactly
WMS could contribute to reaching these KPIs. The research on achieving social and/or
environmental sustainability with WMS functions or through utilizing WMS as a part of
operations management is missing from the current literature, indicating a clear research
gap. Based on this finding, we suggest additional research on warehouse information
systems utilization, social sustainability, and operations continuous improvement context.
One should fit continuous improvement and employees’ participation levels properly with
the level of centralization of authority [60]. The fitment is essential for WMS utilization
level studies and experiments when, e.g., action research and employee engagement-based
development activities are studied.
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Additionally, even though the sustainability goals achievement studies with WMS
connected manner are lacking, there is increasing research attention to studies of reducing
GHG in warehousing. Ref. [17] addressed the development of the assessment and allocation
method of GHG in a logistics facility, as well as [19], which developed environmental
performance indicators for main warehouse activities. Furthermore, ref. [39] indicated a
growing research interest in sustainable warehousing in general. Moreover, companies
need to achieve shorter delivery times, increase the speed of deliveries, and find ways to
win the tight competition in warehousing performance levels worldwide [61]. In the same
way, as WMS increases inventory visibility and traces inventory [62], WMS might calculate
GHG emissions based on resources consumed in a warehouse, like in the model [19], and
collaborate with SC partners to allocate CO2 [63].

Considering the found publications’ focus areas, most generally discussed warehouse
operations and focused on social sustainability in a warehousing context, especially workers’
safety. This finding aligns well with the view that humans are the key players in both
warehouses’ physical and non-physical activities [64]. Additionally, from the point of view
of business productivity and operations side cost, carelessness on the topic of employee
safety has been shown to negatively impact business quality and performance [65], give
companies bad publicity, and damage companies’ brands.

Considering WMS as a sustainability-enhancing tool, the academic world is still
missing the research line addressing the topic of utilizing WMS for warehouse personnel
and sustainability management efforts, even though it is known that a WMS can manage
warehouse resources (such as inventory, storage, orders, and workforce). However, for the
system, this should not be a difficult task; for example, ref. [66] introduced the sustainable
warehouse management approach through workforce scheduling for better usage of the
workforce, resources, and equipment.

Another significant finding was sustainability, which the literature mainly focused on.
The studies were more steered towards social sustainability aspects than environmental
sustainability aspects, indicating a research gap on the side of environmental sustainability
that could be achieved with WMS. As with any other logistics activity, warehousing sustain-
ability is a part of SC sustainability research. For example, the SLR of the transport sector
studies by [67] with a little focus on sustainability topics gave the opposite result of more
environmental rather than social sustainability studies. Additionally, the literature analysis
on sustainability interactions between SC actors revealed the domination of environmental
over social practices in studies and the increasing gap between these two dimensions in
the last decade [68]. A study [69] also emphasizes a predominant focus on environmen-
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tal concerns in designing sustainability methods and tools. Our findings show that the
sustainability discussion is ongoing and supports research in the warehousing literature.
However, the sustainability focus on warehousing is different from that in logistics sectors.
Especially, research on warehouse operations management software like the WMS and their
possible contribution towards environmental sustainability is lacking. These systems are
top operations management tools in all medium- and large-scale warehouses nowadays,
all around the globe.

In most of the analyzed articles on the topic of WMS and social and environmental
sustainability, WMS was interfaced with other supporting technologies. Generally speaking,
the found literature emphasizes IT utilization’s role in warehousing. This issue can be
connected with the value of IT-based systems for sustainable SC business activities [70].
For WMS, integration with other systems is always beneficial for efficient and smooth
operations [61]. In the list of world trends in warehousing logistics, there are robotization,
big data, RFID, EDI, drones, IoT, additive technology, cross-docking, and multi-story
warehouses [71]. This correlates with the findings of [72], who conclude that warehousing
research after 2011 has evolved to be focused more on highly automated and integrated
warehousing systems to boost operations efficiency and effectiveness. Technologies can
help identify unsustainable behavior, e.g., forklift over-speeding [46]. The rising interest in
pro-environmental behavior will increase the adoption of sustainability norms [73]. Ref. [18]
noted that more automation deployed in a warehouse led to higher energy expenditure. In
contrast, ref. [74] proposed a model of controllable energy consumption for environmental
conservation (reduced pollution and emissions) and increased profit. Several studies have
already been dedicated to extending our understanding of how automation technologies
can enhance operational energy efficiency [75,76]. The recent SLR validated a similar
positive linkage between sustainable warehousing and industry 4.0 technologies [13]. Such
an increasing dependence on information technology systems may result in negative
consequences from technology disruptions, as discovered in the study of ref. [77] on the
link between sustainability and resilience.

Moreover, due to more automation deployed in a warehouse, it is estimated that
the warehousing industry will not experience a dramatic loss of jobs—technologies can
lower the skill level required for the job and reduce monotonous or highly physical energy-
consuming activities [78]. Considering the supply of safety-related publications, issues
like gender equality, the UN SDG, the high cost of a talented workforce, and replacing
qualified personnel in case of an accident, the present spread of COVID-19 might have
pushed research in this particular direction.

It is also surprising that warehouse waste reduction in a warehouse is not brought up
in found articles, except for being mentioned by ref. [27] without any further description
in one of the tables about WMS KPIs. From 12 articles, ref. [53] also mentioned a waste
problem in a warehouse, but in the meaning of impropriate utilization of a warehouse
space without any reference to sustainability. Ref. [79] found that pollution prevention
and waste management practices positively affected GHG emission reduction. In recent
years, sustainability, circularity, and waste reduction have gotten more attention in research
communities [80,81]. There can be a circular economy and a sustainable stream of WMS
studies in the near future. The social distancing restrictions due to COVID-19 limited
warehouse work (rising labor costs because of working restrictions, the need to increase
stock levels because of quickly increased demand, and the need to store large inventory
volumes because of interrupted SCs) [71]. All of the above can hinder the sustainability
research development speed as corporations are forced to focus on the survival of their
organizations as their priority.

5. Conclusions

The global markets and social development have put the companies under a pressing
need for more sustainable SCs. Meanwhile, turning a widely known paradigm [82] of
a SC to be as strong as its weakest link towards sustainability, it can be said that every
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chain (stop/intermediate/connection point) of a SC should also be sustainable to ensure
the overall sustainability of the SC. Maintaining the same sustainability perception, using
the PRISMA model, the present research paper was designed to gather evidence from
WMS and sustainability discussion from Scopus and Web of Science databases. The current
academic literature on this topic appears to be somewhat limited in terms of research. As a
result, 12 academic articles within the range from 2013 to 2023 were extracted. The research
topic was first discussed in the article published in 2013, then had a few years of publishing
gaps, was raised again in 2017, and had two peaks in 2018 and 2020. Next year, the research
topic received numerous research contributions.

Regarding the geographical enlargement of research, of the 11 countries, only five
countries were more active in their contributions to the research direction. The United
States is the most popular, followed by Egypt, Malaysia, France, and Tunisia. From
the citation count, surprisingly, recent articles have received more citations than earlier
published articles. Based on findings in most cases, WMS is currently integrated with other
warehouse sub-systems to bring up the social and environmental sustainability results
of warehousing. Interestingly, most articles observe social sustainability and WMS as
dominant over environmental sustainability focus. Furthermore, nearly half of the articles
contributed to WMS’s social and environmental knowledge. Synthesizing knowledge from
these 12 articles, we listed activities that WMS could do to foster warehousing operations’
social and environmental sustainability.

6. Theoretical Applications

The current research findings have a number of theoretical implications for WMS
and social and environmental sustainability research that can be significant in several
ways. This research is an addition to the body of knowledge on WMS and sustainability.
Another theoretical implication is the potential to enhance understanding of the interplay
between technology and sustainable warehousing. Investigating how WMS can contribute
to social and environmental sustainability can become a starting point for designing and
developing technologies to promote sustainable practices in a warehouse. The research
can help to balance social and environmentally sustainable warehousing operations with
the economic efficiency of warehousing operations. Moreover, the current research can
positively impact the development of a more sustainable supply chain that cares about
people and the environment.

7. Managerial Applications

By gaining more knowledge about and control over warehousing operations, compa-
nies could reduce the environmental impact of warehousing operations and move closer to
achieving the UN SDG [83]. Ban Ki-moon, the Secretary-General of the UN, acknowledged
the crucial role of business companies in maximizing efforts toward the SDGs by integrating
sustainability across all SC functions [84]. Defining relevant sustainable SCM practices,
ref. [85] placed green warehousing into the sustainable practice of the downstream SC. In
decarbonizing SC activities, ref. [86] indicated a significant role of third-party logistics in
freight transportation and warehousing in implementing a low-carbon strategy. To reach
the concept of sustainable warehousing, ref. [87] introduced sustainable warehouse system
modeling, and ref. [38] developed criteria for the assessment of warehouse sustainabil-
ity mentioning the role of warehouse systems and automatization. Ref. [88] reviewed
the development of warehousing systems and technologies to contribute to sustainable
warehousing. Refs. [89,90] demonstrated a scarcity of research in the WMS context and
sustainability-supporting aspects of third-party logistics. As content analysis has shown,
the topics of WMS and sustainability are truly missing practical implications.

Companies could reduce the environmental and social impact of their warehousing
operations with added knowledge for practical implementation activities to achieve sus-
tainability KPIs and control warehousing operations with respect to sustainability. All
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this will allow companies to push the surrounding society closer to achieving the set UN
Sustainable Development Goals Research 2030 Agenda [91].

8. Future Research Suggestions

We would recommend academics and business owners research more about the topic
and collaborate in this direction. The combination of our findings supports the need for
further research on utilizing WMS for sustainability activities. WMS are the key systems in
warehousing, controlling what happens where and why in a warehouse.

In this context, further research is needed to support companies’ proactive approaches
to sustainability matters. In this case, if the high demand for sustainable warehousing
comes from the government, policymakers, producers, or even end customers, warehousing
companies should be prepared and know what to do, why, and when. One potential higher-
level integration of automatization optimization in the WMS context could be self-operating
autonomous vehicles [92] in the restricted parts of warehouses and their surrounding yards
to be controlled by the WMS. In the long term, WMS could be developed to handle larger-
scale fleets [93,94], and improve their optimization capabilities in warehouse environments.

To further understand the potential of WMS to achieve and set sustainability goals,
studies on utilizing WMS alone for sustainability would be beneficial. This would add to
understanding what can be achieved in warehouses with different available resources and
tools. For example, in further studies, WMS functional characteristics for sustainability
should be considered when discovering purely WMS-based capabilities for sustainability,
including sustainability report functions, separated waste streams quantity generation
forecasting, mapping and classification of different processes based on their CO2, and
waste production per handled ton. This, in turn, will also lead to incorporating more
quantitative and qualitative techniques to investigate this research direction further.

When there is a bigger picture of how WMS can be both socially and environmentally
sustainable, it would be important to also be able to identify WMS sustainability contribut-
ing development possibilities according to the triple bottom line approach to cover all three
pillars of sustainability [95] and overlapping sustainability elements in the same way as
completed by ref. [96]. The same call for building WMS and sustainability knowledge
came from the 3PL area specialist interviews by ref. [97]. Here, we would suggest also
considering the sustainability trade-offs with WMS in warehousing, which is completed by
refs. [98,99] in the SC contexts.

9. Limitations

The most important limitation of this research lies in the fact that only 12 studies
contributed to the understanding of the environmental and social sustainability of WMS.
The current academic literature on the researched WMS and sustainability topic is a bit
narrow in availability, so it could not produce wider insights into WMS utilization in the
sustainability connection. What makes the generalizability of these results subject to certain
limitations.

As only Web of Science (Core Collection) and Scopus (Elsevier) were used as two
databases to extract literature for the bibliometric and content analysis, this choice may
lead to omitting findings from other databases.

For example, researchers can consider mapping the available knowledge from gray
literature sources. It is also crucial to approach the study findings with understanding, as
only English-published academic literature was analyzed.

Other limitations come from the main focus of the research on WMS actions towards
sustainability rather than, e.g., using eco-friendly materials in warehouse construction or
utilizing renewable energy in warehouses. For the same reasons, technical-related studies,
e.g., programming and developing algorithms, were not reviewed. The current research
has identified ways to utilize WMS for positive social and environmental sustainability
contributions.
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Despite the abovementioned limitations, we see our work as contributing to a bet-
ter understanding of the current literature on WMS and sustainability for new in-depth
research gap fulfillment efforts.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Keywords Based on [39,43].

Selected Sustainability Keywords Bartolini—Environmental
Sustainability Terms

Glavič & Lukma—Sustainability
Principles, Approaches & Sub-Systems

carbon “carbon” -
CO2 “CO2” -

control* - “pollution control”, “integrated pollution
prevention and control”

clean* - “cleaner production”
degrad* degradation

eco “eco” “eco-design”, “eco-efficiency”
emission “emission” -

energ* “energy” -

environment* “environment*”

“environmental engineering”,
“environmental technology”,
“environmental accounting”,
“environmental legalisation”,

“environmental management strategy”,
“voluntary environmental agreement”

ethic* - “ethical investment”
green “green” “green chemistry”

health* - “safety and health”
“life cycle” “life cycle” “life cycle assessment”
renewabl* - “renewable resources”

repair* - repair
reus* - reuse

recover* - recovery
recycl* - recycling
reduc* - “source reduction”

regenerat* - regeneration
remanufactur* - remanufacturing

report* - reporting

Appendix B

Table A2. Combination of Keywords Used in Database Searches.

Database Keywords Combination

Scopus (Elsevier)

TITLE-ABS-KEY(“warehouse management system*”) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY(carbon OR CO2 OR control*
OR clean* OR degrad* OR eco OR emission OR energ* OR environment* OR ethic* OR green OR health*

OR “life cycle” OR renewabl* OR repair* OR reus* OR recover* OR recycl* OR reduc* OR revers* OR
regenerat* OR remanufactur* OR report* OR resourc* OR responsib* OR pollut* OR prevent* OR minimis*

OR minimiz* OR safe* OR social* OR sustain* OR waste*)

Web of Science (Core Collection)

TS = (“warehouse management system*”) AND TS = (carbon OR CO2 OR control* OR clean* OR degrad*
OR eco OR emission OR energ* OR environment* OR ethic* OR green OR health* OR “life cycle” OR

renewabl* OR repair* OR reus* OR recover* OR recycl* OR reduc* OR revers* OR regenerat* OR
remanufactur* OR report* OR resourc* OR responsib* OR pollut* OR prevent* OR minimis* OR minimiz*

OR safe* OR social* OR sustain* OR waste*)
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